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Part I Introduction





Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The topic of investigation of this dissertation is the situation of bare and to-
infinitival complements in Old and Middle English. Its ultimate aim is to gain
insight into a complex set of interrelated changes in such non-finite complements in
Middle English. The main changes involve the infinitive with to.

The first change is a massive increase in the frequency of this infinitive in
ME, with the bare infinitive being more and more restricted to relatively few
contexts. This phenomenon has traditionally been interpreted in the literature as

evidence that the bare and the to-infinitive are in competition in OE, with the bare
infinitive being replaced by the /a-infinitive in ME.

Other changes involve the rise of new stnrctural t1ryes in ME, none of which
have been affested in OE: passive /o-infinitives as in the Present-day English (PE)
example in (1)), ,o-infinitives containing perfective have as in (2), independently
negated to-infinitives as in (3), Exceptioual Case-Marking constmctions with
ro-infinitives as in (4), split infinitive constmctions as in (5), in which fo and the
infinitive need no longer be adjacent.

(l) These clothes need to be washed
(2) He expected to have finished last Wednesday
(3) They motioned to her not to come any further
(4) They believe John to be innocent
(5) To boldly go where no one has gone before

It has been claimed that some or all of these changes follow from a chang€ in the
categorial status of the (to-)infinitive from noun to verb - and the etymology of the
ro-infinitive itself quite clearly points to a categorial change at some period of its
history, as infinitival to is homophonous with the preposition to. If such a

development took place in the tansitional period between OE and ME, it would
entail that the fo-infinitive comes to be analysed as a clause in ME, with a subject
position (which explains why the development of the ECM-construction in (4)
becanre possible) and positions for tense and negation (hence the appearance of (2)-
(3)). The idea was first proposed by Lightfoot (1979), and built on by other scholars
(Jarad 1997, Van Gelderen 1993, Kageyama 1992), in spite of the fact that Fischer
and Van der Leek (1981:318-321) found only scant evidence for the alleged
nominal behaviour of the infinitive in OE and ME.

Although the greater part of this book discusses the distribution of the two
infinitives in OE, its ultimate aim is to test these two assumptions about the changes
in ME. The reason is that these changes cannot be assessed without a thorough
understanding of the OE situation. We will show in sections 1.2 and 1.3 that
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previous work on the subject is based on a number of assumptions about this
situation that have never been tested, but have, through constant reiteration,
achieved the status of axiom.

The aims of the present study that result from this will be presented in section
1.4. In section 1.5 and 1.6 we will discuss briefly some of the methodological
problems of having to rely on corpus data, and list the corpora that have been used

in this study. In section 1.7 we present an outline of the contents and some of the
conclusions of this book.

1.2 The traditional view of the status of infinitives in OE

The advocates of a categorial change to explain the changes in infinitival
constructions such as (l)-(5) rely heavily on previous work for the idea that the
infinitive in OE is a noun, or, at least exhibits more nominal characteristics than at a
later stage. As the quotations below show, however, the various statements on the
categorial status of the infinitive in OE, with very few exceptions, turn out to be
ultimately based on statements about the etymology of the infinitives rather than
their actual behaviour in OE. We will see that the earlier citations make no claims
about the situation in OE; but as the century progresses, the etymological statements
begin to be consbued as just that statements about the infinitive in OE.

The following citations may serve as a rough chart of this process. The first
one is from Wright & Wright's Old English Grammar:

The inf. was originally a nomen actionis, formed by means of various
sufFrxes in the different Indg. languages. The suffix <no-, to which
was added the nom. acc. neuter ending -rm, became generalized in
prim. Germanic, thus the original form of beran was *bhdronom, the
anom of which regularly became <n in OE. Goth. OS. and OHG.
(...) In prim. West Gennanic the inf. was inflected in the gen. and dat.
like an ordinary noun of the ja-declension (...), gen. <nnes, dat.
<nne. (...) The gen. disappeared in prehistoric OE. The dat. to berenne
generally became nnne through the inlluence of the inf. ending -an.
(wright & Wright 1925 [1908]:260).

There are three points to note here. First, Wright & Wright do not claim that the OE
infinitive is a noun, only that its etpnology suggests a nominal origin, in line with
the work of early Indo-Europeanists like Bopp (1974 tl816l). The second point is
that Wright & Wright refer to "the infinitive", i.e. the bare infinitive, as the form
from which the ro-infrnitive is derived, although they note the affinity of the latter
with theT'a-declension which, according to many other scholars (eg. Grimm 1870-

1898[819-1837J, Van Loey 1970), argues against such a derivation (see below,
Chapter 11.2.1.1). Finally there is the phrase "like an ordinary noun", the sole
purpose of which is to explain the etymology of the <te ending. Note, however,
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that this phrase does not make any claim about the actual status of the ending in OE.

Wright & Wright's etymology is quoted in its entirety in Callaway's influential
monograph The Infinitive in Anglo-Saxon (Callaway 1913:l-2), which becomes a
major source for data on OE infinitives, ffid hence for the dissemination of the
notion that "the" OE infuritive is a noun. Although Callaway does not attempt a

diagnosis of the categorial status of the infinitive, we will see in the next chapter ttrht
the way in which he stmctured his data led him to posit a correlation between Case

and infinitival form. The identification of infinitives wittr nominal cases may have
done much to establish the notion that infinitives were nouns in OE. Callaway was
also responsible for the idea that infinitives could appear in subject position, a

nominal function par excellence; this notion was later challenged by Bock (1931),
who noted that most of Callaway's "subject infinitives" appear as arguments of
impersonal verbs, which makes them suspect. The idea of infinitives as subjects
resurfaced in Jespersen (1940) and Visser (1963-1973) and was challenged once
again in Mitchell (1985).

Jespersen in his Modern English Grammar on historical principles repeats the
etymology, ild adds an interpretation of his own:

As the infinitive originally is a verbal substantive, it is quite natural that
it very often has the usual function of a substantive, i.e. is a primary.
(...) Thus we see that an infinitive (a bare infinitive) is a primary when it
is the object of a limited number of (auxiliary) verbs (...) and finally -
the most important of them all - when it is the object of the preposition
lo (Jespers en 1927 :9- I 0).

Crucially, Jespersen does not date this particular stage in the history of English,
although he clearly gives the impression that there is a progressive loss of nominal
features: "The to-itf. is a primary (...) as the object of a preposition: he was about ta
retire. About is now the only preposition which can take a ro-infinitive..." (ibid. I l).
It is indeed tnre that the ,o-infinitive in ME occasionally appears as the complement
of prepositions, whereas that position is no longer possible in PE; but as this
nominal function of the ro-infinitive represents an innovation, Jespersen's point
about about is in fact misleading. Prepositions are not attested with bare or ,o-
infinitives as their complement in OE (Mitchell 1985:$921, who also refers to
Callaway 1913), apart froq of course, ro itself. The statement about prepositions
appears to indicate that Jespersen is extrapolating from the situation in ME, on the
assumption that more nominal behaviour in ME than PE must mean that the
infinitive in OE was even more nominal; in other words, that there was a
straightforward progressive development from fully nominal infinitives in
prehistoric times to fully verbal infuritives in PE.

Mustanoja in his Middle English Sytax also repeats the etymology: "The
infinitive, originally a noun of action, exists in OE in two forms, uninflected and
inflected. The uninflected infinitive ends in <n (bindan). The inflected infinitive is
a dative ending in <nne (bindenne), inflected according to theTb-declension. It is

19
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the form used after the preposition to (to bindenne)..." (Musknoja 1950:512-3);

"...to- and the infinitive are looked upon as forming an inseparable unit equivalent to
a noun and capable of being used, fqr example, as the subject and object of a verb"
(ibid. 514). The idea that infinitives could be subjects in OE was already discredited
by Bock (1931), which suggests that Mustanoja is actually describing ME syntax,
and is basing the claim of the ,o-infinitive as "equivalent to a noun" on etymological
claims and the "nominal" behaviour of the ro-infinitive in ME only. Note that
Mustanoja explicifly claims that the <nne ending has the status of a dative ending
in OE, a claim that goes beyond etymological description.

In Visser's work, another influential source, the etymology is given in the
usual terms: "The particle ro preceding the infinitive was originally a preposition
with the sense of 'direction towards' which caused the change of e.g. singan to
singenne" (Visser 1963-73:947), i.e- the to-infinitive is again regarded as being
derived from the bare infinitive. Unfortunately, Visser cannot be drawn on the
category of the infinitive in OE, although the fact that he is working from actual OE
material would lend considerable weight to his views on the subject. He does note,
however, that even by King Alfred's time (i.e. in early OE prose) "the prepositional
force of to became weakened" (ibid. 948) - a first indicatiou that OE ro might be
different from the common nrn of prepositions.

On the basis of the weight of the combined scholarship of Callaway,
Jespersen, Mustanoja and Visser, Lightfoot was in a way entirely justified in making
the following statement: "For ease of exposition I shall simply assume here,
unconEoversially and with the traditional grammarians, that the old inllected
infinitive was a NP. As the /o form was introduced, it retained most of the NP
properties, occurring, for example, quite freely after prepositions..." (Lightroot
1979:l9l). By "old, inflected infinitive" Lightfoot means the infinitive in OE, and
argues that it underwent a categorial change in the transition to ME. As we have
seen, the view that OE infinitives are nouns had indeed become commonplace,
although the evidence the claim is based on is flimsy, consisting of nothing more
than the etymological evidence and the fact that ME infinitives behave more
nominally than in PE.

Lightfoot's study has exerted a strong influence on the work of other
diachronic generative scholars. As the question of categorial status is particularly
important in a generative framework, the categorial status of OE ra-infinitives is
crucial to their analyses of the infinitival changes illustrated by examples (l)-(5)
above, cf. the following quotation from Van Gelderen (1993:92): "It has often been
argued (e.g. Lightfoot 1979:190f0 that Old English infinitives are nouns (...). They
can follow prepositions and have some kind of Case marking. Assuming they are in
fact nouns in Old English, they need not indicate tense". Van Gelderen claims that it
is the intoduction of a new firnctional category (TP) that is responsible for the
changes in (l)-(5).

Unlike Lighfioot and Van Geldereq who work from ME data, Kageyama
(1992) and Jarad (1997) consmrct their arguments on the basis of actual OE
material. This adds one more piece to the infinitival ptzzle which appears to set the
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idea of nominal status on a lirmer footing. OE occasionally allows ,o-infinitives to

appear coordinated with a PP. An example is (6) below (conjoined stmctures in
bold):

(6) bat he ... mihte ... undon his mud to wisdomes spr&cum,
that he could undo his mouth to wisdom's speech

and to wurdianne God <4Hom 16, 184>'

and to praise God
'... so that he could ... open his mouth to wisdom's speech, and to praise God'

Kageyama argues that "any reasonable theory of coordination" requires some sort of
parallel stnrcture condition as part of UG (1992: 97), which, if corect, would mean
that a stnrcture such as (6) is proof that to-infinitives are indeed PPs in OE; and if ro
is a preposition, the infinitive in its complement must be a noun. Although
Kageyama uses acttral OE data, some of his categorical statements (eg. that to-
infinitives are resticted to agentive verbs (ibid. I l0)) can be dismissed so easily (eg.

Fischer 1996b:128) that it seems that his survey of the OE situation was acttrally
quite limited.

Kageyama's only other piece of evidence consists of the etymology: "...to-
infinitives, also called 'inflected infinitives', are characterized by the prepositional
infinitive marker ta and a dative inflection --*e added to a bare infinitive verb..."
(Kageyama 1992:95'). On the basis of this, and the coordination evidence, a

categorial change is, once more, argued to be responsible for the changes in (l)-(5),
this time from AgrP to CP.

Jarad, too, takes the nominal status of the infinitive for granted, again with an

appeal to Lightfoot: "Since ste is the only morphological realisatiou of the inherent

case assignedby to, it seems reasonable to take -fle as an indicator of the nominal
status of the infinitival verb (cf Lightfoot (1979))" (Jarad 1997:49). Unlike Van
Gelderen, Jarad is crucially dependent on that assumption, as it is the basis of his
entire analysis; the changes of (l)-(5) are directly related to a categorial change of
ro-infinitives, from PP to TP. His data are from secondary sources, which leads to
the indiscriminate use of unreliable examples from glosses (eg. his use of <Mt Head

Gl (Li) 16> on p. a8-a9) to support certain arguments. It is notable, however, that a

large-scale study such as Jarad's, which aimed pa*icularly to provide evidence for
the premise that OE infmitives are nouns, fails to come up with any other new
evidence and has to resort to other languages (eg. Modern Dutch; Jarad 1997:54) to
prove that inlinitives can be nominal.

The failure of such advocates of a categorial change to come up with solid
evidence of nominal status of OE infinitives is worrying, and so is the fact that OE
specialists (like Mitchell 1985) do not report any tlryical nominal characteristics of

tThroughout this book, the reference to an OE text is enclosed in o and follows the system of short titles
as employed in Healey and Venezky (1985) (in turn based on the system of Mitchell, Ball and Cameron
1975,1979).

2l
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infinitives, such as the use of determiners, infinitives in the complement of
prepositions other than /o, or infinitives with genitive objects.

Others with a detailed knowledge of OE (eg. Fischer and van der Leek 1981,

van Kemenade 1992) agree that the infinitive must be a V-head because it is able to
assign structural case. Fischer (1996b:131) is willing to conclude, on the basis of
coordination facts as in (6), the changing situation of infinitives in ME and the
presence of what looks like a dative inflection on the lo-infinitive, that "... the best

solution may still be to see the infinitives as essentially nominal (...) but with already
some verbal features incorporated". This is, again, the plausible notion of an orderly
progression from fully nominal in prehistoric OE to fully verbal in PE, but OE itself
is seen as a halfway house, both nominal and verbal, and certainly not fully nominal
and the equivalent of a noun. This places the categorial change not in the transitional
period of OE to ME, but earlier.

An in depth investigation of OE coul{ so I hoped, give more clues about the
date of this change; and if it could be shown to have taken place in OE itself, so

much the better. If there was no evidence of such a change, the changes in (1)-(5)
would have to be accounted for in a different way.

13 The two inlinitives in competition

An investigation of the situation in OE is also needed to assess another long-
standing assurnption and that is the notion that the two infinitives are in corrpetition
in OE, with the to-infinitive evenfirally winning out over the bare infinitive and
replacing it in most contexts. The to-infinitive, which appears to be an innovation,
becomes extremely successful, particularly from ME onwards when there is a huge
increase. Assessing the rise of the ,o-infinitive, and the degree of competition with
the bare infinitive, is impossible without a clear idea of the distribution of the two
infinitives. No coherent pictue emerges from Callaway's l9l3 monograph on the
subject to explaiu the distribution of the two infinitives in OE (see also Mitchell's
appraisal of Callaway's work (1985:$3755f0, and this in turn has persistently fed
the idea that the distribution is so chaotic that it defies analysis. Some OE verbs
apparently only occur with the bare infinitive, some only with the fo-infinitive, and
some with either, without there being any clear indications of why this should be the
case.

Some scholars have therefore concluded that the choice of infrnitive is simply
an idioslmcratic property of the verb in OE (eg. Molencki 1991:136) and dismiss the
problem to the lexicon. Such an approach precludes a coherent account of verb
complementation or of changes in complementation patterns; there is, moreover,
enough evidence from crosslinguistic studies to suggest that verb complementation
pattems are systernatic, and not the product of idiosyrcratic properties of individual
verbs (eg. Giv6n 1980, Noonan 1985). Callaway himself accepts the chaotic OE
situation as the inevitable consequence of a change in progress, and we find it
echoed in the literature throughout this cenhrry.
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The replacement theory (of bare infinitives by ro-infinitives) pre-dates

Callaway, but he was instmmental in consolidating it further. He quotes Sweet with
approval (Callaway I 91 3:70):

The substitution of the supine [:inflected infinitive (Callaway's note)]
for the infinitive [=rninflected infinitive (Idem)] began in Old English
itself. Thus the supine of purpose, as in hie comon det land to
sceawienne, 'they came to spy out the land,' gradually supplanted the

older infinitive with many verbs of desiring, intending, attempting, etc.,

so that while such a verb as willan,'will,' continued - as it still does in
Modern English - to take the infinitive ody, other verbs of similar
meaning, such as wilnian, 'desire,' together with such verbs as

onginnan, 'undertake,' 'begin,' began to take the supine as well as the
infrnitive. (Sweet 1903:I I8)

The context in which this quote appears in Callaway is the account of the onginnan-
group, the inchoative verbs that deff the correlation Callaway thought to have found
between Case and form of the infinitive (about which more in the next chapter). He

has recourse to the replacement theory in order to account for the exceptions to his

system; but from then on it underlies almost all subsequent scholarship. Some

examples:
Jespersen: "But gradually an enormous extension of the application of this ro-

infinitive has taken place: the meaning of the preposition has been weakened and in
some cases totally extinguished, so that now the /o-infinitive must be considered the

nonnal English infinitive, the naked [i.e. bare] infu-ritive being reserved for
comparatively few ernployments, which are the solitary survivals of the old use of
the infinitirte" (Jespersen 1927: I 0-l I ).

Mustanoja: "In late OE and early ME the use of the infinitive with ro increases

rapidly in comparison with that of the plain [i.e. bareJ infinitive; yet the former
never succeeds in wholly supplanting the latter, which in some respects has even a

wider range of use today than it had in ME" (Mustanoja 1960:514).
Visser: "From these beginnings the use of the ro-infinitive in the place of the

bare or plain infrnitive increased rapidly during the late Old English and early
Middle English periods, with the result that in Modern English the infinitive with to
is the ordinary form, the bare infinitive sunriving only in particular colligations
when it is very intimately connected with the accompanying verb" (Visser 1963-

73:948).
Lightfoot: "...the ro infinitive gradually replaced the bare infinitive during the

late OE and early ME period" (Lightfoot 1979:190).
Jarad: "...the encroachmant of the inllected infinitive upon the domain of the

uninflected infinitive..." (Jarad 1997 :32).

Sometimes the same idea is expressed inrplicitly, as in: "The infinitival
endings in Middle English are being losf as is well-known. These endings mark an

infinitive as [-tense]. The function of the [-tense] marker is taken over by (for) to"
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(Van Gelderen 1993:106); or: "the emergence of the regular use of the infinitival
marker ro" (Guilfoyle 1994).2

The replacement theory suggests itself quite naturally, and is not necessarily
the result of the statements in Sweet and Callaway. First, the two infinitives are
formally very similar, and this similarity increased in ME due to the erosion of the
ending on the ro-infrnitive; and second, there is also the obvious increase in lo-
infinitives in ME, whereas the bare infinitive is apparently increasingly restricted to
only a few environments (with the modals, and in Accusative-and-Infinitive
constructions after perception and causation verbs). Th" fact that the focus in such
investigations is always on the two infinitives and on their differences and
similarities with respect to their semantic and syntactic properties means that other
gfoanges in ME involving finite complements are not usually taken into account,
although, as we will see, they have an important part to play in the history of the ro-
infinitive. Exceptions are Manabe (1989) and Fischer (1996a), but no proper
distributional survey or quantitative shrdy has been done. Manabe's work, although
quantitative, lumps the figures for bare- and ro-infinitival complements together, so

that the decrease he demonstrates in the frequency of finite complernents ftoth
indicative and subjunctive) and the increase in the frequency of non-finite
complements (both bare and /o) cannot be used to relate the increase of to-infinitives
to any particular finite complement (for these and other problems, see also
Denison's 1991 review of Manabe's book).

The replacement theory is further supported by Callaway's data because they
appear to confirm the idea that bare infinitives once occured in a larger range of
environments. His list of verbs that are exclusively complemented by a bare
infinitive is very long, and very suggestive, especially when we take into account

that it does not include the modals, to which Callaway devotes a separate chapter.

However, Callaway's list of bare-infinitive-only verbs is artificially boosted

by the way he presents and classifies his data, as we will see in the next chapter. The
result baffles all attempts to account for their distribution. This in firrn fuels the idea
that the OE situation is in chaos because it reflects a tansitional stage in which the
two infinitives are in competition. Consequently, little effort has been made to bring
the supposedly chaotic situation of the two infinitives in OE into sharper focus. The
situation can only be resolved by a fresh investigation.

1.4 Aims of the present study

Accordingly, the present work sets out to find answers to the following questions:

2lntimately connected with this notion is the idea that the only difference between a bare infinitive and a
ro-infinitive is just that little word, ro, as is evident from the use of the term "ro-insertion" (eg- Nunes
1993:361) and phrases like "to can be omitted on the surface if governed by the matrix verb" (Kageyama
1992:106).
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(i) What is the categorial status of the two infinitives in OE? Is there a category

change in later English? What is the categorial status of to in the various
historical stages?

As the categorial status of the infinitives, ild of to, can only be determined on the

basis of the distribution of the two infinitives, their internal structure and their
position in the clause, this question leads to other questions:

(ii) What is the distribution of the two infinitives in OE?

Question (ii) requires a reappraisal of Callaway (1913), data searches in OE text
co{pora, and an evaluation of earlier accounts of the disnibution. We will see that a
coherent account of the distribution of the two infinitives emerges if we classiff the

data according to whether they are monotransitive or ditransitive, a distinction that is
not usually made in the literahre on OE infinitives, ffid pay particular attention to
the argument shrcture of the higher verb. It is only then that the distributional
pattem of the ro-infinitive omerges, and the pattern of its spread: it follows the

distribution of the subjunctive clause in OE, and has moved well beyond its original
distribution as a purposive ro-PP.

(iii) Are the two infinitives in competition, and to what extent?

Question (iii) entails teasing out not just their distibution, but also any syntactic and

semantic differences that there may exist between the turo infinitives in OE, and

some quantitative sfudies on the basis of various corpora.
The result of the investigation is that there are two basic sets of

monotransitive verbs that occur with both infinitives, one - the INTENTION verbs -
after which the infinitives appear to be in free variation and one - the aspectualizers

- after which they are not. There are two basic sets of ditransitive complements, the
verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand, and the verbs of commanding and
permining on the other. It is only the latter group that is attested with both bare and
to-infinitives, and these complements are not in free variation; the bare infinitive is
part of a monotransitive complement, whereas the ra-infinitive expresses the THEME

argument in a dinansitive constuction. It is only after this latter Broup, moreover,
that we find the fust fo-infinitival ECM-constnrctions (the tpe exemplilied by (a)
above), and we find them much earlier than is generally supposed in the literature.

The overlap between the two infinitives, i.e. the extent to which they are

functionally equivalent is consequently very limited. A quantitative shrdy confirms
the picture suggested by the disributional facts: the massive increase in ro-

infinitives in ME is not matched by a decrease in bare infmitival complements, but
by a decrease in subjunctive clauses.

Positional, stuctural and distributional facts reveal that the OE to-infinitive is
a clause, probably a CP. It appears to be not only functionally, but also struchrally
equivalent to its rival, the subjunctive clause; this means that the categorial change
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suggested by the etymological evidence must have taken place at stage prior to
recorded OE, and that the changes exemplified by (1)-(5) above cannot be argued to
result from a categorial change. We will argue that those in (l)-(3) may not
represent actual changes; there is nothing to suggest they are stnxcturally impossible
in OE, and the fact that they are first attested in ME is probably due to the massive
increase of the frequency of the ,o-infinitive in that period. More about the problem
of unattested structures in performance data (i.e. corpora) can be found in section
1.5 below.

The changes in (4)-(5) are genuine, howeveq and we will present an outline of
our account of them in section 1.7.

1.5 Some methodological decisions

Although our knowledge of OE derives from a body of texts that have accidentally
survived, and we lack native speaker judgements, this does not mean that we have to
take every instance of an infinitive in these texts at face value. The material that has
survived needs to be sifted and evaluated: the infinitive rnay occur in a bad
translation with heavy interference from the source text (usually Latin); other copies
of same text may show a different reading. It is only then that the distribution of the
two infinitives moves into closer focus.

Interpreting the material in this way is of course not without risk. Although it
is relatively easy to defend the position that instances in interlinear glosses should be
discarded as urreliable guides to actual OE (as they represent fiansliterations of a
Latin text, and it is well-recognized that there is a close correspondence of a Latin
infinitive and a bare infinitive in the OE gloss, or a Latin gerturd or gerundive and a
,o-infinitive in the OE gloss), it is more controversial to discard instances from texts
that are franslations rather than transliterations. But there are also such things as bad
translations, ffid if the distribution of the infinitives in OE would present a coherent
picture but for a handful of attestations in translations which have already been
suspected of being over-literal (eg. the OE translation of Bede's Historia
Ecclesiastica), we should at least investigate this possibility, and consider discarding
such suspect instances.

The present investigation reveals that such a coherent picture emerges if the
following translations are used with care, i.e. if infinitival constnrctions that follow
the wording of the Latin original are not taken into account. These texts are the
franslation of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica, the West-Saxon Gospels and the Saint's
Life of Mary of Egypt (Skeat 1966 U88l-19001).

Another methodological point is also the result of having to work with
'performance data', and involves the question of unattested stnrctures. The OE text
corpus is sufficiently large to allow at times categorial statements of the type only
NPs with accusative case can passivize (cf. Russom 1983) ot uto" is pafi of the
infinitival phrase ond cannot be moved (cf. Fischer 1996b), especially if these
phenomena are further confirmed by evidence from related, living languages. The
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fact that dative NPs subsequently allow passivization, or that ,o-infinitives may be

split, represent ME innovations and can be considered as evidence of stnrctural
changes. But unattested stnrctures cannot always be argued to be evidence of a

diachronic change. Mittwoch (1990:107-108) discusses the difficulties of assessing

the status of negation in Accusative-and-Infuritive constnrctions, eg. in "laboratoryu
examples like (7) (:Mitnvoch's example (33)):

(7) John sees Mary not leave

She makes the point that such examples are at best "borderline, denizens of some

limbo region between the grammatical and the deviant" and adds that, in five years

of looking out for real-life utterances of such s€ntences, she never encountered a

single example, "not even one meant ironically" (Mittwoch 1990:108). Quite aside

from Mittwoch's own point about negated AcIs, this example illustrates the gap

between corpora with performance data and sentences constnrcted under laboratory
conditions. Both have their own valuable contribution to make: the corpus will yield
information about usage that might not surface in the laboratory, whereas the

laboratory will yield information about stmcture that might not surface in a corpus
study (whether they complernent each other completely is a different matter; the
exfra information produced by each probably does not fully compensate for the
other's blind spot). It is in this area that there is a risk that too much is made from
the fact that a certain stnrchrre is not attested. There is one such case in the present

study.
The to-infinitive in OE is not attested with perfective have (n have V), overt

passives (to be l/-ed) or independent negation (not to Iz;.3 Such shrctures have been
affested in ME (see (l)-(3) above), ffid it has consequently been argued that this
points to a strrctural change. In this particular case, however, it should be

remembered that the ro-infrnitival ECM-constuction is unknoum in OE, and that
OE ro-infinitives all appeax in (subject and object) confiol constnrctions which are

invariably about non-actuated AcB that are intended, promised, permitted or ordered
by the Speaker, and for this reason alone tend to be affirmative and active.

This is demonstrated by the fact that negation and passives are rare in the
case of the frnite couuterparts of such control constrtrctions in OE - and to me it
seerns that this fact, taken together with the fact that ro-infinitival constnrctions are

still marginal in numerical terms compared to finite contol conrplements, can

reasonably be argued to indicate that negation and passives may well be structurally
possible in OE (in the sense that a speaker would be able to constnrct "laboratory"
examples) but not attested because of the nature of the controlled complement itself.

In other words, one must always be aware of the strengths, and the limitations,
of a corpus of performance data.

3The latter is not quite fue - purpose adjuncts of the type I come to ..., not to .-. do exist, i.e. to habbenne
& lo brucenne & na of tham myruttre to sellanne <CH 1533>, 'to have and to use, and not to sell/give it
away out of the monastery'
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1.6 Corpora Used
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l.
2.

3.

This investigation made use of the following electronic corpora:

Toronto Corpus (see Healey & Venezky 1980 [1985]).
The Helsinki Corpus of English texts, created under the direction of Prof.
Matti Rissanen at the University of Helsinki (see Kytii 1993).
The Brooklyn-Geneva-Amsterdam-Helsinki corpus. This is the OE part of the
corpus under 2 that has been syntactically annotated and parsed as part of an
ongoing joint project of Ans van Kemenade and Frank Beths (Vrije
Universiteit, Amsterdam), Willem Koopman (University of Amsterdam),
Susan Pintzuk (University of York) and Eric Haeberli (University of Geneva).
The annotation scheme includes verb complementation pattenrs; this corpus is
referred to by the abbreviation BGAH throughout this book.
The Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, annotated under the
direction of Prof. Anthony Kroch (University of Pennsylvania) with the
support of the National Science Foundation and with supplementary zupport
from the University of Pennsylvania Research Foundation. The annotation
scheme was designed by Anthony Kroch and Ann Taylor and implementedby
Taylor. This corpus is referred to by the abbreviation PPCME throughout this
book.
Various Middle English texts from the Oxford Text Archive, downloaded by
anonymous FTP.
Various Middle English texts from the Middle English Compendiurr,
University of Michigan.

4.

5.

6.

The search softrrare used was MicroConcord (OUP), with some addifional GREP-
routines in UNIX.

1.7 Outline of the present study

It will emerge in the course of this book that distributional, stmctural and positional
evidence shows that we should distinguish three different infinitives:

(i) the bare infinitive
(ii) the ro-infinitive as complement of the verb wesan 'be', and
(iii) the /o-infrnitive as purpose adjunct, and as complement of verbs other

than wesan.

The ro-infinitive under (iii) appears exclusively in control constmctions (with
an empty category, PRO, as extemal argument). As such it appears after two major
groups of verbs: monotransitive subject control verbs and ditransitive subject contol
verbs. The distinction between the various groups is made on syntactic and semantic
grounds.
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The first group is discussed in Part II and consists of verbs with meanings of
'intend, ty' (the INTENTIoN verbs, Chapter 3) and verbs with meanings of 'begin'
(the aspectualizers, Chapter 4).

The second group is discussed in Chapter III and consists of verbs with
meanings of 'persuade, urge' (Chapter 6), verbs with meanings of 'command,
permit' (Chapter 7), and verbs with meanings of 'promise' ("commissives", Chapter
8). The to-infinitive occurs with a furttrer Broup, the OE impersonals; though they
are not further discussed in this book, the main findirrg of these chapters, i.e. that the
to-infinitive as complement to ttrese control verbs follows the distribution of the
finite subjunctive clause, and only appears with verbs that allow such a clause, also
holds for the impersonal verbs.

Once the distribution of the ro-infinitive has been seen to coincide with that of
the subjunctive that-clatse, and the focus of our attention has been shifted away
from the opposition ro-infinitive/bare infinitive, a number of other facts fall into
place. The massive increase in ro-infinitives in ME will be found to be mostly due to
a corresponding decrease not in bare infinitives but in subjunctive that-clatses; /o-
infinitives and subjunctive that-clauses are, in fact, stnrctures in conpetition. This is
suggested in the earlier chapters by evidence from different mss. of the same OE
text (sections 3.6.3 and 6.6), but further confirmed by relative counts from historical
corpora (section I 1.5.4).

Chapter 9 presents Nt excursus into the sittration of the two infmitives as

adjunct. Although such a study departs from the main topic of the booh which is
infinitival complementation, infinitival adjuncts probably represent the only area in
which bare and ro-infinitive may have been in direct competition, which is why it
has been included. Chapter l0 wraps up the conclusions of Part III.

ln Chapter I I and 12 we will examine the categorial stahrs of the three

infinitives, ffid the evidence adduced by the sources quoted in section 1.2 above.
None of the three infinitives should be analysed as N-heads, although two of them
show some nominal behaviour: the bare infinitive with respect to its occurrence in
Case-positions, and the to-infinitive in the wesan-construction as regards its
participle-like behaviour. Participles famously hover between the categories V and
A, and A has been designated as [+V,+N] in the feature system proposed by
Chomsky (1970), in which each of the four major categories is assigne6 3 rrniqu€

combination of the features [+V, +N]. The ,o-infinitive in all other constmctions,
however, will be argued to be fully verbal.

In Chapter 12 we rvill see that analysing this ro-infinitive as a clause already
in OE allows us to relate the changes in eME affecting ro-infinitives directly to the

loss of OV orders in that period: the change in the position of its objects, the rise and
decline of for to as an infinitival marker, ild the emergence of the split infinitive.
The degrammaticalization of infinitival to, from clitic to free word, as exemplffied
bV (5) above, was facilitated by the loss of OV orders, but we will suggest that the
actual trigger may have been the behaviour of the finite counterpart of fo, the finite
subjunctive form; this form was increasingly signalled by a modal, i.e. a free
morpheme, which raised to T overtly, instead of a zubjunctive inflection bound to
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the verb which raised to T covertly.
We will show in the same chapter that, in addition to the factors of Latin

influence and loss of OV orders adduced by Warner (1982) and Fischer (1989,
1992), the emergence of the ro-infinitival ECM-construction after the believe-type
verbs in the fourteenth century - i.e. the change exemplified by (4) - was promoted
by another important factor: the loss of Verb-second (V2). OE is a V2 language (vair
Kemenade 1987:4248) but V2 is gradually lost in the ME period (ibid. 180-184).
We will argue in section 12.2.7 that this process has consequences for the
organisation of theme/rheme material (i.e. of given versus new information), and
that tlre ECM-construction after the believe-verbs - almost invariably passive in
both ME and PE - became acceptable for this reason.

We will begin with a re-appraisal of Callaway's data in the next chapter.



2 Arguments for reclassification

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will argue that the data in Callaway's The Infinitive in Anglo-
Saxon (1913) fail to yield a coherent picture of the situation of the two infinitives in
OE primarily because of the way they were classified: on the basis of surface strings
and very broad semantic groups that do not focus on the specific meanings of the

verbs in question when they are complemented by an infinitive.
His classification on the basis of surface patterns only results in infinitives

occurring in many different constructions being listed under the same heading, with
no attention paid to whether the infinitive appears in a monotransitive or a

ditransitive constnrction, or to which function, or thematic role, is expressed by the

infinitive. This leads to infinitives being lumped together as "objective" (Callaway
l9L3:29-72) in spite of the fact that th*y represent at least five different
constnrctions (monotansitive subject confrol, ditransitive subject control,
ditransitive object control, Small Clause and bare-infinitival ECM) and carry at least

two different thematic roles (oonq runue) or appear, without thematic role, as

Small Clause predicate; whereas another very irnportant group of verbs, the verbs of
persuading and urging, is missed out altogether because Callaway classifies the Io-
infinitive that they take as adjuncq and fails to see that it exhibits very coherent

syntactic and semantic pattems, ffid provides important clues for the development of
the lo-infinitive.

Callaway offers a workable system of classification on the basis of traditional
semantic groups, but some of the labels are misnomers, and the number of groups

could be reduced in view of the fact that the groups they describe share the same

subcategorization frames, eg. the verbs of commanding and verbs of permitting and

causing. Such a reduction allows meanings to be mapped unto syntactic structures,

and reveals the respective contributions of the bare and the ro-infinitive to the

semantics of the clause.

A final point to note is that the numbers of different verbs in Callaway's list
are far larger than they should be, without yielding any new patterns or
generalizations, for two reasons. The first one is that Callaway considers verbs with
or without the prefix ge- to be separate lexical items; and the second one is the fact
that he includes data from OE texts in which the choice of infinitive in the OE
translation, or transliteration, depends on the type of non-finite form used in the

Latin source, and does not reflect actual OE usage.

Callaway's main critic, Bock, also took issue with some of these points (Bock
1931) and we will refer to him where appropriate.
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2.2 Callaway's Classification

2.2.1 AcIs and subject control constructions

Callaway attempts to explain the distribution of the two infinitives on the basis of
Case. He suggests that verbs taking accusative objects are also the ones taking a bare
infinitive, whereas verbs that take objects in other cases (genitive or dative) or
prepositional objects appear with a ro-infinitive. Some verbs are attested with either
infinitive. [n Callaway's account this is explained by the fact that they are "double
regimen verbs", i.e. they govem two cases at once - presumably the ditransitive or
"three-place" verbs, like the verbs of commandirg - or any one of two or even three
cases - presumably verbs llke wilnian 'desire' that may be followed by objects in
the accusative or in the genitive case (Callaway 1913:63).

A closer look at the data reveals that the correlation proposed by Callaway is
untenable. It has been noted before (Mitchell 1985: $3755ff, Warner 1993: 136ff)
that his list of "bare-infinitive-only verbs" (Callaway 1913: 31-36) conflates (at
least) two tlpes of constnrction. It contains many perception verbs, which indeed
take NP objects in the accusative; but the infinitive after such verbs is part of an
Accusative-and-Infinitive constuction in which the infinitival subject has remained
implicit. Such constnrctions resemble subject control stnrctures in their surface word
order, but require a different analysis, and also differ in their subsequent
development. Examples of the two constnrctions are (l), a subject control
constnrction, and (2), ao AcI after a perception verb with implicit infrnitival subject
(with, for comparison, (3) as an example of a fullblown AcI). The difference
becomes apparent when we consider the underlying subject of the infinitive in each
case.

In (1), hine slean 'kill him' constitutes the THEME argument of rnynte
'intended'; the accusative hine'him' constifutes, in tum, the THEME argument of the
infrnitive slean 'kill'. For the external argument of slean we have to postulate an
empty category, PRO, which depends for its interpretation on the subject of the
matrix verb, se'that one'; hence the term'subject control' for such constnrctions.

In (2), ymbefisc sprecan'speak about fish 'constitutes the rugutr argument of
hyrde'heard'; as in (1), there is no overt element that could serve as the external
argument of the infinitive sprecan 'speak'. We can either postulate that we are
dealing with an implicit argurrrent here, or with a PRO subject, as in (1), but it would
have to be generic or abitrary PRO, not subject control; the impossibility of subject
confrol in such constnrctions is clear when we are dealing with a fullblown AcI as in
(3), where the external argument position of the infinitive is filled by an overt NP

frode menn'wise men'.

se ... mynte hine slean <LS 17.2 (martinPet) 182>
he intended himncc kill nqr
'he ... intended to kill him'

(1)
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(2) in pare stowe wrs gewuna, pmt man hwilum ymb fisc
in that place was customary that one sometimes about fish
gehyrde sprecan, & hrr nBS nrefre nan gesewen.

heard speaklNr and thbre not-was never none seen

<GD 1(C) 1.11.16>
'In that place it was customary that one sometimes heard tell about fish, but
none was ever seen'

(3) Full oft ic frode merm fyrn gehyrde secggan and
Very often I wise menAcc long-ago heard speaktur and

swerian ymb sume wisan... <MSol 426>
swearlNF about certain things
'I have very often heard wise men of old say and tell about certain things'

Callaway discusses constmctions as in (3) in a different chapter ("The predicative
infinitive with accusative subject", Callaway 1913: 107-126), which means that he

apparently regards (2) and (3) as different constructions, or at least considers

examples like (2) to be more akin to examples like (l) than to those in (3).
Being able to leave the infinitival subject unexpressed is a characteristic feaflre

of AcIs in OE, as in other Germanic languages, although it has not survived into PE

as a productive pattern. Furttrer support for this analysis of stntctures as in (2) is

suggested by the fact that the ten verbs that Callaway lists as occurring with
constnrction (2) constitute a nearly complete subset of the list of verbs that occur
with AcIs like (3) in his Chapter Eight (see Table 2.1 below).
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Table 2.1: Acl-verbs
(1913:31, 107-8)

CHaprsn 2

with implicit and explicit subjects; data from Callaway

Verbs with AcIs Implicit subject Explicit subject

abiddan'bid'

aletan'allow'
afindan'frnd'

behealdan'behold, see'

biddan'bid'

forletan'allow'
hatan'command'

don'do, cause'

geacsian'leant by asking'

gedon'make, cause'

gefelan'feel'

gefrignan' learn by inqury'
gehawian'see'

gehieran'hear'
gemetan'meet, find'

gemittan'meet, find'

gemunan'remember, recall'

geseon'see'

gedafian'allow'

geunnan'grant'

getvitan 'perceive'

hieran'hear'

leran'teach'
letan'let, allow'

ofseon'see'

onfindan'find'
ongietan 'perceive'

sceawian'see'

sgor,,'sge'

talian 'consider'

tellan 'consider'

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x.

x

x

x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x
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It is clear from this table that there is one exception, abiddan, but it is an infrequent
verb, which may well explain the fact that it is not attested with an explicit subject -
it only occurs with the construction as in (2) once. This suggestion is further
supported by the fact that its cognate,'biddan, is also listed as an Acl-verb.

What Callaway's Correlation in effect tells us is that to-infinitives do not occur
in Acl-constructions. This tallies with the observation that AcIs always have bare

infinitives in original OE prose (Callaway l9l3: 119-120, Fischer 1989; Mitchell
1985: 93749-3751), and it also explains why the perception verbs are the only
semantic group to appear consistently with only one infinitive type in Callaway's
list. When it comes to explaining the distibution of the two infinitives in subject
control constnrctions as in (l), the correlation breaks down.

In all, 98 verbs appear in Callaway's lists on the basis of bare or ro-infinitival
complements in subject confiol constructions as in (1); of these 98, he himself notes
as many as 53 "exceptions" in which the distibution of the two infinitives cannot be
related to case in a straightforward manner (Callaway 1913: 6l-68). The verbs of his
to-infinitive-only list present the greatest problem: three-quarters of them occur with
objects in the accusative (see also Table I in the Appendix), a result that completely
invalidates his correlation. We will see in Chapter 3 and 5 that it would hold for the
subject contol verbs if the ro-infinitive was still reserved for the expression of
adjuncts, and the bare infinitive for the expression of arguments. The whole point
about the distribution of the ,o-infinitive in OE, however, is that it has expanded
well beyond its original domain of purpose adjunct, and occurs freely as the THEME

argument of INrnuttoN verbs (Chapter 3) and verbs of commanding and permitting
(Chapter 7). When we are talking about the distribution of the two infinitives in OE,

it is particularly this expansion that needs to be accounted for.
The most intriguing group of verbs are those that occur with either infinitival

complement: if Callaway's Correlation holds, one would expect to find a

preponderance of "double regimen" verbs here. However, of the 26 verbs that occur
with either infinitive in a monotransitive subject-control constnrction as in (l), only
l l occur with objects in accusative and dative or genitive case, or accusative case

and a prepositional object (see Table II in the Appendix).
It is worth noting at this point that Callaway's classification of Acl-constructions

as in (1) artificially inflates the number of bare-infrnitive-only verbs in OE to
twenty-seven (Callaway 1913:31) - arti{icially, because what we are counting here

are Acl-verbs, a subset of the lists in Callaway's Chapter Eight. AcIs in OE can

optionally leave the subject of the infinitive unexpressed. This changes at a later
stage, in late ME. This development represents a genuine change, but it does not
mean that all of a sudden fewer verbs are affested with bare infinitives; it is a change

in a particular construction, and one that does not affect the distribution of the bare

infinitive. By adding these 15 perception and causation verbs with constnrctions as

in (2) to the subject confiol verbs with constnrctions as in (1), Callaway seems to
suggest that there has been a massive change in verb complementation patterns in
the history of English, especially when we take into account the fact that this figure
does nat include the modals, to which Callaway devotes a separate chapter. If so
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many non-modals apparently take the bare infinitive in OE, this fact alone strongly
suggests that the traditional replacement theory is correct: as the bare infinitive as

verb complement is confined to the modals in PE, this huge number of trventy-seven
appears to indicate a massive decline in the uses of the bare infinitive. It is this
apparent loss that leads many scholars to conclude that the subsequent increase in
lo-infinitives must be due to this infinitive encroaching on the domain of the bare
infrnitive. Restricting the list of bare-infinitive-only verbs to subject control
constructions reduces the misleading figure of twenty-seven considerably, and puts
the replacement theory in its proper perspective. If the bare infinitive ceases to be
regarded as the main competitor of the to-infinitive, this shifts the focus of the
investigation to other complements. It will also lead to a much more coherent
explanation for the distribution of the /o-infinitive in OE than Callaway's
Correlation.

2.2.2 Adjuncts and complements

Callaway's treatrnent of infinitives distinguishes between complement and adjunct.
Such a basic syntactic classification was apparently quite unusual in earlier work,
witness Callaway's criticism: "many previous investigators, h both the Anglo-
Saxon and the Germanic fields, have not sought to separate the objective infinitives
from the adverbial uses in the nzurower sense of the latter term" (1913:31), The
distinction itself is an intuitive one; Callaway does not offer any explicit criteria,
although he employs various labels to classifu the adjuncts. This leads to some
degree of arbitrariness. Bock points out, for instance, that Callaway classifies (4) as

a "consecutive" infinitive, whereas the nearly identical (5) from the same text is

labelled "Iinal" (Bock 1931:I57, footrote 2):

(4) Syle us flasc to etanne. <Num 11.13>
give us meat to eat
Lat. da nobis canles, ut comedamus
'Give us meat to eat.'

(5) Hwa syl6 us flasc to etanne? <Num 1 1.4>
who gives us meat to eat
Iaf quis dabit nobis ad vescendum cames?
'Who gives us meat to eat?'

There are many more such examples (see Bock 1931:157). Bock furttrer notes that
Callaway's inherently arbitrary method of classification destoys the historical
coherence and makes it harder to recover the origin of the various infinitival
firnctions (ibid. 157, 159). Bock also points out that the infinitive is structurally
ambiguous after a number of verbs, and argues that it is this stnrctural ambiguity
between adjunct and complement that eventually led to a syntactic reanalysis that
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expanded the ro-infinitive beyond its original domain (i.e. beyond its earlier
distribution as a to-PP; ibid. 161). We will discuss this structural ambiguity in
greater detail in Chapters 3 and 7.

If the distinction between adjunct and complement is significant for the historical
development of infinitival constructions, it should be clear on what basis the labels

"adjunct" or "complement" are applied. An obvious method to formulate explicit
criteria is to consider the argument structure of the verb, and the thematic roles

associated with this argument structure. If the infinitive appears to satisfy a thematic

role assigned by the matrix verb, this would indicate that the infinitive is part of the
subcategorization of the verb, i.e. a complement. If the infinitive does not appear to
carry a 4-role assigned by the matrix verb, it is an adjunct. It could be argued that
these criteria are hardly an improvement on Callaway's intuitions, because the

decision of which 0-roles go with which verb appeals just as much to intuition.
There is a difference, however, in that these intuitions can be tested objectively.

One such objective test is wh-extaction. It has been noted that wh-phrases can

only be extracted out of a maximal projection if the maximal projection is an L-
marked complement (i.e. part of the subcategorization of a major lexical category,

see Chomsky 1980:13ff), witress the PE examples in (6) with extraction out of
complements and (7) with extractions out of adjuncts:

(6) a. What do you think [gpJohn will do t]?
b. Who did you buy [pppictures of t]?

(7) a. *Who did Mary cry [6eafter John hit tJ?

b. *Who are [sppictures of t] on sale?

If such extractions out of ro-infinitival phrases are attested, this would lend support
to the idea that the ro-infinitive in such cases is a GOAL argument rather than a

purpose adjunct. There is in fact such an example with a verb of urging and
persuading although Callaway classes it, with some misgivings, as adjunct ("verbs
of compellirg", Callaway 1913:161): (8) below, with tyhtan'induce, urge'.

(8) On hwilcum godum tihst pu us to gelyfenne?
in which gods urgest thou us to believe
<,ELS (George) 148>
'Which gods do you urge us to believe in?'

There is no doubt that the extraction site of the wi-constituent is indeed the
complement position of the verb belieue: the on-PP satisfies the argument structure

of gelyfan, not of tyhtan. The matrix verb tiftsl subcategorizes for both the NP us

and the to-infinitival phrase to gelyfenne on hwilcum godum; hence, the to-infinitival
phrase is a complement, carries a 0-role assigned by the matrix verb tyhtan, and is

subcategorized for by the verb. The verbs of compelling, then, rlvifl1 msanings of
'persuade, urge', subcategorize for two intemal arguments, with the thematic roles
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of Pnngrur (or Tueur) and GonL. Although the Goel argument can be expressed
by the same three constituents as a purpose adjunct, i.e. a PP (with to), a that-clause
with subjunctive or a /o-infinitival phrase, it differs crucially from such adjuncts in
that it is a complement of the verb (i.e. it has received a 0-role from the verb and is
part of the argument structure and the subcategorization frame of that verb).

We should therefore reconsider Callaway's classification of infinitival
complements and adjuncts in the light of this criterion: is the infinitival phrase
assigned a 0-role by the governing verb, or not? The resulting classification will
confirm Bock's suggestion that the to-infinitive after the verbs of giving, originally
an adjunct, was at some stage reanalysed as a complement (Chapter 7).

2.23 Semantic groups

The only semantic group to be consistently associated with just one syntactic
complement (i.e. the bare infinitive) in Callaway's work is the group of the
perception verbs, as we noted in section 2.2.1. The bare infinitive afterperception
verbs is part of an Acl-constnrction in which the accusative subject of the infinitive
has remained implicit (see Table 2.1 n section 2.2.1). This constmction differs
markedly from the bare infinitive in subject control constnrctions and requires a

separate analysis.
The verbs in all the other semantic groups that Callaway distinguishes appear

indiscriminately in all three of his lists (i.e. of bare-infinitive-only verbs, to-
infinitive-only verbs, or verbs that take either complement). The distribution of bare
and ro-infuritive can therefore not readily be accounted for by relating a particular
infinitival complement to any particular semantic group (witness Table 2.2 below).
This semantic classification does not seem to serve any purpose other than to
suggest that the two infrnitives are in free variation:
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Table 2.2: Numbers of verbs with infinitival complements in each semantic
group, according to Callaway's classification (1913:31, 37,44\

Callaway's labels Numbers of Numbers of Numbers of
verbs with verbs with verbs with

bare inf to-inf both infs

39

commanding

causing and permitting

sense perception

mental perception

beginning, delaying and ceasing

inclination and will

We will see in the remaining chapters of this book that there is only one group of
verbs after which the two infinitives are in free variation, namely the verbs classified
by Callaway as "verbs of mental perception" and "verbs of inclination and will". We
will see in the next chapter that these verbs, when followed by an infinitival
complement, all express intention/volition and there is no need to separate them into
two different semantic groups. Examples are verbs like dencan, teohhian, and
deahtian. They are glossed by Callaway as 'think' (and consequently labelled "verbs
of mental perception") although they all mean 'intend, plan' when followed by an
infinitive, and exhibit the same syntactic pattern (i.e. monotransitive subject control)
as verbs hke giernaz 'desire', higian 'strive for, be intent on' and tilian 'strive,
attempt' which are classed as "verbs of inclination and will". The same classification
on the basis of the general meaning of a verb instead of its specific meaning when
followed by an infinitival complement is responsible for the inclusion of verbs under
'mental perception' whose semantic/syntactic stnrcture does not quali$ them as

such. Examples are the vefu gefrignan'learnby inquiry' that behaves in all respects
like a verb of sense perception (see Fischer 1990) and swutelian and etiewan that
Callaway glosses as 'show' but that only occur with an infinitive in the meaning of
'warn' (in Matthew 3.7 and Luke 3.7 respectively) and the infinitive that follows
them conforms in all relevant respects to the diransitive object control verbs. See

footrote 6, Chapter 6 below, ffid Bock (1931:l62,note l).
There is a second group of monotansitives where we find either infinitive:

Callaway's "verbs of beginning, ceasing and delaying", the aspechralizers. We will
present semantic and syntactic arguments in Chapter 4 to show that the trvo
infinitives cannot be in free variation here.

The remarning bare infinitives in Table 2.2, tn genuine examples (i.e. not in

6

J

8

7

10

I

2

25

9

22

2

3

5

5

3

9
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transliterations from Latin), are all part of bare-infinitival ECM constructions
(AcIs), whereas the to-infinitives after some of these verbs are clausal rueues in
ditransitive constructions there is no functional overlap between the two
infinitival t1pes. Th"y will be discussed in Part III of this book.

We will present the picture resulting from a reclassification of these data at the

end of this chapter (section 2.4).

2.3 Other problems

23.1 The prefix ge-

Callaway counts verbs with and without the prefix ge- as separate verbs. This
practice is not followed by lexicographers of OE (Bosworth & Toller 1882, l92l),
Clark Hall 1960U8941). It does not lead to any new insights into the distribution of
the two infinitives, even though the fact that ge- appears to have been a
transitivizing affix in earlier stages of Germanic justifies expectations that it could
influence the distribution; see Van Dijk (forthcoming). Gegiernan 'desire', for
instance, occurs exclusively with the bare infinitive, while giernan 'desire', its
connterpart without ge-, occurs exclusively with the /o-infuritive; similarly,
gehogian'intend' occurs with the bare infinitive, but hogian'intend' with either
infinitive; getilian'sEive, attempt' occlrrs exclusively with a to-infinitive, whereas

tilian'strive, afiempt' occurs with either infinitive; wunian'be used to' occurs with
the bare infinitive, but gewunian'be used to' occurs with the ro-infinitive - to name

but a few examples. The only result of Callaway's practice is that it artifrcially
inflates the number of verbs in his lists - including that of the bare-infinitive-only
verbs, which again creates the impression that the domain of the bare infinitive was

far larger in OE than in later periods.
It is striking that it is always the more frequent form of the two variants, whether

with or without ge-, that is attested with both infinitives. Gehogian (exclusively bare

infinitival) is attested 13 times in the entire Toronto Corpus, against 119 instances of
hogian (attested with either infinitive); gegiernaz (exclusively bare infinitival) is

attested 7 times against 135 instances of giernan (attested with either infinitive);
getilian (exclusively ro-infinitival) is attested l0 times in this colpus, agarnst 229
occrurences of tilian (again, attested with either infinitive); etc. The more frequent
forms are attested with a larger range of complements (including the two infinitives)
simply because they are more frequent, not because of some inherent idiosyncratic
property of the variant with or withoutge-. As ttre presence or absence of ge- does

not appear to affect the distribution of the two infinitives, we will therefore follow
lexicographical practice in not listing the variants with ge- as separate verbs, but
subsume them under the form of the verb without ge-.
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2.3.2 Interpretative dilemmas

There are some cases in which Callaway's interpretation of the structure of a

particular example should be reconsidered in the light of what is known about the

argument structure of the verb, and the various subcategorization frames it exhibits.
Electronic text corpora - to which Callaway of course had no access - are

invaluable in this respect, as they allow instantaneous listings of all occurrences of
any one verb, which reveal the most frequent patterns fairly quickly, and helps us to
interpret and evaluate alleged instances of infinitival complements. Consider for
instance (9):

(9) uton cunnian, gif we magon, pone repan widersacan on his
let-us ty if we may the cruel enemyAcc on his
geancyrre gegladian <,'jECHom I 30 450.1D (Callaway 1913:36)
retum appeaselNF

a. 'let us try, if we can, to appease the cruel enemy on his return'
b. 'let us try whether we can appease the cruel enemy on his return'

Callaway follows Thorpe's punctuation (Thorpe 1844-1846), and takes gif we
magon as a complete clause with "comment" stahrs - an embedded intemrption
(tanslation 9a). He takes the complement of cunnian to be the bare infinitive
gegladian and classifres cunnian as a verb that takes only a bare infinitive, on the
basis of this single example. However, (9) allows another interpretation, especially
if we do not follow Thorpe's punctuation - the ms has no punctuation at all here
(Clemoes 1955-1956, cited in Healey & Venezky 1985): gy'could also introduce an

indirect question as the complement of cunnian. This is the interpretation given as

translation (9b). It is possible to make an informed choice between the turo
interpretations on the basis of the complementation patterns usually found after this
verb. About 75Yo of all occurrences of cunnian in the Toronto Corpus are followed
by * indirect question fifr Srf or hweder 'whettrer'. In the absence of any other
bare infinitival attestations, example (9) is best interpreted as yet another indirect
question (:interpretation (9b)). Cunnian does in fact occur elsewhere with an

infinitival complement, but this is in a manuscript which was not available to
Callaway; and this complement is a to-infinitive:

(10) Geome cunnie elc ilran to befleonne hellewite <HomM 9, 15>
gladly trysuBJ each man to flee hell's-torments
'Let each man gladly try to flee the torments of hell'

As so many verbs appear in Callaway's lists on the basis of a single example, such
reinterpretations can affect the overall picture of the position of the two infinitives
considerably.

Another example of an interpretative dilemma that can be solved by recourse to
ttre Toronto Corpus involves the type of ambiguity mentioned briefly in section
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2.2.2 above: the ambiguity between complement and adjunct inherent in the

infinitival consffuctions after verbs of giving, and the related verbs of commanding
and permitting. The overall view of all complementation patterns is, again, vital in
the process of deciding whether the to-infinitive in any given instance is best

interpreted as an argument of the verb or as an adjunct to that verb's object. We will
discuss two cases of ro-infinitives with the verb beweian 'prevent' to illustrate this.
The first one is (l l) from Callaway (1913: Q; bewerian in bold:

(l l) mid bV seo E monig ping bewered to etanne, swa swa unclane
with that the law many thingseCC prevents to eat as unclean
<Bede I 16.80.7>
Zaf.: Nam cum multa lex uelut inmunda manducare prohibeat... (Colgrave &
Mynors 1969:94)
'as the law forbids the eating of many things as being unclean'

Bewerian is frequently attested (l 13 instances in the Toronto Corpus, with a further
41 instances found in glosses) and its most frequent complementation pattem is a

single accusative object (85 times). It is therefore very likely that the argument
sEucture of beweriaa in (11) consists of just the accusative object monig ping, with
the /o-infinitive as an infinitival purpose adjunct, not as argument (i.e. a

complement) of bewerian. More about this dilemma - purpose adjunct versus
complement - in Chapter 3 and 7. Another example is (12):

(12) Ond peah pe he for feondscipum brs gemyndgedan cyninges
and though that he for enmity of-the aforesaid king
in his e6el o66e in his biscopscire onfongen beon ne meahte,
in his land or in his biscopric received be not could
ne meahte he hwadre from pare pegnunge beon bewered
not could he nevertheless from the ministry be prevented
godspel to larenne. <Bede 4 17.300.27>
gospel to teach
Lat.: ... non tamen ab euangelizandi potuit ministerio cohiberi (Colgrave &
Mynors 1969:372)
'And though he, because of the enmity of the aforesaid king, could not be

received back into his own native land or in his diocese, he could
nevertheless not be prevented from the ministry to teach the gospel'

From the occurrences of this verb in the Toronto Corpus we know that there is
sometimes a second constituent in addition to the accusative NP; this second
constituent is either an NP in the genitive (rare) or a PP with wid 'against' or

framlfrom'from', as in (13), here with the accusative NP passivized:

(13) he wres bewered from pare biscoppegnunge mid hefigre
he was prevented from the bishop-ministry by serious
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untrymnesse... <Bede 4 6.280.15>
infirmity
Lat.: gratissima infirmitate ab administrando episcopatu prohibito (Colgrave

& Mynors 1969: 352)
'he was prevented from the ministry of his diocese by a serious illness'

As we also find afrom-PPin (12), we should seriously consider the possibility that
(12) has the same structure as (13), i.e. that the underlying VP is: bewerian hine

fro* pere pegnunge'prevent him from the ministry', again with the accusative NP
passivized, as in (13); in such an interpretation, the argument structure af bewerian
is fully satisfied by the accusative NP and the followng fram-PP, and the phrase

godspel to lerenne is an adjunct of purpose.

There are no occurrences of a /a-infinitive with this verb as unequivocal
complement, i.e. with unaccusative or inEansitive infrnitives (in which case there is
no object at all, and the to-infinitive is the only candidate for the rsnuE role) or
with the order VO in the to-infinitival complement (if (11) exhibited the word order
seo e bewered to etanne monig hins'the law forbids to eat many ttrings' it would be

far more likely that monig hing'many things' is an argument of etanne 'eat', and
not of bewered 'forbids'). It must be remembered that such VO orders in subclauses

are already abundantly attested in OE, and ro-infinitival clauses are no exception
(about one-third of infinitival arguments follow rather than precede the verb; see

Table 11.4 in Chapter ll). This means that there is no basis on which to include
bewerian 'prevent, forbid' in the list of verbs that allows a to-infinitival
complement.

Excluding bewerian results in a major simplification of the syntactic
characterization of Object Control verbs with to-infinitival complements, as we now
find that we are now left with trro coherent groups, i.e. Callaway's verbs of
compelling ("the verbs of persuading and urging") and the verbs of giving ("the
verbs of commanding and permitting"), each with its own set of subcategorization
frames (below,2.4).

233 Latin influence

Callaway is acutely aware of the problems posed by interference from the source
text for the language of OE nanslations; wherever possible, he gives the original
Latin text alongside his OE examples, and he frequently comments on the influence
of Latin on the occrurence of the two infinitives. In his discussion of the distribution
of the two infinitives, he notes that the verbs geleornian and leornian ('leanr') do
not fit his correlation, as they are attested with both infinitives despite the fact that
they are not what he terms "double-regimen" verbs (see section 2.2.1 above): they
only take accusative objects and Callawa's Correlation would lead us to expect only
bare infinitives here. Callaway tries to explain away some of such wayward
occurrences of the to-infinitive by pointing out that they translate a Latin gerundive
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or gerund (Callaway 1913:68), clearly implying that Latin gerunds or gerundives
tend to appear as ro-infinitives in the OE translation.

He similarly uses the notion of Latin influence to explain the unexpected
occutrence of the to-infinitive after deman'deem, judge': "the inflected infinitive is
doubtless due to the gerundial periphrastic of the Latin original" (Callaway
1913:69). There is a clear link between the gerund or gerundive in the Latin original
and the appearance of the ro-infinitive in the OE translation, and between the Latin
infinitive and the OE bare infinitive, but Callaway discusses the ramifications of this
link only inasmuch as they account for exceptions to his system; he does not discuss
their impact as a whole, although his lists of verbs, and therefore the entire picture
of the distribution of the two infinitives in OE, are affected dramatically if those
instances in which the infinitive is due to influence from the source text are
discarded.

In his view (Callaway 1913: 183-220), such infinitival constuctions, in spite of
the fact that they may have been borrowed from Latin, have apparently been
accepted into OE - otherwise they would not have been used by OE scribes. This
line of argument is deeply flawed; the dangers of interference from the source text
should not be underestimated, and some texts are clearly transliterations rather than
translations.

The problem is, of course, to decide which infinitives are due to the source text
and which are not. The OE translator made the connection between the Latin
infinitive and the OE (bare) infinitive, and between the Latin gerund or gemndive
and the OE to-infinitive precisely because there was indeed a large amount of
overlap in this area, especially between, for instance, the ad-gennd and the /o-
infinitive, or the combination esse + gerundive and wesan + ,o-infinitive. An
example of the former is giveu in (14), followed by trvo OE translations, (15) (ms C)
and (16) (ms H, a later revision of C):

(14) sed ad toleranda haec et alios accendit... (de Vogti6II, 148)
but to suffercERUNn this also others incited
'but he also incited others to suffer this'

(15) ac eac swylce he tihte & onelde
but also such he urged and incited
arafrrienne. <GD 2(C) 3.109.27>
suffer
'but he also urged and incited other men to suffer in this way'

(16) ac eac swilce he getihte & onalde o6re men
but also such he urged and incited other men
to forberene. <GD 2(H) 3.109.22>
to tolerate
'but he also urged and incited other men to tolerate those things.'

opre men bus to
other men thus to

pa bing
those things
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T\e ad-gerund appears both in the translation and in its revision as a ro-infinitival
ptrase. Although it is difficult in such circumstances to evaluate the exact status of
the to-infinitive (i.e. to be relatively confident ttrat its appearance is not entirely due
to the ad-gerund in the source text'but would also be acceptable in original OE
texts) it is not impossible. There are OE texts that are not dependent on source texts
in another language, and they can be used as benchmarks to decide on the
acceptability of instances like (15) and (16): OE poetry, Wulfstan's homilies, or the
works of ,iElfric, whose sets of homilies and saint' lives have been described as "not
random compilations of occasional pieces (...) [but] the product of systematic
thought" (Hurst 1972l.43).,iElfric's linguistic awareness is evident from the prefaces

to his works (he emphasizes that he intends to write in plain language, avoiding
difficult words), and it is clear that he thought of his work as a "consciously
'literary' act" (Clemoes 1956:182). The fact that onelaa and tyhtan in (15) and (16)
are found with the same complementation pattem - i.e. an accusative object
followed by a /o-infinitival phrase - as other verbs with the same basic meanings of
persuading and urging in,iElfric's works (see for instance exx. (3)-(5) in Chapter 6),
and in OE poetry, i.e. in texts that are not straightforward translations, indicates that
this is an area where Latin and Old English show overlap; the ad-gerund is quite
legitimately translated by a to-infinitive.

There is also a word order clue as to the validity of the lo-infinitive in (15)-(16).
There is a difference in the positions of ad-gerund in the Latin original and of the ro-
infrnitive in the OE translations relative to the rest of the clause; the ad-gerund
precedes the matrix verb accendit n (14), whereas the ro-infrnitives in (15) and (16)
do not. Io-infrnitives never precede the matrix verb in original OE prose or poetry,
only in translated texts, and then only if the corresponding ad-genrnd similarly
precedes the matrix verbr. This strongly suggests a genuine syntactic difference
between the two languages in this respect. The fact ttrat ttris difference is observed in
the word order of (15) and (16) further enhances the reliability of the OE translation.

A similar story holds for esse + gerundive, which is often translated by wesan'to
be' * ro-infinitive, as in (17):

(17) Gif ponne for micelre arwyrdnesse hwylc mon ne gepyrstga6
if then for great reverence any man not venfure
onfon, se is to herienne; ac gif he onfeh6, nis he to demenne
receive he is to praise but if he receives not-is he to judge
<Bede 1,76.78.32>
Lat.: Si autem ex ueneratione magna percipere non praesumit, laudanda est;

sed si perciperit, non iudicanda. (Colgrave & Mynors 92)
'If then out of great reverence any uran does not venture to receive [iL i.e.
Holy Communionl, he is to be praised; but if he receives [it], he is not to be
judged.'
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Whatever the history of this constmction2, it is fully integrated into OE grammar by
this time; the translator of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica often employs it
independently of the source text (eg. <Bede l, 16.78.23>, <Bede 3, 17.234.12>,
<Bede 4,23.326.3>). It seems reasonable to include such data in one's analysis,
even though the OE translation of the Historia Ecclesiastfca shows many signs of
interference from the source text.

This strong dependence on the Latin text has been noted in previous studies, e.g.

Raith (1951) (quoted in Koopman 1990:43). Grant (1989) studied the differences
between ms. T (the basis for Miller's EETS edition) and a later revision, B, prefes to
regard these differences as examples of genuine diachronic change rather than the
result of corrections of the non-native idiom of the T text, but even he concedes that
"one has to deal with a rather slavish tanslation of a Latin work rather than with a
work written originally in Old English" (Grant 1989:307).3 The combined evidence
from Raith (1951), Clement (1978) and Grant (1989) indicates that the text of the
OE Bede cannot be taken as prima facie evidence of infinitival constructions in OE
when the selection of bare or ,o-infinitival complement depends directly on the
presence of infinitive or gerund/gerundive in the source text.

Weighing and discarding data when their attestations appear to be entirely
motivated by a foreign source text and are not paralleled by occlurences in more
reliable sources of the OE language has considerable consequences for our appraisal
of the situation of the two infinitives. Its main effect is a large reduction in the
number of verbs that appear with bare infinitives, indicating that the domain of the
bare infinitive was already quite restricted in OE and not the result of later changes.

A second effect is that this rigorous vetting of the data reveals that the OE to-
infinitive exhibits a positional constraint: in those texts that can be argued to be
reliable guides to acceptable OE the ,o-infinitive is always extraposed to the end of
the clause. This constraint does not emerge from Callaway's data because many of
his to-infinitives precede the matrix verb; this is the result of the OE translator
following the word order of his Latin source. As we will see in Chapter 11, such
constraints are extremely signifrcant for the analysis of the categorial status of the
to-infinitive.

2It 
does not occur in Gothic (Krrhler 1867).

3'B' fairly systematically alters T's literal translations of Latin ablativus absolutus constructions, a
clear indication that they were felt to be ungrammatical; and the same goes for present participle
constructions, which did not become accepted as a periphrasis for the progressive until a later stage-

Grant attributes the avoidance of the ablativus absolutus construction to a dislike and a

misunderstanding on the part of the B scribes (1989: 296), and the avoidance of the periphrasis in B is
regarded as evidence that such periphrases were ro longer OK at a later stage of OE: "the continuity of
the expanded form was perhaps no longer fully appreciated" (ibid. 297), again suggesting that we are

dealing with genuine diachronic changes here, although these changes in B are much more likely to
represent the efforts of at least some of its many scribes to correct the interlanguage of the translation.
These same constructions were investigated by Clement (1978) precisely because they translated Latin
constructions without truly native OE counterparts.
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2.4 Results of reclassification

If the modifications suggested in this chapter are applied, the following groups of
verbs emerge, each with its own set of subcategorization frames. Note that the label
It!?rt in these frames indicates a bare infinitive, whereas "ro VP" indicates a to-
infinitive; these labels do not imply any commitnent as to the clausal level of these
infinitives, which is discussed in Chapter I l.

A. Monotransitive subject control:

I. INTENTIoN verbs (to be discussed in Chapter 3).
Argument structure : aCrUr/tnenag
Subcategorization fr ames :

THEME

47

NPo J

vPl
subjunctive clause]

I to VP]

II. Aspectualizers (to be discussed in Chapter 4).
Argument stnrch[e: AGENT/THEME

Subcate gorization frames :

THEME

I lrIP*" ]
tvPl
I subjunctive clause] (relic, rare)

I ro VP]

B. Monotransitive, no subject or object control

I. Perception verbs (not further discussed in this book).
Argument struchrre : AGENT/THEME

Subcategorization fr ames :

THEME

I.IP*" ]
I.IP*" VP ]
NP*" Pred l
indicative clause]
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C. Ditransitive Object Contol

I. Verbs of persuading and urging (Qhapter 6)
Argument structure : AGENT/THEME/GoAL

Subcategorization frames :

THEME GOAL

I ro-PP J

[subjunctive clause]

I to-VP ]

D. Ditransitive Object Control with monofiansitive variant

I. Verbs of commanding and perrritting (Chapter 7)
Argument stnrcture: AGENT/RECIPIENT/THEME (difansitive) or AGENT/THEME
(monotransitive)
Ditransitive subcategorization frames:
RECIPIENT THEME

NP*,] tNP*"]
[subjunctive clause]

I ro-vP ]
[VPI (relic, rare)

M*"
NP*"
NPo"

NP&r
NPda

NP&r

Monotransitive subcategorization frames:
THEME

[NP*" \IP]
F*lP*" Predl

E. Ditransitive subject confrol

I. Commissives (Chapter 8)
Argrrment stnrcture: AGENT/RECIPIENT/THEME

Subcategorization frames :

RECIPIENT THEME

NPddl tM*. I
NPdd I tsubjunctive clausel
NPdd ] t ro-VPl

In addition to these argument-expressions, the following expressions of the purpose
adjunct are relevant:
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F. Adjuncts of Furpose (Excursns, Chapter 9)

I ro-PP ]
[subjunctive clause]

I ro-VP ]
*[ vP ]o

The details of each group (membership etc.) will be discussed in the various
chapters. Note that this reclassification shows up two significant distributional facts:

There is a distributional cluster expressing both the coAL argument and the
purpose adjunct, i.e. the to-PP, the subjunctive clause and the /o-infinitive;
There is a similar distibutional cluster expressing ruruES, i.e. a subjunctive
clause, an accusative NP, and a /o-infinitive.

We will see that these two facts are important in the story of the rise of the to-
infinitive, as it is set out in this study.

2.5 Conclusion

We have argued in this chapter that both Callaway's classification and the
interpretation of ttre data on which it is based obscure the pattem of distibution of
the bare and the to-infinitive in OE. We have proposed another classification based

on argument structure and subcategorization frames which will be argued in detail in
parts II and III of this book. This classification shows that there is in fact only a
limited amount of overlap between bare and ro-infinitive in OE. In the course of this
book we will see that we should not focus on the bare infinitive as the main factor in
the rise and spread of the ,a-in{initive, although this is the traditional view, as we
saw in the previous chapter, but on a finite complement: the subjunctive clause.

aThe asterisk indicates that there are clear indications that bare-infinitives could express purpose

adjuncts in a stage prior to OE; we will argue in Chapter l0 that they no longer occur as purpose
adjuncts in OE.
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3 The intention verbs

3.1 Introduction

Both bare and to-infinitives are found as the complement of monotransitive subject
confiol verbs, collectively known in the literature as "modality-verbs" (Giv6n 1980:

333), "volition-verbs" (Rudanko 1989: 22-29), or "control verbs of commitnent"
(Sag & Pollard l99l). This group includes verbs with meanings like 'intend', 'try',
or 'desire' (i.e. conatives or desideratives), or their negative counterparts 'refuse',
'fear', 'avoid'. What these verbs all share is ttrat they may take as their rueME a
proposition which refers to a situation that is non-actuated, either because it is still in
the future (as with conatives or desideratives) or because it is a hypothetical
situation that the speaker wishes not to come true (as with the verbs with negative
meanings like 'refuse', 'fear' or 'avoid'). I will refer to this group as a whole as

INTENTION verbs. One subset of these monotransitive subject control verbs will be

discussed in a separate chapter: the verbs beginnan, ginnan and a/onginnan, all
meaning 'begin'; their behaviour is sufficiently deviant from the other INTENTIoN

verbs to require separate treatrnent.
When the ttttgtrittott verbs are followed by an infinitival complement, the

unexpressed subject ("PRO") of the infinitive is to be interpreted as identical in
reference to the subject of the matrix verb. The following are examples of the
INrENrtoN verb wilman 'desire'; in (1) it is followed by a to-infinitive and in (2) by
a bare infinitival complement.

(I) 6is heo cwr6 mid wope, and gewilnode to drowigenne for
this she said with weeping and desired to suffer for
Cristes naman pa cwealmbaran wita... <,ELS (Agatha) 22>
Christ's name the deadly tortures
'This she said with weeping, and she desired to suffer the deadly tortures in
the name of Christ'

(2) pa geseah pes sclpes hlaford hret Eustachies wif swi6e
when saw the ship's captain that Eustache's wife very
feger w&s, pa gewilnode he hi habban... <LS 8 (Eust) 165>

fair was then desired he her have
'When the ship's captain saw that Eustache's wife was very fair, then he

desired to have her'

Although most scholars appear to agree that the ro-infinitive represents a relative
innovation in the Germanic family, its distribution is still a matter of debate.

Evidence from Gothic suggests that its original domain was that of a purpose

adjunct as in (3) (Kohler 1867):
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jah mahts fraujins was du hailjan ins (Luke 5:17)
and power of-the-lord was to heal themECC-MASC-PL

'and the power of the Lord was [with him] to heal them'

By the time of our earliest OE records, however, to-infinitives appear as

unequivocal verbal complements. Several models for the spread of this new
construction have been suggested: the prepositional phrase, norninal objects with
inherent Case (dative or genitive), the bare infinitive itself, or a combination of
these. Bock (1931:158-9) suggests reanalysis from adjunct to argument as an

additional factor: he observes that a sentence like (a) is structurally ambiguous. The
two interpretations that he proposes, translated into modern terms, are shown in (4a)

and (4b):

(4) pet Herodes sec6 prt cild
that Herod seeks [*rth" child] [c, Op, [r'
'that H. seeks the child in order to destroy it'
that Herod seeks [.r["*the child]
<Mt (WSCp) 2.13>
'that Herod seeks to destroy the child'

to forspillenne
to destroylll

to destroyll

a-

b.

In interpretation (4a) the lo-infinitive is a purpose adjunct; the NP pet cild 'the
child' is governed by the higher verb secd'seeks' and receives the thematic role of
THEME. In interpretation (4b), on the other hand, the infinitival phrase pet cild to
forspillenne 'the child to destroy' is interpreted in its entirety as the complement
(and the THEME argument) of the higher verb. In this interpretation, the NP pet cild
'the child' is govemed by the lower verb, toforspillenne.

In this chapter I will discuss the validity of all of these models (PP, inherent
Case, bare infinitive and reanalysis) as possible ways in which the ro'infinitive
spread beyond its original domain. I will argue that no single model was responsible
for the initial extension of the ro-infinitive as complement of INTENTIoN verbs:
prepositional phrases, nominal objects and reanalysis all play a significant role.
Where I disagree with the traditional accounts is that I conclude that the role played
by bare infinitival complements in this process was minimal, and that the same

holds for the influence of prepositional phrases other than those with the preposition
to, or of objects with inherent case; the role of finite complements, however, which
until very recently has always been ignored, has beeu extremely important.

By the time we reach historical Old English, the to-infinitive matches the
subjunctive that-clause both distributionally and positionally, and has in effect
begun to compete with it. Evidence from the C and H mss of the OE translation of
Gregory's Dialogues shows that H, the later manuscript, systematically replaces
subjunctive that-clauses in many environments, but particularly after INTENTIoN

verbs, by to-infinitives. The ro-infinitive begins to oust the subjunctive that-clause
by the end of the Old English period, and the interaction between these two
struchrres is a far more pervasive and significant factor in the spread of the to-
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infinitive than has hitherto been supposed.

As a preliminary to the main part of our discussion, we will first take a brief look
at the INTENTIoN verbs in Gothic, the only Germanic language of which texts have

survived that predate Old English.

3.2 INrBruuoru verbs in Gothic

The earliest extant text in a Germanic language - apart from isolated runic
inscriptions on spears, stones or other artefacts - is Wulfila's translation of the

Greek bible in Gothic, which dates from the middle of the fourth century AD. The
extant texts comprise a fragment from the Old Testament (from Nehemiah) and
about three-quarters of the New Testament.

Two important points need to be taken into account when we use data from
Gothic to reconstruct the situation of the infinitives in prehistoric English. Gothic is

a representative of East Germanic, a branch of Germanic of which no descendant
has survived, whereas Old English belongs to another branch altogether (West
Germanic). It should be kept in mind that there is no direct relationship between the

two languages.

Secondly, the only texts we have are translations from Greek. The interference
from Greek syntax makes it extremely difficult to extract its syntactic function from
the texts; Greek abounds in non-finite forms and constructions which do not appear

to have been available in Gothic, and the general consensus appears to be that the

translator's efforts to follow the original text as closely as possible has probably
resulted in many un-Gothic non-finite constuctions.r The Gothic syntax also shows
some interference from Latin (Harbert 1978:203-207).

The Gothic texts contain some fifty occurrences of a structure resembling the OE
/o-infinitive; it is composed of a particle dz, identical in form to the preposition dz
'to', and an infinitive in -an which is identical in form to the bare infinitive and

does not appear to carry an inflection. The translator appears to have used an

infinitive (i.e. a bare infinitive) whenever Greek uses one. The few exceptions are all

lvan der Wal (1992:64) gives the following example of a Greek participial construction with a

literal translation:

(i) at sunnin pan urrinnantlin uJbrann <Mk 4:6>
but sun then rising burned (it)
'but when the sun rose, it (:the young corn) was scorched'

As a rule, none of the Germanic languages (old or modern) allows such constructions. Other
consffuctions that are possible in Latin but, as a rule, not in the Germanic languages are Accusative-and-
Infinitive constructions with believe-type verbs (i.e. the Verbs of Thinking and Declaring). The question
of whether they were acceptable in Cothic is extremely relevant in this context. The extent of
interference has been the subject of a long debate (eg. Bernhardt (1877a, b); Curme (l9l l); and Harbert
(1978), who argues that the Accusative-and-lnfinitive construction found after some INTENTIoN verbs is
unlikely to reflect actual Gothic usage.
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the more notable, although their interpretation remains problematic. Some

environments which in OE only allow a /o-infinitive, not a bare infinitive, occur
with either infinitive in Gothic; examples are phrases following adjectives like
azetizo 'easy' and paurfts 'needful', or nouns llke waldufni 'power'.2 The same is

true of Gothic purpose adjuncts, which we find expressed mostly by subjunctive
clauses with ef (correspondrng to OE det) or duppe ef (corresponding to OE to do'n

det), occasionally by genitive NPs (cf. Wright & Wright 1968[954]:185), but also
by bare and du infinitives, which usually translate a Greek (bare) infinitive. We
could interpret such attestations as indications that the two infinitives are in free
variation, but we could equally well argue that the du-infinitive is actually the
preferred complement of such adjectives in Gothic, and that the instances of the bare
infinitives in this position are due to interference from Greek.

In the case of INTENTIoN verbs, the drz-infinitive occurs only once, with sokjan
'seek'. It appears to be an adjunct, as the argument strucfure of sokidedun 'they
sought' is satisfied by weitwodipa'testimony' (Kdhler 1867:448):

(5) ib pai auhumistans gudjans jah alla so gafaurds
however the highest priests and all the chief-council
sokidedun ana Jesu weitrvodipa du af<laupjan ina
sought against Jesus testimony to put-to-deattr himeCC
(Mark 14:55)
'The chief priests and the whole council tried to find some evidence against
Jesus to warrant a death sentence'

The other INTENTIoN verbs occur with a bare infinitival complement only, or with a
bare infinitive or a finite clause. The term "finite clause" needs further specification.
Two fypes of furite clauses are relevant to this discussion: clauses headed by the
complementizer ei and clauses headed by the complementizers patei/pammei.t

Figures given in Klinghardt (l 877:170, 175, 179\ suggest that the relative particle ei
is clearly associated with the subjunctive, whereas patei/pammei is mainly reserved
for clauses in the indicative. The latter type is clearly the preserve of verbs of saying
("verba der sinlichen iiusserung", Klinghardt 1877 17l; see also Van Moerkerken
1888:38-50).

Although it is true that there are a few exceptional attestations of subjunctive
clauses with patei/pammei, Klinghardt's overall figures very strongly suggest that

2lt is unclear whether such phrases are adjuncts or complements; semantically, the latter seems quite
Iikely. Unfortunately, there do not happen to be any attestations of moved constituents out of such
phrases which might afford clues as to their syntactic structure (constituents can only be (wh-) moved
out of complements, not out of adjuncts; see section 2.2-2). There are no examples of r/n-phrases as

unequivocal complements of verbs.

3But 
see Curme (191 I ) for the view that Gothic parei/pnmmei is still a demonstrative pronoun and

not a complementizer.
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there is a systematic difference between the semantics of the various groups of
verbs. He notes that pateiftammei-clauses are employed when the event or state of
affairs they describe takes place in the present or in the past, whereas clauses with ei
+ subjunctive are reserved for those verbs that express a future state of affairs
present in the mind of the speaker (Klinghardt 1877:174). It is precisely the latter
environment that emerges as the domain of the OE lo-infinitive, and this is why tlie
two clause types have been teased apart in the following sets. As the patei/pammei-

clauses do not involve INTENTION meanings at all, but verbs of saying and declaring
or perception verbs, we will concentrate here on ei-clauses only. We will discuss the
patei/pammei-clatses in more detail in Chapter 5, section 5.4.

Sets (6)-(8) are based on Bernhardt (1877a:12-14, 18-22); Kiihler (1867:425-
432, 435-a50); Klinghardt (1877 171-176); and Van Moerkerken (1888:a3). The
first set consists of ttttgNtloN verbs that are found with a bare infinitive only, not
with an ei-clause:a

(6) anananpjan 'date, venture'; domjan (OE deman) 'judge'; gadaursan (OE
durran)'dare'; gairnjan (OE giernan) 'desire'; ganiman'learn'; /ars (OE
leran)'I know's; magan (OE magan) 'may'; skulan (OE sculan) 'must';
us bidan'wish' ; usdaudj an'strive'.6

Other verbs occur with both bare infinitive and subjunctive ei-clause:

(7) munan (OE maniaa) 'strive'; sokjan (OE secan) 'seek'; trauan (OE truwian)
'tmst'; paurban (OE purfan) 'need'; pugkjan (OE pyncan) 'believe, seem';
wenjan (OE wenan) 'hope '; wiljan (OE willan).1

alnformation on cognates from Lehmann 1986. Potential INTENTIoN verbs that are only found with a

bare infinitive in an Accusative-and-lnfinitive construction have not been included. Although Ferraresi
(1997:225\ takes them at face value, Harbert (1978:203-207) argues convincingly that such Acls are due

to Greek interference and no reliable guide to actual usage.

sLnition in the meaning 'make known' is a verb of declaring (Klinghardt 1877 172)and as such it is
attested with a patei/pammei-c7ause.

6Another verb listed by Kdhler is gaumjan'observe', not an INTENTION meaning, although its OE
cognate gieman'take care' is. Gaumjan is attested with both an infinitival and a clausal {polei/pammei +
indicative) cornplement, which fits Klinghardt's observation that apart from the ditransitive verbs of
ordering, permitting, urging and persuading which are discussed in Chapter 6 below, the subjunctive ei-
clause is most typical of the monotransitive INTENTIoN verbs ("verba des wollens, befehlens, verbietens,
aufforderns, erstrebens, hoffens", Klinghardt 1877:174); goumjan'observe', on the other hand, belongs
to the group of verbs of saying and declaring, and mental or sense perception, which most typically take

a patei/pammei + indicative as complement (ibid.).

TKohl"r lists another verb that occurs as an INTENTIoN verbs in OE, i.e. hugjan (OE hogian, hycgan

'think, intend'), which is used in the Cothic text not as an INTENTIoN verb but as a verb with the

meaning 'think, hold the opinion' and as such occurs with an Acl (following the Greek text) and a
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Despite the lapse of time between the Gothic records and OE, and despite the fact
that there is no direct relationship between the two languages, the sets in (6)-(7)
could be argued to show the begin4ings of the systematic distribution evident in
their OE cognates. Although it has been claimed that the OE forerunners of the PE
modal verbs are ordinary lexical verbs in OE (pre-eminently by Lightfoot 1979), it
has also been recognized that despite the fact that they undoubtedly exhibit'a
number of main verb properties (eg. they can be complemented by NP objects or
subjunctive clauses), their behaviour is exceptional enough to warrant their
inclusion in a separate group: they are morphologically isolated in that they are
preterite-present verbs (apart from willan/wolde) atd hence lack the usual -ep

ending of the 3rd person singular. Syntactically, too, they are exceptional in being
transparent to the argument structure of the lower verb, as is evident from instances
in which modals are followed by the infinitive of a subjectless impersonal verb
(Denison 1990b, van Kemenade 1992, Warner 1990). They do not occur with a lo-
infinitive in OE (Callaway 1913:82-83, Wamer 1993:136-9).

V/ith respect to the Gothic sets in (6)-(7), the relevant observation is that the
typically lexical properties are not in evidence with all OE modals to the same
degree: mag/mihte and sceal are very rarely found with a subjunctive clause, for
instance, only with a bare infinitive or, in the case of cann, with a nominal object,
whereas willan/wolde and dearr are quite frequently found with such complements;
in this respect the OE data tally with the data in (6)-(7), as the Gothic cognates of
meg/mihte and sceal are only found with a bare infinitive, and not with a

subjunctive clause, unlike the Gothic cognates of willan/wolde and dearr.
There is a third group of verbs that are only attested with an ei-clause, not with

an infinitival complement:

(8) afargaggan 'strive'; gataujan 'make, see to it' (OE gedon); hwotjan
'tlreaten'; kunnan 'canm' (OE cunnan); saihvaa (OE seon) 'make an effort,
see to it'; sifan'look forward to'.8

potei/pammei-clause; it occurs once, negated, with an ei-clause + subjunctive, with the meaning 'do not
suppose', which is not a typical INTENTIoN meaning either. It is probably the hypothetical nature of the
content of the er'-clause here ('do not suppose that I came to abolish the Law', Mt. 5:17) which licenses
the use of such a clause; however, a similar use of ohjan'think' in ML 10:34has patei.

Another monotransitive verb listed by K0hler is witan 'know' (OE witon,'know'), which twice
appears with an ei-clause with subjunctive, and twice with an ei-clause with indicative, although it is not
an INTENTION verb; it usual clausal cornplement is a patei/pommei-clause + indicative (52 times). These
figures serve as a reminder of the fact that although Klinghardt's figures taken in their entirety clearly
show that there is a systematic difference between patei/pammei and ei clauses, this does not mean that
the difference is absolute; there are clear exceptions. A detailed account ofthese is ofcourse beyond the
scope ofthis book.

sThe fe* verbs of saying and declaring that, exceptionally, appear both with ei + subjunctive and
pateiftammei + indicative (eg. andhafian'reply') have not been included; see also the note respecting
gaumj an'obsewe', above.
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Although there are many examples in which the sense of purpose of ei is weakened,e

all sources (Bernhardt 18774 Gabelentz & L<ibe 1846:272ff, Klinghardt 1877, Yan
Moerkerken 1888:55) agree that the primary function of the subjunctive ei-clause is
the expression of purpose, which accounts for the fact that it is typically found after
expressions of striving and ordering, and only exceptionally after verbs of saying

and declaring, or after verbs of cognition or sense perception, which, as a rule, occur
with indicative p at ei/p amn ei-clauses.

It would be interesting to see whether the subjunctive clause is the preferred
complement of INTENTIoN verbs in Gothic, as it is in OE, where the subjunctive
that-clatse is the most frequent complement of the INTENTION verbs, and far more

frequent than the infinitival complements with which these verbs are also attested.

Only a detailed corpus examination, which is beyond the scope of this study, could
establish how many members set (8) exactly contains, i.e. how many INTENTION

verbs are attested with ei-clauses in Gothic but not with infinitival complements, and

establish the relative frequencies of these complements; the problem of interference
remains, however, as the selection of both infinitival complements and ei-clauses

appears to be motivated much of the time by the construction in the Greek source
(for information about infinitives, see Ktihler (1867); for ei-clauses, see Van
Moerkerken (1888:43), who claims that ei in the Gothic text is often due to the
presence of a Greek purpose particle [vo).

There are similar problems as regards the situation of another verb complement
that might yield clues about developments in pre-OE, i.e. the prepositional phrase

with du. Other than a number of general remarks in Gabelentz & Ltibe (1846), I
have not been able to find specific data on the situation of this complement, either.
There is, however, one tantalizing remark in Ktihler (1867:451) about the
prepositional phrase with r/n in (9): ,

(9) pata waurkjaip... du meinai
this do to my
'do this as a memorial to me'

According to K<ihler, the du-PP in (9) could just as well have been expressed by a
dz-infinitive (du gamunan meina,'to remember me') or by a subjunctive ei-clause
(ei meina gamunaip, 'so that you may remember me'). The parallelism of these

three structures - PP with ro, ro-infinitive and subjunctive that-clatse - as

expressions of a purpose adjunct or GOAL argument is an important factor in the
subsequent development of the to-infinitive, as we will see below.

eVan Moerkerken (ibid.) observes that ei in many cases appears simply equivalent to Dutch tlat. i.e.

it is a subordinating conjunction like PE r/rar.
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The distribution of the lo-infinitive in OE

3.3.1 Introduction

The following verbs are attested with both a bare and a /o-infinitive in OE in a

subject control construction (see example (2) of Chapter 2). ln such consffuctioris
they have the typical INreNrtoN meanings discussed in the introduction:

(10) earnian'deserve, strive', fon'altempt',forhogian'neglect', gieman'care',
giernan 'desire', hogian 'intend', leornian 'learn', myntan 'intend', secan
'seek', swican 'stop', teohhian 'intend', tilian 'strive', dencan 'intend',
dristlecan 'undertake', wenan 'hope, expect', wilnian 'desire', wunian 'be
wont, be in the habit of (17 verbs).

Callaway also lists/orhycgan'despise, neglect'. This verb appears to be a variant of
forhogian and not a separate verb (see the relevant entry in Hall 1960[1894]). It only
occurs three times with an infinitival complement: once with a ro-infinitive in
<HomS 14 55>, and twice. with a bare infinitive in Bede, corresponding in both
cases to an infrnitive in the Latin original. As the OE Bede shows such extensive
interference from the source text, I am inclined to discount the bare-infinitive
examples. For these reasons I have subsumed forhycgan under forhogian, which is
why it does not appear in any of the sets (10)-(12).

The attestations of a bare infinitive after forhogian itself are also somewhat
suspect: again, one occurs in <Bede 5 17.464.9>: Ealdfrid ... hineforhogode onfon
'Ealdfrid scorned to receive him', and translates a Latin infinitive (Aldfrid... eum

suscipere contemsit, Colgrave & Mynors 1969:528). The other two attestations are

from Gregory's Dialogues, the OE translation of which appears to be of better
quality than the OE Bede. Here, too, they translate a Latin infinitive: he forhogode
togenes gretan <GD 1 (C) 4.34.1> 'he scomed to greet [him] in return', Lat.:
resalutare despiceret (Callaway l9l3:54) and [he) forhogode hit gehyran <GD Pref
and 3(C) 1.180.15>, 'he refused to hear it', Lat.: audire despicerel (ibid.). The GD
attestations are slightly suspicious because another ms (O) has changed the first one
into a ro-infinitive (this is the instance quoted in Callaway, ibid.). As such changes
are not particularly frequent, it may be that the copyist changed the bare infinitive
because he did not consider it fully acceptable. In spite of the fact that the evidence
for a bare infinitive is slightly tenuous,./orhogian has still been included in set (10).

The next set consists of those lureNrtoN verbs that are only attested with a to-
infinitive:

(l l) adredan 'fear', aforhtian 'fear', anbidian 'expect', andracian 'fear',
adencan 'intend', beotian 'threaten', besorgian 'regret', ceosan 'choose',
cunnian 'try', deman 'condemn', dyrstlrecan 'undertake', fleon 'shun',

forgieman'neglect', forgiemeleasian'neglect', forhtian'fear', forletan
'abstain from', forsacan 'refuse', forsceamian 'be ashamed', forseon
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'despise', fundian 'strive', higian 'strive', hyhtan 'hope', ieldan 'delay',
geliefan 'believe"o, murnan 'care', mynnan 'intend', oferhogian 'despise',

ondradan'fear', ongietan'understand'tt, onscunian'shun', reccan'care',
sirwan'plot', slawian'be slow', smeagan'intend', swerian'swear', tacan
'undertake', deahtian 'intend', deowan'threaten', dwerian'agree', underfon
'attempt', understandan'manage', unlustian'loathe', wandian'hesitate',
warnian 'shun', weddian 'agree', witan 'know how, manage', widcwedan

'refuse', widsacan'refuse' (48 verbs).

Callaway lists findan 'find, strive' as a verb that appears with either infinitive, but
his examples, and his brief remark ot findan ("The inflected infinitive [in <Dan

544>l is probably due to the fact that findan here means 'to sffive for'," Callaway
1913:68) show that he conflates two verbs here that should perhaps be listed
separately; findan 'find' which appears with an AcI, with and without an overt
infinitival subject, and fundian 'strive', which is a monotransitive subject control
verb that only occurs with a to-infinitive. It is the latter verb that appears in this set.

Ondredan 'fear' appears in Callaway as taking either infinitive; as the one

occurrence of this verb with a bare infinitive is in <LS 23 (Mary of Egypt)>, a

notoriously comrpt text which is also a very literal translation (see Skeat 1900:446),
this single example cannot be taken as evidence that the verb really allowed a bare

infinitive.
Apart from these two groups, there are a number of nqTeNtloN verbs that are

only attested with a bare infinitive; with the exception of blinnan'stop, cease', they

are all represented by isolated occurrences in text types which favour bare infinitival
complements (glosses, OE poehry) or occur in a very literal hanslation from a Latin
source in which they invariably reflect a Latin infinitive in the original (the OE
translation'of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica). Note that lystan and tweogan appear

here in their personal uses, not as impersonal verbs-
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(12) blinnan 'cease', behealdan 'take
'undertake', forieldan'delay', lystan
'determine', tweogan'doubt', dyrstian

care', eadmodian 'deign', forefon
'desire', onmedan'undertake', teon

'undertake'.12

The significance of this group will be discussed below (section 3.4-2).

Callaway mentions two more verbs in his lo-infinitive-only list, but the data are

'oonly attested with such a complement in Bede <330.25>. As the to-infinitive in this single

instance translates a Latin gerundive (see also Callaway l913:38), it cannot be taken as evidence of OE
usage.

llThe single instance of a to-infinitive after this verb could well be a purpose adjunct rather than an

argument of ongietan; see Callaway (1913:39).

''Th. four verbs with the meaning 'begin' will be discussed in the next chapter.
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problematic. The first one is anforletan 'abandon,' which occurs once <GD
47.337.2> with what looks like a present participle, syngiende. Callaway (1913:40)
suggests a reading syngienne, but the absence of to makes this reading doubtful, as

the -ne ending is exffemely rare without the /o element. None of its 39 occurrences
in the Toronto Corpus exhibits an infinitival complement, or indeed any other
complement but NP.

The second verb is teon'accuse,' which occurs once with what looks like an
infinitive in an entry in the Laws of Ine:

(13) Gi man cyrliscne mannan flymanfeormienne teo, be his
if one churlish man giving-shelter-to-fugitives accuse by his
agenon were geladige hine. (Laws 102, Ine B; Callaway 19l3:43).
own wergild exculpate himself
'If anyone accuses a churl of sheltering fugitives, let him exculpate himself
with his own wergild'

This is how the same passage appears in other manuscripts:

(14) Gif mon cierliscne monnan fliemanfeorme teo, be his
if one churlish man of-giving-shelter-to-fugitives accuse by his
agnum were geladige he hine; <Lawlne 30, ms E>
own wergild exculpate he himself
'If anyone accuses a churl of sheltering fugitives, let him exculpate himself
with his own wergild'

Although the noun/iemanfeorme 'the offence of giving shelter to fugitives' in (14)
has the appearance of a nominalisation of a verb, the verb/iemanfeormian tn (13) is
not attested as a verb anywhere else. As the form in (13) is not accompanied by /o, it
seems likely thatfiymanfeormienne is an error for the notnJliemanfeorm-e or -ing,
'offence of sheltering outlaws'. A final point against accepting flymanfeormienne as

a /o-infinitive is that the order ro-infinitive-finite verb is extremely unusual. See also
Bock (1931:174 footnote 5). For these reasons both anforletan and, teon have been
omitted from the sets (10)-(12).

It is clear from sets (10) and l1) that the ro-infinitive has a far wider distribution
in OE than in Gothic. It also has a far higher frequency, as is evident, for instance,
from a comparison of the numbers of to-infinitives in the gospels. Even though such
a comparison is not a completely sfiaightforward affair, as there is heavy
interference from Greek in the Gothic text, and considerable interference from Latin
in the OE text, the figures do give some idea of the relative frequency. The Gothic
text of the Gospel of Mark contains 4 du-nfinitives, for instance, whereas the OE
translation of the same text contains 20. This appears to confirm the traditional idea
that the lo-infinitive was a relatively new construction in early Germanic which was
still gaining ground in pre-OE times.

How did this expansion proceed? If there was analogical extension of some kind
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- if the to-infinitive spread from verb to verb, or from verb group to verb group (as

observed, for instance, in the fultu shift in Bushlot Guyanan Creole described in
Bickerton 1971) which affected purpose adjuncts first, then INTENTIoN verbs, and

finally aspectualizers) - we would expect this to be reflected to some extent in the

distribution of the to-infinitive as we find it in OE. It is therefore worthwhile to see

what previous accounts of the distribution of the to-infinitive have had to say about

the data in sets (10)-(12) above. Some of the most notable accounts, proposed by
Callaway in l9l3 and by Bock in 1931, will be the subject of the next sections.

3.3.2 The nominal object in the dative or genitive

We mentioned in chapter 2 that a possible explanation for the distribution of the ro-
infinitive in Old English is suggested in Callaway (1913). Callaway argues that there
is a correlation between case and infinitive: verbs taking accusative objects would
be more likely to be followed by bare infinitives, and verbs taking objects in the
dative or genitive, or prepositional objects, are more likely to occur with a ro-
infinitive.

The connection between ro-infinitives and inherent case is in itself quite
reasonable as a first hypothesis. The opposition between nominative and accusative

on the one hand and the other cases on the other (genitive, dative, instrumental,
locative etc.) is an old one, variously referred to in the literature as core/oblique,
primary/secondary, nuclear/peripheral, direcUindirect, sffuctural/inherent, or
abstracVconcrete. If the to-infinitive only appeared as purpose adjunct in OE and not
as argument, Callaway's corelation would make sense: the bare infinitive would be

reserved for arguments (core/ primary/nuclear/direct/structural) and the /o-infinitive
for adjuncts (oblique/ secondary/peripheraVindirect).

The problem for Callaway is that this hypothetical division is no longer valid in
OE because the ,o-infinitive is abundantly attested as the THEME argument - both
of INrgNrtoNI verbs and of the ditransitive verbs of commanding and permitting
which we will discuss in chapter 7. This explains the overwhelming numbers of to-
infrnitival-only verbs that are also attested with accusative objects (the typical
nominal expression of tHgprs arguments): 38 out of the total of the 48 verbs of set

(l l), contra Callaway's correlation.
Callaway's hypothesis, however, takes matters a step funher than a division

between adjunct and argument. A number of verbs are attested with either infinitive.
In Callaway's account this is explained by the fact they they are "double regimen
verbs", i.e. they govern two cases at once (presumably the ditransitive or "three-
place" verbs, like the verbs of commanding; these will be discussed in Chapter 7) or
any one of nro or even three cases (presumably monotransitive INTENTION verbs
like wilnian 'desire' above (exx. (1) and (2)), which may be followed by objects in
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the accusative or genitive case.r3 This hypothesis does not stand up to examination
either: the ItrttENTIoN verbs that appear with both infinitives, i.e. the ones in set (10),
for the greater part take objects in the accusative, not in dative or genitive case: l3
out of the total of the l7 verbs in set (10).

If we are looking for any one non-infinitival complement cormron to all
INTENTION verbs that appear with a ro-infinitive in OE, there are two candidates: NP
objects with accusative case and the subjunctive that-clause (see Tables I and II in
the Appendix). This makes sense because all three (the subjunctive clause, the non-
finite clause and the NP) are the usual expressions of the THEME argument after
these verbs. But it is exactly the opposite of what Callaway's hlpothesis would
predict.

It is in this respect significant that the 53 verbs (out of a total of 98'a) that by
Callaway's own account do not conform to his hypothesis are all subject control
verbs (i.e. turrNTIoN verbs and aspechralizers). From the way Callaway handles
these "exceptions" it is clear that his correlation is in fact not strictly based on purely
syntactic criteria; he employs the notion "case" not just to refer to the formal
"regimen" of these verbs, i.e. the cases that they govern, but also to the sense of the
infinitival complement as it appeius "to us moderns" (ibid. 62). This leads to
refinements like the followrng (widsacon, geliefan, getilian etc. are "exceptions" hat
need explaining because they take both dative or genitive, and accusative objects):

[the ro-infinitive occurs] [w]ith certain verbs having the object in the dative
(... [eg. widsacan'refuse']). To the modern Englishman the infinitive appears
(...) with [this verb] as an accusative objective, as would the dative noun
therewith. (...) The fro-]infinitive with geliefan appears to us as a dative or an

accusative objective; that with getilian, as the dative of the end toward
which; that with onfon arnd widcwedan, as an accusative objective; and that
withwandian, as the genitive of specification. (ibid. 62)

The correlation is apparently also satisfied if the to-infinitive after a particular verb
is at least "datival" n sense, even if that verb is not actually found with a dative or
genitive or prepositional object.

Even with this watered-down version of the correlation between case and
infinitive, there are plenty of exceptions left. Callaway resorts to a number of other
explanations: some exceptions occur only in the later Chronicle (i.e. at a stage when

l3The fact that rHEME arguments after some verbs shows up with both accusative and genitive case

can be argued to be due to the fact that these cases were used at an earlier stage to mark the
definite/indefinite distinction, as still in Russian and in many other languages; see also Abraham (1997).
If correct, this makes the basis for Callaway's correlation even more tenuous.

loTh"se numbers are Callaway's; the fact that they are higher than the numbers in Tables I and ll in
the Appendix is mostly due to practice of counting verbs with or without the prefix ge- as separate verbs
(see above, section 2.3.1).
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the to-infinitive has already supplanted many bare infinitives, in Callaway's view);
or they occur only once; or they are "compounds [i.e. prefixed verbs] whose simplex
governs another case than the accusative or another case beside the accusative"

(ibid., 62). It is not clear whether this explanation implies that the to-rnfrnitive after
such verbs reflects an older stage in the history of the language, when they did occur
with a case other than the accusative, or whether the ro-infinitive appears there by
analogy to the dative or genitive case after the simplex verb.

Callaway's Conelation would receive additional support if it were possible to

point out a "double regimen" INTENTIoN verb with demonstrably different meanings

when followed by different cases, which would exhibit the sarne differentiation in
meaning when followed by bare or /o-infinitive. Callaway seems to imply that he

believes this to be the case when he writes:

Again, the double construction [i.e. the appearance of both infinitives after
verbs llke tilian ('attempt'), dencan ('think, think of ) and wenan ('hope for,
expect')J is the result, I believe, of the double regimen of these verbs; and the
line between the uninflected and the inflected infinitive is in most cases as

patent and as thin as that between 'hope for' and 'expect', and 'attempt' and
'strive for.' (ibid. 65)

ll'enan is an excellent candidate to test this belief, as it has two quite distinct
meanings, signalled by the case of its object: 'think, intend' when followed by an

object in the accusative and 'expect' when followed by an object in the genitive. In
corroboration of Callaway's system one would expect a correspondence between

case and infinitive here, with wenan * bare infinitive expressing 'think, intend' and

wenan + /o-infinitive expressing 'expect', but this is not what we find. There are

robust examples of this verb with a bare infinitive that clearly mean 'expect', like
(15):

(15) Sodlice hi forgeaton pa ealle pa pincg pe hi on hande

truly they forgot then all the things that th.y in hand
hefdon forpon pe hi wendon parrihtes ealle besincan to
had because that they expected that-instant all sink to

hun sagrunde. <LS 9 (Giles) 53>
the seabottom
'Truly they forgot then all the things they were doing because they expected

all to sink to the bottom of the sea that instant'.

Although we do not want to exclude the possibility that there are semantic

differences between the two infinitival complements with the NTTNITION verbs, as

has been argued by Fischer (eg. 1995), they are, to say the least, far less clear than
with the aspectualizers (Chapter 4) or the verbs of commanding and permitting
(Chapter 7).

We are forced to conclude that the monotransitive subject control verbs present
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great problems for Callaway's Correlation. The distribution of the infinitives after
these verbs does not appear to be dependent on the case of the nominal objects
governed by the verb. It is true that not all rHrnaES are accusative; genitive and
dative THEMES to INTENTIoN verbs do occur, but their occurrence is not able to
account for the large numbers of verbs that are attested with a ro-infinitive.

The great majority of INtgNttoN verbs, then, typically occur with either a tit-
infinitive, a subjunctre that-clause, or an accusative object, and this is completely at

odds with what Callaway's corelation would lead us to expect. We are forced to
conclude that the distribution of the ro-infinitive after these INTENTIoN verbs cannot
be explained by an account based on case. This has consequences for later accounts
of the distribution of the two infrnitives after these INTENTIoN verbs in OE that rely
to any extent on Callaway's statements (eg. Fischer 1997a:109, 117; Nunes 1993;
Jarad 1997:28).

3.3.3 The prepositional phrase: Bock

A second proposal to account for the distribution of the ro-infinitive is made by
Bock. Bock suggests a link between prepositional objects and ro-infinitives (Bock
1931: 119). The /o-infrnitive was originally totally indistinguishable from an

"ordinary" prepositional phrase with ro; its distribution (Bock speaks of Gebrauch,
i.e. its use) must therefore have followed the same lines as the PP, and its use was at

first purely adverbial; the ,o-infinitive as verb complement developed later, out of
these adverbial uses. It was iu this area that the lo-infinitive first started to encroach
on the territory of the bare infinitive (ibid. 120). This would bring us to ttre sihration
as we find it in the extant Old English texts.

Bock's suggestion of a link between the distribution of prepositional objects and
the fo-infinitive is a priori plausible: the form of the ro-infinitive suggests its
probable origin as a prepositional phrase, and it has the dative ending one would
expect after the preposition to, as this preposition governs the dative. However, if
the original "source" for the distribution of a to-infinitival complement was that of
the PP, this would have to be the PP with to and not just any PP (as both Callaway
and Bock seem to imply). PPs can certainly be arguments in OE, but P is selected in
the subcategorization frame; to my knowledge no verb subcategorizes for just any
PP.

There are 48 verbs that appear exclusively with a ro-infinitive in a subject
control constmction (set (11) above). Ten of these verbs are also attested with an

argument PP with ,o, so Bock's hypothesis as to the origin of the ro-infinitive would
account for the appearance of the lo-infinitive in roughly one quarter of these cases

(see Table I in the Appendix). As regards the seventeen verbs that are attested with
either infinitive (set (10)), only four are also attested with an argument PP with ,o
(see Table II in the Appendix). Although it seems reasonable to suppose that the PP

with to was the original source for the appearance of the /o-infinitive, the
distribution of the to-infinitive as we find it in OE has gone well beyond this
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original model.

Bock is well aware of this; his claim is simply that any account of the

development of the ro-infinitive must necessarily start with the PP, as the logic of
the situation demands that it is the ultimate source from .which the to-infinitive
started its expansion: "Ftir eine Betrachtung der Weiterentwicklung des ro-Infinitivs
kann nur dieser urspriingliche Gebrauch der Ausgangspunkt sein" ('Any account df
the subsequent development of the ro-infinitive must take this original use as its
starting point', ibid. I l9).

For Bock, the subsequent history of the ro-infinitive is shaped by two additional
factors. One is its steady encroachment on the domain of the bare infinitive, with the

"force" of the "preposition" to showing a steady decline, so that the /o-infinitive
starts to occur in environments where the sense of goal or purpose is weak or absent.

This claim will be discussed in Chapter 9, the excursus about the purpose adjunct.
The second factor is that some verbs acquired a ro-infinitive through reanalysis. We
will examine this claim in section 3.5.

3.4 The ra-infinitive and the hare infinitive as structures in competition

3.4.1 Introduction

Apart from nominal objects and prepositional phrases, the third structure that has

been argued to have served as a possible model for the /o-infinitive is the bare

infinitive. The idea that the rise of the ro-infinitive occurred at the expense of the

bare infinitive appears to have become the received wisdom at least since the
publication of Henry Sweet's A New English Grammar in 1904. Callaway quotes

Sweet's scenario of the replacement of one infinitive by the other with approval
(Callaway 1913:70; see Chapter I above) and Bock, too, ernbraces the idea:

In der ersten [Stufe], die bis um Ende der ae. Zert gesetzt wurden kann,
dringt der /o-Infinitiv in alle diejenigen Verwendungen ein, in denen der
reine Infinitiv der noch lebendig gefiihlten Grundbedeutung nicht mehr vrillig
angemessen erscheint, ohne hier jedoch garz zu verschwinden. ('At the first
stage, which can be placed at the end of the OE period, the ro-infinitive
encroaches onto all those functions in which the bare infinitive no longer
seems to fit the basic meaning - then still very much present - completely,
without, however, disappearing altogether in these functions'. Bock
1931:120).

We will see that there are grounds to assume competition between the two stnrctures
in an early stage, when the to-infinitive first appeared as an adjunct (Chapter 9). As
soon as we reach recorded OE, however, we find the to-infinitive in THEME and

GoAL argument positions, and there is little evidence that the to-infinitive appeared

in this area as a replacement of the bare infinitive.

67
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It was already noted in the previous chapters that Callaway's original figure of
27 for the number of verbs occurring exclusively with the bare infinitive, not with
the lo-infinitive, probably did much to promote the idea of a replacement, especially
if we take into account that this figure does not include the modals, which get a
chapter to themselves in Callaway's book. The fact that the bare infinitive occurs
exclusively after modals in PE immediately suggests that a staggering 27 verbs lobt
the ability to occur with bare infinitives. Starting from this assumption, it is a small
step to conclude that the tremendous increase in to-infinitives in ME must be due to
these huge losses in the domain of the bare infinitive. We saw in Chapter 2,
however, that the figure of 27 is misleading, as many verbs have been included after
which the bare infinitive itself was not lost; these verbs (perception and causation)
still occur with AcIs. What was lost is the ability of AcIs to leave the accusative
infinitival subject unexpressed, not the ability of the verbs of perception and
causation to occur with bare infinitives.

It is tme that the bare infinitive eventually disappeared after the INTENTIoN

verbsrs; but the number of such verbs that could take only a bare infinitive in OE
was very small indeed.

3.4.2 The status of bare infinitives in INTENTION complements

Twenty-seven verbs appear in Callaway's list of bare-infinitive-only verbs. This
number was honed down in Chapter 2 above by excluding verbs after which the
bare infinitive is part of a bare-infinitival ECM-construction (or AcI), all of which
perception or causation verbs which still appear with a bare-infinitival ECM in PE.

Abiddan'bid' and hatan'order' appear to be exceptions at first sight, but we will
see in Chapter 7 that verbs of commanding and permitting are both two-place
(semantically causatives) and three-place (semantically manipulatives). It is the two-
place variant after which we find these bare-infinitival ECM-constructions, on a par
with more obvious causatives llke letan'let'.

The remainder of Callaway's bare-infinitive-only monotransitive INTENTIoN

verbs have been mentioned in section 3.3.1 above (set (12), here repeated as (16)):

(16) blinnan 'cease', behealdan 'take care', eadmodian 'deign', frr"foo
'undertake', forieldan 'delay', lystan 'desire', onmedan 'undertake', teon
'determine', tweogan'doubt', dyrstian'undertake'.

Unlike the (pre-)modals, these verbs do not constitute a coherent group after which a
to-infinitive was simply not possible. A closer look reveals that they are all included

r5I do not consider PE help an INTENTIoN verb, as it conforms
permitting in having ditransitive and monotransitive variants. It is
complement in OE.

to the verbs of commanding and

not attested with an infinitival
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in this list on the basis of a single example (with one exceptionr6), and that these

single instances just happen to occur in environments that favour bare infinitives,
i.e. poetic texts and (imperfect) translations from Latin; the link between Latin
infinitives and OE bare infinitives was discussed in section 2.3.3 above. Searches in
the Toronto Corpus failed to turn up further examples. In other words, there is
nothing to suggest that the to-infinitive was impossible after these verbs.

The following verbs occur with their single example of a bare infinitive in texts

which are fairly literal fianslations of Latin originals:/orefon only occurs in glosses;

forieldan'delay', teon 'determine', tweon 'doubt', dyrstian 'undertake' all occur
with a bare infinitive only in the OE Bede, and they all Eanslate a Latin infinitive. It
must be remembered that a Latin infinitival phrase (finite verb + infuritive) in the

Historio Ecclesiastica is translated by a similar OE phrase (finite verb + bare
infinitive) 59Yo of the time, and by a simple finite form 40%o of the time (Clement
1978); Clement, inhis investigation into the non-finite verb forms in the OE Bede,

calls this "an automatic response" (ibid., 19). This suggests that we have to exercise
caution in accepting evidence for infinitival complementation patterns in the Old
English Bede at face value.

Some support for the idea that these infinitival consmrctions might well be

unacceptable in more original OE is provided by the B ms of the OE Bede, a text
which differs from T, the basis of Miller's EETS edition, in many respects (Grant
1989). B often changes such finite verb * bare infinitive combinations into simple
finite forms; this is the case in <Bede 2 2.98.21>, as we saw in section 2.3.3; the
single instance of teon'determine' in (17) is a similar case. T follows the Latin text
in having a finite verb geteodebeing complemented by a (bare) infinitive, deowigan

'serve':

(17) Gode anum geteode deowigan <Bede 4 24.332.9>
God alone determined serve

Lat.: llli soli seruire decreuisset (Colgrave & Mynors 1969:406)
'She determined to serve God alone'

B has Gode anum peowude pa 'God alone [she] served then', and other mss also

change this passage; C opts for a different finite verb altogether, i.e. onginnan
'begin' which is robustly attested with a bare infinitive, and reads Gode anum ongan
peowian'God alone [she] began to serve'; O and Ca read Gode anum geteohode
peowian 'God alone [she] determined to serye'. The form in the latter mss -
geteohode - indicates that geteon in B might well be a confracted form of the verb

teohhian, not a separate verb (see also the geteon entry in Hall 1960[189a]). The

uncontracted verb, teohhian, is frequently attested with a ro-infinitive (for examples

see Callaway 1913: 38).

l6Th..*""ption is the aspectualizer blinnan 'stop' which occurs three times (but in the same text,

the OE translation of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica, and always translating a Latin infinitive).
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Two final important observations about the remaining verbs (behealdan 'take
care', lystan'desire' as a personal verb and onmedan 'undertake') are, first, that the
single instances of behealdan 'take.care' and onmedan 'wdertake' with the bare
infinitive occur in poetry, where ro-infinitives as verb complement are practically
non-existent (Callaway 7913:65) and bare infinitives are the norn; and secondly,
that all three verbs are quite rare, averaging six attestations or less in the entire
Toronto Corpus. Compare these figures to those of Callaway's other two groups: the
ro-infinitive-only verbs average slightly more, about 40 occurrences (an estimate
based on a sample), whereas the group that takes either complement is the most
frequent by far with an average of 400+ occurrences. The higher frequency of the
latter group of course increases the chance that the full range of possible
complements are represented; as infrnitival complements are still not very frequent
wittr INTTNTION verbs (the most frequent complement is usually the subjunctive
that-clatse; see Table II in the Appendix), this might explain why it is only with the
more frequent verbs that we find both infinitival complements.

Finally, we saw that the number of Gothic INTENTIoN verbs that occur with a

bare infinitive is not extensive, and that where cognates exists, the OE equivalents of
these verbs are usually also attested with a bare infinitive, i-e. giernan'desire',
gieman'care', secan'seek' andwenan 'expect'. There is only one verb in the list of
which the cognate is not attested with a bare infinitive in OE, only by a ro-infinitive:
geliefan'believe'. The Gothic data do not suggest that the group of verbs taking a

bare infinitive was ever larger in pre-OE than is the case in extant OE texts.
Taken together, these observations suggest that the only thing we can say about

these verbs is that they are attested once wittr an infinitival complement, and that
this complement happens to be the bare infinitive because of the text types they
occur in (poetry, translations). The fact that they are all rare means that they are not
attested with their full range of possible complements; unlike the modal verbs, there
is nothing about this group to suggest that they should be accorded special status
(like the modals) in that a /o-infinitive was impossible. It seems, then, that even in
Old English the only verbs that really did not allow a to-infinitival complement in
subject confrol constructions, but only bare infinitives, were the modals; the
majority of the INTENTIoN verbs occur with a ,o-infinitive, with a frequent subgroup
occurring with either infinitive.

3.43 No distributional evidence of ra-inlinitives replacing bare infinitives in
OE

The high numbers given in Callaway (i.e. 27 non-modal verbs occur only with a
bare infinitive in OE) give the impression that the bare infinitive experienced a

serious setback in the history of English. We saw in section 2.2.1 and3.4.3 that at
least as far as the tt'treNITIoN verbs are concemed, there is no evidence that there was
a coherent group of OE verbs that could only be complemented by a bare infinitive.
This weakens the position that the appearance of the to-infinitive after the
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INTENTToN verbs is due to it having replaced the bare infinitive in OE or earlier, as

there is no evidence that there was ever a group larger than set (10) that appeared

with a bare infinitive. Set (10) has.about the same size as the Gothic INTENTIoN

verbs with bare infinitives (cf. sets (6) and (7) above), or is in fact somewhat larger
(i.e. there are more, not fewer, verbs in OE with bare infinitives than in Gothic); it
mostly contains cognates of the Gothic sets.

The distributional evidence in OE is as follows. As we saw above, 65 tNrEurloN
verbs occur with a ro-infinitive (the 48 verbs of set (ll) plus the 17 verbs of set

(10)).Let us suppose that there are two possible routes for the diffusion of the to-
infinitive, i.e. its appearance after any particular INTENTION verb is either due to the

presence of a PP with to (the prepositional "model" of the /o-infinitive) or to the
presence of a bare infinitive after the verb (if the bare infinitive was replaced by the

lo-infinitive). This allows us to account for the appearance of the to-infinitive after

ll verbs (:number of verbs in set (11) that are attested with a PP with to) anda
further 17 verbs (:set (10), which is also found with a bare infinitive), which means

ttrat, out of our total of 65 verbs, we are able to account for the appearance of the ro-
infinitive after only 28 verbs, not even half of the total number of Itrttptttlott verbs

attested with a /o-infinitive. If these lo-infinitives can appear there only by virtue of
the presence of a PP with to or a bare infinitive, we either have to assume that the

replacement of bare infuritives by ro-infinitives was already complete in the case of
many of these verbs in pre-OE times, or that some of them could no longer occur
with a PP with ro.

The Gothic data do not support this assumption, and it is also worth pointing out

that there is hardly any manuscript evidence for such wholesale replacement in OE.

The mrgNTtoN verbs of set (10) do not lose their bare infinitive until eME, in the

shake-up of the verb system that ultimately led to an analysis of the modals as a
separate group, base-generated under T.

We conclude that there is little ground for the assumption that the to-infinitive
after the INTENTIoN verbs encroached onto the domain of the bare infinitive by a
process of sffaightforward replacement. If there was any replacement, it was at a
pre-OE stage when the lo-infinitive fust came to be used as adjunct (we will discuss

this in greater detail in Chapter 9), or in eME, when the modals started to be

reanalysed. We will see that the massive increase in the transitional period from OE

to ME is caused by competition between the /o-infinitive and the subjunctive clause,

not the bare infinitive; the position of the bare infinitive was inevitably affected by
the large numbers of ro-infinitives, but not until ME.

In the next section we will discuss an alternative account for the rise of the to-

infinitive as argument. This is Bock's proposal of a reanalysis of the to-infinitive
from adjunct to argument.

7t
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Reanalysis as a source of the ,a-infinitive after INTENTIoN verbs

3.5.1 Introduction

Bock (1931) identifies the appearance of the lo-infinitive as argument, rather than
adjunct - its original function - , &s an important development in the history of the
construction, and argues that it is due to a reanalysis in which the object of the
matrix verb is rebracketed as the object of the ro-infinitive.

We will discuss his proposal in section 3.5.2, and we will conclude that it is
compelling. It does not explain, however, what made the argument-interpretation of
the to-infinitive possible in the first place, as the ambiguity could not have arisen if
to-infinitives were exclusively restricted to the expression of adjuncts. We will argue
in section 3-5.3 that there are in fact two types of la-infinitival adjunct: one with a
gap due to some type of A'-movement (probably relativization) and one without
such a gap. We will argue in section 3.5.4 that the latter type was also reanalysed
from adjunct to argument, but as a result of changes in the meaning and the thematic
structure of the higher verb. It was this latter type that set a precedent for to-
infinitives occurring in argument positions, and caused the "gapped" adjunct of the
strrcfirre discussed by Bock to become ambiguous.

The upshot of all these developments was that the THEME after the INTENTIoN

verbs of set (l l) could be expressed by three constituents, i.e. the la-infinitive, the
subjunctive clause and the NP with accusative case; in the case of set (10), there was
a fourth possibility: the bare infinitive.

3.5.2 Bock's proposal

Bock notes that the ro-infinitive is ambiguous in many cases; in (18), for instance, it
can either be interpreted as a to-infinitival adjunct or as a THEME argument of the
matrix verb secan 'seek', in which case the NP pet Cild 'the child' is interpreted as

the object of the to-infinitive, not as the object of the matrix verb. This ambiguity is
demonstrated by Bock's German gloss to (18): 'H. sucht das Kind zum
Verderben/zu verderben', i.e. 'Herodes seeks the child for destruction/Herodes seeks

to destroy the child' (ibid. 158). Translated in modern terms, the ambiguity is

indicated by the bracketing in (18a) for the adjunct interpretation (based on Epstein
(1984) quoted in Haegeman 1994:468-470), and (l8b), for the complement
interpretation.

(18) toweard ys pat Herodes secd bat
future is that Herod seeks that
<Mt (WSCp) 2.13>

Cild to forspillenne
child[acc] to destroy

Lat.: funtnun esse enim ut Herodes quaerat puerum ad perdendum eum
a. H. secd [*rbret Cild] [", Op,[,. PRO l,to forspillenne]ll

'H. seeks the child in order to destroy [it]'
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b. H. sec6 [cp PRO [*rbet Cild] to forspillennel
'H. seeks to destroy the child'

The interpretation of the lo-infinitive as verb complement of (l8b) is the usual
interpretation of the PE equivalent of this sentence; the adjunct interpretation of
(18a), on the other hand, may seem far-fetched at first, but its validity is clear from
the use of the gerund in an ad-phrase in the Latin source, which can only be an

adjunct. The NP pet cild is the object of secd and carried the thematic role of
THEME; the argument structure and thematic roles of the infinitive to forspillenne LS

satisfied by the empty category PRO (external argument and eccNr) and by the
fface / (internal argument and rugpte). This fface is part of an A'-chain which is
headed by an empty operator; at LF, an interpretative mechanism similar to that
which allows overt wh-elements in a relative clause to be interpreted correctly links
this empty operator with the T{P pet cild.

In (l8b), on the other hand, the object, and THEME argument, of secd is the
infinitival phrase pet cild to forspillenne in its entirety, while the thematic roles and
the argument structure of to forspillenne are satisfied by the covert NP PRO
(external argument and ecnNr) and the NP pet Cild (internal argument and ruruE).
As the OE verb may assign case to the left, the fact that the object pet Cild precedes

its governing verb is unproblematic.
If the lo-infinitive in (18a) is an adjunct, what is it adjoined to? Bock interprets it

as an adjunct to the object of the matrix verb (witress his use of phrases like "[der]
ro-Infinitiv in adnominaler Stellung" (ibid., 128) or "der lnfinitiv [hiingt ab] von den
Nomen" (ibid., 129)), as if it is some kind of relative clause. It is equally likely that
the ro-infinitive as adjunct in (18), and in many similar cases, is adjoined to a higher
node, eg. Y', and is a clausal, not a nominal, adjunct. The adjunction site is not
rellly relevant to the ambiguity of sentences like (18), as the ambiguity remains,
whatever the adjunction site.

The surface order of such a stnrcturally ambiguous clause can be parsed by the

learner in two different ways. Reanalysis occurs when subsequent generations

systematically opt for the simpler structure of (I8b) when parsing such data. Bock
attaches great importance to such a reanalysis as it is the trigger which enables the
to-infinitive to occur in argument positions (ibid. 160).

If we accept that such an analysis may have taken place, this means that in
theory any INTENTION verb that is attested with an accusative THEME could have
developed a ro-infinitival complernent out of such adverbial uses; and Table I and II
in the Appendix shows that the great majority of nteuuoN verbs are attested with
such accusative THEMES.

3.5.3 Gapped versus gapless adjuncts

There is the problem of how this ambiguity arose in the first place. If to-infinitives
at one time only appeared as adjuncts, and never as the expression of the thematic
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role of THEME (and the Gothic data suggest that this was indeed the case), how could
the ro-infinitive in a sentence like (18) ever acquire an argument reading?

The answer lies in the fact that ro-infinitival adjuncts come in two varieties: with
and without a gap. It is the latter variety that may have appeared as argument first,
and may have set a precedent for to-infinitival adjuncts to appear as arguments.

PE examples of gapped and gapless adjuncts appear in (19)-(20) below; (19) is

gapless, whereas (20) is gapped (cf. Haegeman 1994:468-470):

( l9) I work [cp[rp [PRO to earn [rra living]l
(20) I need a man [c*OPr[,, IPRO to love r,]ll

Cf. Dik (1985) for Modern Dutch examples. Gothic du-infinitives can also have
gaps, witness (21) with a gap, and(22) without one:

(21) jah haban waldufrri IPRO du hailjan [*, sauhtins]l (Mark 3:15)
and haverNr power to cure illnesses
'and have the power to cure illnesses'

(22) jas-sa sunus mans atgibida lrrOp, [PRO du ushramjan ,i]l (Mat 26:2)
the son of-man deliverpnss 3sc nRES to crucify
'the son of man is to be handed over for crucif,rxion/to be crucified'

The ro-infinitival adjunct of (adjunct) interpretation (18a) is of the type in (20) and
(22), with a gap (r). The gapless (argument) interpretation of (18b) has a precedent
in the type in (21). The gapless type does not occur as argument in PE or Modern
Dutch, only as adjunct. It is difficult to see how the gapless /o-infinitives of the type
of (19) and (21) could have served as a model that made a reanalysis to structure
(l8b) possible. The missing piece of the ptzz,le is provided by the observation that
the gapless adjuncts as in (19) and (21) also appear to have undergone reanalysis -
from adjunct to argument.

3.5.4 Conatives and coAL arguments

The three constituents that express pulpose adjuncts in OE, i.e. the to-infinitive,
purposive ,o-PP and subjunctive that-clause, also occur as GOAL argument.
Purposive ro-PPs are PPs that express a goal event by a nominalisation of a verb;
drowung'suffering' from drawian 'suffet' is a typical case. I will argue in Chapter
I I that it was probably this type of ro-PP that gave rise to the fo-infinitive. Examples
of the three constituents as purpose adjuncts in OE are (23)-(25) (purpose adjuncts
in bold):

(23) he sende hine to prowunge
he sent himeCC to tormentDAT

for manna alysednysse
for men's redemption
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<,'ECHom l, 16 232.2>
'he sent him into torment for the redemption of mankind'

(24) [he] is ure helend crist. se 6e com to gehrelenne ure wunda
he is our saviour christ he who came to heal our wounds
<,,ECHom I 9 142.30>
'He is our Saviour, Christ, he who came to heal our wounds'

(25) he com to mannum to 0y. pret he wolde. beon gehyrsum his
he came to men to thatlNSTR that he wanted be obedient his
freder od dead <,iECHom I,l4.l 214,32>
father until death
'he came to men to that end, that he wanted to be obedient to his father until
death'

The same three constituents appear as GOAL argument of the verbs of persuading

and urgrng; that they are GOAL and not THEME after these verbs is obvious from the

fact that it appears in a subcategoization frame in which there is also a THEME,

expressed by an NP with accusative case. Clauses with such verbs in OE are of the
type: "he urged him ;: accusative THEME] to worship idols [:to-infinitival coAL]".
The GOAL constituent can be argued to be an argument rather than an adjunct on the

basis of extraction tests, as we discussed in section 2.2.2 above. These verbs will be

dealt with in Chapter 6 below.
The fact that the same three constituents are found expressing both purpose

adjuncts and conL arguments could indicate that such GOAL arguments are reflexes

of purpose adjuncts, i.e. that they were reanalysed at some stage as arguments. If
this position is correct, this would give us our precedent for gapless adjuncts
appearing as arguments.

There is a small subset of INtewtIoN verbs that could also be relevant in this
context, as they are also attested with a PP with to, with the subjunctive that-clause
and the ro-infinitive - again the same constituents that express purpose adjuncts,
which makes it likely that these verbs, too, have a thematic sffucture of eceNt
(mapped onto the subject) and coat (mapped onto the object, which may be /a-PP,
the ro-infinitive or subjunctive clause). Examples are fundian 'hasten, try', hyhtan
'trust, hope' ot tilian'exert oneself, strive' (conatives).

This analysis of the thematic structure of these verbs is complicated by the fact
that these verbs are also affested with nominal (genitive, dative and accusative)
objects, which makes it possible that we could also be dealing, in some instances of
these verbs, with a thematic stnrcfure of eceNt and THr,uE. In some cases the

INTENTION meaning is not attested with such a nominal object; tilian 'try', for
instance, only has that meaning when followed by u ro-infrnitive or subjunctive
clause.

A second complication is that the to-PP after these verbs is only spatial, not
purposive, and does not contain a nominalisation, unlike the unequivocal G0AL
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argument of the verbs of persuading and urging.
Leaving these complications aside for the moment, it should be noted that what

makes these verbs very relevant to the discussion is that their thematic sffucture can

be argued to be ambiguous between one-place (aceNr) and trvo-place (ncENT and
THEME, or AGENT and GoAL). The semantics of the verb, naturally, change
accordingly:fundian and tilian can be interpreted as 'do one's best' in the one-place
variant, to 'try' in the two-place variant. It is the two-place variant of these verbs
that exhibit rurENuoN meanings (i.e. 'try', 'hope', etc.)

The two options (adjunct or argument) are illustrated below with fundian
'hasten, try' in example (26) with subjunctive clause and examples (27)-(28) with
ro-infinitives.'' Verbs and alternative interpretations in bold.

(26) ponne bip from feower endum prere eorthan eall middangeard
then will-be from four ends of-the earth all middle-earth
awergdum gastum gefylled, pa fundiap pet hie willon
with-accursed spirits filled those strive that they want
genimon myccle herehyp manna saula swa Antecrist er
take great booty of-men's souls as Antichrist earlier
beforan dyde. <HomS 26 206>
before did

a. 'then the whole world will be filled with accursed spirits from the four
corners of the earth, who make haste so that they will take great booty of
human souls, as Antichrist did earlier.'

b. 'then the whole world will be filled with accursed spirits from the four
corners of the earth, who strive to take great booty of human souls, as

Antichrist did earlier.'

(27) & blodig regn &. fyren fundiap pas eorpan to forswylgenne
and bloody rain and flre strive the earth to devour
& to forbernenne. <HomS 26 172>
and to consume

a. 'and bloody rain and fire make haste in order to devour and consume the
earth'

b. 'and bloody rain and fire strive to devour and consume the earth'

(28) Se 6onne se 6e fundige wislice
He then he who strives wisely

to sprecanne, ondrade he him
to talk fear he him

l7Not" that these examples do not contain a to-PP; the argument interpretation is more dift'icult to
construct if the following constituent is a ,o-PP, probably because all instances of to-PPs are spatial
rather than purposive, i.e. they do not contain nominalisations of verbs. It is not that ,o-PPs are

infrequent:rfundian is attested 19 times with a to-PP in the Toronto Corpus, all of the spatial t1rye, and
with the meaning'hasten'.
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sui6lice, 6ylrs his sprac gescynde 6a

much lest his speech comrpts the

6e 6erto hlysta6. <CP 15.93.23>
who thereto listen
'He then who makes haste to talk wisely should be very wary that his speech

does not comrpt the steadfastness of those who listen to it'
'He then who strives to talk wisely should be very wary that his speech does

not comrpt the steadfastness of those who listen to it'

The semantic interpretations of the to-infinitival phrase as THEME argument in (26b),

(27b) and (28b) are further supported by occasional examples of extraction out of
the infinitival phrase. We saw in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.2) that wft-phrases - or any
other material - can only be extracted out of a maximal projection if the maximal
projection is an argument (i.e. part of the subcategorization of a major category). A
possible example of wft-movement with tilian 'exert oneself, strive, try' might be

(29), in an early (Alfredian) prose translation; the extracted constituent is hlisa
'fame' (in bold):

7l

a.

b.

anmodnesse 6ara

steadfastness of-those

hlisa bion
fame belNF

(29) Hu ne ongite ge nu hu nearo se eower

how not perceive you now how nanow the your
wile pe ge h*r ymb swinca6 and unrihtlice
will which you there about toil
to gebradenne?< Bo 18.43.13>

and unrighteously
tiolia6
strive

to spread
'How no!r, do you not perceive how narrow this fame of yours will be which
you take pains about, and unrighteously strive to spread?'

The exfiaction site of the w&-constituent in the second conjunct is not in doubt: it
could only be the empty object position of the to-infinitive to gebredenne 'lo
spread'; the rnBur argument of tilian in the sense 'strive' cannot be expressed by an

NP, and tilian in the sense 'exert oneself does not have a THEME argument at all, so

there is no other argument position available apart from the object position of to

gebredenne-lf we assume that such an extraction is only possible if the relevant XP
(here: the lo-infinitival phrase) is an argument, (29) constitutes evidence that, by
Alfred's time, at least some of the to-infinitives after tilian were no longer
adjuncts.rg

There are examples with other types of A'-movement, eg. Topicalisation, as in
(30), where of dysum tintregun 'from these torments' is topicalized:

t*There is a problem with example (29), however, in that the presence of a resumptive pronounprrr
'there' complicates a straightforward analysis of wi-movement. There is a relative marker pe, but there

is no corresponding gap in the relative clause, because of the resun'ptive pronoun; so we cannot be sure

that the argument structure of tilian in (29) is not already satisfied by this pronoun.
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(30) Of dysum tintregum men 6a leofestan tiligen we us to
from these torments men the dearest strive we us to
gescildenne and us to gewarnigenne 6a hwile 6e we lifes leoht
shield and us to guard the while that we live's light
habban <HomS 44 158>
have
'from these toments, dearest people, we should try to shield ourselves, and
guard ourselves, while we have the light of life'

The only possible extraction site of the topicalised PP of dysum tintregum is the
complement position of to gescildenne; tilian as an INTENTIoN verb is not attested
with an argument PP with of 'from'. If we assume that material can only be
extracted from an XP that is an argument, example (30) is another indication that the
to-infinitive, originally a purpose adjunct, has been reanalysed as an argument of the
verb, in tandem with a semantic change from 'exert oneself to 'ffy'.

The finite adjunct of purpose, the subjunctive that-clause, probably underwent a

similar reanalysis - at least that is what we would expect if it has the same thematic
role as the ro-infinitive. We should only expect extraction out of such f,rnite clauses
if these clauses are themselves arguments of tilian and not adjuncts. A relevant
example with the INTENTIoN verb hihtan 'hope, expect' might be (31); put god 'the
good' is the antecedent of a relative clause that contains a subjunctive clause, out of
which the wfi-constituent has been extracted:

(31) F;ac us is to gepencarure, Petnrs, & to gehycganne betweoh pisum
Also us is to remember Peter and to consider between these
wisum, pet se weg is mycele gesundlicra, &. pet is myccle
ways that that road is much safer and that is much
gehyldelicre lif, !ret prt god, pe gehwylc man gehyhtep,
safer life that the good which each man intends

bet sy gedon refter his deade purh opre men for hine, pet he
that be done after his death through other men for him that he
sylfa gedo pa hwile pe he lifrge.
himself do them while that he lives
<GD Pref and 4(C) 60.348.9>
''We should also remember, Peter, and consider with respect to these
methods, that it is a far safer road, and a much safer life, that the good deeds
that each man intends that should be done after his death by other people in
his name, should be done by himself while he is still alive.'

Here we have a relative clause: 'the good deeds which each man hopes that should
be done', with a frace in the subject position of the lowest embedded clause forming
a chain with the antecedent pet god 'the good' (i.e. the good deeds), i.e. long
movement. There are no that-trace effects in OE. The analysis is given in (32):
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(32) the good deeds [.rwhic\[c.[lpeach man hopes [c, /'r [.that r, should be done]re

Such extractions appear to indicate that the subjunctive that-ctause following
gehyhtep'hopes, intends' is an argument of that verb, and not a purpose adjunct.

It seems then that the ro-infinitive is structurally ambiguous between an adjunct

and an argument interpretation in the case of this group of tNreurloN verbs, tod;

only this time, the ambiguity is shared by the subjunctive that-clause and, to a lesser

extent, the ro-PP. This indicates it was not only the ro-infinitive which underwent a

reanalysis; the subjunctive that-clatse was also affected by it.
It is interesting to return at this point to the Gothic situation, where many sources

note that the subjunctive ei-clause, apparently originally a purpose adjunct, came to

be used as the complement (i.e. the rHeue argument) of a number of well-defined
groups of verbs, including those expression INTENTION (eg. van Moerkerken's
comment that ei appears to have become a mere complementizer with its purposive
force much weakened, as if equivalent to Dutch dat and PE that (van Moerkerken
1888:55). The ro-infinitive after such verbs appears to have undergone a similar
development.

3.5.5 Dating the reanalysis

There is a final point concerning Bock's idea of reanalysis which needs to be

investigated before we move on to examine the part of the subjunctive that-clause,
and that is the dating of the reanalysis. Bock assumes that the majority of to-

infinitives after INTENTIoN (and other) verbs were still adjuncts, and that the

reanalysis was only just underway by the end of the OE period; he explicitly warns

against the danger of reading a modern interpretation into material from older
periods, and prefers to interpret the to-infinitive as a complement only in cases

which are absolutely unequivocal. All other cases, also those which could support
both an adjunct and a complement reading, he prefers to interpret as adjuncts.

Although Bock is undoubtedly right to advise caution, the existence of so many

unequivocal complement cases throughout the OE period indicates that lhe to-
infinitive had become established as THEME argument of ttqtrNuoN verbs very early
on.

Although OE poetry is for the most part impossible to date, it is generally
assumed that its language is more archaic. A comparison of the undateable,
presumably earlier poetry with a late, dateable poem such as The Battle of Maldon
has resulted in significant differences between the two that cannot be due to a

difference in genre (eg. Getty 1997).If the ro-infinitive is an innovation, its scarcity
in those texts would make sense. Io-infinitives after the wrrNTIoN verbs in OE

leThe subject trace is itself the product of NP-movement (passivization) but this chain has not been

shown for ease of exposition.
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poetry are rare; but then, so are clausal arguments in general, he they ro-infinitives
or subjunctive that-clauses; nominal arguments appear to be the norm. I found only
38 attestations of subjunctive clauses in the poetic texts of the Toronto Corpus,
involving l8 verbs; not an impressive figure if we take into account that the great
majority of the 65 verbs of sets (10)-(ll) are attested in these texts. However, /o-
infinitives are no more frequent in The Battle of Maldon than they are in the olddr
corpus of poetic texts, and perhaps not all differences between OE prose and poetry
should be interpreted as a straightforward reflection of diachronic changes.
Molencki (1991:130) quite rightly remarks that PE poetry, too, is "generally more
concise in style and avoids complex slmtactic sfirrctures". The question of when the
reanalysis of the type envisaged by Bock takes place cannot easily be resolved by
comparing OE poetry and prose.

If we look at OE prose, Bock's view that fo-infinitival complements after
INTENTION verbs that also allow nominal objects are always ambiguous furns out to
be too conservative. There are a number of environments in which the argument
interpretation of the /o-infinitive is far less problematic: when the ro-infinitive is
intransitive, when the ambiguous NP follows instead of precedes the ro-infinitive
(OV order); when the NP cannot be the THEME object of the matrix verb for
syntactic reasons (wrong case); and when there has been extraction of any material
out of the to-infinitival complement and the extraction site is not in doubt, as such
extractions should not be possible out of adjuncts (see section2.2.2 above).

Bock rightly points out that the adjunct interpretation becomes impossible if
there is no object, which means that instances with unergative or unaccusative
infinitives after this group of txtEuuoN verbs (i.e. those INTENTIoN verbs that allow
the THEME to be expressed by a NP object) do not allow an adjunct interpretation at
all. The to-infinitival phrase after such verbs can only be interpreted as an argument
of the matrix verb. Such instances are attested even in early, Alfredian, OE prose:

(33) 6eah 6e hi nafre leorningcnihtas
though that they never students
teachers to beonne <CP 0.25.7>
lareowas to be
Lat.: ...docere concupiscunt. (Bock 193 I : 169)
'Although they have never been students, they still want to be teachers'

Many of the more frequent INTENTIoN verbs are well-attested with both transitive
and intransitive to-infinitives throughout the OE period. With respect to the verbs of
set (10), which allow both infinitives, it is interesting to note that there is no
difference here between the type of infinitive (bare or to): in both cases, the
infinitives are just as likely to be transitive, unergative or unaccusative. This
suggests that an argument interpretation of the ro-infrnitival phrase after these verbs
has become possible already in OE, which suggests that the reanalysis, if it did take
place, was considerably earlier than Bock suggests.

A second environment in which an argument interpretation is almost inevitable

n&ren, wilniad 6eah

not-were want though
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is provided by cases in which the NP object follows rather than precedes the /o-
infinitive - contra Bock (1931:164-165):

(34) and eac hi pohton to ofsleanne pone gesrligan Lazarum
and also they thought to slay the blessed Lazarus
<.lEHomM 4,27>
'and they also intended to kill the blessed Lazarus'

It should further be noted, again contra Bock, that the OV order itself does not
automatically entail ambiguity. There are plenty of instances in which the

incompatibillty of the object and the matrix verb make an adjunct interpretation very
unlikely. An example is (35):

(35) Ac pa 6a god gemynte his yfelnysse to geendigenne,

but then when God intended his wickedness to end
pa weard he geuntrumod... <,'ECHom I, [refl 474.6>

then became he weakened

'But when God intended to put an end to his wickedness, he became weak'

Theoretically, there are two ways of bracketing (35), i.e. one in which the rHpn,tr of
gemynte is the NP /us yfelnysse, and the lo-infrnitive to geendigenne a gapped
adjunct; and one in which the NP hk yfelnysse is the object of the ro-infinitive to
geendigenne, and the to-infinitival phrase his yfelnysse to geendigenne in its entirety
ttre rueug of gemynte. The negative meaning of the object yfelnysse 'wickedness',
however, does not combine at all well with that of the matrix verb myntan 'intend,
plan, resolve'.

Sometimes the underlying structure of a potentially ambiguous NP in such an

OV sffucture is disambiguated by the fact that the NP in question cannot be
interpreted as the THEME object of the INTENTION verb for syntactic reasons, eg.

because it has the wrong case. An example is (36):

(36) se halige wer nicholaus ... thohte heom to helpone of prre
the holy man Nicholas intended them to help from those
ahte pe wrs pa get on his gewealde <LS 29 (Nicholas) 69>
possessions which were then yet in his control
'The holy man Nicholas intended to help them by means of those
possessions which were at that time still at his disposal'

The rueuE argument of the INTENTIoN verb dencan 'intend' is never expressed by
a dative NP; heom'them' is an argument of helpan'help', which means that in (36),
too, the entire infinitival phrase is an argument of dencan, arrd not an adjunct.

The conclusion of this section is that there is plenty of evidence to suggest that
Bock's estimate of the date when the reanalysis from adjunct to argument takes
place is probably too conservative, as there are unequivocal examples of the lo-
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infinitival phrase as THEME argument after almost every INTENTION verb that is
attested with reasonable frequency. The OV environment certainly offers the largest
scope for the to-infinitive to be ambiguous between adjunct and argument, but even
there we find clear instances of unequivocal lo-infinitival arguments. As the VO
order promotes an argument interpretation, the OV/VO change of the early ME
period must surely have played a significant part in the development of the ro-
infinitive as unequivocal argument; but the evidence adduced in this section strongly
suggests that the reanalysis was already well underway before this change in
underlying word order.

3.5.6 Conclusions

Summing up, then, we find that the kind of reanalysis envisaged by Bock appears

quite plausible: to-infinitival adjuncts may well have been reanalysed as arguments
at some stage in their history. A problem with Bock's theory is, however, that it still
needs to be explained why this bracketing paradox arose in the first place. lf to-
infinitives at one time could not express arguments, only adjuncts, it is difficult to
see how there suddenly came to be a structural ambiguity in sentences such as (18)
above.

We have proposed in this section that the reanalysis of the kind envisaged by
Bock was preceded by an earlier process in which certain verbs developed into
INTENTION verbs and started to subcategorize for a THEME argument; the purpose

adjuncts following these verbs (both finite (subjunctive) and non-finite (to-
infinitival)) came to be reanalysed as expressiug this THEME. With finite
complements, this process is already evident in Gothic. It was this early reanalysis
that first created a precedent for ttre fueuE argument of INTENTIoN verbs to be

expressed by a subjunctive that-clatse, and later by a to-infinitive. It was only after
this had been accomplished that other INTENTION verbs, whose THEME argument
could be expressed by an NP and by a subjunctive that-clause, developed a

structural ambiguity in which a /o-infinitival adjunct phrase following the THEME

NP could be bracketed in two different ways: as a (gapped) adjunct phrase, or as a

(gapless) THEME.

This scenario explains why so many verbs appear with to-infinitives that are not
attested with bare infinitives or to-PPs, but only by subjunctive clauses and
accusative NPs (as THEME).

3.6 Subjunctive clauses and ra-infinitives

3.6.1 Introduction

The ambiguous state of arguments and adjuncts after the conatives and the verbs of
persuading and urging (Chapter 6) may have created a precedent for rebracketing
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the adjunct ro-infinitives after INTENTION verbs as THEME arguments. There was

another effect: the subjunctive that-clauses and lo-infinitives come to be closely
associated with each other in that either could fill the THEME slot after INTENTIoN

verbs. The result is that the average INTENTIoN verb in OE can express its THEME in
three ways: by an accusative NP, by a subjunctive that-clause, and by a ro-infinitive.
There was a subset of verbs that appeared with a fourth type of expression as

rHEME: the bare infinitive (set (10) above). Examples (37)-(40) with earnian
'deserve, eam' illustrate these four possible THEMES (in bold):

(37) pret we geearnion ret Criste sylfum ece mede
that we earnSUBJ from Christ himself eternal reward

<ByrM I 124J9>
'so that we may eam an eternal reward from Christ himself

(38) ...pet he purh pet geearnige, paet he onfo prere ecan
that he through that earnSUBJ that he receiveSUBJ the eternal
mede on heofonan rice. <HomS 16 154>

reward in heavenly kingdom
'so that he in this way may earn that he may receive the eternal reward in the
heavenly kingdom'

(39) Ac forlate se man nu pa hwilwendlice scylde, to pan pat
but leave the man now the transitory sin to that that
he geearnige to onfone pret ece god. <Alc 137>

he earnSUBJ to receive that eternal good
'But let the man now leave off the transitory sin, so that he may earn the
eternal good, to receive iU for his reception.'

(40) heo geearnode habban brydgyman on heofonum
she deserved havenqr bridegroom in heavens
<GD Pref and 3(C) 14.199.18>
'she deserved to have a bridegroom in heaven'

This is why the distribution of the ro-infrnitive is matched particularly by that of the
subjunctive that-clause and by the accusative NP (Appendix, Tables I and II).

3.6.2 The distribution of that-chuses and ra-infinitives

The previous section described a process in which both lo-infinitives and

subjunctive that-clauses came to be alternative expressions of the THEME argument
after ttgrgNTloN verbs. This provides us with yet another possible "model" that
might explain the rise of the ro-infinitive as verb complement. We noted earlier that
the subjunctive that-clause vies with the accusative object as the best predictor for
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the distribution of the /o-infinitive after INTENTIoN verbs (section 3.3.2): of the 48
verbs of set (11), the set which was only attested with a to-infinitival complement,
38 occur with an object in the accusative, and the same number (not exactly the
same verbs) occur with a subjunctive that-clause (see Appendix, Table I); both are

far better predictors than the PP with to or the bare infinitive, which we discussed
earlier (eg. section 3.3.2).

Although the importance of subjunctive that-clauses in the history of the spread

of the ro-infinitive has, to my knowledge, not been discussed before, it has been

observed (Manabe 1989) that there is a vast increase in the frequency of infinitives
as the complement of verbs at the beginning of the Middle English period, while the
frequency of finite clauses in the same environment shows a sharp decline. This
study does not distinguish between subjunctive or indicative clauses, or between
bare and to-infinitival complements, however. Fischer (1996a), prompted by
Manabe's study and by her own observations that finite clauses and to-infinitives
share features that are not shared by bare infinitives, suggested that the general
decrease in finite complements was probably due to an increase in to-infinitives
only, as there does not appear to be an increase in bare infinitival complements; but
she does not distinguish between subjunctive and indicative either, although this
distinction is important: it is specifically the subjunctive clause that is in competition
with the ro-infinitive.

There are various bits of evidence that point in this direction. The first one is the
distributional overlap between subjunctive clause and ro-infinitive after ttrese verbs.
The importance of the role of the subjunctive that-clause for the account of the
distribution of the ro-infrnitive becomes even clearer if we look at the converse
situation, i.e. verbs that appear with a subjunctive that-clause but not with a ro-
infinitive. The Brooklyn-Geneva-Amsterdam-Helsinki Annotated Corpus of OE
Prose Texts (BGAH), though not as extensive as the Toronto Corpus, has the
enonnous advantage of being tagged with complementation patterns, which allows a

relatively quick search for all verbs that appear with subjunctive that-clauses. Those
verbs that are attested with subjunctive that-clatses but not with to-infinitives turn
out to fall into a number of distinct groups.

Among the monotransitives found with a subjunctive that-clatse in this corpus,
there is a small number of verbs that do not appear with a /o-infinitive. Most of
these do not express INTENTIoN (i.e. perception verbs and verbs hke witan'know, be

aware of , fegnian 'rejoice' and begietan 'get, obtain'). In our discussion of the

Gothic situafion (above, section 3.2) we saw that these verbs typically take
patei/pamnrei-clauses with indicative, but that they also appeared occasionally with
an ei-clause with subjunctive. The same situation is reflected in the OE data:

although here there is only one complementizer, het 'that', the
indicative/subjunctive distribution is similar, with perception and cognition verbs
typically appearing with an indicative clause, and very occasionally with a

subjunctive. It is these exceptional subjunctives that have been thrown up by this
Corpus search.

The remainder are INTENTIoN verbs which theoretically could also have been
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expected to occur with a lo-infinitive, although none are actually attested. The

obvious reason for this is that they are all fairly rare (gestihtan 'arrange', hedan

'take heed',licettan'feign' and treowsian 'cornmit oneself , with an average of l5
occurrences each in the Toronto corpus), which may explain why a ro-infinitival
complement, though not inherently unlikely after these verbs, is not attested.

The second indication that the fortunes of the ro-infinitive are bound up with
those of the subjunctive that-clatse is the fact that ro-infinitives and subjunctive
that-clatses came to be in competition after these INTENTION verbs even in OE; this

evidence is the subject of the next section.

3.6.3 lftar-clauses and ta-infinitives in competition: evidence from two
manuscripts of Gregory's Dialogues

David Yerkes has studied the syntactic differences between Bishop Warferth's
original trauslation of the collection of legends about early Italian saints which we

now know as The Dialogues of Gregory the Great (undertaken at the instigation of
Alfred the Great sometime befween the early 870s and early 890s), surviving most
prominently in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge 322 (C) and a later revision (H).
This revision is unusual in that it did not restrict itself to simple changes in
vocabulary and spelling, but also systematically changed the syntax of the original
translation: prepositional phrases replace datives or genitives, modals replace

subjunctives, etc. This revision probably took place about a century or a century and

a half later, between 950 and 1050 (Yerkes 1982:9-12).
How to account for these differences between C and H? Yerkes is reluctant to

describe the changes as a straightforward diachronic development. The syntax of the

revision and that of the original franslation differ to a far greater extent than one

would have expected, given the relatively short lapse of time between the two
versions. He discusses a number of other possibilities: the original translation was

perhaps felt by the Reviser to be too close to the Latin original - adding

immediately, however, that this seems unlikely as Wrrferth's translation does not
rigidly follow its Latin example either. Many changes take the wording even further
away from Gregory's original text, and still others are just as far away from the

Latin as Warferth's translation (Yerkes 1982: 10-12). Perhaps Wrerferth and the

anonymous Reviser spoke different dialects, but there is no extenral evidence for
this (nothing whatever is known about this Reviser). It is also possible that the

changes made by the Reviser simply reflect his own stylistic preferences. In general,

the Reviser's changes in H have the effect of making the text more concise and

more tightly structured: coordinated clauses are reworked into subordination
structures of various kinds (see the examples in Yerkes, $ 44-52). This might be

regarded as a general drive from paratactic to hypotactic consffuctions, perhaps the

result of a growing literary tadition. Yerkes concludes that "either English syntax -
at least as manifested in writing - used to change more rapidly than it does today, or
the Reviser thought that Warferth's style needed a lot of improving, or both" (ibid.).
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In the end, our best guess must be that at least some of the changes must be

indicative of diachronic developments.
One of the most striking differences between the C and H versions is that the

latter contains considerably more to-infinitives. There are 25 to-nfinitives that the

two mss have in common; in addition, C has four lo-infinitives where H has another
stnrcture; but there are 53 ro-infuritives in H where C has something else.

Looking at the four /o-infinitives in C that are not in H, we find that the four
stmctures we find in their stead in H are all very different (see Table IV in the
Appendix) and do not allow any generalizations; but the reverse is true of the 53 to-
infinitives in H that are not in C. The majority of these replace one particular
structure, and it is not the bare infinitive, the strucfure usually regarded as the one
that is replaced by the /o-infinitive, as we saw in Chapter 1. There are in fact only
three of these 53 cases in which we find a bare infinitive in C: C hit ne gevwnode
naht elles dencon (<GD 4.18>) is replaced in H by hit ne gewunode nan ding elles
to denceanne (Yerkes 1982:33).20 In the second case the Reviser has employed
another matrix verb (Warferth's eode ... hladan (<GD 115.6>) appears in the
Revision as ferde to hladene; for motion verbs and bare infinitives, see Chapter 9
below), and in the other an aspectualizer, onginnan 'begin'; these verbs are

discussed in the next chapter. The surprise is that thirty-one of the 53 cases show up
as a subjunctive that-clause in the older C version, as we see in Table 3.1:

2oThe.e is one other such substitution not investigated by Yerkes as it involves not C and H, but C
and O, in GD I . I 80. I 8, with forhogian 'to neglect':

(i) ac eac forhogode hit gehyran (C)
but also despised it hear
'but also despised to hear it'

(ii) ac eac forhogode hit to gehyrenne (O)
but also despised it to hear
'but also despised to hear it'
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Table 3.1: to-infinitives in H, no ta-infinitive in C

87

Corresponding structure in 'C' Total:

Complement of verb Verb has no complement
simplex verb
coordinate clause
bare infinitive
that-clause

2

4
2
aJ

26

Adjunct of purpose PP

coordinate clause
that-clause

I
4
4

Complement of noun NP (genitive)
PP with to

2

I

Complement of adjective PP with ro
that-clause

Complement of wesan No corresponding strucfure

The great majority of these thirty-one cases, in turn, involve ttre mteNTloN-verbs,
eg. gewilnian (see (41) and (42) below), tilian (<GD I 1.125.14>), wipsacan (<GD
10.78.19), geteohhian (<GD 5.52.20>),forestihhian (GD 5.55.3>), and secan (GD
5.44.32>). In fourteen cases, both C and H employ the same maffix verb:

(41) forlon pe he gewilnode, prt he hafde lof & herenesse

because that he desired that he have glory and praise

h*s clenan lifes <GD 8.117.30, C>
of-the clean life
'because he desired, that he might have glory and praise for a clean life'

(42) forpam pe he gewilnode to hrebbenne pret lof & herunge
because he desired to have the glory and praise

his maran drohtnunge <ibid., H>
his excellent conduct
'because he desired to have the glory and praise for his excellent conduct'

There are a further twelve cases in which a that-clause complement after an

INTENTION verb in C is paralleled by a ro-infinitival complement in H, although with
different matrix verbs:
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(43) ... se pe &r pam dea6e symble tilode & wilnode,
he who before the death always toiled and desired

hat he licode pam almightigan Gode <GD 10.85.35, C>
that he pleased the Almighty God
'... he who before death always toiled and desired that he pleased the

Almighty God'

(44) se pe eac &r his dea6e hogode to gelicienne Gode

he who also before his death intended to please God
elmihtigum.<ibid., H>
Almighty
'...he who also before his death intended to please God Almighty"'

At fust sight one might be tempted to explain the different choice of complement by
poshrlating that H in these cases employed a verb that did not allow a that-clatrse,
only a lo-infinitive, but this explanation is not tenable: all the verbs in question are

also attested with that-clause complements.
lYunian'be used to' occurs four times with a that-clatse in C; H has a bare

infinitive in one case, as was noted above; but it has a to-infinitival complement in
the other three. Two of these are set out in (a5) and (46):

(45) Dauid, pe gewunade, ba,t he href<le witedomes gast

David who was-wont that he had of-prophecy spirit
in him <GD 4.40.26, C>
in him
'... David, who was wont, that he had the spirit of prophecy in him'

(46) Dauid, pe gewunode to hebbenne witedomes gast on him
David who was-wont to have of-prophecy spirit in him

<ibid., H>
'... David, who was wont to have the spirit of prophecy in him'

Note that the phenomenon is not restricted to complement clauses, but that four that-

clauses of purpose are also replaced by ta-infinitives, eg.:

(47) 6a gelamp hit, pat seo forecwedene fostermoder bas
then happened it that the aforesaid fostermother of-the

zlothe. such verb pairs are: C blinnan 'stop, cease',H geswican'stop, cease' (<GD 27.4, 66.23,

135.39 and 163.16>\; C geeodmodian'condescend', H gemedemtnn 'condescend' (<GD 70.18>); C

,ilian 'strive', H dencan'intend' (<GD 10.76.25>); C forsacan'refuse', H widsacan 'refuse' (<GD
10.82.5>); C bebeodan'order', H geteohhian 'determine' (<GD 10.78.13>); C nolde hyran 'did not
want to hear', H (ne) gedwterian '(not) agree' (<GD 155.27>); C gedreodian 'resolve', H dencan

'intend' (<GD 2l .1 45.35>); C gedencan 'intend', H forlrctan 'leave' (<GD 96.1 8>).
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weres abrd an hriddern hire to lene et o6rum wife
holy man asked a sieve her as loan from another woman
'Then it happened that the aforesaid fostermother of the holy man asked a

sieve for herself as a loan from another woman, her neighbour...'
(u) .. to pon pret heo mihte sum dal hwetes on geclansian.

to that that she might some quantity of-wheat in clean
<GD 1.96.31, C>
'... in order that she might clean some wheat in [it]'.

(b) ... to feormianne sumne drel hwates.<ibid., H>
to clean some quantity of-wheat

'... to clean some wheat.

Other substitutions concern verbs of urging and persuading (below, Chapter 6).

The text of the Latin original does not appear to have been the motivation for the
Reviser's changes, unless one argues that the Latin bare infinitive - which is the

structure used in the source text in the majority of these cases - has served as a
model for employing at least some of the ro-infinitives in H. It is clear from the

material in glosses and in the OE Bede (a fairly literal translation), however, that it
was the OE bare infinitive that was regarded as the equivalent of the Latin infinitive,
not the ro-infinitive; the laffer was equated with the Latin future participle, the
gerund or the gerundive.

However one wants to account for the changes, the important point to note is that
subjunctive that-clatses and to-infinitives had apparently come to be perceived as

potential stylistic variants, which would seem to indicate that they are functionally
equivalent and are candidates for competition.

Table 3.2 shows the results of a quantitative study of the four OE subcorpora of
the BGAH-Corpus and the first two subcorpora of the ME PPCME-Corpus (for
information on these corpora see section 1.6 in the Introduction). This study
compares the frequency of the two structures and confirms that the massive increase

in ta-infinitives after INTENTIoN verbs is matched by a similar decrease in
subjunctive complements. A Fischer-Exact test revealed that the rise in the number
of to-infinitives is related to the decline in the number of subjunctive that-clauses in
these three environments (p < .001). This indicates that Yerkes may well have been

too cautious in his reluctance to ascribe the changes he found to a diachronic
development; as least as far as subjunctive tftaf-clauses and ro-infinitives are

concerned, the differences between C and H are part of a general trend: ongoing
competition between these two structures, with ,o-infinitives ousting subjunctive
that-clauses in eME.
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Table 3.2t percentages
clauses in OE and eME

Csnprpn 3

of to-infinitives and compatible22 subjunctive thot-

Function Expression total OE (BGAH) total eME (PPCME)

Goel or
rHnnae of
INTENTION

verbs

that

to

383

75

82

133

Such competition between two stnrctures can only come about if they are
functionally equivalent at some level. Unlike ro-infinitives, subjunctive clauses have
positions for overt subjects and for tense. This appears to disqualify to-infinitives
from being functionally equivalent. In practice, however, the overt material in the T
and AgrS nodes of a subjunctive clause in the complement of an INTENTIoN verb has
no independent meaning. This matter will be discussed more fully in section I1.6.

Io-infinitives and subjunctives clauses will also be found to be functionally
equivalent after the ditransitive verbs (see Part III).

3.1 Discussion

We have seen in this chapter that the majority of monotransitive subject control
verbs that occur with an infinitival complement in OE forms a coherent group, both
semantically, in that they all assign the thematic role of tugue to a non-actuated
propositional complement, and syntactically, in that there are two basic
constnrctions to express this rHeuE, i.e. the subjunctive that-clause and the /o-
infinitive. Of these two, the to-infinitive appears to be a relative innovation, as it
seerus likely that the majority of these verbs originally only occurred with a

subjunctive that-clause, although a minority of these INTENTIoN verbs could also
occur with a bare infinitive.

At some stage in pre-OE the ro-infinitive starts to appear as the THEME argument
of the INTENTIoN-verbs. This was partly due to the fact that the la-infinitive,
although in prehistoric times a purposive ro-PP, came to be regarded as the non-
finite counterpart of the subjunctive purpose clause. Both structures - to-infinitive

22"Compatible" that-clauses refer to those clauses in which the subject is identical to the subject of
the maffix clause (i.e. "controlled'). Although controlled complements are the rule with INTENTIoN
verbs, some of them (like dencan) also have cognitive meanings, eg. 'think'instead of intend'. These
cognitive meanings often, but not invariably, have indicative clauses rather than subjunctive clauses; but
verb forms have already been levelled to such an extent in OE that the two moods cannot always be told
apart. The counts in Table 3.2 include only the instances with lNrgnrlou meanings.
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and subjunctive clause - were equally affected by the process of reanalysis from
adjunct to complement after a number of verbs, probably primarily verbs of urging
and persuading (Chapter 6) but possibly also a subset of tNtrnrtoN verbs, i.e. the

verbs of the tilian-grotp we discussed in section 3.5.3-

As a result of this reanalysis, both subjunctive clauses and ro-infinitives could
express the rugrug of the verbs of the tilian-grovp. The to-infinitive as complemeirt
subsequently may have spread to other INTENTION verbs by two processes: a process

of reanalysis as proposed by Bock, in which ro-infinitival adjuncts after nominal
objects became reanalysed as the THEME arguments of the verb, with the nominal
object, the original tHeME, demoted to object of the lo-infinitive; and, more directly,
by analogy of the subjunctive that-clause which could already appear as ttlEME after
these verbs.

Some INTENTIoN verbs could of old be complemented by a bare infinitive (the

subset outlined in (10)). The spread of the ro-infinitive as expression of the THEME

of INTgNtlot't verbs resulted in a situation in which both infrnitives occurred side by
side; an example is wilnian'desire' in (l)-(2). Unlike the aspectualizers that are the

subject of the next chapter, there are no signs that intention verbs when

complemented by bare infinitive developed "auxiliary"-like meanings which would
have entailed a loss of or reduction in argument structure. Instead, INTENTIoN verbs
with bare infinitives still remain fully lexical verbs, and the bare infinitive that

follows subset (10) consequently must be analysed as a clause with a controlled
PRO subject. As a result of the reanalysis of the modals - a long drawn out process

that appears to have reached a significant turning point in ME (eg. Warner 1993) -
the only lexical verbs still followed by a bare infinitival complement in ME were the
INTENTION verbs. An important factor in this shake-up of the verb system was the
massive increase of the ro-infrnitives that was the result of the competition between

to-infinitives and subjunctive clauses,

I assumed an analysis of gapped ro-infinitival adjuncts in section 3.5 along the

lines of the standard analysis of infinitival adjuncts in PE, with an operator in
SpecCP (Haegeman 1994.469); such ,o-infinitival phrases should then be analysed
as CPs. The question whether a CP analysis is also valid for bare and ro-infinitival
complements after INTENTIoN verbs depends to some extent on one's analysis of
PRO, and one's commitnrent to the PRO theorem. We will see in Chapter 12 that
there is evidence in very early Middle English of the emergence of a

complementizer for for complement /o-infinitives, an exact parallel of the
complementlzer om 'for' in equivalent phrases in Modern Dutch; its presence

indicates that to-infinitival complements should be analysed as CPs at least at this
stage.

Bare infinitives are definitely on their way out as adjuncts in OE, as we will see

in Chapter 9; the only context in which they still require a clausal analysis is after
INTENTION verbs, and they stop appearing in this context at some stage in Middle
English. We will see in the next chapter that the syntactic and semantic differences
between bare and ro-infinitival complements after beginnan 'begin' and onginnan
'begin' indicate that these verbs are either subjectless or do not have an argument

9t
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structure at all when they appear with the bare infinitive. The history of the bare
infinitive, then, could be described as moving from an initial state (in prehistoric
times, before the emergence of the ra-infinitive) in which it is fully clausal, perhaps
as in (48), to a state in which it only occurs as the complement of modals:

(48)

V CP

This means that CPs could at this stage be expressed by finite clauses and by bare
infinitives. The end state, in PE, after the competition between subjunctive clause
and ro-infinitive has run most of its course, and the synthetic subjunctive form itself
has been ousted by the analytic periphrasis of a modal (base-generated in T) * bare
infinitive (a VP), is (49):

(4e)

V CP

CP complernents in (49) can be expressed by frnite clauses, gerunds and to-
infinitives; IP complements by ro-infinitives (in raising constuctions with
subjectless verbs); and VP complements by bare infinitives (complementing modals
base-generated in T).The shift from (a8) to (49) can be described as an increase in
verbal periphrasis, in which a synthetic verbal system changes into an analytic
verbal system, one in which tense, aspect and mood are not expressed by
morphemes on the verb but by free words.

We have seen in section 3.6 that ro-infinitive and subjunctive that-clarse are in
competition, with the former ousting the latter in ME. The actual start of this process
is probably the result of competition between bare and to-infinitives as purpose
adjuncts in prehistoric times. We will argue in chapter 9 that the bare infuritive came
to express simultaneity rather than purpose, which created a niche for the ro-
infinitive to emerge as pu{pose adjunct. The situation at the end of the curue, in ME,
may also have resulted in competition between bare and to-infinitives as

complement to INTENTION verbs- Between these two situations, however, the
position of the bare infinitive appears to have been stable.

VP

VP VP TP

TVPIPV



4 The aspectualizers

4.1 Introduction

There is a second group of monoransitive subject control verbs that resemble the
INTENTI0N verbs discussed in the previous chapter in that here, too, the infinitival
complement appears to express a situation that has not yet been realized ("non-
actuation"). This group has been called "phasal verbs" (Longacre 1976: 238),

"aspectuals" (Newmeyer 1975) and "aspectualizers" (Brinton 1988). The term
"aspechralizers" generally includes not only verbs bke begin but also verbs with
meanings like 'be used to', 'continue', or 'cease, stop', so there might have been

grounds to include OE verbs llke wunian 'be used to', swican 'stop' and blinnan
'stop' in this chapter. I have grouped them with the INTENTION verbs discussed in
the previous chapter because they are not attested in anything like the numbers of
onginnan/beginnan, which makes it impossible to establish whether or not they
share the peculiarities of the OE verbs onginnan and beginnan outlined in the
present chapter. The same goes for fon 'tndertake, begin' and ginnan 'begin'.
Wunion 'be used to', swican 'stop' and blinncz 'stop' are also well attested with
subjunctive that-clatse complements, which firrther warrants their inclusion with the

TNTENTION verbs.
There are a number of pecularities that set onginnan, (a)ghtnan and beginnan

apart from the other INTENTION verbs and warrant discussing them separately. One
is that infinitival complements (both bare and to) are the most frequent complements
after these verbs, whereas the mreNTloN verbs favour frnite complements, as we

saw in the previous chapter. Subjunctive that-clauses are exfiemely rare.r The
second, more important point is that the two infinitival complements after
onginnon/beginnan exhibit both semantic and syntactic differences in their use in
narrative discourse that set these verbs apart from the rurrNTIoN verbs. In prose

narrative texts, onginnan/beginnan are not clearly ingressive when followed by a
bare infinitive, and appear to be semantisxlly bleached in the sense of the
grammaticalization literature; an example is (l), in which there is little or no focus

on the beginning of the action:

(l) Saul se cyning wolde witan... hu him sceolde gelimpan...
Saul the king wanted know how him should happen

hu ba he feohtan ongan wi6 6a philisteos <,iEHom 30, 36>
when he fight began against the philistines
'King Saul wanted to know how he would fare if he fought against the
Philistines'

rTh"y occur in <Bede 3, 9.184.33> and <CP 230,Z>;see also Molencki (1991: l4l-142').
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It is clear from the context of this sentence that there is no special emphasis on the
beginning of the fighting, or on who starts the fight (see also the original Bible
story in I Samuel 28). Saul has seen the Philistines muster their army and simply
wants to know whether he will win the battle or not. There is no true inchoative
sense here, and we will argue that this is characteristic of these verbs when they are

followed by bare infinitives
In example (2), in contrast, there is a very clear inchoative sense. Such clear

cases in which the focus is on the beginning of an event invariably have the /o-
infinitive .

(2) Sume men onginnad god to donne, ac hi hit endiad yfele,
some men begin good to do but they it end badly
swa Iudas dyde and sume men onginnad yfel to donne, ac

as Judas did and some men begin evil to do but
hi hit geendiad wel, swa Paulus dyde. <HomS 16,143-146>
they it end well as Paul did
'Some people begin to do good but they end it badly, as Judas did; aud some
people begin to do evil but they end it well'

If we assume that there has been some bleaching in (l) with the bare infinitive but
not in (2) with the ,o-infinitive, we would expect to find clear syrtactic differences
between the two complements, which is exactly what we do.

It seems likely that onginnan/beginnan started out as an ingressive
aspectualizer and could as such be complemented by a bare infinitive; this is the
complement we find in Gothic. A subjunctle that-clause was also possible, at least
in OE, although onginnanlbeginnan when followed by that complement may not
have been an aspechral marker, but closer to an INTENTION verb iu meaning. We
argued in the previous chapter that the ,o-infruitive came to be perceived at one
point as the non-finite alternative to the that-clause after the ruteuTloN verbs, and
this may well have been the origin of the to-infinitive after onginnan/beginnan,too.
When onginnan/beginnan + bare infinitive became bleached - a process to which
ingressive aspechralizers in other languages have also been shown to be particularly
prone - , the ingressive meaning was renewed by the adoption of the ro-infinitive.
Although this is an attractive scenario it may tum out to be impossible to prove it,
but it does justice to the many differences between the two constructions, which
otherwise would be hard to explain.

The most striking syntactic difference is that onginnanlbeginnan shows
modal-like behaviour when followed by a bare infinitive. Modals appear with
transparent argument structure in OE, which is demonstrated most clearly when they
are followed by the infinitive of an impersonal verb; in such a constnrction,
onginnanlbeginnan does not appear with a nominative subject, but with the
experiencer dative of the impersonal. This auxiliary-like usage is shared by
onginnan/beginnan + bare iufinitive, not by onginnan/beginnan + lo-infinitive. This
cannot be due to some restriction on impersonals, as they have been attested as bare
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and as ro-infinitives, and indicates that bare infinitives after onginnan/beginnan
need to be analysed as radically different from ro-infinitives after the same verb. In
view of the bleached meaning of the bare-infinitival variant, it seems that

onginnan/beginnan is only a full verb with ingressive meaning when followed by
the to-infinitive; it is an auxiliary of some sort when followed by a bare infinitive.

The view that these verbs were subject to some degree of bleaching in OE is
not new and has been demonstrated in the literature by the fact that

onginnan/beginnan occurs with infinitives that do not have an aktionsart that is
compatible with ingressive meaning (see eg. Brinton 1988; Funke 1922). Although
it is relatively easy to establish in this way that some occrurences of
onginnanlbeginnan + bare infinitive could no longer express ingression at some

point in OE, it is far more difficult to establish that onginnanlbeginnan + bare

infinitive could no longer express ingression at all. This chapter attempts to do just
that.

I will argue that the syntactic/semantic differences between the two
complements after onginnan/beginnan surface in an interesting way in (late) OE

narrative prose. One of the ways in which narrative style can be enlivened is by
using a verb-first constnrction; such Vl-constructions anticipate dramatic events,
and are therefore often found as episode boundary markers that announce a thematic
discontinuity. They contrast in this respect with the pa Y-constnrctiou 'then V'
which, by late OE, has become a foregrounding device that srmply organiz.es the
narrative progression of the events, and expresses by defaulg so to speak, thematic
continuity. This system is especially consistent in the writings of ,Elfric. When the

V in either case happens to be onginnan/beginnan, there is a striking difference:
although both infuritives are attested with the pa V-constmction (with a marked
preference for bare infinitives), the Vl constnrction is the exclusive domain of the

,o-infinitive. The most pertinent finding is, then, that bare infinitives are disallowed
in the Vl constuction.

This finding is important. The action introduced by onginnan/beginnan tn a
Vl configuration is always intemrpted by the dramatic, thematically discontinuous
events that follow. The fact that we only find to-infinitives here, and not bare

infinitives, suggests that bare infinitives as the complement of onginnan/beginnan
cannot express an intemrpted action, or in other words, cannot focus on the
beginning of the event only. This means that they Eue no longer ingressive.

4.2 The situation in Gothic

There are at least three verbs expressing ingression in Gothic: duginnan, anastodjan
and dustodjan. All three contain a prefix which contributes to the aspectual meaning
of the verbs: the du- prefix presumably points to an element of futurity or non-
actuation, whereas the ana- prefix, which corresponds to the on- prefix in OE

onginnan, is also present in aspectualizers in other Germanic languages (Dutch
aanvange4 German anfangen; also compare ME verb * panicle combinations as
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hold on 'continue', fon on, break on, take on 'begin' etc.), where it expresses
ingression or durativity. Other candidates for the aspectualizer group are anaaukan
'continue', ustiuhan'finish', galatjan'stop', hweilan'stop', sweiban'stop'.

These verbs are only found with a bare infinitive in Gothic (Ktihler 1867:
449-450), never with a da-infinitive (the early "cousin" of the OE ,o-infinitive).
They are occasionally found with a present participle. Krihler regards examples of
the latter as due to Greek influence, and un-Gothic; but it should be kept in mind
that aspectualizers may take such complements in otler Westgermanic languages
( ng in PE, or the "class II infinitives" in Frisian that are found after aspectualizers
or perception verbs and historically derive from present participles (Hoekstra
I992:footnote 2l). Such complements are also occasionally found in OE, although
foreign influence cannot be excluded in many of these cases. An examples is
anforletan 'abandon' in <GD 47.337.2> which, as we saw in section 3.3.1 above,
occurs with what looks like a present participle, syngiende, although the Latin text
has a verb+infinitive here: vivere amittit (Callaway l9l3:40). The available facts are
too slender to warrant much discussion at this point.

Finite clauses are not mentioned as a possible complement to aspectualizers in
their respective entries in the dictionary part of Streitberg's Gothic Bible.

43 Infinitival complements after onginnan/beginnan in the literature

43.1 Callaway

Callaway discusses onginnan and beginnan in some detail (1913:66-68). As they are
only found with objects in the accusative, ffid not in any other case, the fact that
they are robustly attested with either infinitive is problematic for his hypothesis that
the appearance of a bare or of a /a-infinitive in the complement of a particular verb
depends on the case this verb normally governs. His hlpothesis wrongly predicts
that onginnan and beginnan occur with objects in the accusative (which would
explain the appearance of the bare infinitive) and in at least one other case (which
would explain the appearance of the to-infinitive). He therefore goes to some length
to argue that the genitive must also have been possible after these verbs once, with a

reference to the fact that the cognate biginnan is found with the genitive in Old
Saxon and Old High German, and that the ro-infinitive was probably the original
complement of OE beginnan. T\e insrances of the bare infinitive after this verb are

dismissed as "late" (ibid. 67).
In the case of onginnan he argues that it was the bare infinitive that was

original, mainly because the bare infuritive is the only infinitival complement found
in OE poetry, and bare infinitives vastly outrumber ro-infinitives in the earlier,
Alfredian, prose. In view of the Gothic data, where the bare infinitive appears to be

the only possible complement, this is probably correct. In the case of beginnan,
however, Callaway's conclusion that the ra-infinitive was the original form is less

easy to veri$. It is tme that this verb is not affested with a bare infinitive in OE
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poetry; but in itself this does not tell us very much as beginnan is not attested at all
in the poetry, not with an infinitival complement, or, for that matter, any other

complement.
Callaway discusses possible meaning differences between the two

complements after these verbs. He notes that onginnan caries the two meanings of
'begin' and 'attempt', but rejects a correlation of any of these meanings with either

of the two infinitives on the grounds that 'we find each use [i.e. each infrnitive] in
each sense' (Callaway 1913:67). His example of the meaning 'afiempt' with bare

infinitive is from the OE translation of Bede's Historia Ecclesiastica, in which the

selection of the bare infinitive may well be due to the infinitive in the source text;
we saw earlier that this is the normal practice in this translation, which is why this
instance is in itself not convincing as a counterexample. There is, however, no

particular reason why onginnan in its INTENTIoN meaning of 'attempt, try' should

not occur with a bare infinitive, as INTENTIoN verbs are robustly attested with such

infinitives (see previous chapter), and Callaway is probably right when he dismisses

the idea that one infinitive is reserved for ttre INrsNnou meaning and the other for
the aspectu alaer meaning.

Callaway makes a number of other points which, as we will see, are extremely
relevant to the sifuation of these aspectualizers in OE. He concurs with the view that

"to many grammarians onginnan seems to have paled into a mere auxiliary"; but he

does not attempt to find a link between auxiliaryhood and selection of infuritive, and

although he notes ,iElfric's statement that onginnan plus to-infinitive is the proper
translation for the Latin inchoative verbs, he offers no further comment as to its
significance (ibid. 67). The differentiation of the two infinitives remains

unexplained: "Be the reason what it may, the inflected infinitive caught the fancy of
,iElfric, and to him we owe 25 out of the total of 37 inflected infinitives after
onginnan. On the other hand, ,Elfric uses the uninflected infinitive 82 times without
making any rational differentiation between the two so far as I can discover" (ibid.).

Callaway also suggests "[t]hat when inflected, the objective infinitive is in
close proximity to, usually in juxtaposition with, beginnan, but ttrat, when
uninflected, it is usually remote therefrom, is an interesting but puzzling fact" (ibid.
66) and the same claim is made for onginnan, although there the phenomenon is not
evident "to the same extent" (ibid. 67). Although he does not furttrer elucidate this
passage with examples, it is clear from his lists of beginnan and. onginnan examples
(ibid. 50-54) what he means. Many of the bare-infinitival complements occur in
orders as in (3):

(3) Ea begunnon pa 6e

then began those who

97

par saton betwux
there sat among

him cwedan...
them say

<WSCp (Luke) 7.49>
Lat.:Et ceperunt qui simul accumbebant dicere intra se

'Then those who were present there began to say among themselves:...'

In (3) we have a clause introduced by the adverb pa 'then' after which we always
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get the order finite verb - subject. The infinitive is left in its original clause-final
position,2 but the finite verb has moved to the head of a higher functional projection,
presumably C0 (via Io) (Den Besten 1983[977]; van Kemenade tg87:48-52,
1992:143-144). As this is the second constihrent in the clause, this phenomenon is
referred to as "verb-second"; the adverb pa 'then' occupies SpecCP, the first
constituent position. As the subject happens to consist of a resEictive relative clause
and its Head, the result is that finite verb and infinitive end up rather far apart. It is
ffne that there is a connection between the use of the adverb pa 'then' and the
selection of a bare infinitive after onginnan/beginnan, as we will see in the next
section, and it may well be this connection that led to sufficiently large numbers of
instances like (3) in Callaway's data to prompt his observation. It is still a striking
fact, however, that Callaway associates distance between infinitive and governing
verb particularly with the selection of the bare infinitive, as there must have been
plenty of examples like (4) among his data in which the bare-infinitival complement
precedes on ginn an/b e ginn an .

(4) He geseah pa

he saw then
hine orsorhlice
him cheerfully
welhreowa deor?

standan swipe gehende pone deofol, and he
stand very nearby the devil and he
axian ongan, Hwet stendst pu her
ask began what stand you here
<,ELS (Mafiin) 1364>

cruel animal
'He then saw the devil standing quite nearby, and he began to ask him
cheerfully: what are you standing here for, cmel animal?'

When a bare infinitive precedes its goveming verb, as in (4) above, strict adjacency
of infinitive and finite verb is the rule (see also Koopman 1990). The only element
that may intervene is ne, the negation that cliticizes to the frnite verb. With to-
infinitives this order is extremely rare; it is only found once (with beginnan):

(5) and pat was sona on pam ffrmestan dagan pe Decius se

and that was then in the earliest days that Decius the
casere to rixianne begann <LS 34 (Seven Sleepers) 1.699>
emperor to rule began
'and that was then in the earliest days that the emperor Decius began to rule'

All other instances of a to-infrnitive with these verbs exhibit the order as in (4), with
the ro-infinitive followrng the frnite verb. This has long been noted, eg. by Van der
Gaaf (1904:52-62, quoted by Callaway 1913:65), Bock (1931:173-4) and Georg
Riggert, who adds at the very end of his dissertation, almost as an afterthought:
"Beziiglich der Stellung des priipos. Inf. ist zu bemerken, daB stets der Infinitiv dem

2Thit it on the assurnpfion that only finite vErbs move from their underlying position to a higher
functional head, as in a "traditional" Principles and Parameters framework (Chomsky 1981, 1986).
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regierenden Worte folgt" ('with respect to the prepositional infinitive it is to be

noted that the infinitive invariably follows its governing word') (Riggert 1909:75).

The significance of these orders for any account of the underlying stnrcture of the

t'wo infinitives will be discussed below in Chapter 7. As the order as in (a) is quite
frequent (about 30 per cent of all cases), it could also be argued that adjacency

between infinitive and governing verb is particularly associated with bare infinitives,
quite the reverse of Callaway's statement. However, Callaway's observation that
onginnan/beginnan and its to-infinitival complement are often found adjacent, or at

least in close proximity, was probably inspired by the fact that they are less often
used in clause-initial pa constructions. Many of the /o-infinitival complements in
Callaway's examples occur in orders as in (6) or (7):

(6) Da weteru ... begururon to wanigerure <Gen 8.3>
ttre waters began to recede
Lat.: coeperunt minui
'The waters ... began to recede'

(7) Nu ic Ene begann to sprecanne to minum drihtre <Gen 18.27>
now I alone began to speak to my lord
Lat.: Qroiia semel coepi, loquar ad dominum meum
'Now I alone began to speak to my Lord'

In (6) to wanigenne is an unaccusative, i.e. there is no surface object to intervene
between began and the ,o-infinitive. In (7) there is no particular syntactic reason
why ro minum drihtne does not precede the /o-infinitive; as an internal argument of
the infinitive it may either precede or follow. We will see below that
onginnan/beginnan in a clause-initial pa constnrction is much more likely to be

followed by a bare infinitive than by a fo-infinitive.

43.2 Bock

Bock's discussion of these verbs mainly consists of an elaboration on two of
Callaway's points: the replacement theory and the possibility of auxiliary stahrs. For
Bock, these two points are linked as follows. According to Bock, the ,o-infinitive
first encroached on the domain of the bare infinitive in those environments in which
the relationship between verb and infinitive was not "close". Bock's understanding
of the term "close" emerges from his discussion on p. 154-155 and 173. The relation
between an auxiliary and a following infinitive is descibed as "closest" (am engsten)
while thatof a verb and an infinitival adjunctis describedas "loose" (Bock l93l:
155). The concept probably roughly translates as the distinction between argument
and adjunct, with the proviso that Bock regards such relationships not as an absolute
either/or, but as more fluid, i.e. as one that can be situated on a cline between more
governed or less govemed. Because the encroachment of the to-infinitive is
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progressive, and in the course of time affects verbs that are increasingly "closer" to
their infinitives, the relatively late emergence of the to-infinitive after the
aspectualizers is due to the fact that aspectualizers typically have a very "close"
relationship with their infinitives, and these infinitives therefore do not become
candidates for replacement until late in the OE period.

Bock notes that the function of onginnan often approaches that of an auxiliary
in that it combines with the infinitive to form an inseparable semantic unit: "In der
Reihe der Verbgruppen, deren Verbindung mit einem abhiingigen Infinitiv
fortlaufend enger wird, bezeichnen ginnan und Komposita den Punkt, an dem diese
Verbindung so eng zu werden beginnt, dass Verb und Infinitiv zu einem Begriff
zusarnmenschmelzen" ('On the cline of verb clusters whose cormection with the
following infinitive becomes increasingly closer, ginnan and its compounds
represent a point at which this connection begins to approach the situation that verb
and infinitive merge into one unit with a single meaning') (ibid. 171). He equates

this meaning with that of the infinitival verb, implying that (particularly) onginnan *
infinitive has become a meaningless periphrasis, semantically completely equivalent
with a simple finite form of the infinitive (ibid.).

Bock does not associate the auxiliaryhood of onginnan/beginnaz with either
infrnitive in particular; it is crucial to his argument that the relationship between
verb and infinitive remains the same, whether that infinitive is a bare infinitive or a
ro-infinitive, as it is this auxiliary-like behaviour of onginnan/beginnan which
explains why the ro-infinitive does not emerge after these verbs until well into ttre

OE period (ibid.), although he also suggests that the ro-infinitive may have been
used first in those positions in which ginnan and its compounds ca:ried the stronger
meaning of intend', a meaning that is particularly compatible with a ro-infinitive
(ibid. 172) - and, we may add, with subjuncive that-clauses.

His final points are that the ro-infinitive may first have appeared as the
complement of these verbs as the result of a reanalysis similar to the one he
proposes for rutguTloN verbs (discussed in the previous chapter); and he further
suggests that there may also have been some influence from the meaning-relatedfon
'undertake, begin', the ro-infinitive after which is accounted for in Bock's view by
the fact that this verb is also attested with a PP with ro. Fon is not attested in
anything like the enonnous numbers of onginnan/beginnan, however, which makes
this idea possible, but not very probable.

433 Discussion

In the remainder of this chapter I will show that the comments of Callaway and
Bock contain powerful pointers to a coherent account of the two infinitives after
ttrese aspectualizers, but that they miss a number of vital clues, and lead to further
questions. The fust point is that there is no need to have recourse to Callaway's
conclusion that "the fluctuation in the trvo forms of the infinitive may be due in part
merely to the lateness of Elfric's works, by whose time the distinction between the
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two forms had begun to break down" (Callaway 1913: 67). I will show in this
chapter that the selection of a bare or a ,o-infinitival complement is motivated; the

two infinitives are not in free variation.
The second point is that the issue of semantic bleaching and the possibility of

auxiliary status are indeed the prime ingredients in the account of the selection of a

bare or of a to-infinitive which we will present below, but it is vital to realize that
onginnan approaches auxiliaryhood only when followed by the bare infinitive, and
that the spread (though not the initial emergence) of the /o-infinitive was in all
likelihood motivated by the fact that onginnan had started to lose its ingressive
meaning when followed by a bare infinitive. In this scenario, the use of the /o-
infinitive represents a kind of grammatical renewal by ,iElfric's time
(renouvellement, Meillet 1948), which means ttrat it is not compatible with Bock's
idea that the relationship between this verb and a following infinitive does not
change; in Bock's view, it remains "close" (erg), whether the following infinitive is

a bare infrnitive or a to-infinitive, and it is the to-infinitive that changes over the
years, as it is able to handle the "close" relationship of an aspectualizer by ,Elfric's
time. I will argue, however, that it is not so much the ro-infinitive that changes, but
the relationship between onginnan and the bare infinitive. This means that Bock's
idea of "closeness" only applies to the grammaticahzed version of onginnan and its
bare infinitive, as we find it in.,Elfric.

Bock's view that the periphrasis of onginnan * bare infinitive is meaningless
is also not particularly helpful. Although bleaching involves loss of lexical meaning,
it implies a gain in the firnctional domain, ffid any account of the history of
onginnan needs to spell out what this gain is exactly, or, in other words, what
motivates the process of bleaching.

The comments of Bock and Callaway, then, lead to a number of questions,
which all boil down to this one: is there a difference (syntactic and/or semantic)
between onginnan/beginnan + bare infinitive and onginnan/beginnan + to-
infinitive? We will start our answer to this question with a more detailed look at the
syntactic differences between the trvo complements.

4.4 Syntactic differences between the bare and the /o-infinitive

4.4.1 Transparent argument structure

In this section I will show that onginnan/beginnan have a bleached meaning when
followed by a bare infinitive. This is evident from the fact that they can combine
with impersonals in exactly the same way as modal verbs, which implies that they
are transparent for the argument structure of the impersonal. This must mean that in
this context they have little argument stnrcfirre of their own. A crucial observation is
that ttris phenomenon occurs exclusively with bare infinitives, never with to-
infinitives.

The relevant example is (8): onginnan/beginnan itself does not normally
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occur with an impersonal argument stnrcture, i.e. with a dative experiencer; but
when followed by an impersonal infinitive, this changes, and onginnan/beginnan
appears with the argument structure of the infinitive:

(8) Da ongan me langian for mlnre haftnyde
Then began me grieve because-of my imprisonment
'Then I began to find my imprisonment tedious.' <LS 35 (VitPatr) 330>;
Denison 1990b:148.

We have the impersonal infrniive langian 'grieve' here which takes a dative
experience\ me'me'. The nominative subject found with onginnan/beginnan when
followed by the infinitive of a personal verb is absent. This phenomenon is

otherwise only found with modals, which are invariably followed by bare
infinitives. An example is (9) (from Denison 1990b):

(9) pat we pa Fing don pe us to ecere helu gelimpan moten
that we those things do which us to eternal salvation happen may
<HomS 25,412>
'that we do those things that may lead to eternal salvation for us'

More examples can be found in Denison 1990b and Wamer 1990. There are more
such examples with onginnan/beginnan, but never with ro-infinitives. Examples like
(8) present the first piece of evidence that onginnanlbeginnan with the bare
infiuitive behaves at times like an auxiliary, with no argument stnrcture of its own
(see also Denison 1990b:148 and Warner 1992:186, 194-5).

The question remains what structure we should assume for
onginnanlbeginnan + bare infinitive. OE modals are commonly believed to be main
verbs, unlike their PE descendants, which are generally analysed as auxiliaries,
inherently finite elements base-generated in I or T after V-to-I (or V-to-T)
movement was lost in the eModE period. Unlike OE modals, PE modals do not have
participial or infinitival forms, and neither do they exhibit the -s inflection of the
3rd person singular of the present tense; they do not have an argument stnrcfure and
do not select propositional complements. This does not mean that OE modals are the
direct opposite of this. While they do exhibit a number of main verb properties (they
appear with a range of complements, not just bare infinitives; they do exhibit a

wider range of inflections, including occasionally non-finite forms, and exhibit a

fuller range of morphological present/past and indicative/subjunctive contrasts), OE
modals are already set apart as a group in that they belong - with the exception of
wile'wlll' - to the category of preterite-present verbs: their present tense forms are

derived from old preterites, which accounts for the absence of a third person

singular ending. More importantly, they exhibit a certain amount of semantic
bleaching when used epistemically.

Epistemic meanings are usually argued to derive from deontic meanings (eg.

Sweetser 1990) and could be regarded as more grammaticalized in that their
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argument strucfure appears to be impoverished. When modals occur in constnrctions
hke (9) above, where they lack a thematic subject, or when they occur with
inanimate subjects, their meanings have undoubtedly a more epistemic flavour. Such

subjectless modals have been argued to be more amenable to an auxiliary analysis
than a main verb analysis, or, for some of them, a main verb analysis with
subjectless syntax (see also Denison 1990b; Warner 1990; Van Kemenade 1992).

Deontic meanings can, however, still be argued to be present even when modals

occur in impersonal constructions as in (8), as it is usually possible to envisage
volition or permission emanating from some impersonal entity even in these

instances (van Kemenade 1992:153-154). This would argue for a raising analysis for
all epistemic modals, rather than an auxiliary analysis, with the possible exception
of willan an.d sceal used as pure futures (ibid. 156). It remains difficult to come up

with suitable criteria to decide whether these bleached instances are due to a lack of
argument stnrchue (i.e. the analysis in which they are subjectless main verbs) or
whether they are real auxiliaries (i.e. base-generated in a functional head).

A raising analysis for onginnan + bare infinitive is attractive, but the
available evidence is difficult to assess. Onginnan/beginnan bears a resemblance to
verbs like PE open? sink or break that have two variants, so that we find animate
subjects in the constrrction he began the gospel-preaching side by side with
inanimate subjects the gospel-preaching began with him, as in (10):

(10) He ys ende pare ealdan E &, et him ongam seo

he is end of-the old law and with him began the
godspellbodung <Elet 4 (SigewearZ) 850>
gospel-preaching
'He is the end of the old law and with him the gospel-preaching began'

The ergative variant of such causative/ergative pairs has been argued to take a
single, extemal, argument, which distinguishes these ergatives from unaccusative
verbs that take a single, internal argument. The matter of auxiliary selection in the
perfect offers some support for a causative/ergative analysis of onginnanl beginnan:
its perfect tense is formed by habban when causative (eg. in <Or 4 I1.108.29>), ,nd
by wesan when ergative, as in (11).

(l l) pa was an gereord on eallum
then was one language among all

mancynne. and bat
mankind and the

weorc w&s begurnen ongean godes willan; <ECHom I,22318.17>
work was beguu against god's will
'At that time all people spoke one language, and the work had been begun
against God's will'

Ergative perfects are difficult to distinguish from causative passives; perhaps
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because that is just what they are.3 Subjects are invariably inanimate in constructions
as in (l l), and the resemblance to passive constructions could indicate that the

inanimate subject pet weorc has been moved into that position by NP-movement.
As raising also involves NP-movement, a raising analysis for onginnan/beginnan
when followed by a bare infinitive is perhaps defensible. More tangible evidence, on
a par with (8) above, is provided by instances of "weather ir", which only appears

with bare infinitives:

(12) & hit ponne onginnap rinan blodigan regne. <HomS 33, 69>
& it then begins rain bloody rain [instr]
'And then it will begin to rain with a bloody rain'

As a weather-verb, rinan'rain' is a zero-place impersonal (cf. Denison 1993: 67)
and lacks arguments altogether. The fact that we find hit 'it', an expletive that lacks
a thematic role, in subject position of onginnan/beginnan is strong support for a

raising analysis. If the variant of onginnan/beginnan that takes a bare infinitive
induces raising, because its argument stnrchrre is defective, this would be supported
if it is only this variant that occurs with inanimate subjects. There are no clearcut
differences between the two variants here, however, although it is trre that
inanimate subjects are less frequently attested with /o-infinitives. In all, the
phenomenon exemplifred by (8) above is the most tangible evidence that the subject
of the bare inlinitive in the complement of onginnan/beginnan is raised rather than
controlled.

This analysis cannot be extended to all bare infinitives. The phenomenon
exemplified by (8) appears to be exclusive to modal verbs ard onginnan/beginnan *
bare infinitive and is not attested with mreNTtoN verbs. There is nothing to indicate
that INTENTION verbs may have subjectless variants, like the aspectualizers.

There are also some differences between bare and ro-infinitival complements
that appear to be exclusive to onginnan/beginnan: /o-infinitival complements are

almost invariably selected when onginnan/beginnan is clause-initial (Verb-first). As
we will see in the next section, the bare infinitive as complement to a clause-initial
form of onginnan/beginnan is exceedingly rare.

4.4.2 baY versus Vl in,jf,lfric

As we saw in section 4.3.1, Callaway notes that the co-occurence of both infinitives
afret onginnan/beginnan is particularly noticeable in the works of ,Elfric. ,/Elfric's
works are particularly suitable for an in depth investigation into the use of bare and

ro-infuritives for other reasons too. We have seen that there are suggestions in the

3Cf. Dut"hr Hel gtas is gebroken in which the verb cluster may represent a perfect tense of an

active ergative verb, 'the glass broke/has broken' (spontaneously), or a passive prcsent tense of a

causative verb, 'the glass has been broken' (by someone).
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literature on onginnan/beginnan that these verbs may be subject to a process of
semantic bleaching in OE, and such claims can only be evaluated if each occurrence
is examined in great detail, in the context of the rest of the text. The sheer numbers
of infinitival constructions occurring with onginnan/beginnan in OE make this a

daunting task; a smaller corpus would be more manageable. We saw above that the
instances given by Callaway suggest that the adverb pa 'then' is particularly
frequent with ongf nnan/beginnan, and as pa has often been argued to be particularly
important in the organisation of the text (eg. Enkvist 1986), it is possible that some
features ttrat govem the selection of bare or to-infinitives only show up at the textual
level, beyond clause boundaries. Studying the work of a single author minimizes the
risk of interference from dialectal or diachronic factors (although, of course, the risk
of scribal interference remains - see Allen 1992).,iElfric's works have the further
advantage of consisting, for the most part, of original, untranslated prose; and
although,lElfric draws heavily on various Latin and Greek sources, his views on the
translation process, explicitly stated in his preface to the tanslation of Genesis,
make it unlikely that he would opt for an over-literal translation:

Now the forementioned book is in many places very densely composed
and yet profound in its spiritual meaning and it is arranged just as God
directed to the writer Moses, and we dare not write more in English
than the Latin has, nor change the order except for one reason, namely
that Latin and English do not have one manner in the disposition of
language. Anyone who ffanslates or teaches from Latin into English
must always phrase it in such a way that English has its own order, else
it will be very misleading to read for those who do not know the Latin
order (<,EGen Pref 93>, quoted with this translation by Koopman
1992:77-78).

A search for all occlurences of these verbs in the works of .Elfric resulted in the
following frgures. Onginnan was complemented by the bare infinitive 44 times, and
by the to-infinitive 22 times. Beginnan was complemented 13 times by a bare
infinitive, and 46 times by a ro-infinitive.a Alttrough ,Elftic's prose has been
described as "rh1flhmical", the selection of a bare or a fo-infinitive iu his texts does
not appear to be dictated by prosodic considerations; it must also be remembered
that,lElftic's rhythmical prose is by no means as strict in its metrical rules as the
relatively finn patterns of OE poety (see also Pope 1967:105). There were notable
differences in other respects, however: each infinitive turned out to be associated
with a particular construction.

The first of these constnrctions is exemplified in (15), i.e. the adverb pa
followed by the finite verb and the subject:

hote that these figures are lower than the ones quoted by Callaway (above, section 4.3.1). The
reason is that fewer texts are attributed to Alfric today than in Callaway's time.
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(13) pa ongunnon
then began

Cueprrn 4

6a Iudei. hine eft torfian. mid heardum

the Jews him again stone with hard
stanum, and heora an hine sloh mid ormrefum stencge.

stones and of-them one him struck with enornous cudgel
inn od pet bragen <ECHom II, I8 172.100>

in to the brain
'then the Jews began to stone him again with hard stones and one of them
struck him a blow with an enormous cudgel into the brain'

This pattern is associated with the bare infinitive, as we will see below. A second
frequent pattern is afforded by example (14), where we find a ,o-infinitive with
onginnan, with the matrix verb sentence-initial:

(14) Ongann 6a Augustinus mid his munecum to geefenl&cenne

began then Augustine with his monks to emulate
pare apostola lif mid singalum gebedum

the apostles' life with continuous prayers
<.lECHom II, 9 78.205>
'Augustinus then began with his monks to emulate the lives of the apostles
with continuous prayers'

This pattern is most common with the ro-infinitive. Comparing such I? patterns

with the ha V construction, however, yields interesting results, which suggest that

these pattems are not entirely random:

Table 4.1: respective numbers of constructions with pa I/and Vl with onginnan
and beginnan

Verbs ho V with bare
infinitive

Z/ with bare pa V with to- Vl with to-
infinitive infinitive infrnitive

Onginnan 17

Beginnan 6

3

9

4

5

Totals 23

Statistical tests are possible even with such small nurnbers (Siegel & Castellan

1988:103). A Fisher-Yates Test revealed that the bare infinitive exhibie a

siguifrcant prefereuce for t}ie pa I/ -construction, whereas Vl-constnrctions tend to
occur with ro-infinitives (p <.01). The most striking figures are those in the second

column: the combination of onginnanlbeginnan with bare infinitive hardly ever
occurs with Vl.

How could this difference be accounted for? As it is peculiar to these verbs

t2
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alone, and not in evidence with other verbs that may select either infuritive (such as

the INTENTIoN verbs), it seems likely that it is the result of some kind of interaction
between the semantics of these verbs in combination with a bare or ta-infinitival
complement and the respective discourse functions ofpa Y and Vl, whatever they
may be. These two issues, i.e. the question of whether there is a semantic difference
between the bare and the ,o-infinitive after these verbs and what the discourse
functions are of the pa V and Vl constructions, are the subject of the next sections.
We will then discuss how they interact.

4.5 The issue of semantic bleaching

4.5.1 Bleaching of ginnan/onginnan + bare infinitive

It has long been noted that ginnaa 'begin', the stem form of onginnan andbeginnan,
appears to show considerable semantic bleaching in Middle English, particularly in
Chaucer, with the verb losing its original inchoative meaning and evolving into
some sort of auxiliary (eg. Einenkel 1891:89).

Some work has been done to try to establish whether there was any degree of
bleaching of these verbs already in OE. Most writers appear to rely on intuitive
judgements (see Mitchell 1985: $676 for some discussion). Funke (1922) and Mossd
(1938), however, venture beyond such intuitions, in that they link ttre intuitive
interpretation of some of the OE instances as "bleached" to the aktionsart of the
following infinitive. Alttrough Funke's main concern is ME, for OE he observes that
onginnan in its earlier, unbleached form is a perfective lexical verb ("perfektives
Begriffsverb") and its function is to focus the attention on the beginning of the
action expressed by the infinitive (Funke 1922:5); one of his examples is (15):

(15) Swa 6a drihtguman drearrrum lifdon,
thus those noble-men in-joy lived
eadiglice, o66at an ongan
blessedly until one began

finene fremman feond on helle. <Beo 99-101>
evil wreakrun fiend in hell
'Thus these noble men lived blessedly in joy, until a certain fiend from hell
began to wreak evil.' (Translation Swanton 1978:39)

He contrasts this with examples like (19) below, which he, too, interprets as purely

"descriptive", i.e. bleached (ibid., 9). Moss6, too, observes that onginnan it earlier
OE was used exclusively with lexical verbs of durative meaning, i.e. only with
infinitives that allowed an inchoative reading:

La nuance 6tait assez sensible encore en gotique cornme dans la langue
po6tique du vieil-anglais. Ainsi Cynewulf normalement n'emploie apr0s
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onginnan que des verbes duratifs et jamais des verbes compos6s avec
ge-, poss6dant une valeur ponctuelle, de m6me dans Beowulf (...). Mais
c'est li une notion qui, au cours de I'histoire du vieil-anglais, est en
voie de disparition. (Moss6 1938: $238)
(This particular shade of meaning [i.e. the original ingressive meaning]
is evident both in Gothic and in OE poetry. Cynewulf, for instance, only
uses onginnan with durative verbs, ffid never with verbs containing the
prefix ge-, which have a punctual meaning, and the same goes for
Beowulf (...). But this meaning will be on its way out in the subsequent
history of OE.)

Note that the specific references to Beowulf and the work of Cynewulf imply that
onginnan in other, prose, texts is exhibiting loss of ingressive meaning. Both Moss6
and Funke conclude that there was already some degree of bleaching in OE.

4.5.2 No 'bleaching' of onginnan * to-infinitive

The diagnostic test (durativity) employed by Moss6 and Funke is further elaborated
in Brinton (1988), who investigates the issue in greater detail. Brinton relies on the
work of Freed (1979:25tf) who suggests that "aspectualizers" (e.g. inchoatives) take
events as complements, not propositions or objects. An event can be segmented into
different temporal stages: it has an "onset," a "nucleus" and a "coda". "Ingressive
aspectualizers" refer to these temporal stages. For Present-day American English
Freed observes, for example, that begin refers to the initial segment of the nucleus of
the event, while start rcfers to the onset, which explains why one can start to do
something and then not do it but not begin to do it and then not do it. Aspect and
aktionsart meaning interact: for ingressive aspectualizers to be compatible with their
complements, these complements must refer to sihrations that are segmentable -
that have an onset, or a nucleus. Vendler-t5pe "activities" (hke laugh or run) consist
of a nucleus, while "accomplishments" (l*e balce a cake) consists of onset, nucleus
and coda; both could be expected to allow ingressive aspectualizers.
"Achievements" (like ger married or arrive at the party) and "states" (like live),
however, are not segmentable and should not be compatible with ingressive
aspecfualizers.

Brinton shows that ingressive aspechralizers can indeed occur with states
(1988:85) but achievements remain awkward. Brinton makes the important
observation that this incompatibility is due to the punctual nature of achievements;
'because a punctual situation begins and ends at the same time, it is not possible to
focus on the begiruring point apart from the rest of the situation" (ibid. 85). If the
argument of an achievement is an unspecified plural or rnass noun, begin is possible,
because it marks the begirunng of a series; cf. in this respect (16) and (17) (Brinton's
(8f) and (8h)):
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(16) *A friend began {to arrive/arriving} at the party
(17) {FriendslPeople} began to arrive at the party

In other words, it must be possible to regard the situation as durative or iterative in
some way.

When Brinton comes to investigate the development of the aspectualizers in
the history of English, she remarks that she does not regard the presence or absence
of to as significant in any way (ibid. 119). She notes, however, that the ingressive
meaning is weakened in many cases, especially with ME ginnen, so that especially
"the past tense sequence of gan+infinitive appears to be no more than a periphrastic
preterite" (ibid. 120). As a diagnostic of such a pleonastic reading Brinton proposes
the following criterion: when ME ginnen (or, of course, OE ginnan, onginnan arrd
beginnan) occurs with a non-repeatable punctual verb (i.e. an achievement verb
without an rmspecified plural or mass noun object) or with a durative or iterative
adverbial, an ingressive reading is impossible (ibid. 161), because there is no
segmentable nucleus that onginnan or beginnan can refer to. She gives six examples
from OE which are identified by this criterion as "pleonastic," i.e. non-ingressive,
five of which are with a bare infinitive. Examples are (18)-(21) with her translations
(her (70a,b), (7la) and (72a,b) (Brinton 1988:160):

(18) ge to deape pone deman ongunnon <El302b-3a>
you to death that-one deem began
'you judged (*began to judge) that one to death'

(19) ge pa sciran miht deman ongunnon <El 310b-lla>
you then bright power deem began
'you then judged (*began to judge) the bright power (of Christ)'

(20) and 6a mid geetfiedum strale ongann sceotan
and then with poisoned ilrow began shoot
<LS 25 (MichaelMor) 45>
'and then with a poisoned :urow [he] shot (*began to shoot)'

(21) Elles ne ongunnon rieran on roderum, nympe riht and
raise in heavens except right and

soh,
trueelse not begau

arpon engla weard for oferhydge... <GenA, B 20b-2b>
before of-angels guardian out-of pride
'[Th"y] raised (*began to raise) to the heavens nothing else except right and
truth until the guardian of angels out of sheer pride...'5

sThis e*antple also occurs in Funke (1922:9). He, too, interprets this case as an instance of
bleaching and identifies the ternporal clause introduced by erpon'until' as the factor that prohibits the
ternporal segmentation of reran'raise'.
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Her only example of this "bleached" use of onginnan with a to-infinitive she gives

as (22) (her (7lb)):

(22) Witodlice... ongarur se hiredes ealdor to agyldenne

truly began the householdcrN elder to pay
pone pening <,lECHom II, 5 46,137>
the penny
'Certainly repaid (*began to repay) the elder of the house the penny'

The sentence in its entirety is, however, (23):

(23) Witodlice fram 6am endenextan ongann se hiredes ealdor
truly from the last-ones began the houseGEN elder
to agyldenne pone pening. <ECHom ll,5 46,137>
to pay the penny
'Truly, from the last ones began the lord of the household to pay the penny.'

This sentence appears in the context of a discussion of the Parable of the Vineyard
("the last will be the first, and the first will be the last"). Even those workers who did
not start work in the vineyard until the eleventh hour will get a full day's wages at

the end of the day - one penny. They have lined up to receive their wages, and their
employer is in the process of giving each of them a pemy, staning with the workers
who came in last, "at the eleventh hour"; he is paying out a multiplicity of pennies,

one to each worker. The object, though singular in form, implies an unspecified
plural, so that the sihration described in (23) is clearly iterative, even though the

aktionsart meaning is one of achievement. It is certainly not "pleouastic".
Brinton misses an importiant generalization here: the bleached, "pleonastic"

instances of these ingressive aspechralizers only occur with the bare infinitive in OE.

When the /o-infinitive is used, these verbs always have their full ingressive
meaning. Thus we find in ,lElfric a few examples of the "pleonastic" use of
onginnanlbeginnan + bare infinitive, e.g. with a durative adverbial:

(24) pa ongann se apostol hi ealle laran ofer trvelf mona6.

then began the apostle them all teach for twelve months
6a deopan lare be drihtres tocyme. to 6yssere woruld
the deep lore about lordceN coming to this world
<,rECHom II, l8 170.21>
oThen the apostle taught (*began to teach) them all for twelve months the
profound doctrine of the Lord's coming to this world'

There are, however, no examples of such "pleonasms" with a ro-infinitive.
A frnal point to note here is that Elfric himself, in his Latin Grammar,

systematically employs onginnan + lo-infinitive to ftanslate Latin inchoatives, and

not the bare infinitive, e.g. calesco, ic onginne to wearmigenne (<,lEGram 212.3>;
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this was also noted by Callaway 1913:68. See also Mitchell 1985:$675). This furttrer
supports the idea that onginnanlbeginnan with the to-infinitive always express

strong ingression, at least by .;Elfric's time, whereas this need not be the case when
these verbs are followed by a bare infinitive.

4.5.3 The grammaticalisation of onginnan * bare infinitive

If strong ingression is restricted to onginnan/beginnan with the ,o-infinitive, what
exactly is it that is expressed by the bare infinitive with these verbs? "Bleaching",
after all, suggests not only a loss of lexical meaning, but also a corresponding gain

in the functional domain, because the new element acquires a syntactic function:
lexical heads (eg. verbs) become functional heads (eg- complementizers), etc. A
suggestion of what this functional meaning might be in the case of the bleached
variant of onginnan/beginnaz is to be found in Mustanoja (1960), who claims that
OE onginnan, when followed by a (bare) infinitive, can be said to carry out two
principal functions: (i) it brings out the ingressive and perfective aspects of the

action represented by the infinitive, and (ii) it intensifies the descriptive force of the
infinitive (1960:611). Mitchell (1985:$676) notes quite rightly that it is not easy to
see how the same verb can bring out both the ingressive and perfective aspects of an

action; and as we have seen, ingression, at least in the works of ,tstfric, is strongly
associated with the lo-infinitive, not with the bare infinitive. The suggestion of the

combinatioa onginnar * bare infinitive expressing perfective aspect is an interesting
one, however, especially because there are occasional examples of this construction
being used to translate Latin perfects. One such example is discussed in Riggert
(1909): persecuti suzl shows up as ehtan ongunnon in OE (<PPs l18.16l>), which
is why he notes: "Es wird nicht der Anfang, das Beginnen einer Handlung
ausgedrtickt, sondern vielmehr die Tiitigkeit selbst oder deren Vollendung", i.e.
onginnan (with bare infinitive) does not express the beginning of the action but
rather the event itself or its completion (Riggert 1909:46).

It seems, then, that onginnan/beginnan in combination with a bare infinitive at

one point starts to focus no longer on the onset of the action, or even on the
beginning of its nucleus, but on the coda. It signals to the hearer that the event
described by the infinitive is completed. Onginnan/beginnan + to-infinitive, ou the
other hand, never occur in contexts which do not allow an ingressive reading, and
the most likely explanation is that the ro-infinitive always focuses on the onset of the
event. This means that only the action in the latter is viewed as temporally
segmentable. This ties in with the findings of Fischer, who notes that bare infinitives
in general often signal an entailment relationship (1995:20) and that they share the
same tense domain as their goveming verbs, unlike /o-infinitives (ibid.l9).

One of Fischer's Middle English examples of a ro-infinitive is with ginnan
'begin':

lll
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(25) And to thise clerkes two he [Nero] gan to preye/ To sleen hym... (Chaucer,

Mortk's Tale 2545-2546; Fischer 1995:20)
'And to these two clerks he fNero] began to pray to kill him'

Fischer comments: "The 'clerks' can still refuse Nero an easy death and walk out on
him" (ibid. 20), an important observation. An event that is temporally segmentable
can be internrpted; an event that is not temporally segmentable cannot. This means

that the use of a ro-infinitive after onginnanlbeginnan signals that the event is

interntptable. Bare infiuitives in that position, however, signal that it is not. This is
the important observation that lies at the root of the anomalous figures in the second
column of Table 4.1 above: the fact that bare infinitives are dispreferred if
onginnan/beginnan occurs in clause-initial position. We will show in the next
section that such verb-first constructions signal a thematic discontinuity, and that
onginnan/ beginnan in such constnrctions intoduce the background event that is

intemrpted by the discontinuity. As ta-infinitives after onginnan/beginnan are the
only means of signalling an intemrpted event, this explains why they are particularly
frequent after clause-initial onginnanlbeginnan, and why bare infinitives are

dispreferred in this position. Their property of focusing on the endpoint of an event
makes them particularly compatible with ha Y configurations, as pa V pre-
eminently heads narrative units that are linked in a steady progression of
foregrounded events, without a change in the pace of the narrative. These different
functions are the subject of the next section.

4.6 Thematic continuities and discontinuities

4.6.1 pa V: thematic continuity

The role of pa as a discourse marker has been the subject of a number of studies;
many of these favour the OE chronicle as the source of their data, as pa is
particularly frequent in this text. While many scholars agree that pa serves an

important discourse function, the results are not always equivocal. Sometimes pa is
argued to mark the boundaries betweeu paragraphs, or more precisely, episodes, i.e.
the levels of discourse intermediate between the sentence and the text. There appeius
to be a general concensus that the central characteristics of an episode include
thematic unity, which depends on the continuity of both participant and action (see

Brinton 1993:73-74 for more discussion). The boundaries of episodes ate

characterized by both semantic and formal features. Brinton (ibid. 74) lists the

following "discontinuities" by which episode boundaries may be formally marked:

(a) a change in time;
(b) a change in location;
(c) a change in participants;
(d) a change in the action sequence, with an orientation toward a new central
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event, or the activation of a new schema;
a change in "possible world", for example, from the real world to the fictional
world, from the real world to the dream world, or from the physical world to
the world of thought;
a change from general to specifrc, or the reverse; and
a change in perspective or point of view.

Brinton mentions a number of authorities on pa. Although it is generally agreed that
pabas an important discourse function, there is no consensus about its nature. Some

scholars assign different functions to pa in different syntactic configurations, while
others try to reduce the various uses of pa to one basic function. Examples of the
latter are Foster (1975) and Enkvist (1986). Enkvist calls pa an "action marker", and
adds that it tends to occur in passages and statements describing action, "as opposed
to background information" (ibid. 1986:301). It is worthwhile quoting Enkvist's
numbered "theses" in which he recapitulates his commeuts on the function of pa:

(i) Old Englishpa is an actionmarker;
(ii) As actions in narrative tend to be foregrounded, la can also be regarded as a

foregrounding device;
(iii) When pa collocates with stative verbs it may be taken to serve as a

foregrounding "dramatlze" highlighting a dramatic view of stative conditions;
(iv) The main structural functions of pa are not only to mark distinctions between

foregrounded action and background, but also to indicate the division of
narrative discourse into narrative units;

(u) At the same time pa indicates the sequencing of events on the main story line;
(vi) We may expect pa to have been cornmon in impromptu storytelling, where a

clear marking of distinctions between foreground and background, a clear
ordering and sequencing of events, and a conspicuous signalling of nanative
units and their hierarchies are especially important to ease the processing-load
under real-time conditions. Therefore a high frequency of po might be
regarded as a marker of colloquial, lively, impromptu-speech-like narrative
style (Enkvist I 986:306-307).

Enkvist illustrates these theses by a discussion of a fragmeut of Elfrician narrative
(Enkvist 1986:305) which he divides into 4 narrative r.rnits. The fust one is given
under (26) and "tells us how Christ met Matthew and made him follow him"
(Enkvist 1986:306); the revelantpas are given in bold type:

(26) pa 6a se halend ferde on sumere byrig. 0a geseah he

then when the saviour went into a-certain town then saw he
sittan srurme rurrnan. at tollsetle matheus gehaten. and he cwad
sit a-certain man at tollbooth Matthew called and he said
to him. folga me; Matheus aras parrihte fram his tolle. and
to him follow me Matthew arose immediately from his booth a n d

ll3
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filigde 6am halende. and geladode hine pes dages. to his
followed the saviour and invited him the day into his
huse <ECHom 11,37 272.3-6>
house
'then when the Saviour went into a certain town, he saw a man sitting in a

tollbooth, called Matthew, and he said to him: follow me; Matthew arose

immediately from his booth, and followed the Saviour, and invited him for the
day into his house'

The sentence-initial ba 6a '(then) when' functions as a correlative of the pa in the
following ha Y construction, literally: 'then when the Saviour entered a certain
town, then he saw a man sitting at a tollbooth'. Although the first two pas are
identical in form to the third one, the status of the clause (subclause or main clause?)
is rarely in doubt, because of the word order: ho S V marks a subclause, whereas pa
V S marks the main clause; the same correlative constrrction occurs in Modern
German (with da 'then') and in Modern Dutch (with toen'then'). The respective
discourse-functions of (pa) ho S V and ho Y S are also different, as Enkvist points
out (Enkvist 1986:305). The main clause marked by ho V S in (26), and probably in
most other such cases, describes a more puncfual, and therefore more foregrounded,
action, whereas the subclause marked by bo S V describes a more durative, and
therefore less foregrounded action. It is the ho Y S sequence in (26) that carries the
action forward, whereas tbe pa ha S V sequence sets the scene. This difference is
important in our discussion, as we are Sing to account for the fact that it is
specifically the pa ongan/began S constuction that is found so infrequently with a
/a-infinitive.

"[T]he second [narrative unit] states the arrival of the sinful men" (ibid. 306);
again with pa V :

(27) Efoe ila comon fela gerefan. and synfulle men. and saton
right then came many officials and sinful men and sat

at Oam gereorde mid bam hrelende and his leorningcnihtum;
at the meal with the saviour and his disciples
<,iECHom II,37 272.8>
'Right then many officials and sinful men came up and sat down at the meal
with the Saviour and his disciples'

"[T]he ttrird is about the response of the Jewish scholars" (ibid.):

(28) Hwet 6a. pa iudeiscan sunderhalgan and boceras pat gesawon
lo then the Jewish Farizees and scholars that saw
and mid ceorunge cwedon to cristes lssrningcnihtum;
and with reproach said to Christ's disciples
Hwat la. hwi gereordad eower lareow hine mid 6isum
what lo why involves your teacher himself with these
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manfullum manmrm and synfullum? <,lECHom II, 37 272.10>
criminal men and sinful?
'Lo then, the Jewish Farizees and scholars saw that and said reproachfully to
Christ's disciples; What! Lo, why does your teacher consort with these

criminal and sinful men?'

Enkvist's treafinent of pa could in fact be refined further, as pa in the sequence h, Y
is crucially different from ha n other positions; note that the instances of pa V
signal the steady progression of the narrative, and that ho Y is typically not used in
the third unit, whose importance in the story is emphasized by the presence of the
foregtounding dram atwer hwet' lo',' what!' (eg. Brinton I 990: 56).6

Finally, "the fourth [narrative unit is] about Christ's rebuttal" (Enkvist
1986:306). We findy'a V once more, this time introducing the answer to a question.
As a question and its answer form an "adjacency pair" (the production of the one
triggers the production of the other; Schegloff and Sacks 1973), there is no thematic
discontinuity.

115

(29) 6a ofhyrde pat se helend.
then overheard that the saviour

cwre6; Nis nan
said not-is none

and
and

neod
need
sindpam strangum nanes leces. ac 6am 6e yfele

to-the strong of-none leech but to-those who by-evil are
gehrefde; Farad nu and leomiad hwrt 6is mane. Ic wylle
taken go now and leam what this means I desire
mildheortrrysse. and na offrunge; Ne com ic na to clipigenne 6a

mercy and no sacrifice not came I not to call the
rihtwisan. ac 6a slmfullan to dadbote; <,iECHom II, 37 272.12-16>
righteous but the sinful to penitence
'then the Saviour overheard that and said: the strong have no need for doctors,
but only those who are afflicted; go now and find out what this means. I desire
mercy, not sacrifice; I did not come to summon the righteous to repentance,
but the sinful'

To show that this use of he pa V pattem is systematic, I will present in (30)-(36)
below one more narrative passage from.lElfric, again cut up into narrative units. The
pa V pattenr again intoduces narrative units that do not present a thematic
discontinurty, and here we may see it interact withbeginnan * bare infinitive.

After a short exposition on the way God punished entire communities for their
sins in the days before Moses, the narrative proper begins (the relevant pas in bold).
The fust narrative unit has God announce his plan to Moses, with the same

6The hunch that pa V primarily signals thematic continuity, and introduces narrative units in a

relatively unmarked way is supported by the relative infrequency of the pattem hwet, pa V. There are
238 cases in ,Elfric's works in which hwet is followed by ha, but the great majority of these (205, i.e.
86%) have SV order. Hwcet tends to be ernployed at crucial drarnatic points, i.e. thematic discontinuties.
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correlative pa pa ..., pa V pattem as we saw above in (26):

(30) Eft 6a pa God wolde wrecan mid fyr. pa fulan
afterwards when God wanted destroy with fire the foul
forligeras baes fracodostan mennisces, Sodomitiscra 6eoda, pa

fornicators of-the wickedest people Sodomitic people then

sede he hit Abrahame. <,€LS (Pr Moses) 190>
said he hit Abraham
'After-wards when God wanted to destroy with fire the foul fornicators of the
wickedest people, the people of Sodom, then he announced it to Abraham.'

The second unit contains Moses response. He pleads with God to save the town if as

few as fifty nghteous men can still be found. The pace of the narrative quickens,

formally marked by a pa which is not part of a boY pattern:

(31) Habraham pa bad pone almihtigan 6us, pu Drihten,
Abraham then asked the almighty thus you lord
pe demst eallum deadlicum flasce, ne scealt 6u pone

who deems all mortal flesh not shall you the
rihtrryisan ofslean mid pam arleasan. Gif dar beo6 fiftig
righteous destroy with the wicked if there will-be fifty
wera wunigende on pam earde, rihtrvise atforan 6e, ara

men living on the earth righteous before you spare

him eallum. <ELS (Pr Moses) 193-196>
them all
'Abraham then asked the Almighty thus, thou Lord, who judges all mortal
flesh, you would not destroy the righteous together with the wicked. If there

were fifty men living in the land, righteous before you, spare them all.'

God grants his plea in the third unit. Note again that pa V does not introduce a

thematic discontinurty, as it introduces an answer to a question:

(32) Da cwa6 God him to €ft, Ic arige hfun eallum gif ic
then said God him to again I spare them all if I
6er finde frftig rihnrisra. <ELS (Pr Moses) 198>
there find fifty of-righteous-ones
'Then God said to him, I will sp:Lre them all if I find there fifty righteous
ones.'

Abraham makes his second plea in the fourth unit. Will God save the towns if he

finds as few as forty righteous men? Again ha Y, and no thematic discontinuity,
because (33) is a repeat of (31), only with the nurnber of 50 reduced to 40. Note that
began is here followed by the bare infinitive biddan 'ask'. Although this verb
indicates an activity, an aktionsart meaning that in theory allows temporal
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segmentation, the selection of the bare infinitive, as opposed to a to-infinilive,
signals to the hearer that the event of "asking" will be completed without
intemrption:

(33) Da began Abraham eft biddan God geome,

then began Abraham again ask God eagerly

ne fordyde gif 6ar feowenig w&ron rihnrisra
not destroysuBJ if there forfy w€re of-righteous men
wunigende on 6ere leode. <.IELS (Pr Moses) 200>
living among that people

'Then Abraham began again to ask God eagerly, that he should not destroy
them if there were forty righteous men living in that nation.'

Unit five: his plea is again granted:

(34) God him 6as tipode, ... </ELS (Pr Moses) 203>
God him that granted
'God granted him that,...'

Unit six sets up a little "loop" telescoping several rounds of pleading on Moses' part
and granting on God's part. Note that the phrase he began git biddan refers to a
durative, not a punctual situation: 'he kept on asking until...'. The use of the bare
infinitive signals that the rounds of pleading will not be intemrpted by other events,
and that the hearer should infer that there are three more rounds of pleading, wil6
the respective numbers of just men first reduced to thir[/, then twenty, ild frnally
ten:

(35) and he began git biddan odpet he becom to tyn rtErnllum,

andhe began yet ask until he came to ten men
and him tiOode God da, pet he nolde hi fordon gif he
and him granted God that that he not-would them desfroy if he
funde 6ar tyn rihtwisra marma,... <.IELS (Pr Moses) 203-206>
found there ten righteous men
'and he began to ask further until he came to ten men, and God granted him
then, that he would not destroy them if he found there ten righteous men,...'

Unit seven concludes the episode:

(36) and he wende 6a him fram <,|ELS (Fr Moses) 2O7>

and he turned then him from
'and he then turned away from him.'

The compatibility of the bo Y pattern and onginnan/beginnan with the bare
infinitive is due to the fact that the use of the bare infuritive after these verbs signals

tt7
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that the event in question will proceed without intemrption, as onginnan/beginnan
here does not focus on the onset, or even beginning of the nucleus, of the action,
while the pa V pattern signals a straightforward progression of the narrative without
sudden changes.

It seems clear, then, that the pa V-pattern is pre-eminently associated with
FonpcnoLINDING in terms of Hopper (1979), in that it belongs to the language of the
actual storyline, "the parts of the narrative which relate events belonging to the
skeletal structure of the discourse" (Hopper 1979:213) and not to BAcKGRoUNDING,
the language of supportive material which does not itself narrate the main events.
Because foregrounded clauses denote the discrete, measured events of the narrative,
the verbs tend to be punctual rather than durative or iterative, and there is a further
tendency for these punctual verbs to have perfective aspect (ibid., 215). This
particular narrative function make bo n a pa Y configuration an unlikely candidate
for an episode boundary marker. Episode boundaries signal a change, a

discontinuity (see again Brinton's (a)-(g) above). One could say that bo Y heads a

narrative unit that preserves the thematic unity of what has gone before. Narrative
units in the sense of Enkvist (1986), then, are not equivalent to 'episodes' in the
sense of Brinton (1993), but represent the smaller units out of which episodes are
constructed.

4.6.2 Vl: thematic discontinuity

When we turn our attention to the other pattern relevant to our discussion of
onginnan/beginnan, Verb-first, we find iq too, associated with ronrCROUNDING. It
is often analysed in these studies as identicalto pa V ata deeper level (eg. Stockwell
1977 , and also Hopper 1979), implying that it is achrally the order VS that signals a
episode boundary, with pa beng a kind of optional extra. In the light of the
discussion of the ha Y pattern in the previous section, full equivalence between pa
V and Vl would mean that Vl, too, signals the steady progression of events. There
is, however, plenty of evidence that Vl is more than that, although its precise
function is not so easily captured.

There have been suggestions that Vl in Modern German is motivated by
considerations involving the information strucfure of the clause (eg. Onnersfors
1997), and it is tme that Vl shifts the subject to a more prominent position; but as

the same is tue of the ho Y construction, which also has the effect of moving the
subject to a more prominent position, this consideration does not in itself explain the
effects of Vl in.;Elfric.

Other suggestions about the role of Vl focus on a special stylistic function,
usually loosely described as expressing "lively narrative" (e.9. Kiparsky 1995:163;
Thr6insson 1985:172), "vividness of action" (Stockwell 1977:291), a tuming-point
in the narative, a transition, or a change of pace, 'Just as a new paragraph does in
MnE prose" (Mitchell 1985:$3933). Vl often heads paragraphs in edited texts (eg.
(12) above).
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Every single occurrence of the Vl-pattern with onginnan/beginnan + to-
infinitive in the work of ,lElfric can be argued to signal an episode boundary of this
kind. There is a certain dramatic qualrty to all these instances, even if they do not all
have the feel of a natural paragraph break. Consider for example these two parallel
passages, both describing the same event in the life of St. Martin. The story consists
in both cases of the following plot: Martin has been brutally captured by a band of
brigands, one of whom is assigned to rob and guard him. As soon as he is left alone
with this rnan, the force of Martin's personality and his faith in God makes such an
impression on his guard that he becomes a convert to the faith of Christ, and frees
his captive. The description of Martin's persuasive preaching uses beginnan + to-
infinitive in both cases:

(37) Begann 6a to secgenne ba* sceadan geleafan. and mid
began then to say the ruffian faith and with
boclicere lare hine lreran ongann; Hwret 6a se scea6a

scriptural doctrine him teach began lo then the ruffian
sona gelyfde. on 6one lifigendan god. and tolysde 6a benda
at-once believed in the living god and released the bonds
<,iECHom II, 39.1 290.7A->
'[he] began then to explain the faith to the ruffian and began to guide him
with scriptural doctrine; Lo, then the rufEan at once believed in the living god
and untied his bonds ...'

(38) Began 6a to bodigenne pa godspellican lare swa
began then to explain the evangelical doctrine so

lange pam sceadan oppat he gelyfde on God <,ELS (Martin) 165>
long to-the ruffian until he believed in God
'[he] began than to explain the evangelical doctrine to the ruffian for such a
long time until he believed in God'

We have here a sudden tum in the plot, in which Martin, outnumbered by his
enemies, wounded and bound, uranages to completely reverse his hopeless position.
It seems that Vl signals that such a dramatic hrrn is imminent in a way that would
not have been possible with the more pedestrian bo Y pattern: the latter signals
thematic continuity, i.e. the simple sequencing of events without any of these events
being singled out for special emphasis, while the former siguals thematic
discontinuity, in which one event is highlighted.

Other examples of onginnan/beginnan in a Vl configuration confirm this:
<;ECHom II, 16 16l.2l> and <,|ELS (Peter's Chair) 154> present a turn in the plot
similar to the one in (36)-(37) above, while in ,ECHoffi [, 9 78.205> (:12 above)
heads a new episode, marked as the beginning of a new paragraph in the edited text,
in which the pace of the narative is stepped up. In <,iELS (Maccabees) 612> the
enemy shows its tnre colours and mounts a sudden attack; and in <,tsCHom I, 3

46.35-48.5> there is a change in "possible world", where clause-initial

ll9
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onginnan/beginnan + fo-infinitive signals a lengthy interruption of the narrative by
an authorial exposition. The latter instance is particularly instuctive because it can

be compared to a passage from <ECHom II, 18> which describes basically the
same plot, and it is here that we may observe the interaction between
onginnan/beginnan * bare or ro-infinitive infinitive, andpa V or Vl.

4.7 The interaction between Vl and /a-infinitive

In section 4.5.3 above we saw that ro-infinitives after onginnan/beginnan signal by
,iElfric's time that the event they describe should be viewed as temporally
segmentable, and therefore intemrptable; bare infinitives in this position, on the

other hand, are not temporally segmentable and therefore not intemrptable. It is this
intemrptability that is the key to the compatibility of clause-initial
onginnanlbeginnan and the ro-infinitive. This is best illustrated by a comparison of
two passages in <ECHom I, 3> and <ECHom II, 18> which tell the same story.

Both passages can be divided into three narrative units : (i) the crowd decide
to stone a saint (St. James in<,iECHom II, l8>; St. Stephen in <rECHom I, 3>); (ii)
the stoning is intemrpted by the saint asking God to forgive the sins of the people

stoning him; (iii) the stoning is resumed and brought to a close without a further
hitch. Units (i) and (ii) are given below as (39) (James) and (a0) (Stephen); uuit (iii)
is presented in (41) (James) and (a2) (Stephen).

It is the second unit in examples (39)-(40) below that is particularly
illustrative of the way in which the ingressive aspect of onginnan/beginnsn * to-
infinitive and Vl word order interact, as it is the one that contains a thematic
discontinuity - the intemrption of the stoning-event. In the James narrative in (39)
this unit is intoduced by pa; note that this pa is not part of a pa V constmction, as

such a constnrction would signal continuity. Because the narrative employs the

open-ended torfian'to stone,' 'to throw stones at', which by itself does not imply 'to
the death', the intemrption of the stoning event itself need not be strongly marked,

only by ac 'but'.
In the Stephen narrative in (40), however, the "resultative" or "perfective"

sense of oftorfian 'stone to death' in contrast to the open-ended tofian 'stone'
forces the selection of a fo-infinitive after ongunnon (in bold): a bare infinitive
would have created the impression that Stephen was killed off at this poinq and he

cleopode in the next clause would then have come as a bit of a surprise to the
audience. The intemrption of the action is anticipated by the ro-infinitive. The

discontinurty is more strongly marked than in the James fragment, as it is innoduced
by the Vl pattern; one reason might be that the intemrption of the narrative is a long
one, and does not intemrpt only the stoning itself, but also the narative: the saint's
last words are followed by an authorial exposition explaining the crucial importance
of these last words, as *rey led to Saul's conversion (cf. "change in possible worlds",
Brinton's (g) in section 4.5.1 above).
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(39) Hi 6a upastigon. and hine underbac scufon. and mid stanurn

they then ascended and him behind pushed and with stones

torfodon pone sodfrestan Iacob; Ac he nres acweald 6urh
stoned the steadfast James but he not-was killed by
6am healican fylle. ac gebigde his cneowu on gebedum sona.

the high fall but bent his knees in prayers at-once
and bad pone relmihtigan for 6am arleasum cwellerum.
and asked the almighty for the cruel killers
pat he him forgeafe pa firrnlican synne <,iECHom II, l8 172.95-7>
that he them forgave the earlier sins
'They then ascended and pushed him from behind and stoned the righteous
James with stones; But he was not killed by the high drop, but bent his knees

in prayer at once and prayed to ttre Almighty for the cruel assassins that he

would forgive them the earlier sins'

(40) ongunnon 6a to oftorligenne
began then to stone-to-death
pone eadigan stephanum and
the blessed Stephen and
min drihten: ne sete du
my lord not hold you
<,lECHom I, 3 48.2-5>
'[they] began then to stone to death with hard stones the blessed Stephen and
he called out and said: (...) my Lord, do not lay those deeds to their charge as

a sin...'

In the third unit the stoning is resumed. The transition to this unit is marked in thrc

Stephen narrative (a2) by pa, which indicates a new narrative unit; the James
narrative in (41), however, uses onginnan this time. As there is no second
intemrption, a bare infinitive is now possible (onginnan + infinitive in bold):

(41) pa ongunnon 6a Iudei. hine eft torfian. mid heardum
then began the Jews him again stone with hard
stanum. and heora an hine sloh. mid ormefum stencge.

stones and of-them one him stuck with enornous cudgel
inn o6 pat bragen; hus wear6 gemartirod se rrara apostol
in to the brain thus was martyred the famous aposfle
<ECHom II, l8 l72.lOO-2>
'then the Jews began to stone him again with hard stones and one of them
killed him with an enounous cudgel into the brain; thus was martyred the
famous apostle...'

t21

mid heardum stanum
with hard stones

he cleopode and cwaO: (...)
he called-out and said

bas dada him to synne...
those deeds them as sin

(42) and he mid
and he with

to pam

to the

pa

then
hum
this

worde
word

gewat
departed

almihtigum
almighty
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hdende pe he on heofenum healicne standende geseah;

saviour the he in heavens high standing saw
<,lECHom I, 3 48.5>
'and with those words he then departed to the Almighty Saviour whom he had
seen standing high in the heavens'

To summafrze, then, both in both cases the stoning is intemrpted by the martyr's last
words. The Stephen fragment of (40) uses onginnan+to-infinitive to describe the
first abortive attempt to stone Stephen; this event is then intemrpted by Stephen's
last words. In contrast, the James fragment of (al) uses ozginnan*barc infinitive to
indicate that the procedure is resumed and brought to a close without a further hitch.

The other examples of clause-initial onginnan/beginnan also tend to present
events that are intemrpted. In <ALS (St Peter's Chair) 154> St. Peter starts to tell
Christ's history to "a heathen servant", but his words are intemrpted by a miracle
(betwux pysum wordum 'during these words'): the holy spirit enters into the
assembled heathens and they start speaking "in tongues". In cases like (37) and (38)
above, on the other hand, there is no intemrption of the actual event; but the
impression created by the use of the ro-infinitive is that the reprobate is converted to
the Ctristian faith before the Saint has finished speaking. It seems, ttlen, that /o-
infinitives are compatible with Vl because they present the event not as a completed
whole, but as one that is unbounded: it unfolds gradually, and is either intemrpted
by a discontinuity, or presented as ongoing and simultaneous with it; the coda is
never reached. This is how the use of a ro-infinitive in this position contributes to
the suspense created by the Vl configuration.

The figures in Table 4.1, then, reflect the interaction between the different
properties of the two infinitives after onginnan/beginnan on the one hand (with only
the /o-infinitive being temporally segmentable, not the bare infinitive) and the
discourse functions of the hoY and Vl patterns in narrative styles on the other hand.
Vl patterns signal heightened suspense, a stepplng up of the pace of the narrative,
and is therefore often associated with a thematic discontinuit5r, a dramatic nrrning
point. Onginnanlbeginnan + /o-infinitive typically expresses an action that is viewed
as incomplete; the emphasis on the onset of the event contributes to the dramatic
effect created by the Vl pattern. This explains why the bare infrnitive is dispreferred
with clause-initial onginnanlbeginnan: it is no longer temporally segmentable in
,iElfric, and focuses the attention too exclusively on the coda of the event, implying
its completion.

A fust conclusion might be that the ,o-infinitive after onginnan/beginnan is
always temporally segmentable and always expresses ingression, whereas the bare
infinitive is ambiguous between sometimes expressing ingression and sometimes
completion. The anomaly in Table 4.1 suggests that the argument could be taken
even further: if the scarcity of bare infinitives after onginnan/beginnan in a Vl
configuration is not due to chance (and the probability that it is is less than lolo), we
might well conclude that by ,iElfric's time it is no longer capable of expressing
ingression at all.
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4.8 Onginnan/beginnan in verb-first constructions outside ,lElfric
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The question remains whether the bare infinitive is also dispreferred in other
narrative texts than those of Elfric after clause-initial onginnan/beginnan. As
regards prose text, we find onginnan in this configuration in <LS 23 (Mary of
Egypt) 2.767>, <LS 34 (Seven Sleepers) 1.27>, <GD 2(H) 31.164.1>, (WHom ll,
104>, <LS 26 (Mildred Cock) 45 and 48>, and <Bo 3, 3.9.29 and 25.57.12>. The
fust two of these merit a closer look; the remainder all introduce dramatic direct
speech (with the exception of the two attestations in the Life of Mildred, which
concern indirect speech), which links it to an important function of clause-initial
onginnan in OE poetry which will be discussed below.

The Mary of Egypt text translates a Latin infrnitive slavishly by a bare
infinitive throughout, and the occurrence in 2.767 is no exception:

(43) pa he pus on his heortan digollice spricc, pa geseah he
when he thus in his heart secretly spoke then saw he

har swilc hwugu treow licgende and pat lytel. Ongan pa

there some what wood lying and that small began then
per mid delfan, witodlice swi6e georne, and seo eor6e wiES

there with dig truly very eagerly and the earth was

swi6e heard and ne mihte heo adelfan forpon he wes swi6e gewaced
very hard and not might she dig because he was very weakened
<LS 23 (Mary of Egypt) 2.765-7
'When he thus in his heart secretly spoke, then he saw there a piece of wood
lying, and that a litfle one. [He] began then to dig with it, tmly very zealously,
and the earth was very hard and she [read: he] could not dig into it because he

was very much weakened...'

It is not quite clear what the function of Vl is here; it does not signal thematic
discontinuity, as the event it describes follows naturally from the previous one, the
finding of an implement with which to dig; it could be said, however, to infroduce
the circumstances that lead up to the dramatic event of the appearance of the lion in
hne 772, and may well have been intended to convey suspense. The digging itself is
unsuccessful, but as the infinitive in question is an atelic one (delfan 'dig') the use

of a bare infinitive in this particular instance would not lead to any
misunderstanding.

ln the Seven Sleepers text clause-initial onginnan introduces the event - the
erection of idols in the churches of Ephesus - that is crucial to the entire story, as it
ultimately causes seven of the persecuted Christians to hide in a cave in which they
will sink into a magic sleep that will last hundreds of years. Vl appears to be used to
signal that it is a dramatic moment, and also steps up the pace of events, as it is at
this point that the introduction ends and the story proper begins. The relevant
passage is given in (a4):
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(44) He pa, Decius se casere, pa he for into Efese mid
he then Decius the emperor when he went into Ephesus with
6rymme and mid prasse, he 6a his heortan ahof swa upp
pomp and with majesty he then his heart lifted so up
ofer his made swilce he God w&re. Ongan 6a timbrian
above his measure as-if he God were began then erect
deofolgyld on cirican, and bead pat mid him derrihte alc
idols in church and ordered that with him forthwith each
man be his heafde deofle sceolde offrian; and gehwa dyde
man by his chief devil should sacrifice and everyone did
swa for 6as caseres €g€, and efles ne dorston
so for of-the emperor's fear and otherwise not dared
<LS 34 (Seven Sleepers) 1.25-27>
'He then, Decius the emperor, when he marched into Ephesus with pomp and
with majesty, he then lifted up his heart greatly above measure as if he were
God. [He] began then to erect idols in church, and ordered that every num
should forthwith sacrifice to his chief devil with him; and everyone did so out
of fear for the emperor, and did not dare to do otherwise...'

The event of erecting idols is telic, but as it does not appear to suffer an intemrption
it is compatible with a bare infinitive here.

Beginnan is attested clause-initially four times; all four attestations occur in
the same text (<LS (Vit Patr) 21, 38, 74 atd 96). The function of Vl is again that of
dramatizer, and it is striking that clause-ininal beginnan in the first three of these

four occurrences has a very specific function: that of introducing yet another
temptation of the flesh to the saint. The fourttr occurrence introduces a turning point
(repentance: Began pa his gepanc to syfernysse gehwyrfan 'his thoughm then began
to turn to purity...' <LS 35 (Vit Pafi) 96>).

If we look at OE poetry the picture is different. Beginnan is not attested as all.
Clause-initial onginnan is robustly attested with a bare infinitive: 55 times out of a
total of 184 instances of onginnan + bare infinitiveT. There are no instances af a to-
infinitival complement after onginnan in OE poetry at all, not in a Vl configuration
or indeed io any other configuration (see above, section 4.3.1). This situation is
clearly very different from the one in ,Elfric. Onginnan in a pa V constmction, on
the other hand, is fairly rare (4 cases). It is not easy to assess the significance of this
difference.

It is not clear whether every difference between the language of OE poety
and the language of prose should be regarded as representing a diachronic change,
as prose and poetry belong to different registers. Even if we accept that the language

7In order to rnake this number comparable to the instances of Vl in ,rElfric, it includes 10 cases in
which Onginnan is clause-initial, but not sentence-initial, and appears to head the second conjunct of a

series of coordinate main clauses, i.e. cases in which onginnan cannot readily be interpreted an instance
of V2 in which a preceding subordinate clause counts as the first constituent of the main clause.
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of OE poetry preserves linguistic features from an older stage, there is a second
problem in that the history of discourse markers is usually brief (Stein 1985:300).

The literature on the function of Vl in OE poetry, however, suggests that at least
some of the functions of Vl are similar to the ones we find in ,lElfric, as it is said to
express "a distinct advance in the narrative" (Klaeber 1950 [922]:xciv). This
comment concerns Vl in general, not just clause-initial onginnan; and a close look
at the 55 cases of clause-initial onginnan + bare infinitive in OE poetry reveals a
special function that is not in evidence much in Elftic at alls: 25 out of these 55 start
a sentence that introduces direct speech. A typical example is (45):

(45) Ongan ceallian pa ofer cald water
began call then across cold water
Byrhtelmes bearn beornas gehlyston:
Byrhtelm's son warriors listened
Nu eow is gerymed, ga6 ricene to us,

now you is space-granted go quickly to us

guman to gupe; god ana wat
men to battle God alone knows
hwa pere walstowe wealdan mote. <Mald 9I>
who the battlefield rule will
'Then began to call across cold water
Byrhtelm's son - the warriors listened - :

Now is space granted to you; come hither to us quickly,
warriors to the battle; God alone knows
who will rule battlefield.'

Clause-initial onginnan, then, appears to be specifrcally used to introduce dramatic
speech in OE poefiry. It has the same function in most of the instances of clause-
initial onginnan + bare infinitive in prose texts outside ,Elfric that were listed at the
beginning of this section. In this context OE poetry does preserve an older function
of the bare infinitive after onginnan, one that still allowed temporal segmentation
and was therefore perfectly compatible with the Vl pattern. It seems then that there
is indeed a marked difference in this respect between poetry and prose.

sThe only clause-initial onginnan in,Elfric that introduces speech (albeit indirect speech) is <,IELS

(Peter's Chair) 154>:

(i) Ongan |a to secgenne pone sopan geleafan pam hadenan begne be 6rs
began then to say the true faith to-the heathen chief about the
hclendes frere; hu he worhte wundra on pyssere worulda fela, and

saviour's journey how he performed miracles in this world many and

si66an dead prowode sylfwilles for us...

afterwards death suffered of-his-own-will for us

'Began then to tell the heathen chief the true faith, about the Saviour's journey: how he performed
nrany miracles in this world, and afterwards suffered death for us of his own free will'
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4.9 Crosslinguistic evidence for the grammaticalization of inchoatives

The fact that of all the INTENTIoN verbs, it is the aspectualizer onginaaru (and to a

lesser extent, beginnan) that develops a "bleached" form is not particularly
surprising, as such developments of inchoative markers - whether free words or
bound morphemes - are crosslinguistically well-attested (for many examples, see

Allen 1993:5). A case in point is Allen's story of the verb cepi 'I began', from
Classical Latin coepi. Allen cites a study by Bechtel (1902) who provides evidence
from a fifttr century manuscript, the Peregrinatio Egeriae, that this verb lost its
lexical ingressive meaning in this particular variety of Latin and became an auxiliary
of the perfect, a development absolutely parallel to what happened to OE onginnan
+ bare infinitive. A similar development took place in the Old French verb
commencier'begin', which in some l3th-Century OF translations from Latin clearly
serves as a durative past tense auxiliary (Allen 1993:5, drawing on Beer 1974:43-8),
as simple past tense forms in the Latin source text emerge in the tanslation as a
form of commencier plus the infinitive.

Why ingressive aspectualizers are prone to grammaticalization is a difficult
question. These verbs are particularly frequent in narrative texts, and it is
conceivable that ttrey tend to acquire a particular discourse function of their own
because focusing the attention of the audience on the onset of an event creates
suspense. Any element used as a device to arouse the interest of an audience by
creating suspense in some way could well be prone to rapid devaluation through
overuse; and this may also have been the case with onginnan/beginnan * bare
infinitive.

4.10 Conclusions

This chapter argues that the OE verbs onginnan and beginnan, both originally
meaning 'begin', show auxiliary behaviour in the works of .lElfric when goveming a

bare infinitive:
(i) like the modals, they can either follow or precede the matrix verb;
(ii) like the modals, they are fiansparent to the argument stmcture of eg.

impersonal verbs, as if they had no argument structure of their own.
How far had this process progressed in ,iElfric's time? It is striking that

onginnan in clause-initial position, i.e. in a Vl configuration, is robustly attested
with the bare infinitive in Old English poetry, but only once in,iElfric, who tends to
use the /o-infinitive with Vl configurations instead. The discontinuity sigualled by
Vl is not compatible with onginnanlbeginnan + bare infinitive because the bare
infinitive after these verbs signals an event that will not be temporally segmented
and will be brought to a successful close without intemrption. This quality makes it
eminently compatible with the pa V pattem, as this pattern is not associated with
dramatic turns of event. In contrast, the action described by the ,o-infinitive after
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clause-initial onginnan/begintrcn must be capable of being viewed as intemrptable,

because the Vl pattern introduces dramatic turns of event. This is how the two
pieces of the p:uzzle, i.e. the contrast between ha V and Vl on the one hand and the

contrast between onginnan/beginnan + bare infrnitive (not temporally segmentable,

unintemrptable) or to-infinitive (temporally segmentable, and therefore
intemrptable) fit together. This make it likely that the /o-infinitive, which originally
represented a non-finite alternant of the subjunctive that-clause, had stepped in by
,lEfric's time to restore the ingressive meaning of onginnan/beginnan, with the bare

infrnitive after these verbs reserved for signalling that the action it describes
progresses to the coda of the event. However, when onginnan and beginnan are

followed by u to-infinitive, they express ingression, ild refer to a temporally
segmentable, intemrptable event; this explains their compatibility with the Vl word
order, which signals a thematic discontinuity. We conclude that bare and to-
infinitives after these verbs are not in free variation in,lElfric's prose, but carefirlly
selected.





Part III The Ditransitives





-5 Preliminaries

5.1 Introduction

The core meaning of these verbs has been described variously as "manipulative"
(e.g. Giv6n 1980:333, Rohdenburg 1995, following Searle); "directive" (Searle

1969) or "influence": "(...) NP, influences NPo toward, or away from, realizing Sr"
(Rudanko 1989:ll2). The latter term is also used by Sag & Pollard (1991:66). It
appears that "volition" or "intention" is also involved, much like the monofiansitive
verbs: the speaker intends that the hearer perform the act described in the infinitival
complement.

Traditional analyses of the PE sentences (l) and (2) label the NP Antoma as an

indirect object and the rest of the sentence as a direct object (eg. Quirk &
Greenbaum 1973:374) or, altematively, Antonia as a direct object and the rest of the
sentence as a "Predicator Complement" (Aarts & Aarts 1982:142-3). More recent
frameworks, eg. Government and Binding Theory, basically follow the traditional
analysis in that Antonia and to go to the party constihrte two separate arguments of
the matrix verb. The clause to go to the party is accordingly analysed as a fulI
sentence with its own subject position; this subject position is assumed to be filled
by a non-overt NP ("PRO") which is "controlled" by (i.e. identical in reference to)
the object NP Antonia. The constructions in (1) and (2) are therefore both referred to
as "Object Control". The case of the NP is held to be "struchral" in PE, i.e.
accusative, in both cases.

(l) Susan persuaded Antonia to go to the party
(2) Susan ordered Antonia to go to the party

Although the to-infinitival clause i" (l) (after a verb of persuading and urging) and
(2) (after a verb of commanding and permitting) are generally accorded the same

analysis in PE, there are clear differences between the mro constnrctions in OE. We
will briefly list these differences in the next section, to show that the separate
treatnent of these verbs is warranted-

The appearance of the to-infinitive after each group must similarly be ascribed to
different processes; we will try to get a gnp on the earliest, pre-OE stage by
investigating the complements of these verbs in Gothic in section 5.3. We will show
in section 5.4 that accounts of the distribution of the ro-infinitive after the
ditransitive verbs fail if no distinction is made between the two groups. In section
5.5 we will briefly discuss the verbs of saying, a group of ditransitive verbs that are

not attested with to-infinitives in OE. In the face of the mounting evidence that to-
infinitives come to be regarded as the non-finite alternatives of subjunctive clauses

in OE, the non-occrurence of ro-infinifives as complement to verbs of saying is
significant as these verbs are abundantly attested with subjunctive clauses.
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Persuading versus commanding in OE

The main difference between the two groups is in the number of their arguments
(always three for the persuade-type, whereas the command-type has a two-place and
a three-place variant) and in the identity of the thematic roles of these arguments:
AGENT, THEME and coaI- for the verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand,
and AGENT, RECIPIENT and THpnaE for the three-place variant of the verbs of
commanding and permitting on the other (and nceNr and THEME in the case of the
two-place variant of these verbs). The various thematic roles and their expression is
set out in (3), (a) and (5):

THEME persuading and urging(3)

(4) necnrnur
INP*I
INP*l
INP*l

GOAL

I to-PP ]
[subjunctive clause]

I to-VP ]

THEME

[ ]fP_. J

[subjunctive clause]

[ ,o-vP ]

comnunding and permitting,
three-place

commanding and permitting,
two-place

NP"."
NP*.
M"""

(s) THEME

B{P*. \IPI
E{P,* Predlr

The labels of the various thematic roles follow from the case of the NP (accusative

argues for the label THEME, dative for RECIPIENT). RecpleNrs are usually restricted
to humans, or at least auimate entities, which argues against assigning this label to
the accusative NP of the verbs of persuading and urging, as these may be inanimate
(Chapter 6). The label coAL for the second internal argument of the verbs of
persuading and wging in (3) is supported by the fact that the three expressions of
this argument are identical to the expression of the OE purpose adjunct; firrther
support for the labels THEME and coel for these verbs is offered by the fact that the
core meanings of rumy of them represent extentions of (spatial) manipulation, i.e.
from "propel an object towards some destination" to "urge someone towards a

course of action". The presence of both two-place and three-place variants follows

lThe subjunctive clause and the accusative NP could in theory be added to the themes in (5) for
completeness' sake, but there is no way of telling whether a verb of commanding and permitting with a

subjunctive clause or an accusative NP as its only internal argument is ganuinely two-place, or a case of
the three-place variant in which the neclnrNT has remained irnplicit (nrcmrxrs may remain implicit as

a general rule). The two other expressions of the theme in (5) cannot be argued to be cases of the three-
place variant with irnplicit RECIIIENT, as RECTPTENTS are unattested with such structures in OE,
positively avoided in Gothic translations even if they occur in the Greek source (see below), and
irnpossible with the two-place variants (eg.lo-infinitival ECMs) in PE.
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from the semantics of these particular verbs; the two-place verbs represent meanings

that can be summarized as command/permit/couse something, whereas those of the
three-place variant can be summarized as command/permit someone to do

something. This matter will be discussed in Chapter 7.

The argument structures of the two groups lead to furttrer differences between
them when they occur with a to-infinitival complement in OE, even though the
surface strings are the same (as is the case with the PE examples (l) and (2) above).
The most notably fact is that the NP, the first internal argument in the three-place
consfiuctions in (3) and (4), may passivize in OE in the case of the verbs of
persuading and urging, but not in the case of the verbs of commanding and
permitting - only accusatives passivize in OE. The second difference is that this NP
may be absent in the case of the verbs of commanding and permitting, as

REctptENTS may remain implicig whereas this is not possible in the case of the verbs
of persuading and urging.

The fact ttrat only one of the two groups has two-place variants is important for
the later development of the /o-infinitival ECM-constmction. This constnrction
represents a ME innovation which has been argued to have arisen through a

reanalysis of the object control constnrctions after persuade-verbs (eg. Fischer
1992). We will argue in Chapter 12 that this notion can be refined further, as it is the
object control constnrction after the verbs of commanding and permitting that
underwent such a reanalysis, not the verbs of persuading and urging (which do not
allow ECM in PE, either).

The different argument stmctures of (3) and (4) are also irnportant for the history
of the to-infinitive, its emergence and its spread, as we will see in the next two
sections.

53 The situation in Gothic

A suwey of data in Bernhardt (1877a:12-14, 18-22), Ktihler (1867:425432, 435-
450), Klinghardt (1877:17l-176) and Van Moerkerken (1888:a3) reveals a number
of verbs ttrat can be said to correspond in meaning to the OE verbs of commanding
and permitting, and in those meanings they occur with roughly the same range of
complements. They are given under (6):

(6) anabiudan 'order' (OE beodan, bebeodan); anaJilhan 'order, entnrst' (OE
befeolan\; atgiban'give' (OE gtefan); bidjan'ask' (OE biddan); fourbiudan
'forbid' (OE forbeodan); fragiban 'give, grant' (OE forgiefan); gamefan
'lay down in urriting'; gataujan 'make'; giban'give' (OE giefan); laisjan
'teach' (OE leran); meljan * ni 'write that not', i.e. 'forbid' ; merjan
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'preach' (OE meran); qipan + ni
rodjan'speak'; uslaubjan'allow'
(be)werian).
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'say that not', i.e. 'forbid'2 (OE cwepan);
(OE aliefan); varjan 'avoid, prevent' (OE

(7)

The same sources yielded the following verbs of persuading and urging, with
additional data from Callaway (1913:259-260):

athugjan'bewitch, entice' (OE hycgan); ananaupjan'compel' (OE niedan);
baidjan 'urge' (OE bedan); bandwjar 'give a sign'; bisvaran'adjure' (OE
swerian\; gawalj an' choose, appoint' ; naupj an' compel' (OE niedan).

The fust conclusion is that Gothic shows the same case distinctions as OE. The
verbs of commanding and permitting are truly ditransitive in that they occur with
two NP objects (they appear to have developed out of verbs of giving). Their
argument stnrcture can consequently be described as AGENT, RECIPIENT and THEur,
as in OE. When the ro-infinitive appears in OE after these verbs as an argumen! it
occupies the slot of Tugrrag.

The second group exhibits accusative NPs as their fust internal argument, as in
OE, which may indicate that their argument structure consists of an AGENT, a THEME

and a GoAL, as in OE. It is, however, difficult to establish a full inventory of the
expressions of the coAL argument because the verbs of set (7) arc fewer in number,
and not as frequently attested, as those in (6).

Such an inventory is important because the emergence of ,o-infinitives appearing
as coAL is easier to account for than the emergence of the ra-infinitive in the role of
THEME, as the expression of purpose seerns to be the oldest firnctiou of the /o-
infrnitive. This scenario would find additional support if it could be shown that the
dz-infuritive in Gothic is more frequent after the verbs i" (7) than in (6). We would
further like to see what other stnrctures could express goal, as these would give us

clues about possible rivals of the dz-infinitive.
The coet argument in OE is tSpically expressed by a, to-PP, a ,o-infinitive and a

subjunctive clause, which are the same constituents that appear as the expression of
the purpose adjunct; but the verbs in (7) do not happen to be attested with a du-PP.
What we do find is accusative NP, drz-infinitive, ei-clause and bare infinitive, but it
is often unclear whether we are dealing with coat- arguments or purpose adjuncts.
For OE we could resolve this ambiguity by the fact that wfr-extraction out of the /o-
infinitival phrase is possible, but the paucity of examples of Gothic dz-infinitives
preclude a similar resolution. Some examples:

Ananaupjaa 'compel' is found with two objects, accusative * accusative, but it is
not clear whether the second NP can be labelled coel:

2K6hler (1567.4/t2) observes that this verb appears only with a non-finite cornplernent if this
conrplement is negative (i.e. contains ni). It is then no longer a verb of saying, but a directive verb:
'forbid'. It may also occur in a directive sense ('order') when the cornplement is positive, but it never
appears in that sense with a non-finite cornplement, only with a subjunctive ei-clause.
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jabai hvas hrk ananaupjai
when someone youACC forces
nvos (Mat. 5:41)
two
'If a man makes you go one mile, go with him two.'

An example of a du-infrnitive and a subjunctive ef-clause is given rn (9) and (I0i,
with bandwjan 'signal, motion' (and note that the Greek text has a bare infinitive for
both; Kdhler 1867:459; Streitberg 1965):

bandwiduh pan panilna Seimon Paitms du fraihnan hwas wesi (J.13:24)
motioned then to-him Simon Peter to ask who be
'Simon Peter then motioned to him to ask who it might be'

(10) jah bandwidedun gamanam poei wesun in anparamma
and motioned3et to-parmersonT who were in other
ei atiddjedeina hilpan i?-e.(L.5:70)
that camepRET- suBJ-3pL helpmr ttremncc
'and they motioned to their partners who were in the other boat to come and
help them.'

Another feature that distinguishes the verbs of persuading and urging from those of
commanding and permitting in OE is that the former do not occur with bare
infrnitival complements except in texts that can be shown to be over-literal
translations (see Chapter 6). In Gothic, however, such complements are found. An
example is (l l) with baidjan 'urge, compel':

(l l) hvaiwa piudos baideis iudaiwiskon? (Gal. 2,14)
why peopleecc urge2tl live-like-JewslNF
'why do you urge people to live like Jews?'

They all reflect a bare infinitive in the Greek text (Callaway 1913:260), ffid here we
come upon a pervasive problem in the interpretation of the stahrs of non-finite
complements in the Gothic text: to what extent is the appearance of a bare or a du-
infinitive due to a bare or prepositional infinitive in the Greek example? There is
such a high degree of correspondence between a Greek prepositional infinitive and a
Gothic da-infinitive, and between a Greek bare infinitive and a Gothic bare
infinitive, after all groups of verbs, that Callaway claimed that the choice of
infinitive in Gothic seems to be primarily motivated by the infinitive that appears in
the source text (Callaway l9l3:255). This circumstance makes it almost impossible
to gauge the real state of affairs in Gothic as regards the use of the two infinitives.
The most reliable data are probably provided by those instances in which this
correspondence breaks down, with the Gothic translation opting for a different
construction than the one used in the source text.

rasta aira,, gaggais mip imma
mileecc one go with him

(e)

skipa,
boat
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With these points in mind, the situation as regards the verbs of commanding and
permitting (set (6)) appears to be largely similar to that of their OE counterparts.
These verbs may take two objects, usually dative * accusative.3 The slot of the

accusative object, ttre tgEtntE, can also be filled by the subjunctive ei-clause, as is
evident from the fact that those verbs that are complemented by a dative +

accusative are also the ones where we find dative + subjunctive ei-clause, as in (12):

(12) anabaup rm er mann ni qepeina (Mk. 7:36)
commanded them that man not tellpnrr-suBJ-3pl
'he commanded them that they should not tell any man'a

Similarly, verbs that may be complemented by accusative + accusative appear with
accusative + ei-clause, as is the case with a verb like bidjan'ask':

(13) Jah bah ina filu ei ni usdrebi
and asked himeCC urgently that not drive-outpRET-SLJBJ-3SC

im us landa (Mat. 5:10)
themnnt-Pt- out land
'and asked him urgently that he would not drive them out of the country'

The fact that the case of the fust internal argument remains the same suggests that
the ei-clause expresses the THEME, a role that can also be expressed by an accusative
object.

In addition to the double object constmction and the NP * ei-clause, patterns
which are clearly ditransitive, there are also three non-finite complements: the

accusative + bare infinitive (AcI), the dative * bare infinitive (DcI) an$ the (dative
or accusative) NP + dz-infinitive. There is only one case in which the dz-infinitive
in the latter construction appears to express an argument:

(14) appan bidjam izwis ... du ni sprauto wagian izwis
now beseechlpt- youAcc to not suddenly shake yourselves
(II Thess. 2:l)
'now we ask you not to be suddenly shaken in mind' (Kdhler 1867:447;
Ferraresi 1997:,217\

If we accept that bidjan 'ask' requires a THEME, the only available candidate for that

3 Exception s arc atgibon 'give' which appears with both dative * accusative and accusative +

accusative, and bkljan 'ask', which appears exclusively with accusative + accusative. But the OE
cognate of the forrner, biddan 'ask' is similarly not a straightforward member of the verbs of
commanding and permitting (see Chapter 8).

nOther exarnples of a dative + subjunctive ei-clause are to be found in Mk 7:36, 9:9; John l5:17, Il
Thess. 3:6, and Neh. 5:14 (Klinghardt 1877:l7l\.
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role is the du-infinitival phrase. The accusative case of the NP that is the first
internal argument in (la) matches that of the same NP when the rHrvg is expressed

by an ef-clause, as in (13). It is tempting to regard (14) as one of the earliest

instances in which the THEMe is expressed by a du-rnfnitive; however, the fact that
(ta) has a prepositional infinitive in the source text makes it more problematic.s

Ktihler argues that the du-infinitive always allows an adjunct interpretation, and
this is true, with the exception of (la); there are, however, a number of cases in
which it can be argued to be ambiguous between adjunct and complement, a

situation reminiscent of Bock's idea of reanalysis, which we discussed in connection
with the INTENTIoN verbs in Chapter 3. This kind of ambiguity may well have been
instnrmental in the spread of the to-infinitive as THEME after the verbs of
commanding and permitting in OE, as we will see in Chapter 7. A Gothic example
illustrating this stuctural ambiguity is (15):

(15) waurstw ustauh
work completedlsc
(John l7:4)
'I completed the work that you gave me to do'

There are two possible analyses of (15), depending on whether the rneuE argument
of the matrix verb atgafi (from atgiban 'give, order') is to be identified as a du-
infinitival phrase (du waurkjan waurstw'to do the work') or as a nominal object
(waurstw'the work'), with the dz-infinitival phrase as an adjunct (either adjoined to
N', as a type of infinitival relative, or higher up in the stnrcture, eg. to V', as an
adjunct to the higher clause).6

The situation is further complicated because the da-infinitive in (15) is
embedded in a relative clause; as ttre noun waurstw has been wft-moved out of this
clause, there is no way of recovering its extraction site, which might either be the

object position of atgaft, as in (16a), which contains two separate A'-Chains
(marked by i-indices and j-indices respectively) or the object position of waurkjan,
as in (l6b), which contains one A'-Ctrain, with an intermediate tace in SpecCP of

tThis inst rce, together with two others in which the r/n-infinitive seems to me to be clearly an

adjunct (I Thess. 2:12, for which see also K6hler 1867:.443, and L. 4:10) is also quoted in Ferraresi but
without any comments as to whether she regards the dujnfinitive as adjunct or as argument, apart from
the statement that "[t]he class of control infinitives in Gothic differs from the other classes in having the
possibility to use the infinitival marker du" (1997:217). Ferraresi completely avoids the issue of Creek
influence on the appearance of infinitival constructions.

hhe ambiguity in the OE situation is further cornplicated by the fact that the to-infinitival object
may both precede and follow its governing verb (iust as the object of a finite verb may both precede and

follow it). Even when the object NP is not wlr-moved, the adjunct/argument ambiguity is not necessarily
resolved by its position in the clause, as a NP sandwiched between the matrix verb and a ro-infinitive
could be govemed by either. By contrast, Gothic dr-infinitives precede their objects, usually, but not
invariably, prompted by the word order in the Greek text (see also Ferraresi 1997:219-22O;221).

patei atgaft mis du waurkjan
that gave2sc meDAT to do
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the infinitival clause:

(16) a. waurstw ustauh frrOp, [gpatei atgaft mis [*, ti lcrOp, [*PRO du waurkjan

'illlllb. waurstw ustauh lrrOp, [6patei atgaft mis [., /'i [rpPRO du waurkjan ,t]J]I

The (b) interpretation also seems to involve a shift in meaning, from a non-directive
meaning like 'give, entrust' to one of 'order', a coulmon development; most of the

directive verbs in Gothic and OE have developed out of 'core' meanings (in an

etymological sense) of 'offer, give'. There is no independent evidence of the du-
infinitival phrase appearing as an argument (the rurnae) of this verb, and the most
likely analysis of the dr-infinitive in (15) is the adjunct interpretation of (l6a).7
With the exception of (14), all the instances of a du-rnfinitive after the verbs of
commanding and permitting are best analysed as (l6a); they all follow clauses for
which it can be argued that the theta-roles of the matrix verbs are saturated.

The remaining non-finite constructions involve bare infinitives. At first glance,

Gothic provides instances in which the rugptr of a verb of giving appears to be

expressed by an infinitive, as in (17), where a (bare) infinitive appears in that
position, even though the verb does not carry directive meaning:

(17) jah haihait
and comrnanded heront give eatlNF

'and commanded (them) to give her (something) to eat'

Compare (18), in which the rngur is a nominal object, mat'food':

(18) jah' anabaud wai giban mat (Luke 8:55)
and ordered herDAT give foodecc
'and ordered (them) to give her food'

However, the Greek originals of both (17) and (18) have infinitives (Kiihler 1867:

435), which suggests that instances with the bare infinitive like (17) could well be

dependent on the Greek and not representative of native Gothic idiorn, with (18)
representing an instance in which the translator resisted the pressure of the source

7 Th" s"*" is true of (i), the exact OE counterpart of ( I 5):

(i) Ic gefulde pat weorc 6e pu me forgeafe to wyrcenne <,/ECHom II,25 209.89>
I fulfilled the work that you me gave to do
'l cornpleted the work that you gave me to do'
Ic gefylde paet weorc frrOp, [.6e Fu me forgeafe [*r' [tp qp, PRO to wyrcenne t]Jl
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text and resorted to a more idiomatic consffuction.t Callaway is probably correct in
atributing this use of the bare infinitive to Latin influence (Callaway l9l3:215)
Interestingly enough, (17) and (18) also have a counterpart with a da-infrnitive:

(19) hlaif us himina gaf im du matjan
bread from heaven gave themont to eatDU-lNF

(John 6:31; Kiihler 1867:a36)
'he gave them bread from heaven to eat'

But here, too, it can be argued that the theta-roles of the matrix verb gaf are frlled by
the NPs im and hlaif, with dz matjan as an adjunct; this is also Kiihler's position,
who argues that there is always a nominal object available in cases with a da-

infrnitive like (19) that can be argued to fill the role of mrn,te, with the following
dn-infinitive as adjunct (Kdhler 1867: 436). Callaway agrees with Kiihler that dz-
infrnitives in Gothic can all be argued to be adjuncts, but he disagrees with Kdhler's
decision to describe the difference between (17) and (19) in terms of complements

versus adjuncts. He argues that both infinitives are adjuncts, as they both translate

Greek final infinitives; and the choice of infinitive is purely motivated by the

infinitival form in the source text.
Although Callaway's interpretation of the infrnitive in (17) as adjunctive is

probably correct, bare infinitives do seem to express the THEME in a constrrction
consisting of a dative + bare infinitive. This structure occurs after anabiudan
'order', qipan + nf 'say that not', i.e. 'forbid', giban 'give' and uslaubjan 'allow'.
Both K0hler and Callaway consider it to be ditransitive, as the case of the RECIPIENT

NP (dative) is identical to that of the RTcrIENT in the double object constmction
after these verbs, and that the constnrction should therefore probably be analysed as

consisting of nvo consihrents, a dative RECIPIENT and a bare infinitive as THEME.e

The main difference between the verbs of commanding and permitting in OE

and the verbs of persuading and ruging is the fact that only the former have both
two-place and three-place variants. The same is tue in Gothic. The two-place
variant appears with a single THEME expressed by a bare-infinitival ECM-
constnrction (or "accusative and infinitive" or AcI). It is frequently attested in

I Mor"orer, rnany, though not all, of these bare infinitives after gfban 'give ' that apparently fill the

sarne slot as a nominal object concern food or drink, and show in this respect a marked resemblance !o

the OE situation, as the only bare infinitives that may ever appear after sellan'grant, give' in OE (when

it is used as a verb of giving, not as a vert of permitting) are etan 'eat' aad drincan 'drink' (Callaway

l913:146; see also Chapter 9).

eMy interpretation of K0hler's position is based on his comment that the infinitive in such a Dcl-
construction expresses the thing offered or commanded, i.e. the tHeug: "Consequenter Weise steht,
wenn das Cebotene durch ein Verbum ausgedr[ckt wird, der Inf., zuweilen mit dem Dat. pers."
(1867:445); i.e. the construction is equivalent to the double object (dative * accusative) construction,
with the accusative object expressed by an infinitive. Callaway discusses the "DcI" after these verbs in
OE and the other Germanic languages at length (1913:248-252) and reaches the same conclusion.
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Gothic, and almost invariably reflects the use of a similar sfiucture in the source text
(witness the data in Kiihler 1867). The fact that we also find it after verbs of
thinking and declaritrE, a position that is impossible in other Germanic languages,
led Harbert (1978:194) to dismiss many of the AcIs after those verbs as due to
Greek (and Latin) influence.

It appears after the following verbs of permitting and commanding: anabiudan
'order', bidjan 'ask', giban 'give', haitan 'command', meljan * n i 'write that not',
i.e. 'forbid', and warjan'avoid, prevent'. As AcI consttrctions are also attested after
the OE cognates of some of these verbs (i.e. (be)beodan 'order', biddan 'ask', and
hatan'command'), they probably represent a native constnrction. It is interesting to
frnd that/aurbiudan'forbid' resists an AcI despite the example of the Greek source;
Kohler notes that faurbiudan does not appear with an infinitival complement, The
four instances in which the original text has an infinitive all appear with a finite
clause in the Gothic translation (i.e, a subjunctive elclause; Krihler 1867:446;
Harbert 1978:260). We will see in Chapter 7 that the same is ftre of its OE cognate

forbeodan: it only appears with a bare infinitival complement in suspicious
circumstances in which influence from Latin cannot be ruled out (eg. in glosses).

The question remains whether the AcI found after these verbs is a ditransitive or
a monotansitive structure, i.e. whether it should be analysed as (20a) or (20b):

(20) a. RECIPIENT THEME
V I NP*"] t Inf l

b. THEME

VI M"o Inf ]

(21) RECTPTENT rHEME
V I NP*] [NP*"Inf ]

It apparently forms a single constituent in Greek (i.e. conforms to the schema of
(20b)), and may express the tHEtvtE argument in a three-place constnrction, i.e. it
may follow a dative RECIPIENT; this situation is rqlresented by the schema in (21):

ditransitive

monotransitive

ditransitive

This stmcture was apparently not possible in Gothic. Instead, the Gothic translation
opts for a sequence of two dative RECIPIENTS as arguments of anabiudan in one
case, in violation of the ttreta-criterion (I Cor 7:10; Kdhler 1867:M5), and simply
omits the dative RECIPIENT in another case (I Tim. 6:13; ibid.). The impossibility of
a dative + AcI construction could perhaps indicate that the AcI after the verbs of
commanding and permitting was a ditransitive, and not a monotransitive
consfucfion - the observation that the additional dative RECIPTENT is not allowed
would follow from the fact that this theta-role is already frlled by the accusative NP.
We will see below, however, that there is evidence for analysing the AcI after these
verbs in OE as a single constituent, even though it may not appear as the THEME in a
diransitive structure in OE, nor in the Germanic languages generally.

In all, ttre situation found in Gothic is reminiscent of OE in many respects, but
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obscured by the influence of the Greek source in important points. There can be

argued to be a similar difference in argument sEucture between persuading-and-

urging and commanding-and-permitting, as the laffer are found with the same two-
place and three-place constructions, but the presence of bare infinitives as (possible)
cOAL arguments after verbs of persuading and urging as in (l l) is confusing. There

are not enough data to distinguish between sequences of accusative themes and

bare-infinitival goals after these verbs and genuine AcIs after the verbs of
commanding and permitting.

There is some overlap between subjunctive ef-clauses and da-infinitives - both
appear as purpose adjuncts and/or coAL arguments; ei-clauses appear as ttreme,

although the evidence for du-infinitives in the same role is slirrU and obscured by the
same sbrrctural ambiguity that is also an issue in OE, as we will see below.

There is one major difference between the two languages, however: the role of
the Gothic dn-infinitive is far more marginal than that of the ro-infinitive in OE after
these verbs. The conclusion seems waranted that the &t/to-irifinrtive is a relatively
recent innsvalisn in Gothic, and that its use is much extended in OE, where we will
find it side by side with the older structures: the monotransitive complement of the
AcI and the ditansitive complements of the DcI and of the NP + subjunctive clause.

5.4 The distribution of the /o-infinitive in OE

There are two earlier accounts of the spread and the distribution of the to-infinitive
in OE, as we saw in Chapters 2 and 3, i.e. Callaway (1913) and Bock (1931). We
will briefly discuss these accounts in the context of the ditransitive verbs.

Callaway's analysis of the lo-infinitive after numy of the verbs of persuading and

urging as an adverbial "denoting tendency or result" (Callaway 1913:164), i.e. as an

adjunct leads to a straightforward account of its appearance after these verbs: "we
gave the native development of the idiom from the inflected infrnitive after verbs

naturally calling for an inflected infinitive or for a prepositional phrase (ra plus a
noun)" (ibid. 219). This tallies with our own findings, with the proviso that we will
argue that ttre fust appearance of the ro-infinitive after these verbs is prompted
specifically by the ro-PP, not by any other prepositional phrase; but Callaway fails
to identiff the members of this group on formal grounds, specifically by the fact that
they take an accusative NP as THEME and a to-PP, a to-infinitive or subjunctive
clause as coAL, and the result is that he includes some of its members in his chapter
on the "objective infinitive" (ibid. 29-72). This confuses the data on
complementation patterns and makes it impossible to constnrct a coherent account.ro

locf. for instance his discussion of two verbs of persuading and urging, leran'teach' and medenian
'humble oneself. Their identical cornplementation pattems - "an accusative plus a prepositional
phrase" , ibid. 6l - is argued inconsistently in the case of the former to explain why this verb is only
found with the lo-infinitive, and of the latter why it is found with both infinitives (ibid., 64). For the tnre
state of affairs concerning these verbs, see section 8.2.4 (for leran'S and section 6.3 (for medemian\-

141
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Callaway's account of the distribution of the two infinitives after the second
group, the verbs of commanding and permitting in terms of case ("Callaway's
Correlation", see 2.2.1 and 3.3.2 above) breaks down completely for the same
reason as for the IurgruTIoN verbs in Chapter 3, i.e. the fact that the ro-infinitive
appears in the thematic role of THEME after these verbs, and as such occupies the
same slot as accusative NPs (see (4) above). This runs counter to Callaway's claim
that bare infinitives fill the same slot as accusative objects, and ro-infinitives the
same slot as genitive or dative or prepositional objects.

The appearance of to-infinitival THEMES are also problematic for Bock's
account, but to a lesser extent. Bock's position is that the starting point of any
discussion of the distribution of the ,o-infinitive should be the prepositional phrase,

but he also notes that the distribution of the ro-infinitive has gone beyond this
original model, and tries to account for this spread partly by arguing that to-
infinitival adjuncts were reanalysed as arguments at some point - cf. the strrctural
ambiguity of the Gothic example of (15) - , ild partly by his theory that the to-
infinitive encroached on the domain of the bare infinitive (Bock l93l:119; see

section 3.3.3 and 3.4.1 above). There are no indications that the latter point was ever
a significant factor in OE (see section 3.4.3 above and the quantitative study in
section 11.5.3 below). The first two points, however, are exfremely relevant with
two amendments. The first one is that we should specifu "prepositional phrase with
,o" instead ofjust "prepositional phrase"; and the second point is that, as in the case
of the INTENTIoN verbs of Chapter 3, the idea of reanalysis is only valid if there was

a precedent for analyzing ro-infinitives as THEME arguments in the first place.
These ideas will be discussed in greater detail in the context of the discussion of

the two groups of ditransitive verbs (Chapters 6 and 7), where we will show that this
precedent was set by the functional equivalence of the ro-infinitive and the
subjunctive clause.

5.5 No ta-infinitives after the verbs of saying

We will see in the remainder of Part III that the ,o-infinitive appears in the
complement of all groups of ditransitive verbs (verbs of persuading and urging,
verbs of comrnanding and permitting, ild the commissives) but one: the verbs of
saying. As the to-infrnitive appears to follow the disribution of the subjunctive that-
clause after all of these groups, it may be significant that the verbs of saying are the
only verbs that are not attested with a ro-infinitive, in spite of the fact that
subjunctive clauses abound.

A search in the BGAH Corpus reveals that subjunctive clauses are found as an
argument of the following verbs of saying:

(22) erendian 'carr5r a message', andswarian 'answer', andwyrdan 'answer',
ascian 'ask', beladian oexcuse', cwedan 'sa!', foresecgan 'predict',
forwregan 'accuse', iewan 'point out', innian 'include, restore', ondettan
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'confess', secgan'say', tacnian'signify', dancian'thank', dreagan'rebuke',
widlicgan'oppose' and, wrecan'utter'.

Secgan alone accounts for 119 out of the 165 instances of the L NP t}ar-clause]
frame in the BGAH-corpus after verbs that are not attested with the corresponding
non-finite frame (i.e. object conuolled L I.IP ro VPI). The case of the NP is dative,
and many of these verbs may also occur with double object complements (usually
dative * accusative), a situation reminiscent of the verbs of commanding and
permitting, as we will see rn Chapter 7.

Why do we not find to-infinitives after these verbs? It is tnre that the subject of
the embedded clause is rarely identical in reference to the object, or subject, of the
higher clause, and it is only when they are identical ttrat a ro-infinitival complement
is a possible alternative to the subjunctive clause (us to-infinitival ECM-
constnrctions are not in evidence in OE), and this factor could be a partial
explanation.

It is also possible that the subjunctive clause after these verbs is of a different
t1rye than the one after the other ditransitive verbs. Noonan (1985:92) reports that
crosslinguistic evidence shows that three kinds of dependency are important with
subjunctives:

(i) time reference dependency
(ii) tmth-value dependency
(iii) discourse dependency

The first type of dependency typically refers to a future world-state relative to the
time reference of the higher verb, but may also refer to events or states that are

simply potential rather than future, or even timeless in the sense that they represent
non-events in some cases (ibid. 92-94).It appears that ttre ro-infinitive in OE is the
non-finite counterpart of particularly the subjunctive that depends on time reference.

The subjunctive in the clause that is an argument of the verbs of saying appears
to depend on the other two factors: discourse, in that it represents reported speech;
and tnrth-value, in that the subjunctive in these cases may reflect non-commitnent
on the part of the speaker vis-i-vis the tmth or untruth of the reported message.

Unlike the time-reference subjunctive, which is never seen to alternate with the
indicative, the verbs of saying may also be followed by an indicative clause,
generally indicating that the speaker is prepared to vouch for the tnrth of that which
he is sayingrr. The subjunctive after these verbs, then, has a different motivation
than the time-reference subjunctive that starts to alternate with a ra-infinitive in OE,
and it may be this difference that is responsible for the fact that we do not find ra-
infinitives in these positions.

Some support for this idea can be found in Gothic. The relative particle ei 'that'
in Gothic, which also functions as a complementizer, is clearly associated with the

llAlthough this appears to be a general rule, there are exceptions (Mirchell, 1985: $877, $2I00;
Mitchell and Robinson, 1982: $156)
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subjunctive, whereas pateiftammei is mainly reserved for clauses in the indicative
(Klinghardt 1877:170, 175, 179).It is the latter type that we find with the verbs of
saying in Gothic ("verba der sinlichen Eusserung" (ibid. l7l); see also Van
Moerkerken (1888:38-50)). Only few of these verbs occasionally occur with a
subjunctive complement, also when they report something of which the tnrth is not
in doubt. This development has been deseribed by Bernhardt (1877a:14) as the
beginning of an expansion of the subjunctive ("Ein anfang weiterer ausdehnung
dieses optativs", ibid.).

If Gothic is assumed to be representative to some extent of prehistoric OE, the
subjunctive that-clause in OE could be argued to be the reflex of two different qpes
of clause: one of the pammeiftatei tJpe, and another of the ei t1pe. It is the latter
type that ultimately accounts for the distribution of the to-infinitive in synchronic
OE. This explains why the distibutional symmery benveen subjunctive that-clause
and ro-infinitive appears to be desuoyed by ttre situation of the verbs of saying: they
are followed by a clause of the former (pammei/patei) type, probably originally with
indicative only. The subjunctive complements in Gothic and in OE are the result of
a separate development, in which the subjunctive has come to be used for indirect
speech. Perhaps the most accurate description of the distribution of the ro-infinitive
as verb complement in OE would be to say that it mirrors the distribution of the
optative clause.

5.6 Conclusions

We have seen in this introduction to the ditransitive verbs that there are good
reasons to make a distinction between two groups on the basis of their different
thematic stucture. The verbs of persuading and urging are always three-place, and
the verbs of commanding and permitting vary between two and three-place.

The /o-infinitive fills the role of coAL when it appears after the verbs of
persuading and wging, and that of tHeur when it appears after the verbs of
commandrng and permitting. This means that their respective histories are also
different. We will argue in the next two chapters that the to-infinitive after the verbs
of persuading and uging emerged there originally on the model of a purposive /o-
PP - still a possible expression of the coAL argument in OE - but came to be
analysed in ttrat position as the non-finite counterpart of the subjunctive (specifically
optative) clause which also constituted a regular expression of the coAL argument.
When the ro-infinitive was identified as a non-finite subjunctive clause, it started to
appear in other positions associated with subjunctive clauses, eg. as the ruEptg-
argument of rNrgxtloN verbs and verbs of commanding and permitting.
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6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we claimed that there are clear differences in thematic
struchre between the verbs of commanding and permitting on the one hand, and the

verbs of persuading and uging on the other. In this chapter we will present the OE

data with respect to the verbs of persuading and urging that validate these claims.

We will argue specifically that the ro-infinitive after these verbs represents the coel
argument, and that this OOnl argument is expressed by the same stnrctures as the

purpose adjunct in OE: the subjunctive clause, the to-PP and the ro-infinitive. We

will show that this GOAL is not expressed by the bare infinitive in OE.

This group of verbs is one of the environments in which the distribution of the

lo-infinitive shows some overlap with that of the to-PP, which indicates that its
appearance after the verbs of persuading and urging is probably of long standing,

dating back to a prehistoric stage in which it was still a PP. It was also in this
particular environment that the ,o-infinitive came to be regarded as the non-finite
counterpart of the subjunctive clause, and this identification goes some way towards
explaining the presence of the ro-infinitive in envirouments outside the distibution
of the purposive to-PP - is, for instance, after verbs of commanding and permitting.

6.2 Subcategorization

The verbs of persuading and urging are distinct from the verbs of commanding and

permitting in that they typically subcategorize for an accusative NP and a second

constituent, be it a purposive to-PP, a subjunctive that-clause or a to-infinitive. The

label "purposive" distinguishes this tlpe of to-PP, which denotes an event as goal,

from the "spatial" qpe that denotes a goal in space rather than time. Unlike spatial

Io-PPs, purposive ro-PPs contain a nominalisation of a verb, as in (6) below; this is
the type that may also serve as purpose adjunct, and it also this type of ta-PP that

functioned as an early model of the ro-infinitive (more about this in Chapter I l).
Thematic roles and subcategorization frames are set out in schema (l):

(l) rHEME
V [ ]*fP*"
V [ ].IP*"
v I NIP.*

GOAL

I ro-PP ]
Ithat-cl (subj) l

I ro-vP ]

The verbs that are attested in OE with a fo-infinitive in such a conliguration are

listed under (2):
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(2) abisgian'engage in', afysan'impel', aweccan'incite', bedan'urgen, biddan
'ask, urge', biegan 'compel', cierran 'persuade', drefan 'excite', fysan
'incite', gremian 'provoke', hwiedan 'tum, incite', lreran 'advise, teach',
manian 'admonish', medemion 'humble', mynegian 'remfutd', neadian
'compel', niedan 'urge', onelan'incite', onstyrion 'stir', onwendan 'hlrn,
incite,' settan 'appoint', sponan 'persuade', tyhton 'induce, urge', trymmrin
'encourage', underdeodan'subject, force', weman'persuade'.

Many of these verbs appear in this list on the basis of only a single attestation.
Two of the verbs of set (2), afysan 'impel' and onstyriaz 'stir', appear in an NP

to VP-construction in which the case of the NP is a pronotrn, ild ambiguous in form
between dative and accusative. These two verbs have been included in set (22)
because the simplex of one of them, /rs an, is attested with an accusative (eg. <Hell
33>, <HomU 49,12>), and the other verb, onsfirian, is attested with an accusative
NP and a to-PP in <GDPref and 4 (C)43.331.16>. As purposive to-PPs as coAL
argument are otherwise only found with this group of manipulatives, onstyrian has
been included here on this basis.

The theta-roles associated with these verbs are AGENT, THEME and coet (schema
(l)). The expression of the GOAL argument varies, as it can either be a that-clause
with subjunctive (or a combination of modal+bare infmitive instead of a subjunctive
form), a ro-infinitive or a to-PP, but it is important to note that these three
constituents can also serve to express purpose adjuncts, as we noted in Chapter 3.

Some examples of the three subcategorization frames set out in (l) are given below;

L NP that-clJ with subjunctive (cf. (3)) or modal+bare infinitive (cf. (4)), L NP to
VPI (cf. (5)) and L NP ro-PPl (cf. (6)). All examples involve the same matix verb
(tyhtan '*g., force'). Gonl arguments appear in bold:

(3) [Antiochus] bad eac 6a modor ]at heo hire bearn tihte,
asked also the mother that she her childecc urged

pret he huru ana abuge <,ELS (Maccabees) 166>
that he at least alone submitsugl
'[Antiochus] also asked the mother to urge her child that he at least, as the
only one, would submit'

(4) pa coman pa Cristenan and 6one cempan tihton prt he faran
then came the Christians and the warriorlcc urged that he go

sceolde feor fram Orre byrig. <ELS (Sebastian) 435>
should far from ttrat town
'Then the Christians came and urged the warrior to go far away from that
town'

(5) On hwilcum godum tihst pu us to gelyfenne?
in which gods urgest thou usACC to believero-tNF
<,ELS (George) 148>
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'In which gods do you urge us to believe/ Which gods do you urge us to
believe in?'

(6) bis com pa to earan bam edelborenan cnihte pe awogode

this came then to ears the noble-bom youth who courted
Lucian, se wcs geciged Pascasius, arleas hedengilda, and tihte'
Lucy he was called Pascasius wicked idolator and urged

hret halige medenRCC to prra deofla offrungum.
the holy maiden to thecex devilsceN sacrificeo.tt
<,ELS (Lucy) 57>
'This came then to the ears of the youth of noble birth who was courting
Lucy; he was called Pascasius, a wicked idolater, and urged the holy maiden
to the sacrifice to false gods'

The case of the NP is always accusative and appears to denote the THEME, not the
RECIrIENT, as it may occasionally be inanimate or abstract, whereas RECIrIENTS

invariably are animate, "mind-possessing entities" (Posal 1974:152). One example
of an inanimate THEME is given in (7) (although it is possible that fet 'feet' is
personified, i.e. also mind-possessing); another example appears below, in (8).

Tusnass appear in bold:

(7) he... ne mihte na onstyrian his fet to ganne.

he not could not persuade his feetnCC to go
<GDPref and 3 (C) 22.224.21>
lal.: gressum movere non pofirit
'he could not persuade his feet to go'

Twelve of these verbs are etymologically related to verbs of spatial manipulation
("propel something to a certain position" or "manipulate sepsthing into a certain
position", e.g. 'bend' for biegan, 'tum' for cierran, 'arrange' for afysan,'pull' for
spanafl,'draw' for tyhtan, 'move' for onstyriaa etc. The to-PP denotes a spatial goal

in many cases, and could be described as a "locative phrase" or a "motion phrase"
(eg. Baker 1989:l5l-154), cf. (8) withniedan 'urge, force'. Note that the tHeur, ftrs

sclp'his ship'is again inanimate:

(8) bu hu he eft ferde 16l-angbeardum, his scip wear6 bedrifen
when he again went to Longobards his ship was pursued

&. genyded to pam ealande, pe is nemnedne Paris.
and forced to the island which is called Paris
<GD Pref and 4(C) 31.305.26>
'and when he again went to [the] Longobards, his ship was pursued and

forced to the island that is called Paris'
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When the cont is expressed by a to-PP the goal may be located in either time or
space; but when the coel argument is expressed by a that-clause or a /o-infinitive,
the goal is invariably located in time, and denotes purpose: "manipulate somebody
into doing a certain act". Not all verbs represent a semantic extension from a spatial
G0AL into a temporal GoAL; onelan'incite' or ontendan 'incite', for instance, have
a core meaning of 'set fire to, inflame'.

The verbs of urging and persuading, then, form a coherent group in that they
share a core meaning of "manipulate somebody/something (the THEME) into a

certain act (the coAL)". These thematic roles are consistent with the
subcategorization frames that are found with these verbs: the ruenar is expressed by
an accusative NP, and the GoAL by the three categories that are used to express
purpose in general: the purposive fo-PP, the ro-infinitive and the subjunctive that-
clause.

There are some apparent examples of the goal argument being expressed by a

bare infinitive after these verbs in OE. In the next section we will see that such bare
infinitives are only found in over-literal tanslations, and that the infinitive in such
positions is due to the infinitive in the Latin source.

63 Bare infinitives due to Latin influence

The regular expressions of purpose are Io-PPs, ,o-infinitives and subjunctive that-
clauses. As the GoAL argument after the verbs of persuading and urging is identical
in form to a purpose adjunc! we would not expect to find it expressed by bare
infrnitives, as putpose adjuncts are not expressed by bare infinitives in OE. This
prediction is bonre out in the case of 34 of these 38 verbs, which do not occur with
bare infinitival coALS. Four verbs, however, do appear with bare infinitives

We will see in section 6.5 that the bare infinitives after one of these, leran
'teach, preach', are not due to Latin influence, but to the fact that leron is
exceptional in that it has dual membership: it appears with the subcategorization
frames of the verbs of persuading and urging when meaning 'teach' and with the
subcategorization frames of the verbs of commanding and pennitting when meaning
'preach'.

The other three exceptions (medemian 'deign', eadmedan/eadmodian 'deign'
and niedan 'urge, force') are apparent rather than real, as in each insance the bare
infinitive is due to an over-literal translation of an infinitive in the Latin source.

The first two verbs, medemian and eadmedan/eadmodian, mostly occur in texts
that are either glosses, or translations from Latin (examples occur in the OE Bede,
Gregory's Dialogues, <LS 23 (Mary of Egypt)>, <LS 13 (Machutus)>, the OE
Martyrology) and occasionally in more original work (<HomS 4g>,<ECHom II
36.1>). They do not occur in OE poetry. They always, without exception, translate
the Latin verb dignor'condescend, deign'.

Callaway observes that this verb is the source of confusion among OE scribes.
As one of the deponentia it is passive in forrn, but active in meaning. In the OE
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translations it is usually translated by medemian and occasionally by
eadmedan/eadmodian, but passive and active forms appear to be used

indiscriminately: "In the following passages we have an objective infinitive after the
passive of (ge)medemian; or, rattler, the finite verb, though passive in forrn, is active
in sense, the passive form being due to the translator's mistaking the deponent verb
dignor for a passive (...) The same thing has happened with (ge)eadmedan in Bede
340. 1..." (Callaw ay l9t3:72, footnote 2').t

The use of passives and actives is in fact quite systematic. In the majority of
cases, both verbs are found with a reflexive object in the L NP that-clause] and
(object controlled) L FIP to VPI frames, in the active (which literally Eanslates as

'humble oneself to do something/that one does something') and in the passive
(literally 'he is humbled to do somethinglthat he does something').2 These

subcategorization frames suggest that these verbs belong to the verbs of persuading
and urging, especially because they are also attested with the third frame, [_NP to-
PP]. The sense of medemlaz with this frame appears to be 'promote'):

(9) Witodlice ic pancige minum gode pe me gemedemode

truly I thank my god who me promoted
to his halgum <,lECHom 1,29 424.14>
to his saints
'Truly, I thank my God, who promoted me to his saints'

Some franslations observe the OE subcategorization frames and translate the Latin
infinitival complement by a fo-infinitive or a that-clause, with a marked prefereuce

rThe confusion may have existed already in Latin itself, as the two entries digno (the active form)
and dignor (the passive form) in Muller & Renkema (1970) testifo: they are both glossed 'deem worthy,
deign'.

2Additional support for this account of the two verbs can be found in Modem and Middle Dutch. OE
Medemian is derived from the adjective medeme'worthy'; its parallel in Dutch is verttaordigen, alw
based on an adjective meaning 'worthy', while OE eadmedan/eadmodian is a cognate of Dutch
verootmoedigen (older: ootmoedigen); both verwaardigen and (ver)ootmodigen ake (or took; the latter
verb is obsolete) reflexive objects in all three frames, which are the exact counterparts of the fi:ames in
OE, witness the following exarnples - although the dal-clause in (ii) is on its way out:

(i) Hij venvaardigde zich niet
He deigned

tot een antwoord
to an answer

[_NP tot-PP]

[_NP suD7. dat-cl]

[_ NP te VP]

himself not
'He did not deign to give an answer'

(ii) HU verwaardigde zich niet dat hij een antwoord gaf
He deigned himself not that he an answer gave
'He did not deign to give an answetr'

(iii) Hij venuaardigde zich niet een antwoord te geven
He deigned himself not an answer to give
'He did not deign to give an answer'
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for the former, probably because it at least preserves the non-finiteness of the
original constnrction. Medemian and eadmedan/ eadmodian are in fact the only
manipulative verbs in which the occurrences of the ro-infinitive outnumber those of
the subjunctive that-clause, an indication that these verbs, although of native origin,
owed much of their use to the fact that they were the two standard translations of the
Latin verb dignor. An example is the following passage from Gregory's DialogueS;
the source text has dignor. The infinitive is given in bold:

(10) Valde mirum quod exaudire preces in se sperantium
very amazing that hear prayers in him hoping
etiam in rebus uilibus dignatur Deus
even in things vile condescend God
(Gregory's Dialogues, de Vogii6II)

The translation employs a that-clause (relevant constituents in bold):

(11) swi6e wundorlic prt is, pat God hine geaadmodad, pet he
very amazing that is that God him humbles that he

gehyrei para bene, pe on hine gehihta6, &, eac on
hears of-those prayers who in him hope and also in
swa yfellicum wisum. <GD I (C) 9.70.16>
such wicked things
'very wonderful is it, that God humbles himself, that he hears prayers of
those who tnrst in him, and also in such mean things.'

The revisio:r of the translafion employs a to-infinitive:

( t 2) swy6e wundorlic pat is, pat God hine gemedemode eac on
very amazing that is that God him humbled also in
wasum pingum to gehyrenne para bena, pe on hiue
trivial things to hear of-those prayers who in him
gehihtao. <GD I (H) 9.70.15>
hope
'very wonderful is it, that God humbles himself also in insignifrcant things to
hear the prayers of those, who tnrst in him.'

In other translations, dignor is again translated by medemian or
eadmedan/eadmodian, but they select a bare infinitive and almost invariably omit
the reflexive object which medemian andeadmedan/eadmodian require when active.
As a result, we find something that looks like a subject control stucture with a bare
infrnitive as its THEME argument, instead of the expected object contol stnrchrre
with a ra-infinitive as its coAL argument. The subject control examples with
eadmedan/eadmodian are suspect, as they occur in literal translations. An example
is (13):
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(13) Uton biddan almihtigue God .,. pat he geeadmodige us

let-us pray almighty God that he deigns us

togetacnian mid heofonlicum wundrum... <Bede 2.98.21>
declare with heavenly miracles
Ial.: Obsecremus Deum, ... ut ipse nobis insinuare caelestibus signis dignetur
(Colgrave & Mynors 136)
*Let us pray to Almighty God... that he will condescend to declare to us by
heavenly miracles...'

The scribe of the B ms. of this text (which is an extensive revision of the earlier
translation) has completely deleted eadmodian and substituted a simple finite form:
pet he us getacnige (Grant 1989), an indication that the construction in (16) with a

bare infinitive was not acceptable. The second instance of eadmedan/eadmodian rn
Bede has a ro-infinitive (<Bede 4 24.340.1)), even though the source text shows the
usual bare infinitive after dignor. Such deviations from the example of the source
text are usually significant in the OE Bede, and are a further indication that this
verb, like the other verbs of persuading and urging, selects a to-infinitive, not a bare
infinitive, and is, again like the other manipulatives, an object control verb.

The case of medemian in slightly different. It is true that most instances of this
verb with a bare infinitive in a monotransitive subject conhol constnrction appeiu,

again, to be inspired by Latin examples. Apart from glosses which are

transliterations rather than translations and do not constihrte evidence of what was
acceptable in OE (eg. <DurRitcl>, <PsGlC>, and <PsGlB>), there are five further
examples of medemian as a subject control verb with a bare-infinitival tttgue.
Three of them are suspect, as they occur in a problematic text, <LS 23 (Mary of
Egypt)>. Skeat's comments on this text in a foobrote (1900:446) confirm that it is
not a particularly good text: "The text generally is exEemely comrpt, and abounds
with grammatical errors." In all three cascs, the bare infinitive in the OE text reflects
a Latin infinitive: 2.4& (cf. the original text in Migne 1849: vol. 73, col. 682; a later
ms, G, has corrected the bare infinitive biddan 'ask' into a to-infinitive: 'to
gebiddanne' (see Skeat 1900:32, footrote); 2.711(cf. Migne 1849:vol 73, col. 687);
and2.735 (cf. Migne 1849: vol73, col.688).

The fourth and fiffh examples of a bare infinitive after this verb, however, occur
in texts which are usually fairly reliable guides to idiomatic OE. One is a translation
(<GD Pref and 3(C) 15.206.2>), which translates a Latin infinitive (see also
Callaway l9l3:72), but the second is from,Elfric (bare infinitive in bold):

(14) pone dead sodlice pe se halend gemedomode for
the death truly who the saviour deigned for
nurrurum prowian <,lECHom I, 3 50.7>
men sufferlNr
'tmly the death which the Saviour allowed himself to suffer for mankind'

l5l
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The occurrence of medemian as a monotransitive subject confrol verb with a bare
infinitival theme in the work of ,Elfric suggests that this verb, although originally an

object control verb of persuading and urging, has developed a subject conftol
variant, probably under Latin influence. This mixhrre of constructions (bare

infinitives in subject control structures found alongside the lo-PPs, subjunctive that-
clauses and lo-infinitives in object control constnrctions) are the source of the

"confusion" between active and passive forms commented on by Callaway
(Callaway l9l3:72, footnote 2). Some of this confusion has rubbed off on later
interpretations; Skeat's translation of (15), for instance, indicates that he interpreted
medemian in that instance as a subject control verb:

(15) And gemrenelice biddan we God pat he hine gemedemige

and together pray we God that he himacc humbles
to atywenne hwrt sy gedon be his dehter.
to show what wassuBJ done about his daughter
<LS 7 (Euphr) 209>
'And let us pray together to God that he would vouchsafe to show him what
has been done with his daughter'

Skeat has interpreted the accusative hine as the fronted object of the verb eteawan
'show', but it is far more likely that this is another regular instance of the (object
controlled) L I.IP to YPI frame, with hine as the reflexive NP; the translation would
then read '...that he would hurnble himself (i.e. deign, condescend) to show what
has been done with his daughter'.

Summing up, we conclude that these verbs are primarily object control verbs that
conform to the other verbs of persuading and urging in that they are three-place
verbs in which the rseug is expressed by an accusative NP (here reflexive) and the

coAL by a subjunctive that-clatse, a to-PP or a ro-infinitive, but never by a bare
infinitive. The verb medemian appears to have developed a subject control version,
apparently under influence of the Latin deponens dignor, which is two-place ; this
version takes a bare infinitive as THEME, as in the ,tslfric example of (14), and
conforms to the INTENTIoN verbs of Chapter 3, which may also appear with bare-
infinitival THEMES.

There are two other verbs of persuading and urging that are attested with a bare
infrnitive, but neither of them are evidence that the cOAL argument can be expressed
by a bare infinitive. The one example of a bare infrnitive with niedail 'urge, force'
occurs is, again, closely modelled on an infinitive in the Latin text:

(16) 6a sona he nydde his leorningcnihtas on scyp stigan
then at once he urged his disciples in ship ascendtNF
<Mk (WSCp) 6.45>
Lat.: et statim coegit discipulos suos adscendere navim (Vulgate).
'then at once he urged his disciples to board the ship'
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The text of the West Saxon Gospels is fairly heavily influenced by its Latin
example, and it contains other examples of bare infinitives after verbs that are

otherwise only attested with a ta-infinitive, eg. aliefan'allow' (see Chapter 7). The

sequence "verb of persuadlng and urging + bare infinitive" in the source text appears

with a subjunctive that-clause elsewhere in the text (<Lk (WSCp) 14.23>, also with
niedan), an indication that (16) is a slip of the translator

There is evidence that careful translations avoid a bare infinitive after niedan.ln
<Exod 22.10> and <Exod22.14>, near'parallels of one another, ttre coaL argument
is expressed by a to-PP (in 17) and a subjunctive that-clause (in (18)), although the
Vulgate (the source text) has a bare infinitive (coel arguments in bold):

(17) Gyf hwa befaste his nyxtan renig nyten 8L hit bi6
if anyone entusts his neighbour any animal and it is
dead oppe gelewed ohbe rtbroden, & hit nan man ne
dead or injured or carried-off and it no rnan not
gesyh6, Sylle him ap & ne nyde hine to gylde. <Exod 22-lO>
sees give him oath and not force him to repayment

Lat.: -..et ille reddere non cogetur (Vulgate)
'If anyone entrusts to his neighbour any animal and it dies or is injured or is
carried off, and no one saw it, let him swear an oath and do not force him to
repayment.'

(18) Se pe et his nextan hwet to leue abit, gif hit bi6
he who from his neighbour something as loan asks if it is
gelewed o66e dead beftan pam hlaforde, nyde nun hine
injured or dead after the lord force one him

bat he hit galde. <Exod 22.14>
that he it repay
Lat.:... reddere compelletur (Vulgate)
'He who borows something from his neighbour, if it is injured or dead in the

absence of its lord, he should be forced to repay it'

The fact that the translator twice avoids translating an infrnitival coet argrrment in
the source text by a bare infinitive confirms that goal arguments cannot be expressed

by bare infinitives, in spite of the existence of (16). The three expressions of the
goal argument, then, are completely parallel to the three expressions of the purpose

adjunct lo-PP, ro-VP and subjunctive clause.

6.4 The distribution of the three frames

Various corpora supplied the information about the distibution of the three frames
given in Table 6.1. Callaway's lists, combined with searches in the Toronto Corpus,
yield those verbs that appear with the object controlled NP to IzP frame, in which
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the NP has accusative case (a crucial characteristic of the verbs of persuading and
urging). Once these verbs were identified, it was easy enough to check the other
frames they were attested with.

As the frequencies of to-infinitives are still marginal compared to those of the
subjunctive clause, the odds were that there were more members of this class of
verbs than could be established by a search for the ro-infinitival complement alone.
To get a good idea of the entire class, the Brooklyn-Geneva-Amsterdam-Helsinki
Annotated Corpus of OE Prose Texts (henceforth BGAH) was searched for
occurrences of the tr/P + that-clatse frame (with accusative NP). The BGAH, though
not as extensive as the Toronto Corpus, has the advantage of being tagged with
complementation patterns, which allows a relatively quick search for all verbs that
appear with a particular frame.

A final search was carried out in the Toronto Corpus, in order to find verbs of
persuading and urgrng that had been missed by the previous searches because they
are only attested with the prepositional frame.

The result of these activities is set out in Table 6.1. The notation Case? in the
table indicates that the case of the NP could not be positively identified, usually
because the NP is a pronoun like as or me that does not have formally distinct fonns
for the dative and accusative. Passivized NPs occurring in these frames were taken
to be accusative, as only accusative NPs can passivize in OE.

Table 6.1: the verbs of persuading and urging and their complements in OE

Verb Acc+ Io-VP Acc + det Acc * to-PP

Abisgan engage in

Affsan impel

Aweccan incite

Bndanurge

Biddan ask, urge

Biegan compel

Bisenian instntct by example

Cierran turn, persuade

Drefan excite

Forspanan seduce, entice

Fultuman ielp

xxx
Case?

x
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Table 6.1 cont'd Acc+ to-W Acc + det Acc + to-PP

Fysan incite

Gremian provoke

Halsian entreat, adjure

Hatan summon

Hwierfan turn, persuade

Lcran teach, advise

Ladian summon, invite

Manian admonish

Medemian humble (oneselfl

Mynegian remind

Neadian compel

Niedan urge, force

Onelan incite

Onbryrdan excite

Onstyrian stir, bestir

Ontendan inflame, incite

Onwendan turn, persuade

Settan set, appoint

Spananpersuade

Spryttan incite

Stieran guide, direct

Tyhtan induce, urge

Trymman encourage

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Case?

Case?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table 6.1 cont'd Acc+ to-YP Acc + det Acc + to-PP

Dreatianforce3

Underdeo dan subj ect, force

Weman persuade

Wissian instruct

With respect to relative frequency - as distinct from its distribution - the position
of the ro-infinitive, though considerably more frequent than in Gothic, is still
marginal compared to the other two coAL expressions. The proportions of
subjunctive clauses, ro-PPs and ro-infinitives are about 6:6:l (estimate based on
sample of most frequent persuading-and-urging verbs).

The three frames are distributed fairly evenly, although ro-infinitives tend to be
attested only if the verb is also attested with a reasonable number of that-clauses.
Most of the verbs that are not attested with a lo-infinitive are rare, eg. bisenian
'instruct by example' and stieran'guide, direct'. The BGAH-corpus yields only one
or two examples of the L NP that-clatse] frame for each verb. 'I\e verb fultuman is
rare in the sense of 'persuade, urge,' which might explain why it is not attested with
the other two frames at all.

There are two exceptions to this rule: halsian 'enfreat' and wissian'instruct'.
These verbs are frequently attested (+150 times in the Toronto Corpus) and very
often with a subjunctive clause, but nevertheless not with a to-infinitive. To-
infinitives are found after these verbs in Middle English, however; halsian rn
(Jos.Arim.400; MED) and wr'ssraz in (Julia 106.187; PPCME corpus). With 1l
attestations of the L NP that-clausel frame and 32 of the L NP ro-PP] frame, one
would expect that the L NP ro VP] frame should also be possible with wrsran, but
it simply has not been attested, although we noted above that it appears with a to-
infinitive in ME.

The link between the lo-PP and the ,o-infinitive is more tenuous. A number of
verbs are attested with reasonable frequency with th" L NP ro PP] frame, but not
with that-clause or /o-infinitive. Examples are:

Ladian 'surmon'; there are 11 attestations of the prepositional frame after this
verb in the Toronto Corpus, but only one with the L NP that-clause] frame (in
<,ELS (Swithun) 36P).

3The verb dreatian occurs once with a to-infinitival complement (in <Bo 40.138.1>), but in a

subject control construction ('the invisible fortune which often threatens to punish the wicked') which is
not readily comparable with the occurrences in the ditransitive frames.
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Forspanan 'entice' occurs four times in the Toronto Corpus, twice with the LNP
ro-PP] frame (<WHom 5, 8l> and <,ECHom 1,21,306.7>), but not with the

subjunctive clause.
Onbryrdan 'excite' occurs frequently with the L NP /o-PP] frame (14 times in

the Toronto corpus), but does not occur with the L NP subj. that-cl] frame at all,
only with a swa...det constmction (4 times), and twice with a to dam/ don + det-
clause ('in order that', 'to the purpose that' ) constnrction.

Ontendan lit. 'inflame' occurs I I times in the metaphorically extended meaning
of incite', six times with the L NP ,o-PP] frame. It does not occur with the L NP
subj. that-cll frame.

The last verb, spryttan'incite' occurs 14 times, usually in the literal meaning of
'sprout, produce'. Twice it occurs in the extended meaning of incite, prompt', with
the L NP lo-PP] frame. It does not occur with the subjunctive clause.

The more resfficted distribution of the prepositional frame could be due to the
fact that PPs offer only limited scope as to the amount of information they can
convey. Perhaps rather surprisingly, this is not because /iaf-clauses and to-
infinitives are stmcturally more complex (although they are), but because they
contain a V-head, not an N-head. Purposive /o-PPs, which contain action nouns (i.e.

nominalisations of verbs), ffiBy convey the same amount of information as ,o-
ffinitive or that-clause; such action norms are derived from verbal stems by means
of derivational affixes, as for instance offrung'sacrifice' in (6) above, from offrian
'to sacrifice'. As such, these affixes - like -ung in our example - do not attach to
any V but only to restricted subsets of the members of the category V. This means
that any such ro-PP can be replaced by a to-infinitive or a subjunctive clause, but not
necessarily vice versa. It is in this respect that they are more limited and less

versatile than the other two coAl-expressions, and it is probably this fact that more
than anything else contributed to the development of the ,o-infinitive as a non-finite
alternative to the subjunctive clause (see section I 1.6.2).

Its more restricted distribution may also indicate that the to-infinitive has

expanded well beyond its original disfribution, and follows the distribution of the
subjunctive clause. Perhaps there is some support for the latter position in the fact
that there are four verbs that are attested with lo-PP coALS only, and not with
subjunctive clauses or ro-infinitives, sugges"ng that the appearaoce of the to-
infinitive is linked to that of the zubjunctive clause.

It would appear, then, that by and large, those verbs that are frequently attested
with a subjunctive clause as coAl--argument also appear with the fo-infinitive.
Seven verbs are attested with the former frame but not with the laffer, and the same

number are attested with the latter but not with the former (see Table 6.1). Although
it is likely that the original model of the ro-infinitive was the to-PP, it is the
distribution of the subjunctive that-clatse, not the ro-PP, that provides the best
match.
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The COal argument: adjunct or argument?

The to-PPs that are part of the subcategorization of verbs of spatial manipulation are

traditionally analysed as adjuncts ("direction adjuncts", eg. Quirk & Greenbaum
1973:352) because they cannot be analysed as objects, object complements or
subject complements. This explains why Callaway refers to the ro-infrnitive after ttie
verbs of persuadrng and urging as an "infinitive of specification" (1913:16l) or a
"consecutive infinitive" (1913:164), i.e. an adjunct, whereas the to-infinitive with
verbs of the other two groups is discussed in a different chapter as verb complement
(1913:28-72).1"he fact that such adjuncts may be obligatory elements is often noted
(eg. Quirk & Greenbaum, ibid.) and hence optionality in itself does not constitute a

diagnostic test for adjuncthood in this tradition.
A more recent analysis of such verbs of spatial manipulation when followed by

an accusative THEME and a prepositional coAL involves analysing the entire
complement, the accusative NP and the motion phrase, as one constihrent, i.e. a

Small Clause, with the accusative NP as the Small Clause subject and the motion
phrase as the Predicate, as in Bennis & Hoekstra 1989:93. One of their (Dutch)
examples is (19), here translated into English (the Small Clause in brackets):

(19) I put [my books in my bag]

Motion phrases after motion verbs are not restricted to ra-PPs, or to the thematic role
of GolL, but can also be expressed by adverbs (hither/thither etc.), particles, or
other prepositional phrases, which may express ottrer roles (eg. afram-PP to express

SOURCE). As predicates usually cover a wide range of different stnrctures, a Small
Clause analysis for (19) seems warranted, which is further confirmed by the
paraphrase test with 'to be', cf. my boolcs are in my bag. The analysis does not work
when a verb of spatial manipulation is used as a verb of persuading and urging. The
thematic role of coAL is restricted in its expression to three categories, i.e. a

purposive to-PP, a ro-infinitive or a subjunctive that-clause, which make it likely
that these expressions are subcategorized for by the verb, and are not predicates. The
paraphrase test also fails. The best analysis of the complements of verbs of
persuading and urging, then, appears to be one in which the matrix verb does not
subcategorize for a Small Clause THEME, but for the thematic roles of turue and
coAL, with the GoAL expressed by purposive to-PP, subjturctive clause or /o-
infinitive.

One remaining question is whether the GoAL is really an argument of the matrix
verb, and not an adjunct - we have noted that the three GOAL expressions iue
identical to the three constituents that express the purpose adjunct, which could
mean that we are dealing with adjuncts here rather than GOAL arguments.

The distinction between adjuncts and complements is based on subcategorization
frames and the assignment of d-roles (eg. Haegeman 1994:40-55). If a constihrent
receives a d-role from the governing verb, and is subcategorized for by that verb,
then it has the stahrs of complement. We discussed a possible test for
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complementhood in section 2.2.2: wft-movement is only allowed out of maximal
projections that are complements (i.e. part of the subcategorization of a major
category). If this test is reliable, examples like (5), repeated here as (20), show that

the ro-infinitive after these verbs is indeed an argument, and not an adjunct.

(20) On hwilcum godum tihst pu us to gelyfenne?
in which gods urgest thou usAcc to believe/o-INF
<ELS (George) 148>
'In which gods do you urge us to believe/ Which gods do you urge us to
believe in?'

Note that (20) shows wh-exfraction out of the ro-infinitival clause. There is no doubt
that the extaction site of the w&-constituent is indeed the complement position of
the verb believe: the on -PP satisfies the argument structurc of gelyfann, not of tyhtan.
This indicates that the matrix verb tihst subcategorizes for both the NP as and the to-
inlinitival phrase to gelyfenne on hwilcum godum.

Although the ro-infinitive in (20) appears to be an argument, the distinction
between purpose adjuncts and coaL arguments is by no means hard and fast. We
noted in Chapter 3 that the three categories that express the coAL argument after
monotansitive verbs like fundian 'try' and tilian 'Ey' are identical to the three
categories that express purpose: a /o-PP, a subjunctive that-clause, and a to-
infinitive. We argued there that the purpose adjunct after these verbs was reanalyzed
at some stage as GOAL argument; the same could be argued for the GOAL argument
after the verbs of persuading and urging. The adjunctive origins of these GOAL

arguments surface for instance in the occurrence of instances in which the that-
clause is preceded by an anticipatory ro-PP containing a cataphoric demonstative
pronoun; such constmctions are not uncommon in OE (Molencki 1991:57)- An
example of the constmction as adjunct is (21) (ro-PP in bold):

(21) he com to mannum to 6y. pat he wolde. beon gehyrsum
he came to men to thatlNSTn that he wanted be obedient

his fader od dead <,iECHom I, l4.l 214,32>
his father until death
'he came to men to that end, that he wanted to be obedient to his father until
death'

Such a cataphoric device may also express the COnl argument after the verbs of
persuading and urging; an example is (22) with niedan 'urge, force' (cataphoric to-
PP in bold):

(22) 6a he wes fiftene wintre, pa nyddon hine hys yldran
when he was fifteen winters then urged himecc his parentsNoM

to6cm pat he sceolde woroldlicum wepnum onfon
to-thatDAT that he should worldly weaponsDAT receive
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<LS l7.l (MartinMor) 2l>
'when he was fifteen years old, his parents urged him to take up worldly
weapons'

The same general phenomenon is also found in Modern Dutch, with both finite and
non-finite complementsa:

(23) Zij dwong hem (ertoe)...
she forced him thereto
a. dat hij zrJn haar liet knippen

that he his hair let cut
b. zijn haar te laten knippen

his hair to leUo-INp cut
'She forced him (to r0 that he got a haircut/to have a haircut'

In the case of Dutch it has been noted that extraction is only possible if there is no
cataphoric device:

(24) Wat dwong zij hem (*ertoe) dat hij liet knippen/ te laten
what forced she him thereto that he let cut to let
knippen?
cut
'What did she force him (*to it) that he had cut/to have cut?'

Bennis (1986: 104-105) argues that the pronoun contained in this to-PP is not a

dummy, but a referential expression with a theta-role; this means that there is no
thematic role available for the following dar-clause, or /e-infinitive, which are,

consequently, adjuncts and occupy A'-positions. When there is no cataphoric lo-PP,
ttrere is a thematic role available for the dat-clatse, or /e-infinitive; they then receive
a theta-role and occupy an A-position, hence wh-exfraction is possible.s

If such hybrids represent a earlier stage in the development of the subjunctive
that-clavse as the expression of the coAL argument, the ro-PP could be considered
the earliest "model" for both that-clause and ro-infinitive; but it can also be argued
that the cataphoric device is a late development, indicating that the purposive force
of that had begun to decline and needed an additional device to restore this meaning.
The cataphoric additions of in pizei, duppe ot dupe before a purposive ei-clause in
Gothic has been argued to be similarly motivated (van Moerkerken 1888:54), and
more recent parallels are the emergence of the phrase for or in order to boost the

4See ANS (1984:1177) formore examples.

s It has also been argued that such "er-Ps" in Dutch are always present in these constuctions,
although they may sornetirnes be silent (Barbiers 1998:,23-24, footnote. 6); the following dal-clause, in
this view, should always be analysed as an adjunct.
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purposive force of the to-infinitive and the that-clause in ME and eModE
respectively.

It is an interesting point that the choice between adjunct and argument
immediately comes down on the side of the adjunct interpretation if the subject of
the embedded clause cannot be identified as identical in reference to the rugrur of
the matrix verb; this probably means that the NP denoting the THEME is required to
c-coilrmand the subject of the lower clause (whether this is the overt subject of the

subjunctive clause or the PRO-subject of the ro-infrnitive). When this requirement is
not met, the verb is in effect no longer a verb of persuading and urging. In (25)
(taken from the OE Bede), the that-clause appears to be the rueur, and niedonhas
become a monotransitive verb with ilre meaning 'necessitate':

(25) for6on seo feanis nedde para sacerda, patte aan biscop
because the paucity forced of-the priests that one bishop
sceolde beon ofer tuu folc. <Bede315.222.29>
should be over two nations
Lat.: Patcitas enim sacerdohrm cogebat unum antistitem duobus populis
praefici. (Colgrave & Mynors 280)
'because the paucity of the priests forced, that one bishop should be [set]
over two nations.'

A similar construction with a Gothic verb of commanding and permitting prompted
Ktihler to label the ei-clause as 'tgqnz offenbar rein final" ('evidently purely ftnal,'
Kiihler 1867:446), i.e. as a purpose adjunct. His judgement, though not made

expliciq is undoubtedly based on the fact that ttre RncptnNr of anabiudan and the

subjunct of the embedded ef-clause do not have identical reference:

(26) juh anabaup im filu ei uunna
and ordered3sc themper stricfly that one
pata (Mark 5:43)
that
'and he ordered them strictly that no one should hear of it'

The fact that verbs of persuading and uging require a controlled embedded subject
may have promoted the reanalysis of purpose adjunct to coAL argument.

Io-infinitive and subjunctive clause with the verbs of persuading and urging,
then, are both annbiguous between GoAL argument and purpose adjunct, a situation
reminiscent of the ,o-infinitive and subjunctive clause with the small group of
monofiansitive conatives we discussed in section 3.5. The difference with these

verbs (eg. fundian 'ty[,' hycgan 'hope, trust' and tilian 'try') is, however, that
although they may appear with the same three constituents (ro-PP, to-infrnitive and

subjunctive clause), only the latter two exhibit ttre same ambiguity between purpose

adjunct and coel argument of the matrix verb; the ,o-PP found after such instances
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is invariably spatial rather than purposive (i.e. it does not contain a nominalisation
of a verb), and such spatial lo-PPs invariably promote an adjunct reading.

6.6 Competition between the three frames

If the ,o-infinitive represents an innovation, as a comparison of the relative numbers
of du-infinitives in Gothic and ro-infinitives in OE suggests, the question is how this
expansion came about.

We have seen that, distributionally, the OE to-ffinitive shows an affinity with
the subjunctive that-clause; we saw that this was the case with the monotransitive
INTENTION verbs in Chapter 3, and the same is tnre of the verbs of persuading and
urging (see Table 6.1 above, in section 6.4).

Functionally, the three GoAl-expressions show a great deal of overlap, as is clear
from many instances of parallel wording (eg. (17)-(18) above), and from the fact
that there is occasional scribal variation between the three. It is significant that such
instances, as far as I have been able to ascertain, are invariably one-way, always
involving ta-infinitives that replace /o-PPs or, more frequently, subjunctive clauses.

An example of the former can be found in the Old English Martyrology (<Man
5,2314>): pu me nedest to utgonge, 'you force me to departure'. This has been
replaced in a later copy, ms C, dated to the beginning of the l0th century (Herzfeld
1900: xii), by a lo-infinitive: pu me nydest ut to ganne'you force me to depart'
(ibid. 193). Herzfeld notes that the scribe of C makes quite a lot of alterations, also
in the word order (ibid. xiv-xv).

Examples of the latter involve bible-ranslations in which the conl argument, a
bare infinitive in the Latin source, cannot be Eanslated by a bare infinitive in OE. In
the West-Saxon Gospels the translator opts for dral-clauses, whereas .lElfric,
translating the same passage, opts for a ro-infinitive, with niedan'force, urge':

(27) Ga geond 6as wegas and hegas and nyd hig 6at
go along the roads and hedges and urge ttremecc that
gan in <Lk (WSCp) 14.23>
gost BJ in
Lat.:Exi in vias et sepes, et compelle intrare <Vulgate, Luke 14.23>
'Go along roads and hedges and urge them that they go in'

(28) Ga geond wegas and hegas, and nyd hi inn to farenne
go along roads and hedges and urge ttremecc in to come
<,EHom II 376>
'Go along roads and hedges and urge them to come in'

hig
they
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A similar case is presented by (29)-(30), with eteowan, translating ostendere

('show', but here with the special meaning of 'warn') + infinitive.6 The coAL
argument appears as a subjunctive clause in the West-Saxon Gospels, but as a to-
infinitive in an anonymous homily from a later date:

(29) eala naddrena cynn hwa etywde eow that ge fleon
alas vipers' tribe who warned you that you fleeSUBJ

fram tham towerdan yrre? <Lk (WSCp) 3.7>
from the funre wrath
Lat.: Genimina viperarurn, quis ostendit vobis fugere a ventura ira? (Vulgate,
Luke 3:7)
'alas tribe of vipers, who warned you that you should flee from the imminent
wrath?'

(30) Ge neddrena cynn, hwylc eteowde eow to fleonne
you vipers' tribe who warned you to flee
fram 6on toweardan Godes erre? <LS 12 (NatlnBapt) 144>

from the future God's wrath
'You tribe of vipers, who warned you to flee from the imminent wrath of
God?'

We saw above, rn Chapter 3, that the H revision of Gregory's Dialogues - dated a

century or a century-and-a-half later than the original C translation - provides
evidence that the subjunctive that-clatse as the TgruE of INTENTION verbs was

being replaced by the /o-infinitive. There are similar instances involving three verbs

6The 
sense lyorn app€ars to identify Ereowan as a verb of persuading and urging:, eow can be either

a dative or an accusative (the verb is not att€sted with the meaning of 'watn' anywhere else). The related
passage in the Gospel of Matthew has monstrare 'show', translated by swutelian in the West-Saxon
Gospels:

(i) [a neddreni cyn, hwa geswutelode eow to fleonne fram Fan
lo vipers' ribe who warned youuer/acc to flee from the
toweardan yrre? <Mt (WSCp) 3.7>
imminent wrath
Cf. Lat.: quis monstravit vobis fugere a ventura ira? (Vulgate)
'[.o, tribe of vipers, who warned you to flee from the imminent wrath?'

Lalin ostendere and monstrare have additional directive meanings ('prescribe,' *order,' 'teach,' and

'exhort'; see Muller & Renkema 1963, osrENDo, MoNsrRo). The OE translators were not either not
awarc of these meanings, so that the nreaning of 'warn' is due to a mistranslation of monstrare and
ostendere, or geswutelian and eteowian also possessed these additional directive meanings in OE.
When used in the meaning 'show', both verbs occur with two NP objects (dative ITECIPIENT and

accusative THEME), NP + rlrar-clause (with dative NP; eg. in <LS 4 (Christoph) 94> for eteowan and
<LS 8 (Eust) 40> for swutelion) and with Acls, cornplements which are rrure typical of the verbs of
comrmnding and permitting. The position of eteowan and swutelian, then, is somewhat anomalous: in
meaning a verb of persuading and urging, but not attested with the subcategorization frames of the verbs

of persuading and urging.
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of persuading and urging. The first two examples are niedan (in C) and its cognate
neadian (in H). In both cases the Latin text expresses the GoAL argument by a (bare)

infinitive; C has a subjunctive clause, whereas the later H has a ro-infinitive
(relevant structures in bold):

(31) prt hi wrron genydede (...), pat hi scoldon niwe wisan
that they were forced that they should new ways
hycgan & smeagean <GD 2 (C) 3.104.20'>
consider and thfuk
'that they were forced that they should consider and adopt new ways'

(32) pet hi (...) w€eron geneadode niwe bing to smeagenne
that they .,. were forced new things to think
<GD 2 (H) 3.104.16>
'that they ... were forced to adopt new things'

(33) in pare sprece hi wcron genydde, prct hi for pere
in that lecture they were forced that they because-of the
lattran tide wunedon lrcng ponne hi sceoldon.
late hour remained longer than they should
<GD 2 (C) 12.126.20>
'At that lecture they were forced that they remained longer than they should,
because of the late hour'

(34) On prere sprece hi wurdon geneadode to wunianne o0 6a
at the lecture they were forced to remain until the
lrctran tide. <GD 2 (H) 12.126.22>
late hour
'At the lecture they were forced to remain until a late hour'

The third instance is with onelan'incite'. The Latin text employs ad + genrnd,
which usually prompts a to-infinitive in a OE translation, but not in C, which
selected a finite clause (not a subjunctive, however. Relevant structures again in
bold):

(35) & mid swipe mycclum ege he weard onaled, bret he wcs
and with very great dread he was inspired that he was

manna sawla Fam relmihtigan Gode gestreonende
men's souls to-the almighty God winning
<GD I (C) 4.33.23>
'and he was inspired with a very great dread that he was winning the souls of
men to God'
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(36) Eornostlice swa micel hrete hine onelde sawla to
tmly so great fervour him inspired souls to
gestrynenne Gode elmihtigum, pat he swa wES mynstra
win for-God almighty that he so was monastery's
hyrde... <GD I (H) 4.33.22>
shepherd
'Truly, such great fervour inspired him to win souls for God Almighty, that
he in this way was the monastery's shepherd'

The fourth instance is with eadmedan/eadmodian in C and medemian in H; these

verbs ffanslate the Latin deponens dignor'deign, condescend', which in Latin is

followed by a bare infinitive, in C by a subjunctive clause, and in H by a to-
infinitive.

(37) Petms cwc6: swi6e wundorlic is prt, pct God hine

Peter said very amazing is that that God himacc
geaadmodaO, pret he gehyre6 para bene <GD I (C) 9.70.16>
humbles that he hears of-those prayers

'Peter said: it is a remarkable thing that God condescends to hear their
prayers'

(38) Petms cwrc6, swy6e
Peter said very
gemedemode eac on
humbles also in
<GD I (H) 9.70.15>

wundorlic pat is,

amazing that is

pet God hine
that God himacc

wafllm brngum to gehyrenne para bena
trivial matters to hear their prayers

'Peter said: it is a remarkable thing that God condescends to hear their
prayers even in trivial matters'

These instances present only anecdotal evidence of a tendency of the /o-infinitive to
replace both to-PPs and subjunctive clauses as GOAL argument. There is, however,
also extensive quantitative evidence that the subjunctive clause in all its functions is

replaced by the /o-infinitive in the transition from OE to ME, and instances like
(27)-(38) above acquire greater siguificance in this light. Table 6.2 presents some
figrues for ro-infinitives and flrat-clauses in ditransitive shrctures (the figure
includes verbs of commanding and permitting) counted in four OE subcorpora (the

BGAH, see Introduction section 1.6) and two Middle English corpora (the PPCME;
see section 1.6).
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Table 6.2: percentages of ro-infinitives and compatibleT subjunctive that-clauses
in OE and eME

Function Expression total OE (BGAH) total eME (PPCME)

Goet or that
tugn,tr of
dinans. verbs to

464

69

77

157

A Fischer-Exact test revealed that the rise in the number of ro-infinitives is related to
the decline in the number of subjrurctive thot-clauses in these three environments (p
< .001). The figures show, then, that the rise of the /o-infuritive in the hansitional
period from OE to eME occurred at the expense of the subjunctive that-claase.

6.7 Conclusions

In the previous section we have identified a number of three-place verbs that form a

coherent Broup, both as regards their meaning of 'persuade, ug€' and as regards
their argument structure: AGENT, THEME and cont. The fact that the case of the NP
is accusative in all three subcategorization frames suggests, firstly, that its role is
that of THEME, and secondly, that the three forms in which the following constituent
can be expressed (i.e. ro-PP, /o-infinitival phrase or subjunctive that-clause) frll the
same syntactic/semantic slot (the goal), which creates the right conditions for
competition between them.

The first emergence of the to-infinitive as the expression of the coel argument
was probably modelled on the to-PP, but its disuibution has gone beyond that of its
original model (as Table 6.1 shows) and follows that of the subjunctive that-clause.
There is some evidence of competition between to-infinitive and subjunctive clause
in a number of late OE texts. As /o-PP and that-clause were both the regular
expressions of purpose adjuncts and coet arguments, the competition between ro-
infinitive and that-clause may be of long standing after this group.

7 "Compatible" ,ftar+lauses refer to those clauses in which the subject is identical to the object of
the matrix clause. The finite complements after verbs of persuading and urging are invariably
"controlled" in this way, but the same is not true of the verbs of ordering and permitting which are also
included in the figures in Table 6.2; about 80% of the finite clauses after this group are conkolled in
this way. When there is no overt controller, the subject of the embedded clause is often nan 'one', the
indefinite pronoun. See also Chapter 12, note 26.



7 The verbs
permitting

of commanding and

Introduction

The second group of ditansitive verbs consists of the verbs of commanding and
permitting. Unlike the verbs of persuading and urging discussed in the previous
chapter, which have a thematic stnrcture of nceNt, THEME and GoeL, the verbs of
commanding and permiuing have a thematic strucfure of ecgNr, RECIeIENT and
THEME; the differeut roles are clear from the different cases that express them:
THEMES are expressed by accusative NPs, and RECIPIENTS by dative NPs.

The verbs of commanding and permitting differ from the verbs of persuading

and urging in one further respect: unlike the latter, which are invariably three-place,
the verbs of comrnanding and permitting alternate between three-place and two-
place. It is not just that ttre RsclpteNt role can remain implicit (which is a tlpical
characteristic of RECIrIENTS): when the rnpn,tE is expressed by a bare infinitival
ECM-constnrction (an AcI), or by a Small Clause, there is never an oyert RECIPIENT,

which suggests that the RECIrIENT is stnrcturally absent in such configurations, not
simply Ieft implicit as is possible in the three-role configuration; and that the verb
has a two-place argument sruchre when followed by bare-infinitival ECM or Small
Clause.

The fact ttrat verbs of commanding and permitting appear to have two "variants",
a three-place and a two-place one, is not an accidental, idiosyncratic lexical property
of these verbs, but a structural feature connected with the basic meanings of this
group, commanding and permitting.A Speaker may command or permit a Hearer to
do a cercain Act (three-place), but he may also comrnand or permit a certain state of
affairs (trvo-place). In the latter case, there is no RECIPIENT or addressee to whom
the command or permission is given and the focus is on the achievement of a state

of affairs. ln this respect, these two-place variants of 'command' or 'permit' are

very similar to causative verbs, and like them, appear with a bare-infinitival ECM.
One option would have been to decide that verbs of commanding and permitting

simply have dual membership, and belong to both the command-and-permitting
class and the causative class; but such a decision does not do justice to the sinration.
Dual membership, as with leran'teach, preach' is a lexical quirk rather than a
structural feature of an entire class. In the case of the verbs of commanding and
permitting, the ambiguity between being two or three-place is a stnrctural result of
the meaning of the verb, and of the speech act it represents, and there is plenty of
evidence that the prototypical causative letan 'let' derives from a three-. place verb
with the meaning 'permit': it is still attested with a double object constmction, as are

related verbs hke forletan 'bequeath' (see exarnple (l0l) in Chapter l2). Another
example is don'do', which appears as a three-place manipulative in the majority of

7.1
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cases in OE, with the two-place, causative meaning not developing fully until ME;
and the diachrony of Dutch doen 'do' as discussed in Verhagen (1998) appears to
present a similar case.

The second consideration is that it is precisely this stnrctural feature of the verbs
of commanding and permitting that is responsible for the appearance of the first ro-
infinitival ECMs in early ME, as we will show in Chapter 12. Such ECM-
constnrctions cannot be accounted for if the tendency towards developing two-place
argument structures is simply regarded as a quirky lexical property of a few sffay
verbs that happen to have "dual membership", instead of a stmcfural property of an

entire class.

7.2 Membership and subcategorization frames

The group of commanding and permitting comprises the following verbs:

(l) aliefan 'allow', bebeodan 'order', beodan 'order', beteon 'bestow,
bequeath', bodian 'preach', dihtan 'direct', don 'make, see to it', forbeodan
'forbid', hatan 'command' , l@ran'preach', latan'let, permit' ,liefan'allow',
lofian'allow', onteon'release', reccan'direct', sellan'grant', tidian'grant,
permit', t@can'teach', dafian'allow' aud wrcsian'guide'.

The thematic structure of these verbs, when three-place, includes an AGENT,

RECIPIENT and rgeur. The last two roles may be expressed by the following
constituents:

RECIPIENT THEME

I NP,*]
[subjunctive clauseJ

I ro-VP]

I tfP] (relic, rare)

(2\
NPd"r

NP*
NPd"r

NPd,,

The subcategorization frames, then, are L NP NP], L NP that-clausel and [_ NP to
VP].

Not every verb in set (l) is attested with all three complements in OE. The case

of the RECIPIENT, which acts as the controller of a following ro-infinitive, is dative.
Not all verbs are attested with unequivocal datives. The case of the NP us 'us' in the
single attestation of an NP to l/P-construction after reccan'direct' is ambiguous in
form between a dative and an accusative:

(3) Se abbod him to cwe6, God ... 6e and us on his godcundum
the abbot him to said God you and us in his divine
bebodum gestrangige, and us gerecce pa

commands strengthensunr and usplt/ecc direct the
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weorc to begangenne pe him licige. <LS 23 (Mary of Eglpt) 2.73>
works to perform that him please

'The abbot said to him, God ... will strengthen you and us in his divine
commands, and direct us to perform those works which please him.'

Reccan occurs elsewhere with a dative NP and a that-clause (cf. (4)), suggesting that
the case of the NP in the NP to VP construction in (3) is probably also dative:

(4) 6onne him gereaht bi6 6at he o6rum mcg nytt bion
when himoer directed is that he others may useful be
on 6am 6e him mon 6onne bebeoded, mid his mode he hit
in that which him one then offer with his spirit he it
sceal fleon & 6eah for hiersumnesse he hit sceal underfon.
must avoid and still out-of obedience he it must accept
<cP 6.47.16>
'When he is directed that he may be useful to others in that [position] which
people then offer to him, he should avoid it in spirit, and still accept it out of
obedience.'

A second indication of the case of the NP comes from double object constmctions
attested as complements of these verbs, eg. (5) for reccan:

(5) And he odbarst to wuda, and man hine aflymde 6a,

and he escaped to woods and one him banished then
and man gerehte adelrede cyninge 6at land and ahta.
and one awarded.lEthelred kingoer the land and goodsecC
<cH 886 5>
'And he escaped to the woods, and people then banished hfun, and awarded
King,Ethelred the land and goods.'

ln the case of one verb, dihtan 'direct', neither its single attestation of a ^l/P to VP-

construction in (6), nor its NP + that-clause complement in (7), provide any clues as

to the case of its NP:

(6) pet wes pet an sclp pe Godd sylf gedihte Noe to wyrcanne
that was that one ship that God self directed Noah to make
<WHom 6,62>
'that was that one ship that God himself directedNoah to make...'

(7) and ic eow dihte, swa min feder me
and I youDAT/Acc appoint as my father meDAT/Acc
rice dihte, pat ge eton & drincon ofer mine mysan on
kingship gave that you eat and drink at my table in
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minum rice <Lk (WSCp) 22.28>
my kingdom
cf. Lat.: et ego dispono vobis, sicut disposuit mihi Pater meus regnum, ut
edatis et bibatis super mesam meam in regno meo... (Vulgate Luke 22.28)
'I give you the right, as my father gave me the right to reign, that you may
eat and drink at my table in my kingdorn...'

Dihtan (from Lat. dictare) is here used to franslate a Latin verb disponere 'dispose,
arrange', and like disponere it occurs here with two objects in the clause swa min

feder me rice dihte- As the majority of such double object constmctions consist of a
dative and an accusative, me and eow in (7), and Noe in (6), are probably datives,
and dihtan has been provisionally included in set (1) on this basis.

A search in the BGAH-corpus (see section 6.4 above) revealed that there are a
few verbs that are attested with the L NP NP] frame and the L NP lftal-clause]
frame, but not with the L NP /o VP] frame. The case of the RECIrIENT is dative in
all cases, although hatan is also attested with accusative NPs in this frame in the
Toronto Corpus (more about these accusative NPs below, h Chapter 8). The fact
that ro-infinitives are not attested with these verbs could well be related to the fact
that the L NP that-clause] frame is particularly rare after these verbs; the relevant
figures from the BGAH-corpus are three instances of this frame after hataz 'order',
two after beteon'bestow, bequeath', one aftet onteoz 'release' and one after tidian
'grant, permit'.r Hatan conforms to the other verbs of commanding and permitting
in occurring with a bare infinitive in an AcI; this is in fact its most frequent
complement.

An overview of the three Opes of three-place complementation with the verbs of
commanding and permitting is given in Table 7.1. Case? indicates that it was
impossible to ascertain the case of the NP in the attestations, usually because they
were expressed by the pronouns me and rs for which OE has no separate forms for
dative and accusative.

tTidion also differs from the rest of the verbs of comrnanding and permitting in that its rgeue in a
double object construction occurs overwhelmingly with genitive case (21 clear instances out of a total of
23 instantiations of the L NP NP] frame in the Toronto Corpus), though it is unclear how this fact could
be at all relevant to an account of the rise of the [_ NP to VP] frame.
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Table 7.1: the verbs of commanding and permitting and their three,place
complements in OE

Dat + ro-VP Dat + det Dat +Acc

Aliefan ollow

Bebeodan order

Beodan order

Beteon bestow

Bodianpreach

Dihtan direct

Don make, see to it

Forbeodan forbid

Hatan command

Lnran preach

Letan let, permit

Liefan allow

Lofian allow

Onteon release

Reccan direct

Sellan give, grant

Trcan teach

Tidian grant

Dafian allow

Wissian direct

x

x

x

x

Case?

x

x

Case?

Case?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Case?

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

The core meaning of most of these verbs appears to be 'give'; in some cases, like
sellan, that meaning is still very much in evidence in OE and even in PE to sell'give
in exchange for money'. In other cases things are not quite as clear-cut as this: for
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proto-Germanic beud-, the reconstructed ancestor of the core lexeme underlying
bebeodan, beodan andforbeodan, a semantic development has been assumed of PIE
'awake, observe' to Germanic and Celtic 'point out, warn' and then 'order'
(Lehmann 1986: 30); but note that'offer' is one of the meanings given for bebeodan
and beodan in Boswonh & Toller (1882, l92l) and is still the core meaning of
cognates bieten in Modern German and bieden in Modern Dutch.

Meanings of commanding may develop quite naturally from such meanings: the
thing given is a command, or, more probably, a suggestion. Politeness mechanisms
often create cycles in which there is a continual search for new euphemisms to
express obligation or commands, which are potential "Face Threatening Acts"
(Brown & Levinson 1988). Such euphemisms often take the form of requests or
suggestions, which will be felt - at least initially - to be more polite, in that the
felicity conditions originally attached to them allow the addressee (the RECInIENT)

greater freedom to reject or ignore the obligation. If used frequenfly, the
assumptions underlying these expressions will in time become those of commands
(see also Traugott 1972:100, Los 1998b), and new euphemisms will have to be
found. These politeness mechanisms may at least partially explain why these verbs
occur with both two-place and three-place constnrctions.

The verbs in Table 7.1 occur with double object constmctions not only in the
meaning of giving (in the case of those verbs that still preserve that meaning, like
sellan 'give, grant'), but also in the derived meanings of commanding and
permitting; some examples occru in the next section. Meanings of giving do not
appear to be compatible with the other two three-place patterns, the (object
controlled) NP+to l/P-constnrction and the NP+that-clause. When the verbs of
Table 7.1 occur with these two patterns, their rnsanings are unarnbiguously those of
commanding or permitting. NP+thal-clause patterns can usually be analysed
straightforwardly as three-place, with the NP in the role of RECIPIENT and the that-
clause as THEME. In the case of the NP+ro VP patlem, matters are not as simple.
Agarn, the NP constitutes the RECIPIENT; but it is often unclear whether the ro-
infinitival phrase constihrtes the ruunaE, or whether that role is filled by another NP,
with the to-infinitive functioning as an adjunct. This dilemma was discussed in
Chapter 3 above in the context of the status of the ro-infinitive after some of the
monoffansitive TNTENTION verbs; we will return to it in the next section, this time in
the context of ditransitive verbs of commanding and persuading.

73 Reanalysis from adjunct to argument as a possible origin of the la-
inlinitive as THEME

We saw in section 6.4 that the appearance of the ro-infinitive as (coel) argument
after the verbs of persuading and uging could be accounted for in a straightforward
way. GonL arguments resemble purpose adjuncts and, like them, can be expressed
by a purposive /o-PP or by a subjunctive clause. The ro-infinitive (probably itself a

purposive ta-PP in origin) first followed the distribution of the to-PP, but became a
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non-finite alternative to the subjunctive clause at some stage in prehistoric OE.
The appearance of the to-infinitive as an argument of the verbs of commanding

and permitting is less straightforward. These verbs do not take a to-PP as THEME or
GoAL argument which could be argued to have served as its original model - a

situation reminiscent of that of the monotransitive INTENTION verbs discussed in
Chapter 3.

In that chapter we discussed Bock's suggestion that the appearance of the to-

infinitive as complement - i-e. the THEME - after some of the monofransitive
INTENTIoN verbs is due to a reanalysis: the original THgrnle of the matrix verb, an

NP, is reanalysed as the object of a lo-infinitive. This la-infinitive originally
functioned as adjunct (either an adjunct to the NP, and adjoined to N', or adjoined
higher up, to V'), but is reanalysed as THEME. We will argue in this section, with
Bock, that the same process may have been responsible for the appearance of the lo-
infrnitive as THEME after the verbs of commanding and permitting.

However, a reanalysis of the kind envisaged by Bock cannot be the only source
of the ,o-infinitive as THEME. We argued in Chapter 3 that such a reanalysis only
becomes possible if a precedent has already been set for analysing to-infinitives as

argument. If there is no precedent, with the to-infrnitive only occurring as adjtrnct
such structures could not become ambiguous in the fust place. In the case of the

INTENTIoN verbs, we argued that such a precedent had been set by some of the

conatives (the tilian group) that started to take the to-PP, the ro-infinitive and the

subjunctive that-clause as GoAL or perhaps even as THEME argument. It was only
then that to-infinitives in other positions could become ambiguous. Their reanalysis

to THEME was reinforced by the fact that the lo-infinitive had come to represent a

non-finite altemative to the subjunctive that-clause - and as such clauses could
express the rugvtn of these monotransitive verbs, the ro-infinitive began to be used

to express the rggue, as well, A similar scenario holds for the emergence of the fo-
infrnitive as THEME of the verbs of commanding and permitting.

The fact that there is stmctural ambiguity with respect to the ro-infinitive after
the verbs of commanding and permitting is evident from Callaway. Callaway
classifies most occlurences of the ro-infinitive after bebeodan 'order' as

complement, and lists them accordingly in his chapter on "the objective infinitive";
but some of his examples are followed by the comment: "or final?" (i.e. a purposive
adjunct). There is no discussion (Callaway l9l3:45). In his critique of Callaway's
work, Bock goes into this interpretational dilemma in some detail, with examples of
both monotransitive and dinansitive verbs (Bock 1931:16l-164). His ditransitive
example is (8), of which there are two alternative analyses, (a) and (b):

(8) behealdad pone halgan
keep the holy
6e men eow
that oneNoM youDAT

sunnandeg and pa festendagas,

sunday and the fastdays

beoda6 to healderure <HomU 36, 148>

offer/order to keep
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a. pa festendagas, [spOp; [gde men eow beodad [*p/, lrrOp: [,,PRO to
healdenne rilllll
... the fastdays that people offer to you to keep
b. ba frestendagas, [gpop; [.6e men eow beodad [.r/', [,*PRO to healdenne

4lllI
... the fastdays that people order you to keep

From Bock's German gloss ...welche euch die Leute zum Halten darboten '...which
people offer to you to keep' we can infer that he regards beodan 'order' as

ambiguous between an exhortation ('offer', 'entllst'; cf. its German cognate bieten
or Dutch bieden), as in a) above; and a command ('order', cf. Dutch gebieden) as ra
b) above. These two analyses were discussed above in section 5.2 (see the Gothic
example of (13)). The argument stmcture of beodan is the same in both
interpretations, and consists of an AGENT, a RECIPIENT and a THEME. ln analysis a),
the Turnae is expressed by an NP, which has been relativized (wh-moved; the
antecedent is festendagas), leaving a frace; the ro-ffinitive is a gapped adjunct,
either adjoined to the extraction site of the NP, as a non-finite relative clause, or to a
higher position in the stnrchre, perhaps V'; the exact adjunction position is not
immediately relevant to the discussion. In analysis b), the trtgur. of beodan is
expressed by a ra-infinitival phrase. The relativrzed NP has been extracted from the
internal argument position of the ,o-infinitive to healdenne, leaving an intermediate
trace (l'J in the SpecCp of the ,o-infinitival phrase. The ,o-infinitives in both
analyses have to be CPs in order to provide a position for the operator in (8a) aad
the intermediate trace in (8b). A PE sentence l*e the fastdays that I order you to
obsertte is usually analysed as in b).

An instance like (8) is hard to disambiguate because it involves w&-extraction.
But the ambiguity remains even when there is no wh-extaction. Consider for
example the NP+to lrP-constrrction after alyfde, from oliefan'allow' in (9):

(9) Far
there

haes

wupron binnan
were within

pere byng seofan gebrodra cristena,
the town seven brothers cbristian

se casere heora cristendom to healdenne
the emperor their Christianityecc to hold
ehurysse... <ELS (Julian & Basilissa) 225>
persecution
allowed them their christianity, to keep free from

allowed them to keep their christianity, free from

caseres cynnes, and heora feder was Cristen,
of-the emperor's kin and their father was Christian
pam alyfde
thoseDAT allowed
butan elcere
without any
a. 'The emperor

persecution...'
b. 'The emperor

persecution...'

What do we take to be the complement of alyfde'allow' here? The dative object
pam is the RrcplENT, but there are, once more, two candidates for the theta-role of
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THEME: the accusative object heora cristendom which would give as the same

interpretation as in (8a), with to healdenne as a gapped adjunct; or the ro-infinitival
phrase heora cristendom to healdenne (similar to the interpretation as in (8b));
heora cristendom then being the internal (rHrrrae) argument of the to-infinitive to
healdenne, which is perfectly acceptable in OE as objects of V may either follow or
precede that V. The a) interpretation is equally acceptable, because aliefan, llke
most of the verbs of commanding and permitting, is robustly attested with a double
object constnrction, witress ( 1 0):

( l0) Hwi was mancynne fleascmeftes
why was mankindnq,r fleshmeatAcc
8L na ar? <EIntSig 51.344>
and not earlier
'Why was mankind fleshmeat allowed after the flood and not earlier?'

Bock's view is that the /o-infinitive in the great majority of NP+to I/P stmctures
after these verbs should be aualysed as in (8a) or (9a), i.e. as adjuncts.

The question arises, then, how valid it is to consider the L NP to VP] a separate

frame. If Bock is right, many instances of this frame in Table 7.1 are achrally
instances of L I.fP hIP]. Is there any independent evidence for the frame [_ NP /o
VP]? Instances of inransitive or unaccusative lo-infinitives disambiguate the two
frames, because there is no accusative object that could be interpreted as the rgrur,
argument of both the ro-infinitive, or the verb of commanding and permitting itself.
When the ro-infinitive is intransitive, it is unlikely that we are dealing with the [_ NP
NP] frame. Aliefan is found wittr intransitive ro-infinitives; an example like (11)
offers independent evidence of the reality of the L NP /o VPI frame.

(l l) Ne beo 6u afered forOan 6e ic aras of deade; me is
not be thou afraid because I arose from death meDAT is
alyfed eft to libbenne mid tnannum. na swa peah swylcum life
allowed again to live with men not although such life
swa lc Er leofode; <,lECHom ll, 23 I 99. I I >
as I before lived
'Do not be afraid because I arose from death; I am allowed to live among
men again; although not such a life as I lived before'

Further evidence is provided by instances in which the object follows the /o-
infinitive. Again, this order is attested with aliefan:

alyfed after ham flode
allowed after the flood

(12) On 6am dagum was alyfed
in those days was allowed
<,ELS (Maccabees) 684>

to alecgenne his ffnd
to overcome his enemy

'In those days it was granted to overcome his enemy'
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It is exfiemely difficulg if not impossible, to interpret ftis fynd in (12) as anything
other than the THEME of to alecgenne, and the ro-infinitival phrase to alecgenne his

fynd as an argument (in this case, a passivized THgIvIg) of alyfed.
The fact that the L NP ro VP] frame is independently attested confirms the

ambiguity of a sentence like (8). However, only a minority of the verbs of
commanding and permitting are attested with one, or both, of such disambiguating
structures (inhansitive ro-infinitives or to-infinitives followed by their objects).
Many verbs appear in Table 7.1 on the basis of just a single example with a /o-
infinitival complement, and none of these single attestations contain intansitive to-

infinitives or exhibit surface VO order in the ro-infinitival complement; and of those

verbs that are attested with ta-infinitives in greater numbers (i,e. aliefan, bebeodan,
beodan, forbeodan, t@can and dafi,az), only aliefan and its opposite forbeodan are

attested with to-infinitives that are definitely arguments. Dafian is found with the
disambiguating vVO order in <,ECHom I (Pref) 4.29>.

It might be expected that Latin originals could be of use to resolve such

ambiguities, but this is rarely the case. In the OE translation of Bede's Historia
Ecclesiastica,for instance, we find beodan franslating Latin credidere'entrust':

(13) Godes eowde ..., 6atte he him bead to healdanne

God's herd that he him entrusted/ordered to guard
<Bede 2 6.114.18>
Lat.: gregem quem sibi ipse crediderat ('the herd which he entrusted to hirq'
Colgrave & Mynors 154)
'God's herd ..., which he entnrsted to him to guard'

(13) hardly constitutes unequivocal evidence, however, because the OE translator
may well have meant 'ordered to hold' as an adequate franslation of 'entrust.' (14)
presents us with a similar dilemma:

(14) Be bam
about the

wyrtwearde, hu he bebead
gardener how he ordered

pare naddran pa
the adder the

wyrta to healdenne.<GD I (H) 3.23.4>
vegetables to guard
'About the gardener, how he ordered the adder to guard the vegetables' or
'how he enhrsted the vegetables to the adder to guard'

There is no Latin original available for this headingl, but the text of the

corresponding chapter, with the use of the verb praecipere in the Latin original,
suggests that the intended meaning must be 'command' rather than 'entrust'; the OE

2At le*t not in de Vogti6's edition; Yerkes does mention the Latin mss. CI (=Clare College,

Cambridge 30; Worcester, late llth Century) and Hf (=Hereford Cathedral O.i.l0; Cirencester c. l2th
Century) as sharing the 35 chapter titles for Book I with the H ms. (1982:xix). These chapter titles could
possibly disambiguate the lo-infinitive in the OE heading.
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text again uses beDeodan, but this time with a subjunctive clause, an unequivocal
THEME:

(15) on pres halendes naman ic pe

in of-the saviour's name I you
pas stigole <GD I (H) 3.24.8>
the stile
Lat.:ln nomine Iesu praecipio tibi ut aditum istum custodias (de Vogtid II)
'in the name of the Saviour I command you that you guard this stile'

The least ambiguous of the beodan andbebeodan examples is (16):

(16) ac... gemune well georne, pat ic efre fram frym6e
but remembe well zealously that I ever from beginning
bebead pone drihtenlican dreg to healdenne. <HomU 46134>
ordered the lord's day to observe
'but... do remember that I have always from the beginning ordered [you] to
observe the lord's day'

Even here, however, it is possible, at a pinch, to postulate a meaning like
'recommend' for bebeodan ('remember that I have always recontmended the lord's
day [to you], in order to observe it'), which is a possible meaning, in which case

(16) could also be an example of the L NP NPI frame.
The question remains of how the ,a-infinitival phrase in a sentence like (15)

came to be ambiguous in the fust place, ild how the to-infinitive came to be
analysed as the THEME. Unlike the verbs of persuading and wBing, the verbs of
commanding and permitting do not take a ,o-PP as their argument, so it is diffrcult
to see how the appe,rance of the ro-infinitive in argument position can be accounted
for. The most staightforward solution is that the ro-infinitive came to be analysed as

the non-finite alternative to the subjunctive that-claase. This may have happened
first with the purpose adjunct, which could be expressed by the ro-PP, the /o-
infinitive and the subjunctive that-clause; the same three constituents came to
express the coAL argument after monotransitive verbs of the tilian Broup, and the
ditransitive verbs of persuading and ugitrg. The verbs of commanding and
permitting did not originally appear with ro-PPs or ro-infinitives, but their ruenap
argument could be expressed by a subjwrctive clause, witness (17) with aliefan:

(17) Nis nu nanum men. alyfed pet he healde pa ealdan
not-is now to-no men allowed that he holdsuer the old
E- lichomlicei ac healde gehwa hi gastlice

law physically but hold everone her spiritually
<,jECHom I,9 142.6>

'No one is now allowed to observe the old law in a physical sense, but people
should observe it in a spiritual sense'

bebeode, patpu gehealde

order that you guard
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It is true that subjunctive that-claases may also at times be ambiguous between
THEME and adjunct, but in the maj.ority of cases, however, that-clauses are best
analysed as THEMES, and remain unambiguous even in cases of the tlpe of wft-
extraction that is such a problem for the interpretation of the ro-infinitival phrase in
(8). In (18), for instance, there is no ambiguity about the extraction site of the wft-
phrase; the lowest tace (the extraction site) is in the object position of the finite verb
(subjunctive-plural) don 'do'; there has been long movement which necessitates
postulating an intermediate trace in the specifier position of the lower CP. Both
traces are properly governed and form a single A'-Chain with the empty operator in
the specifier of the higher CP.

(18) 6a ... domas, 6e <ic> ... bebeode 6cet ge don3

the judgements that I order that you do
<Deut 7.ll>
'the judgements that I order that you do'
6a domas [cpOpt 6e [pic bebeode [sp /; 6et [rp ge r; don]lll

A non-finite version of (18) would be da domas, de ic bebeode (eow) to donne'the
judgements, which I order you to do' of which close analogues abound, eg. (19):

(19) pis sindan 6a domas pe se almihtega God (...) him bebead to
these are the laws which the almighty God him ordered to
healdanne. <LawAfEl 49>
hold
'these are the laws which the atmighty God (...) ordered him to hold'

Here we have the arnbiguous stucture of (8) again.
It seems likely, then, that the ro-infinitive, once it had developed into a non-finite

alternative of the subjunctive clause, spread to positions other than that of conu
The verbs of commanding and permitting took a subjunctive clause as THEME, ffid
the ro-infinitive started to appear in the same position by analogy with the finite
clause. It was this first emergence as THEME that made sentences like (8) and (9)
ambiguous. The lo-infinitive was no longer an unequivocal adjunct in such
sentences. The ambiguity was resolved through reanalysis, probably assisted by the
increasing loss of OV-orders.

3A shortened version of da .-. clomas, de [rcJ eow fsylleJ tocleg [&J bebeode det ge rlon <Deut

7. I I > (Lat.: iuclica, quae ego mando tibi hodie ut facias\. The square brackets indicate early corrections
to the original text which oceur in the ms (Crawford 1922).
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7.4

The occurence of bare infinitives,. particularly as part of bare-infinitival ECM-
constnrctions (AcIs) as we will argue in the next section, is one of the features that
distinguishes verbs of commanding and permitting from those of persuading and

urgin, as the semantic stnrcture of the verbs of commanding and permitting tends to
promote the development of two-place variants. This does not mean that such AcIs
are attested after all the verbs of Table 7.1 above, or that all attestations are as

reliable. We will concentrate in the remaining sections of this chapter on reliable
attestations only, and we will show in this section that this means excluding the bare

infinitives after forbeodan'forbid' and aliefan 'allow', as all the instances are either

from glosses (eg. aliefan in <RegCGl 3.22>, <l\,IkG(Li) 3.4>, <MkGl(Ru) 3.4>,
<LibSc 80.13> etc.;forbeodan in <BenRGl29.17>, <LibSc 26.5>, <LibSc 81.35>,
<HyGl 2 18.3> etc.) or from texts in which Latin influence is particularly noticeable,

eg. the OE Bede (eg. .Bede I 16.70.6>; see Colgrave & Mynors 1969:84 for the

original text). The bare infinitives in such examples invariably reflect au infinitive in
the Latin original, and represent an automatic response on the part of the translator
or writer of the gloss, just as Latin genrnds, gerundives and future participles are

automatically translated by OE ra-infinitives. Two further examples occur in the

West Saxon Gospels, a text in which we find many instances of infinitival
complements that do not conform to the complementation patterns we furd in
original OE texts (see eg. the discussion of examples (16)-(18) in section 6.3 above).

The fact that the inlinitives in these instances invariably reflect the choice of
infinitive in the Latin text suggests strongly that such instances have to be discarded

if we want to reconshrct the real position of the two infinitives in OE. There is, for
instance, one occlurence of such an AcI in <Mt (WSCp) 19.1a> with forbeodan
'forbid', reflecting an AcI in the Latin source.a We saw in section 5.3 that the Gothic

aThe instance in guestion is given under (i):

(i) letad pa lytlingas & nelle ge hig forbeodan curnn
let the little ones and do-not-wish you themAcc forbid coIneINF
<Mt(WSCp) 19.14>
Cf . lat.: Sinite parvulos et nolite eos prohibere ad me venire
'let the little ones and do not forbid them to come to nE'

The single NP object afrer letad'let' is unexpected in OE, as AcIs are the rule, and it is clear that the

OE text follows the Latin soutrce, as is the case in parallel passages in <Mk (WSCp) 10.14> and <Lk
(wSCp) 18.16>, cf. (ii):

to me
to rne

himcMk (WSCp) 10.14>
themper

(ii) laad pa lytlingas to nre cuman & ne forbeode ge

let the little ones to me corne and not forbid you

Cf. Lat.: Sinite parvulos venire ad me. Ne prohibueritis eos...

'let the little ones come to me and do not forbid them'

The accusative eoE 'them' appears as a dative in (ii), conform the OE argument structure of this verb
(R-EctptENT dative); but in <Lk (WSCp) I8.16>, which is otherwise identical to (ii), eos is translated by
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cognate of forbeodan, i.e. faurbiudan 'forbid' actively resists an AcI, as AcIs in the

Greek original are invariably translated by a finite complement clause (Harbert
1978:230; Kdhler 1867: 446), despite the fact that the Gothic translation appears to
be a very literal one. This observation can be contrasted with the behaviour of
Gothic cognates of some of the other verbs of permitting and commanding, eg.

anabiudan 'order' (cf. OE fte)beodan), bidjan 'ask' (cf. OE biddan), haitdn
'command' (cf. OE hatan) which all appear with AcIs both in Gothic (Kiihler 1867)
and in OE, as we will see below.

The occurences of aliefan'allow' in the West Saxon Gospels are also suspect.

Aliefan is used to translate Latin permittere 'allow', but the AcI which invariably
follows permittere is not invariably translated by an Old English AcI. We do find
what appears to be an AcI in (20) but we find a NP + ro-infrnitive construction in
(2I) (the form of the pronoun me is unforhrnately the same for dative and
accusative, so ttrat we cannot identify me in (21) as a dative RECIPIENT):

(20) alyf me rryst bebyrigean minne frder
allow meACC/DAT first burytNF my fatherecc
<Lk(WSCp) 9.59>
Cf. Lat.: permitte mihi (:darlve) primum ire, et sepelire pahem meum
'allow me first to bury my father'

(21) alyfe me erest to farenne and bebyrigean minne
allow meACC/DAT first to go and burylur my
fader <Mt (WSCp) 8.21>5
fatherncc
Cf. Lat.: permitte me (:accusative) primum ire, et sepelire paEem meum
'allow me first to go and bury my father'

The appearance of a to-infinitive as the complement of aliefon in (21) in spite of the

bare infinitive in the source may well suggest that a to-infinitive was the ouly
acceptable complement, and that an AcI was not possible after ttris verb. This
conclusion is supported by the fact that the Gothic cognate of aliefan, i.e. uslaubjan,
only ap,pears with a dativus-cum-infinitivo (DcI) in Gothic, not with an AcI (Ktihler
1867).

an accusative pronoun, ilg'them'. This suggests that the translation is uneven and at times adheres too
much to the Latin structure.

sThe second infinitive bebyrigean'bury' cannot be analysed straightforwardly as a bare inlinitive.
The fact that we find the combination of a verb of motion (to farenne 'to go') conjoined to a bare
infinitive by ancl'and' suggests that (21) might even be an early exanrple of a hendyadic constnrction
(as in PE I'll go and see to the dinner - see Van der Gaaf (1934) and Fischer (1996b)).
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The status of the AcI

A subset of the verbs of commanding and permitting are attested with both a bare
and a ro-infinitive, i.e. beodan, bebeodan'command', biddan'ask', don'cavse',
dafian,'allow' and sellanr 'grant, give'. The bare infinitive is part of a larger
constmction which appears to be a bare infinitival ECM-construction (AcI). Half
these verbs are attested with an AcI in Gothic, which suggests that this complement
is of long standing at least after the verbs of commanding.

There are two other verbs of commanding and permitting that appear with this
complement, i.e. hatan'command' and letan'let'; these verbs are like other verbs
of commanding and permitting in that they occur with the L NP NPI frame (i.e. can
be three-place), but they do not occur with the three-place [ _ ].IP to VP] frame, and
while hatan does occur with the [ _ NP that-clausel frame (albeit not very
frequently), letan as a verb of causation or permitting does not occw with this
frame at all.

The accusative subject of the bare infinitive in an Acl-constnrction may remain
implicit. Callaway discusses the various examples of AcIs with verbs of permitting
and commanding in two different sections on the assumption that they are different
constructions (Callaway 1913:44-47, 108-ll2); the constructions - the "fuIl" AcI
and the constnrction in which the accusative remains implicit - occur with the same
group of verbs, however (see Table 2.1 in Chapter 2), and there is no reason to
discuss them separately. Two examples of a verb of commanding and permitting
with an AcI are (22), with a "fuII" AcI, and (23), in which the accusative subject of
the infinitive remains implicit:

(22) pu pe bebude halo curnan to Iacobes cynne? <PPs (prose) 43.6>
you who ordered fame come to Jacob's kin?
'you who ordered fame to come to Jacob's kin?'

(23) pa after nihtsange into bedhuse
then after evensong into bedchamber
geladon <LS 13 Machutus l0v.17>
leadtur
'then after evensong he ordered to lead him to him'

The AcI after the verbs of commanding and permitting resembles the constnrction
found after the verbs of perception. The AcI after perception verbs represents a

single constihrent; perception verbs are two-place verbs and there is only one theta-
role available for the AcI. Verbs of commanding and permitting are three-place
verbs, however, and there are two theta-roles available for intemal arguments:
RECIPIENT and tHrue. On closer inspection the AcI turns out to function as a single
constituent with the thematic role of tttEME.

We noted above (section 5.2) in our discussion of the Gothic data that the verbs
of commanding and permitting, when complemented by an AcI, always behave as if

r8l

7.5

hine to him bebead
himecc to him ordered
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they are trvo-place verbs; there is never a RECIPIENT present when the rHnpte is

expressed by an AcI, nor does one seem to be possible: even if such a construction
(nrcmtewr followed by AcI) appears in the source text, it is not reflected in the
Gothic ffanslation. The OE data present a similar picture. This situation could be
interpreted as evidence that the AcI after the verbs of commanding and permitting
should be analysed as an accusative RECInIENT followed by a (bare) infinitival
THEME. This would mean that there are two-place and three-place AcIs in OE: two-
place ones as the predicate of the verbs of perception and causation, and three-place
as the predicate of verbs of commanding and permitting. This in tum would imply
that AcIs and NP+to I/P constnrctions after these verbs would be very similar in
strucfure.

The status of the AcI after the verbs of commanding and permitting could
perhaps be decided by the criteria fraditionally used to distinguish three-place
constructions from two-place constnrctions. The NP+to ZP constnrction in PE is a
case in point (see Chomsky 1965:22), The traditional examples are (24) and (25):

(24) I persuaded a specialist to examine John
(25) I expected a specialist to examine John

Although sentences like (2a) and (25) are superficially similar, the NP+to VP-
constmction in (24) is three-place, whereas the one in (25) is two-place. These
structural differences can be brought out by a number of tests which 3ll hinge on
the status of the NP in these NP+to ZP strings, i.e. whether it is subcategorized for
by the matix verb of by the infinitive (Chomsky 1965.,22; Huddleston l97l:-154;
Warner 1982:33-34; Radford 1988:320ff). Some of these tests require native
speaker judgements, and hence are not readily applicable to OE data; an example is
the test of whether there is a paraphrase relation between active and passive
constructions. Other tests rely on "laboratory" examples that do not readily occur in
corpora of performance data, for instance the question of whether "drrmmy"
elements like there and ir are possible, an indication that the NP is not subject to
selectional restrictions. Expect in the PE examples of (26) and (27) does not impose
selectional restictions on the NP, whereas persuade does. This test shows that the
NP in an ECM-constnrction, as with expecl, functions exclusively as the subject of
the embedded non-finite clause, which is why we may even find elements in this
position that do not have a theta-role, i.e. dummy there or it:

(26) John expected/*persuaded there to be a crowd
(27) John expected/*perzuaded it to be crowded

Such "dummy" NPs are not attested in OE Acl-conshrctions with verbs of
commanding and permitting, but the numbers of these Acl-constnrctions are not
large enough to deduce with any confidence that dummy-NPs are not possible in
this position, or that the bare infinitive constnrctions found with these verbs are not
ECMs.
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There is another test that in theory could be answered on the basis of a corpus:

does the matrix verb occur with three-place or two-place complements in other
contexts? This test usually boils down to the question whether the NP+ro I/P string
can be paraphrased by NP + that-clause. The occlurence of three-place NP + that-
clause complement after a verb lTke persuade contrasts with its non-occurrence after
a verb like expect, as in (28):

(28) I *expected/persuaded John that he should see a specialist

This test works for the verbs of persuading and urging, in PE as well as OE, because

they are invariably three-place; and native speaker judgements disambiguate ECMs
after the verbs of commanding and permitting in PE because NP+thaf-clause is fiust
about) possible as an alternative for the object-control consfiuction in (29) but not
for the ECM-constmction rn (30):

(29) The general ordered his soldiers to blow up the bridge
- The general ordered his soldiers that they should blow up the bridge

(30) The general ordered the bridge to be blown up

- *The general ordered the bridge that it should be blown up

The absence of such judgements in OE invalidate this test as a diagnostic for the Old
English AcI. It works for the persuading-and-urging verbs in OE, because they are
invariably three-place, as we saw in the previous chapter; but it does not work for
the verbs of commanding and permitting precisely because they exhibit both trvo-
place and three-place behaviour (both in OE and PE). It carurot be used to decide

whether the accusative+bare infinitive after the verbs of commanding and permitting
is also an ECM-constnrction. However, the fact that to-infinitive and subjunctive
clause occur optionally with a (dative) RECIrIENT whereas RECIPIENTS are never
found with bare infinitival AcIs after these verbs argues in favour of the former
being part of a three-place conskuction and the latter of a two-place constnrction.
PE verbs of commanding and permitting with trvo-place constmctions (eg. when
they are followed by an ECM or a Small Clause) similarly resist RECIPIENTS: we
cannot add an extra argument, witress the ungrammaticality of a sentence like +The

general ordered his troops the bridge to be blown up, and we noted that rhrs was
also tnre of the Acl-consfruction after the verbs of commanding and permitting in
OE and Gothic (section 5.3 above).

A nurnber of other tests are proposed in the literature on Latin accusative-and-

infinitive constnrctions (eg. Pinkster 1990:126). Most tests cannot be applied to OE,
apart from the animacy test.

The animacy test derives from the same principle that underlies the first and
second tests above, i.e. the test involving truth values and passivization and the test
involving selectional restrictions. Both tests "work" because they bring out the
thematic stahrs of the NP. If this NP does not receive its theta-role from the matrix
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verb but from the infinitive, passivization of that infinitive will not affect that role;
passivization promotes an argument from object to subject position without
affecting its thematic role. Again, if the NP does not receive its theta-role from the
marix verb but functions primarily as subject of the infinitive, "dummy" NPs like ff
and there are possible. Conversely, if the NP does receive its theta-role from the
verb of commanding and permitting, it needs to be animate, as the dative
RECIPIENTS of these verbs in the regular three-place constructions (the [_NP+NP],
th* L NP+to VPI and the L NP+rfrat-clausel frames) are invariably [+human], or,
more accurately, "mind-possessing entities" (in the sense of Postal 1974:152).
Commands or permission can only be properly given to individuals that have 'mind"
enough to carry out the order or to require the permission, in order to act as AGENTS

in the embedded predicate.
Animacy is, as a test, slightly cruder in that the fact that the NP in a particular

instance happens to be animate does not in itself force a three-place analysis; but the
fact that inanimate NPs are only found in the Acl-construction after the verbs of
commanding and permitting, and not in the NP+to l/P-conshrrction after the same
verbs (apart from one exception6) suggests strongly that this AcI is a single
constituent in a two-place construction, just like the AcI after the verbs of perception
and causation. An example of an AcI with an inanimate NP is (31):

(31) Nu ic bebeode beacen eqrwan, wundor geweordan
now I order portentACC appearlNF omenACC happenwf
on wera gemange... <And 773>
in men's among
'Now I order a portent to appear, an omen to occur among men'

There is a striking difference in this respect between AcIs after the verbs of
causation (including hatan 'order', which often appears to be used in a purely
causative sense, see also Royster l9l8) and the occrrrences of the three-place LNP

hhe exception is (i), with aliefan 'altow':

(i) ne mylnum nis alyfed to eornenne ne on hunta6 to ridenne ne nan
not millsonr not-is allowed to nrn nor on hunting to ride nor no
unalyfedlic weorc to wyrcenne... <HomU 36,29>
disallowed workacc to work
'mills are not allowed to turn nor is anyone allowed to go out hunting or to do anything that is not
allowed'

Datives cannot be promoted to subject when passivized (see eg. Russom 1983) and RECInIENT NPs in
passive constructions retain their dative case, as mylnum 'mills' does in (i). Note that the control
relations of the three to-infinitives are unclear: mylnum is conceivably the controller of to eornenne, but
cannot be the controller of to ridene or to wyrcenne. The fact that eornan might well be a member of the
set of verbs that exhibit causative/ergative pairs (in the sense of Haegeman 1994) cornplicates the
analysis of (i) still further: does it represent a case of the mills ntn ot of someone ntns the mills'! lnstance
(i) is an exceptional case on all counts.
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to VP] frame after the verbs of commanding, permitting, persuading and urging;
only 5 of the 133 instances of the NP+to lzP-construction have an inanimate IIIP (4

of them with verbs of persuading and urging), whereas the same is true in the case

of 25 out of 86 instances of AcIs after verbs of causation; see Table 7.2 below:

Table 7.2: inanimate and animate NPs in AcI- and ditransitive NP to l/P-verbs,
data based on Callaway 37-59,107-122,161-168

Verbs: NP NP Total
animate inanimate

AcI verbs: hatan'order', lelan, aletan, 61 25 86

forletan'cause, let' (71%) (2e%)

NP+to I/P verbs (persuading & urging, 128 5 133

and commanding & permitting) (96%) (4o/o)

This difference is statistically significant (p<.001).
It is striking that the NP that is part of an AcI after the verbs of causation is left

implicit nearly half of the time, whereas the RrctptENTNP is left out in only 14% of
all occurrences of the L NP Io VP] frame (after both groups of ditransitive verbs) -
see Table 7.3:

Table 73:. implicit versus NPs in AcI- and ditransitive NP+to l/P-verbs, data
based on Callaway 37-59, 16l-168,280-284, 304-306)

Verbs: NP NP Total
implicit explicit

AcI verbs: hatan'order', letan, aletan, 1248 929 2177

forletan'cause, let' (57%') (43%)

NP+to ZP verbs (persuading & urging, 21 133 154

and comrnandine & permitting) (l4o/o\ (86%)

The same tendencies are present in the AcIs after the verbs of commanding and
permitting that appear with both AcIs and NP+to l/P-constmctions, i.e. bebeodan
'order', beodan 'ofder', biddan 'ask', don 'make, contrive', dafian 'allow' and

sellan 'grant' when compared to the instances of the L NP ro VP] frame after these

same verbs (Table 7.4 and7.5):
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Table 7.4: inanimate and animate NPs in AcIs and NP+ra VP atter verbs of
commanding and permitting

Bebeodan, beodan, biddan, don, dafian, NP NP Total
sellan anrmate rnammate

AcI

NP+to VP

t2 l7 29
(4t%) (se%)

39140
(e7%) (3%)

Table 7.5: implicit versus explicit NPs in AcIs and NP+ra IZP constructions after
verbs of commanding and permitting

Bebeodan, beodan, biddan, don, dafion, sellan NP NP Total
inplicit explicit

Acl

NP+to VP

t7 (37%) 29 46
(630lo)

9 (18%) 40 49
(82o/o\

Finally, some furttrer support for the assumption that verbs of commanding and
permitting can have a two-place variant is provided by the fact that bare-infinitival
ECM-consEuctions in OE (i.e. AcIs) and ro-infinitival ECM-constructions in PE are

not the only two-place constructions found after these verbs. As with the verbs of
perception and causation, verbs of permitting and commanding may occur with
Small Clauses in both OE (the relevant verb in example (32) is beodan) and PE (the
verb in (33) is order). When they occur in the complement of perception verbs,
Small Clauses represent a single argument (the rurue), as perception verbs have
only a single position for an internal argument, ffid the same appears to be the case

of the verbs of causation. If Small Clauses of this tlpe also represent a single
argument in (32)-(33), beodanlorder should be analysed as two-place verbs in these

examples:

(32) eal swa se casere his geherde pa het

also the emperor this heard then commanded
he beodan ut micel scipferda <LS 29 (Nicholas) 290>
he order out great fleet
'when the emperor heard this, he commanded to order out a great fleet'
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(33) He ordered John out of the room'

Bare-infinitival ECM-constmctions (AcIs) and Small Clauses follow the same

distribution in OE, and the same appears to be tnre of to-infinitival ECM-
constuctions and Small Clauses in PE, so it should not be surprising to find the two
occurring together after the verbs of commanding and permitting. This matter will
be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 12.

We conclude that the AcI after the verbs of commanding and permitting is a

single constituent, and differs in this respect from the NP+to ZP-constmction after
the same verbs; the latter consists of trvo arguments (nrcrrcNr and THEME) whereas

the former consists ofjust a THEME.

7.6 AcIs and NP ta VP-constructions

In the previous section we concluded that the two non-finite constructions found
after a handful of verbs of commanding and permitting differ in stnrcture: one is an

AcI with the role of rHgug in a two-place constnrction, and the other is a three-
place NP+to l/P-constmction, with the NP in the role of ngctrrcNr and the to-VP in
the role of tueus. The sihration is summarized in (3a)-(35):

(34) Tueue
[NP".. bare inf ]

(35) RECTPTENT rHEME

lNP*l INIP*"1
I NPd", ] tthat-cl Gubj)l
I M*,1 t /o-VP]

With respect to underlying stnrcture, the ro-in{initive expresses the THEME in a

three-place constnrction; this THEME can also be expressed by an accusative NP and

by a subjunctive clause (see (35)). Note that this is also clear from the case of the
NP in th" L NP lo VP] frame: it is invariably dative and a RECIPIENT.

The bare infinitive, however, expresses the THEME in a two-place AcI
construction (see (34)); the accusative NP in this constntction does not receive a

theta-role from the matrix verb, but from the infinitive. One of the consequences of
the alignment of two verzus three-place complements in (3a)-(35) is that the first
appearance of the to-infinitive as THEME after the verbs of commanding and

TExarnples of actual attestations are:

(i) it is likely that the Home Oflice will order out hundreds more of the 3,500 Kurds who arrived in
May and June (Microconcord, MCA_IND4.HOM)

(ii) By one of those extraordinary displays of conrpassion for which he was noted (...) Henry VI
ordered them pardoned (R.A. Griffiths, The reign of King Henry F/, l98l:498)
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permiuing cannot be ascribed to a process in which it replaces the bare infinitive.
A semantic difference between the role of the NPs in an AcI and an NP to VP

constnrction is that the "addressee", the RECIPIENT NP in such an object controlled
NP+to I/P constnrction, has greater freedom of action in that he or she may choose
not to carry out the order. By contrast, one of the things that have been noted about
the Acl-constmction after verbs of commanding and permitting (most notably the
extremely frequent hatan'command') is that it often appears to be used in a purely
causative sense. The accusative NP is simply the executor of the comrnand, and
there is no sense of it being an "addressee" at all; in these causative pattenrs, the
identity of the actual "addressee" of the permission or order (i.e. the entity to which
the permission or order was issued) is irrelevant. There is a tendency for predicates
with the meaning of ordering to develop meanings of causing, as is noted by Royster
(1918:83-84): the act that is ordered may not be carried out, depending on the
authority of the person who gives the order: "The verb of ordering is an imperfective
verb; it does not necessarily produce an effect; it rnakes no promise that an act will
result from a command, or has resulted from a command" (ibid.).

There is a similar relation between causing and permitting:

Causation may be euphemistically concealed in permission: it is represented
by the allowing-causing verb that a desire to do something arises in the
consciousness of the secondary actor, and that someone who has authority
over him grants him permission to do the thing he wants to do; as a matter of
fact, the desire to have something done originates with the one who has
power over ttre will and act of the performer. The performer's attitude toward
the act is, in reality, as vague and uncertain as it is represented to be by the
causative verb; but it is formally and politely represented as being desirous of
bringing about the act. (Royster l9l8:88)

These formulations come close to later ideas of Speech Acts and Felicity Conditions
(Searle 1969), Politeness Theory and Face-Threatening Acts (Brown & Levinson
1988). It would seem that the AcI in OE 6rpically expresses the more "causative"
end of the scale, the "peremptory command". Royster notes that the use of the AcI
after such verbs often, although not invariably, implies an entailment relation. The
ditansitive IVP to VP- constnrction or NP + that-clatse complement, on the other
hand, express an underlying performative, or (reported) speech act, i.e. a directive
act. For the directive to be appropriate, a number of felicity conditions have to be
met conceming the authority of the speaker and the ability of the hearer to do what
is required, but there is no automatic guarantee that the comrnand will be executed.

It is probably no accident that the AcI is not found with the verbs of persuading
and urging, but only with the verbs of comrnanding and permitting, as it is only the
Iatter that allow a range of interpretations, depending mainly on the perceived
authority of the speaker and the freedom of action, or lack of it, of the referent of the
dative or accusative NP. The verb of comrnanding hatan'order' is not affested with
ttre NP+ro VP at all, which supports Royster's position that hatan is often used in a
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purely causative sense; the ditransitive pattern NP+ tftar-clause is rare with this verb
(three occurrences in the BGAH-corpus) in contrast with the the frequency of the

AcI (over a thousand attestations in the Toronto Corpus). Note, by the way, that the

position of hotan argues against the AcI and the NP+to l/P-construction being in
direct competition; if they were, the large number of Acl-attestations after hatan,

higher than after any other verb of commanding or permitting, would lead us to
expect to find its alleged rival, the NP+ro l/P-constrrction, after hatan as well,
which we do not. If we assume that the ro-infinitive is in competition with the

subjunctive clause, however, for which we have found extensive evidence in the

case of the INTENTIoN verbs and the verbs of persuading and urging, the absence of
NP+to VP frame after this verb can be accounted for by the low number of
attestations of its rival, the NP+subjunctive that-clause; which is in turn accounted

for by the fact that hatan is used to express peremptory, not "polite", commands.s
The situation of another of the verbs of conunanding and permitting is also

relevant in this discussion, as it is a verb that appears to develop into a verb of
causing later on, in ME, although it is a verb of permitting in OE. This verb is don
'do', which I have glossed in Table 7.1 as 'make, see to it', as the translation 'do'
might be misleading (it might suggest that this verb always functions as a verb of
causation in the strictest sense, whereas it only does so when followed by an AcI). A
(monotransitive) | that-clatse] frame is far more frequent than an infinitival
complement, and - significantly - often used to translate an AcI after a Latin verb
like eg.facere'do'; an example is (36):

(36) gedo 6ct hyra gemynd geswic6 of eallum mannum
will-see-to-it that their memory vanishes from all men

sThe one possible attestation in OE (in an ms not available to Callaway) is (i):

(i) Eala larcow, nelle pu rne beon hefigteme forpon pe ic ne eom weorpe
alas teacher do-not-want you me be severe because I not am worthy
pere penunge b€ pu me hats to onfonne. <LS 13 (Machutus) ?9v.3>
of-the holy-ordersGEN which you me order to receive
'Alas teacher, do not be severe with rne because I am not worthy of the holy orders which you order
me to receive'

This exanrple exhibits the sarne ambiguity as many of the other verbs of commanding and permitting:
we might be dealing with an instance of the L NP NPI frame with the lo-infinitive as purpose adjunct
(as in (a)) or with the [_ NP ra VP] fiame (the interpretation as in O)).

a. ...bare penunge [cp0p, be ["hu rne hats [nrp ti[g Opr[lp PRO r,to onfonne]]lll
b. ...hare penunge [g0p, Fe ["hu me hats [cp l'i [n PRO t, to onfonne]lll

In Middle English we find exarnples of unambiguous [_ NP ta VP], as eg. (ii):

(ii) bis word hat ous to yelde ponkes myd al oure herten of pise grace pet he ous hep ydo... (Ayenbite of
Inwyt, 1,102,60, +l 300)
'This word/These words commands us to give thanks with all our hearts for this grcce that he has

shown to us'

rc

I
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<Deut 32.26>
Lat.: cessare faciam ex hominibus memoriam eorum! (Vulgate)
'I will see to it that their memory vanishes from all men'

There are, in all, a dozen such examples, suggesting sfrongly that don tends to resist
an AcI, and is seldom used as a causative - a surprising finding perhaps in view of
the fact that its ME reflex is used in just that sense with great frequency (see also
Chapter l2), but not in view of our earlier discussion of the felicity conditions of the
verbs of commanding and permitting. The development from polite request in OE to
causative in ME has parallels and precedents with other verbs in this class. That the
meaning of the verb must have been different in OE is confirmed by the fact that the
verb is also used in supplications - hardly indicative of a peremptory reques! or
causation in the strictest sense:

(37) pa feol he to pres apostoles fotum.
then fell he to the apostle's feet
6e pat 6u me do miltsunge. ...

and cwa6: Ic halsige
and said: I implore
and do pat ic beo
and do ttrat I will-beyou that you me grant pardon

drelrrimend on drihmes halgan naman. <,iECHom ll,3l-32 246.157>
sharing of lord's holy name
'Then he fell to the apostle's feet, and said: I implore you to pardon me (...)
and make that I will share in the Lord's holy name'

Note that the verb appears to be two-place in this meaning, although it may be three-
place in the sense of 'give, grant' (pet 6u me do miltsunge 'that you grant me
mercy' also in (37), is an example; cf. PE expressions like do someone a favour etc.)

and it is in this meaning that it appears to have acquired a to-infinitive in the set

phrase do (:give) someone to understand, showing the characteristic interpretational
dilemma of the to-infinitive after the verbs of commanding and permitting which we
discussed earlier:

(38) Do me pat to understandene. <Eluc I 99>
do me that to understand
'Give me that to understand' or 'Give me to understand that'

There are no unequivocal instantiations of the L NP+tftcr-clause] frame from which
the idiom in (38) might have developed, so we have to assume that it derives from a
reanalysis of the L NP+NPI frame. The case of the RECIPIENT NP should therefore
be dative. Although most instances of this idiom happen to contain a personal
pronoun that does not show a formal distinction between dative and accusative case,

i.e. me 'me', us 'us' etc., there is one instance of a full NP, and this NP clearly
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shows dative case (dam geongum'the young', see Callaway 1913: I l8).
AcIs are also attested with this verb (5 occurences). Four of these appear in

Latinate contexts; and the attestation of inanimate NPs only with this frame (an

example is (39)), and not with the'L NP ro VP] frame, conforms to our earlier
findings as regards the skuctural differences between AcIs and NP+to yP-

constructions:

(39) and treowa he ded farlice blowan and eft ra6e asearian
and treesAccro he does suddenly bloom and again quickly wither
<HomU 34, 109>
'and he [:God] makes the tees suddenly bloom and just as suddenly wither
again'

The felicity conditions involved in the causative act of (39) sanction an AcI: the

"causer" is God; the trees are acted upon, rather than acted and have no say in the
matter. The selection of the AcI emphasizes the omnipotence of God, and there is no
need, I think, to atfibute the AcI after don in such examples of original OE prose as

ultimately due to Latin influence, as Callaway does (Callaway l9l3:205). The
position of this verb, then, is slightly anomalous compared to ttre other verbs of
commanding and permitting in that there are no unequivocal instantiations of the [_
NP+rl,ar-clausel frame, although we do find ditransitive [ _ NP+to VP]; but the
generalization appears to hold that it expresses causation when occurring with an

AcI, and polite requests when occurring with a that-clause.
In all, the case for assuming that the bare infinitive (i.e. the AcI) and the NP+to

IzP-construction are in competition in OE after the verbs of commanding and
permitting is weak. There is no evidence to suggest that the NP+to l/P-constmction,
whether the three-place OE construction or the two-place ECM-constuction that
emerges in ME, is simply an AcI with the bare infuritive replaced by a ro-infinitive.
The complernents are too distinct for this, both semantically and syntactically. We
will see in Chapter 12 that the animacy test described above still holds in ME for
those members of the verbs of commanding and permitting that survive the
extensive relexification of that period, which means that these verbs keep the
distinction between two-place AcI (used in a causative context) and three-place
NP+to ZP (used in the context of issuing permission or a polite command or
request). This in turn argues against the two complements being in direct
competition. The system of bare versus ,o-infinitives after the verbs of commanding

eln IOE/eME (Peterborough Chronicle) the situation beconres more cornplicated as we start to find
this idiom with accusative NPs (or rather, with N-heads that are preceded by the masculine accusative
singular article done (ibid.)); but by that time, the distinctive case-forms of the article are being lost, and

the undeclinable article tie starts to become universal.

roThe expected form of the accusative pl. of treow is treo or treowu (Wright & Wright 1925:$363)

but the final -u often appears as -a in IOE (ibid. $215, note).

191
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and permitting in OE, then, is a coherent one.

7.7 Conclusions

We have identified a second group of three-place verbs in this chapter, i.e. the verbs
of commanding and permitting. They are associated with the thematic roles of agent,

recipient and theme. Like the verbs of persuading and urging, the subcategorization
frames that express these roles, although quite varied, show a consistency in the case

of the first NP, which is always dative. This suggests that the role of that NP is

RECIPIENT, and that the following constituent, whether accusative NP, subjunctive
clause, bare infinitive or ro-inlinitive, is ttre rHgrraE. Again we find the subjunctive
clause and the ra-infinitive frlling the same syntactic/semantic slot, as in the case of
the verbs of persuading and urging.

The emergence of the to-infinitive is not as easily recoverable as in the case of
the latter verbs, however, as the verbs of commanding and permitting do not ocflr
with a to-PP. The bare infinitive as THEME is rare (it is only attested after beodan
'order'and dafian'allow'), and is therefore not a likely model for the appearance of
the /o-infinitive in this role. The subjunctive that-clause is a better candidate,
especially in the light of the evidence of competition between the two stnrchres.

There is also a third possibility which might account for the appearance of the
ro-infinitive here, fust suggested by Bock (1931), and that is that the /o-infinitive
that followed an accusative THEME as purpose adjunct is itself reanalysed as THEME,

with the "original" THEME being analysed as object of the ,o-infinitive (rather than
object of the matrix verb). We have argued in section 7.3 that such a reanalysis
could only have taken place if there was a precedent for fo-infinitives being
analysed as THEMES; and we proposed that this precedent was set by the fact that fo-
infinitives, once they were identified as non-finite subjunctive clauses - a process
that originated with the juxtaposition of to-infinitives and finite subjunctive clauses

as GOAL argument after the verbs of persuading and urging - appeared as ntrur
after verbs of commanding and permittiog by analogy of the finite subjunctive
clause.

A fourth possibility, i.e. that the sequence "dative RECIPIENT + /o-infinitival
THEME"' ("NP+n VP") was due to the bare infinitive in an Acl-constnrction being
replaced by a to-infinitive was dismissed on the grounds that AcI and NP+to VP do
not fill the same syntactic/semantic slot and are, consequently, not suitable
candidates for competition. AcIs, i.e. bare-infinitival ECM-constructions, form a
single constituent with the thematic role of THEME, whereas the NP to VT sequence

forms two constituents, a dative REcIPIENT followed by a /o-infinitival rnrun. The
fact that the verbs of commanding and permitting allow AcIs sets them apart from
the verbs of persuading and urging, which do not allow bare infinitives at all, as we
saw in Chapter 6.

The verbs of commanding and permitting not only differ from the verbs of
persuading and urging, then, in that they are associated with different thematic roles,
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and accordingly different subcategorization frames, but also in that they have two-
place variants. It is not just that the Rsctptgt'tr role may remain implicit (which
accounts for the fact that the verbs of urging and persuading, which do not assign

this role, are always accompanied by their full thematic complement of rHeur and

GoAL, unlike the verbs of commanding and permitting), but also that the Rrcpleur
role may be lacking from the thematic stmcture of the verb altogether. This is most
evident when the verbs appear with complements like Small Clauses or AcIs, which
form a single constituent with the thematic role of tugnag; none of these cases ever

appear with an NP that could serve as RECInIENT. This difference between the two
groups of verbs is still in evidence in PE,





8 Special cases:

commissives
dual membership,

8.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to two groups of ditransitive verbs that are anomalous in
various respects: the verbs with dual membership and the commissives.

The first group consists of a small number of verbs that are attested with a
bewildering range of subcategorization frames and apparently belie our claim that
the distribufion of bare and to-infinitives in OE is quite systematic.

We argued in Chapter 7 that bare-infinitival ECM-constructions (AcIs) are only
attested with the verbs of commanding and permitting, and in Chapter 6 we argued
that bare ffinitives cannot function as GOAL arguments of the verbs of persuading

and urging. If some verbs are attested with the frames typical of persuading and

urging, but are also reliably attested with bare infinitives, this claim is clearly
compromised.

On closer inspection, however, it turns out that these verbs have dual

membership: they belong to both the verbs of persuading and urging, and the verbs

of commanding and permitting. It is their membership of the latter group that

licenses an AcI. The verbs of dual membership will be discussed in section 8.2.
The commissives, i.e. verbs with meanings like promise, are anomalous in that

they are ditransitive, but conform to subject control verbs when occurring with a to-

infinitival complement, although verbs with subject control are as a ruIe

monotransitive (cf. the intention verbs of Chapter 3), and verbs with object control
are difiansitive (cf. the manipulative verbs discussed in Chapters 6 and 7). These

verbs will be discussed in section 8.3.

8.2 Cases of dual membership

8.2.1 Introduction

There are four verbs that have been attested with a bewildering range of
subcategorization frames: biddan 'ask, pray', hatan 'command, surtmon', l@ran

'teach, instuct,' and rryrssian 'guide, direct'. A closer investigation reveals, however,

that the frames in question are either frames of verbs of persuading and urging
(discussed in Chapter 6) or of verbs of commanding and permitting (discussed in
Chapter 7). The two sets of frames found with these two groups of verbs are set out

in (1)-(2).
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(3)

THEME

NPu".

NPu".

NP,".

RECIPIENT

NPd* ]
NPd", ]
NPd", ]
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GOAL

I to-PP ]
Ithat-cl (subj) l
I ro-VP ]

THEME

I NP,""]

Itharcl (subj)l

I ro-W]
I NP""" VP]

I NP"* Pred]

(Verbs of persuading)

(Verbs of commanding)(2)

V
V
V

V
V
V
V
V

Significantly, one further frame is found with three of these verbs, i.e. biddam 'ask,
proy', leran'teach', and wissiaz 'instruct, direct', and the classification of this final
frame is not certain, as it is attested with too few verbs to be able to be identified
with any certainty as being typical of either of the two groups of ditransitive verbs
discussed in this chapter.

I NP,"" ] I NP"* ]

The correspondence between thematic role and case (rHerues are accusative,
RECIPIENTS dative) is robust, as we saw in the previous two chapters; and the most
likely analysis of this situation is that these four verbs have dual membership: they
belong to both the verbs of commanding and permitting, and to the verbs of
persuading and urging. These verbs ffiically exhibit a variety of meanings, some of
which correspond with meanings of commanding-and-permiffing, and others with
meanings of persuading-and-urging. The clearest example is the verb leran.
Bosworth & Toller's Old English Dictionary give the following meanings for this
verb: 'teach, insbrrct, educate, preach, exhort, admonish, advise, persuade, suggest,
enjoin, urge'. Most of these meanings, and the frames in which they occur, conform
to those of the verbs of persuading and urging; but when the verb is used in the
meaning of 'preach' we find commanding-and-permitting frames, indicating that the
role of the first internal argument of the verb in that meaning is a RECIrIENT, or
addressee, rather than a fully-affected THEMT. It is at this stage unclear to me
whether we should assume two different lexical entries (leran, and leran ) each
with its own meanings and subcategorization frames, or whether we should assume

a single lexical entry with such a wide range of meanings that it leaves open the
choice of membership.

We will investigate each verb in more detail in the next sections.
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8.2.2 Biddan

t97

The verb biddan'ask, pray', is slightly anomalous. It is attested with a variety of
frames, but they do not point to dual membership as consistently as leran and

hatan. Like laran, the cognate of biddan occurs with a double accusative in Gothic;
and cases in OE llke gif cild hine hlafes bitt'if a child asks him for bread' <ACHom
I, l8> are probably instantiations of the same frame, although the rHEn,tn hlafes is a
(partitive) genitive. There is some evidence for the genitive alternating with the
accusative as the expression of a THEME at an earlier stage as an expression of the

indefinite/definite distinction before the emergence of the determiner system; the
partitive genitive can be argued to be a survival of this older system. See also
Abraham (1997).

The three frames so characteristic of the verbs of persuading and urging, i.e. L
NP ,o-PP], L NIP /o VPI and [_ NP that-clause], all with accusative NPs, are all
attested. The remaining frames, however, do not conform to those of the verbs of
commanding and permitting. At first sight we do appear to find the [_ NP NP] frame
so typical of the verbs of commanding and permitting, as in (4) (relevant frame in
bold):

Ond 6a o6re drege onleat he wepende to 6es abbodes fotum
and then other day fell he weeping to the abbot's feet

ond him bred forgifnesse <Mart 5 2426>
and himonr asked forgiveness
'And on the second day he fell down weeping at the abbot's feet and asked to
be forgiven'

The dative'NP, how€ver, is not the RECIPIeNT of the request (biddan) but of the
forgiveness; other instances of the same frame express that role in an EI-PP'from/to
somebody'; the dative NP is identical in reference to the matrix subject and should
be translated as 'for himself; it could be a reflexive pronoun, or perhaps a

benefactive NP (et-PP in bold):

and se hapena 6a, pa pa he hine slean wolde, pa feoll
and the heathen then when he him slay wanted then fell
he underbec mid fyrhte fornumen, and bred him
he on-his- back with fright taken and asked for-himself
forgifennysse ret ham halgan bisceope. <Els (Martin) 469>
forgiveness from the holy bishop.
'and the heathen man, who was on the point of killing hirn, then fell over,
overcome with fear, and asked the holy bishop to be forgiven.'

When biddan means 'to pray' the dative similarly appears to be reflexive:

(s)



(6)
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pa nolde he him gebiddan to prm almihtigum Gode
then not-want he himDaT pray to the almighty God
<Or 6 1.134.2>
'Then he refused to pray to Almighty God'

The same dative appears when biddon is complemented by an AcI. AcIs are not
attested in OE as the THEME in a double object construction, and (7) is not an

exception. The dative him again refers to the matrix subject, and is an argument of
openian'open' and not a RECIPIENf of biddan:

baed him engla weard geopenigean

asked himoaf of-angelsGEN guardianeCC openINF

uncu6e lvyrd <Elene 1095>
unknown fateeCC
'he asked the guardian of angels to reveal the unknown future for him'

When the dative NP occurs in the L NP that-clause] frame it does appear to denote
the RrctptENT, however (dative NP in bold):

Eac he bad him swi6e geome pat he nefre ne sceolde
also he asked himoar very urgently that he never not should
hit nanum menn cydan hwat he him gedon hafde
it no manDAT show what he him done had
<LS 29 (Nicholas) 101>
'He also asked him with great insistency not to reveal to anyone what he had
done for him'

The situation of biddan,then, is more complicated than that of eg. leran or wissia,n.

It certainly conforms to the verbs of persuading and urging as regards its
complementation patterns and its meaning ('urge'); it appears with some of the
frames that are characteristic of the verbs of commanding and permitting, eg. the

AcI and the dative NP+subjunctive clause, but it differs in its double object
construction.

8.2.3 Hatan

This verb is of course primarily attested as a verb of commanding and permitting
with ttre meaning 'order', and the L NP NPl, the L NP that-clausel (with dative
NP) and the AcI frames that are typical of these verbs.

It also occurs with another frame more typical of the verbs of persuading and
urging: L NP /o-PP] frame (13 attestations). The case of the NP is accusative,

exactly what we would expect, and the meaning, which best translates as 'summon',
is compatible with the roles THEME and coet. There is an interesting snag, however,

(7)

(8)
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which is that all but one of the [_ NP lo-PP] attestations after hatan are instances of
spatial to-PPs, not of purposive to-PPs (purposive /o-PPs typically contain

nominalisations of verbs, llke bereowsung in (l l) below). An example is (9):

(9) aefter he* he weard on micelre untrumnesse, and him to
after that he fell into great infirmity and him to
gehet monigne lace, <Or 6 30.148.23>
summoned many-a doctoreCC
'afterwards he became very ill, and summoned many doctors to him'

The spatial L NP to-PP] frame can conceivably be analysed as a Srnall Clause, see

section 6.5 above. This would mean that the L NP lo-PP] after hatan is a single
argument (unlike the purposive frame of the verbs of persuading and urging),
constituting the THEME; the accusative NP monigne lace functions as the Small
Clause subject, and the to-PP (him to, with postposition) as the Predicate. We saw in
the previous section that verbs of commanding and permitting typically allow both
AcIs and Small Clauses (of the type of PE he ordered him out of the room) and
hatan is no exception. This means that we are not dealing with a case of dual
membership at all, but with hatan as a verb of commanding and permitting followed
by a Small Clause.

The single exception of a non-spatial NP after hatan occurs in Bede: to Cristes
peowdome '[summon] to Christ's senrice' (<Bede 2 8.124.16>). This phrase allows
a paraphrase with a to-infinitive, eg. to peowienne Crist'to serve Christ', and in this
particular instance hatan can be argued to be a verb of persuading and urging.

As regards the other two expressions of the GOAL argument after such verbs, the

to-infinitive and the subjunctive that-clause, there uue no unequivocal attestations of
the former frame after hatan; but there are a few instances of the latter. Those in
which the NP has dative case are instances of hatan as a verb of commanding and
permifing; but there are also cases in which the NP has accusative case, a

characteristic of the verbs of persuading and urging. Although there are only a

handful attestations of this frame, at least one of them shows hatan with a meaning

other than 'order'. In (10) below, the felicity conditions appear to be against a

straightforward command, as the speakers do not have the authority to order the
saint about and are trying to persuade him to leave by harassing him and
threatening him; heton in (10) is best translated by 'urged' (relevant frame in bold):

(10) Mid py hi pa lange on pare pystmnge hine swa
after thry then long in that darkness him so

swencton, bu leton hi hine ane hwile abidan and
tormented then let they him a while wait and
gestandan; heton hine ba, pret he of bu* westene

stand urged himecc then that he from the waste
gewite, ohbe gif he pet nolde, ponne woldon hi
departsuBJ or if he that not-wanted then would they
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hine mid maran bysmerum swencan and costian.
him with greater indignities torment and tempt
<LS 10.1 (Gup) 5.150>
'After they had long tormented him tike this in the darkness, they left him to
stand and wait for a while; they then urged him to leave the desert, or else
they would torment and tempt him with worse insults'

Similar interpretations are compatible with the other occurrences of this frame, eg.
<,ELS (Swithun) 368>, <HomU 36, 4l> (especially because of the addition of the
adverb eornostlice 'I urge you earnestly') and <LS l0 (Guth) 4.103>. On balance
we conclude that hatan can occasionally occur as a verb of urging and persuading,
although only two out of the usual three frames are attested. There are 10

occurrences of the [_ NP l&al-clause] frame (with accusative NP) in the Toronto
Corpus, and in all cases the matrix object is identical in reference to the embedded
subject; a ro-infinitive should be possible, but is simply not attested (apart from one
equivocal instance which was discussed in section 7.6, footrote 8).

8.2.4 Leron

Leran, 'teach, instruct, educate, preach, exhort, admonish, advise, persuade,
suggest, enjoin, urge' (Bosworth & Toller) is attested with two kinds of double
object frames (Accusative-Accusative and Dative-Accusative), with the L NP to-
PPI frame (with accusative NP), with two kinds of L NP that-clause] frame (one
with the NP in the accusative and one with the NP in the dative), with the (object
controlled) L I'IP to VPI frame and with bare infinitives (AcIs).

Three cif these frames are tlpical of the verbs of persuading and urging, i.e. the

L NP /o-PPl, L NP that-clf and [_ NP /o VP] frames, all with accusative NPs. They
are used in the meanings typical of verbs of persuading and urging, and are indeed
occasionally found as one of the halves of a pair of doublets with other such verbs,
as in (l l) with tyhtan'urge' and the L NP ro-PPl frame:

(l l) For6y on elcne timan
therefore in every hour
to tihtanne folc
to urge peopleRCC
'Therefore in every hour
repentance'

mon ah to laranne &
one ought toexhort and
to bereowsunge... <Scrib l, 1.1>
to repentance
one ought to exhort and to urge people to

And in (12) with myndgian'remind, exhort' and the L NP subj. that-cl]:
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(12) Men 6a leofostan, hwet nu anra manna gehwylcne ic
men the dearest what now one of-men every I
myngie & lare, ge weras ge wif, ge geonge
exhort and admonish both 

' 
menACC and womenAcc both young

ge ealde, ge snotfte ge unwise, ge pa welegan ge

and old both wise and unwise both the rich and
pa pearfan, pret anra gehwylc hine sylfne sceawige &
the poor that one every him self examinessuBJ and
ongyte... <HomU 20 l>
understandsSue:
'Dearest people, listen, now I exhort and admonish every one, both men and
women, both young and old, both wise and foolish, both the wealthy and the
poor, that each one examines and understands himself

The case of the NP in the [_ NP ro VP] frame is not always clear (because the
attestations often involve the pronouns us 'us' and eow'you' that do not show a
distinction between accusative and dative). There are two unequivocal accusatives,
one of which occurs in the OE Bede (in bold):

(13) In prm he gesomnode micel weorod Cristes peowa,

in these he gathered-together great multitude of-Christ's servants
& heo larde to healdanne regollices liifes peodscipe, swa
and themeCC taught to observe regulated life's discipline so

swi6e swa pa neowan Cristnan pa get hit neoman meahte
far as those new Christians then yet it receive might
<Bede 3 16.226.26>
Lat.: In quibus, collecto examine famulorum Christi, disciplinam vitae
regularis, in quantum rudes adhuc capere poteran! custodire docuit
(Colgrave & Mynors 284)
'In these places he gathered together a multitude of Christ's servants and
taught them to observe the discipline of a regulated life, so far as those new
Christians were capable of receiving it.'

In such a slavish translation, ffiy departure from the grammar of the source text is
significant. The OE text has a lo-infinitive, which usually corresponds to a gerund or
gerundive in the original, but not in this case: the source text has an infinitive,
custodire, and Latin infinitives are usually translated by an OE bare infinitive in
Bede. Note, too, that the to-infinitive is followed by its object, the VO order which
disambiguates the L NP /o VP] frame from the L ItfP I.IP] frame, and which is rare
after verbs of commanding and permitting. Apparently,leran in (11)-(13) is a verb
of the persuading and urging class.

Two other frames attested with this verb are more typical of the verbs of
commanding and permiuing: the [_ NP lftat-clause] and the L NP NPl, with the
(first) NP in the dative. Example (la) is an illustration of the former, and (15) of the

201
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latter frame (datives in bold):

(14) Se halga apostol Paulus lare6 relcum
the holy apostle Paul teaches every

(15) Ure drihten bebead his discipulum pret hi
our lord commanded his disciples that they
and tacan eallum peodum 6a 6ing pe

and teach allonr nationsDAT the things which
<.'ECHom I (Pref) 6.20>
'Our Lord commanded his disciples that they should
nations those things that he taught them himself

godes folce to lareowe bi6 gesett,
god's peopleoer as teacher is appointed
ne wandige for nanes mannes ege

not hesitatessuBJ for of-no man's fear
sceame ne for nanum sceatte, pat hy
shame nor for no money that they
relcon men hwrt him sy to donne &
each manDer what him is to do and
<Conf 3.1.1 3.15>
'The holy apostle Paul teaches every clergyman who has been appointed
teacher of God's people, that they should never hesitate out of fear for
anyone, or out of love or shame or for the sake of money, to tell anyone what
they should and should not do'

mressepreoste pe

clergymanDAT who
pat heora nan
that of-them none '

ne for lufe ne for
nor for love nor for
ne bodian
not preachsuel
hwat to forganne...
what to forgo

sceoldon lreran.
should preach

he sylf him trehte

he self them taught

preach and teach all

The dative is not due to the conjunction with tecan; ,iElftic uses leran on its own
with the same frame in other places, eg. <,ECHom I, 38 592.21> and <,iECHom I,
27 388.15>. Leran is also frequently found conjoined with another verb of
commanding and permitting in Bede, eg. (16), translating a single verb, praedicare
'preach' (conjoined verbs in bold):

(16) pa het se cyning hie sittan, & hie swa dydon;
then commanded the king them sit and th"y so did
&. hi sona him lifes word atgadere mid eallum
and they at-once himnnr life's wordsAcc together with all
his geferum, pe brer Etwreron, bodedon & laerdon.
his companionsoer who there at-were proclaimed and preached
<Bede | 14.58.27>
Lat.: Cumque ad iussionem regis residentes uerbum ei uitae una cum
omnibus qui aderant eius comrtibus praedicarent (Colgrave & Mynors 74)
'Then the King commanded them to sit down, and they did so; and they at
once proclaimed and preached to him the words of life, together with all his
companions, who were present there.'
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Another indication that leran exhibits some features more commonly associated

with the verbs of commanding and permitting is the fact that it is occasionally found
with bare infinitives; some of them in Latin contexts (eg..Lk (WSCp) ll.l> and

therefore slightly suspect, but they also occur in homilies (<HomM 14.279,81> and
<HomS 6 104, 108>) or in passages that differ from the Latin source text, as here in
Bede (conjoined verbs in bold):

(17) On pa sylfan tid se ylca papa Agatpon gesomnade sinod
at the same time the same pope Agathon summoned sinod
on Rome byrig fif & hund twelftig byssceopa wi6 hu*
in Rome city five and 120 bishops against the
gedwolmannum, pa 6e bodedon & lrerdon Eenne willan &.

heretics those who proclaimed and preached one will and
ane wyrcnesse beon on Dryhme Halende. <Bede 5 17.460.1>
one be in Lord Saviour
Lat.: eos qui unam in Domino Saluatore uoluntatem atque operationem
dogmatizabant, uocari iussit (Colgrave & Mynors 522)
'At the same time, that selfsame pope, Agathon, called a sinod in Rome
against the heretics, with one hundred and twenty-five bishops who
proclaimed and preached that there is one will and one purpose in Our Lord
the Saviour'

We conclude that this verb has dual membership: it belongs to both the verbs of
commanding and permitting and the verbs of persuading and urging, and hence

appears with the subcategorization frames characteristic of either group.

8.2.5 Wissian

Wissian'guide, direct' is attested with all the frames in (1)-(2), with the exception of
the L NP+ro-VPl frame. With 1l attestations of the [_ NP+I&ct-clause] frame and
32 of the L NP+ro-PP] frame in the Toronto co{pus, one would expect that the [_
NP+to VP] frame should also be possible with w'ssian, but it simply has not been
attested, although it appears with a lo-infinitive in ME (in Julia 106.187, PPCME
corpus).

8.2.6 Conclusions

We conclude that loeran, hatan and, biclclan do not constitute counterexamples to our
position that the two groups constitute two distinct systems, more specifically our
claim that the bare infrnitive (in an Acl-construction) occurs exclusively after the
verbs of commanding and permitting. The extent to which there is overlap between

bare and to-infinitive after the ditransitive verbs is accordingly very limited; and
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their distribution does not suggest that they are in a state of competition in OE. This
tallies with our findings in Chapter 7: AcIs and NP to VP-constructions are too
dissimilar, both semantically and syntactically, to make it likely that there was a

sftaightforward process of replacement of one by the other.

8.3 Commissives

8.3.1 Introduction

There is a further group of ditransitive verbs that needs to be mentioned here: the
commissives, with meanings of 'to commit oneselfl, 'threaten' or 'promise'. Some
of these verbs have other meanings apart from a commissive one, and in these other
meanings (eg. as verbs of persuading and urging) they appear with the frames
relevant to that meaning. When these verbs have a commissive meaning, they
appear with some ditransitive frames reminiscent of the verbs of commanding and
permitting, but also with the monotransitive frames lthatl and [_ /o VP].

8.3.2 Membership and subcategorization frame

The following verbs appear to have commissive meanings:

(18) behatan 'promise, threaten'; beotian 'promise, threaten, boast'; gehatan
'promise, threaten'l; swerian 'swear'; deowan 'threaten'; dreatian
'threaten' ; weddian'vow'

Four of these verbs - behatan, gehatan, swerian and weddian - conform to the

subcategorization frames of the verbs of commanding and permitting in that they
may occur with the L NP+NP] frame and the [_ NP+t&at-clause] frame; they do not
conform to this group in that they do not occur with the [_ NP+ro VP] frame, but
only with the L /o VP] frame, like the monotransitive intention verbs. AcIs, too, are

either nonexistent (in the case of behatan) ot suspect (in the case of gehatan, which
is attested with this complement only in Bede, franslating a Latin AcI). The absence

of Acl-complements is not surprising, as the semantics of a promise are not
compatible with causation in the sffictest sense: one cannot normally make promises
on someone else's behalf, except for rare instances in which someone may assume

tcre"r, (1989) argues that the difference between behatan and gehatan is that the former is
generally used for a Christian promise, whereas the latter is used for a pagan promise or oath. There may
well be similar subtle distinctions in usage between the other commissives.
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complete authority over another person.2

Of the remaining verbs, dreatian conforms to the verbs of persuading and urging
in its argument stnrcture and meaning ('force') when occurring with the [_NP+ tftar-

clause] frame, and as such it was included in Table 6.1 of Chapter 6 above. As a

commissive, it occurs with a lo-infinitive in a monotransitive subject control
strucfure:

(19) Hwrt wenstpu bepare unwenlicran wyrde pe oft
what think you of the more-invisible fortune which often
preatad pa yflan to witnianne? <Bo 40.138.1>
threatens the wicked to afflict
'What do you think of the less visible fate which often threatens to punish the

wicked?'

Deowan'threaten' has other meanings that suggests (spatial) manipulation ('drive,
press, urge on') and with these meanings it is found with the [_ NP+to-PP] frame
(i.e. <Rid 3,77> ); this suggests that it is, at least potentially, a verb of persuading

and urging. As a commissive, it is found with [_ ro VP] and [_ that-clauseJ;
examples of each are given in (20) and (21):

(20) beuh he ... hine peowde

though he him threatened
<,iEHomM 15 338>

to ofsleanne mid
to kill amidst

bam folce
the people

'though he threatened to kill him in the presence of those people'

(21) And he ...Fy*de
and he threatened
<,tsLS (Martin) 537>
'And he (...) threatened with his mouth to tear Martin to pieces'

The remaining verb, beotian 'vow, boast, threaten, promise', shows the same

patterns as ttre others: although there is evidence of it being a three-place verb, it
does not occur with the [_ NP+tftal-clause] or the [_ NP+to VP] frames, but only
with [_ that-clause] as in (22) or L ,o VP], with the latter often ambiguous between
argument and adjunct, as in (23):

(22) ful oft wit beotedan paet unc ne

very often we-twolount vowed thatus-twoAcc-louel not
gedelde nemne dea6 ana owiht elles <Wife 2l>
partedsual except death alone anything else

2 Cf. also the felicity conditions of a promise '. 'Propositional content rule - in a promise, a future act

must be predicated of the speaker himself; he cannot promise to have done something nor promise that
someone else will do something' (Coulthard 1985, reporting Searle).

mid mupe B he Martinum abite
with mouth that he Martin tear-to-piecessuBJ
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'very often we vowed that nothing would part us except death alone'

(23) peah hine deofol mid his lymum wylle gedreccan, & mid
though him,ccc devil with his snares wants afflict and with
barspere beotige to ofsticianne. <ByrM 1,144.4>
bearspear threatens to spear-to-death
'though the devil wants to afflict him with his snares, and threatens him with
a bearspere, to spear him to death' or '...threatens to spear him to death with
a bearspear'

This group, then, does not conform to the other manipulative verbs in that it does

not occur with the f NP+lo VPI frame, but only with the [_ /o VP] frame. The

second difference is that the finite clause has survived robustly after PE

commissives, but not after INTENTIoN verbs or verbs of commanding and permitting.
We will try to account for this fact in the next section.

83.3 Three types of finite clauses

Many, though not all, PE speakers appear to allow I NP+ro \IPI (eg. R.L. Allen
7966:271n), but it is rarely attested in a corpus.3 The RECIPIENT of a promise, unlike
RECIPIENTS of a command or a permission, has not been charged with a commission;
his or her role is that of a witress or addressee, not a participant in the action, and
comparable in this respect to the RECIPIENT of the verbs eteowan and svwtelian
'show' (see above, section 6.6, footrote). Such performance data bring home the
fact that the semantics associated with commissives entail that one can only commit
oneself to a future action on one's own behalf - if this condition does not obtain,
we are not dealing with a promise. Commissives necessarily involve INTENTION, and
the to-infinitival construction after such commissives exhibits overwhelmingly the
type of control associated with rNreNTIoN verbs, i.e. subject control.

It is possible to distinguish three different qpes of clause as ttre complement of
commissives, depending on whether the thing promised - the THEME argument -
can be described as:

(i) an intended action on the part of the speaker,
(ii) a permission,
(iii) a certain state of affairs.

Each tlpe of embedded clause can be characterized according to its choice of

lTh"re are no attestations of it in the Microconcord Corpus (Present-Day British English). The great

majority of instances only realize two arguments, not three (the RECIPIENT remain implicit - that is, in an

analysis in which promise is always three-place). Of the some 125 occurrences of the verb promise in
this corpus, L ,o VPI is most frequent (45 instances), [_ NP] (expressing the rHeue) is runner-up (34
instances), while the lthat-clause] comes third (17). Three-place complements are ranked as follows:

L NP+NPI 7 instances, [_ NP+tiat-clauseJ 4, [_ NP+ro NP] 2.

The paucity of [_ NP+ to VP] frames after promise in PE has also been observed by Mair (1990).
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subject and auxiliary. One type only has a ro-infinitival alternative. The three types

are illustrated in (24)-(26) below.
The most frequent type is the one in which the THEME involves an intended

action by the speaker. Matrix subjeit and embedded subject are identical, and the

modal used is willan and its past tense wolde. An example is (24):

(24) gif pu wilt me behaten pat pu heora gastlice fader
if you want me promise that you their spirinral father
beon wille <LS 9 (Giles) 275>
be want
'If you will promise me that you will be their spiritual father'

It is this type which occasionally allows a subjunctive form, but only in a minority
of cases. In the case of the prototypical behatan 'promise', for instance, there are 32
instances of willan/wolde against three actual subjunctive forms in the Toronto
Corpus. This is also the type that has to-infinitival counterparts in OE, as we saw
above.

In the second type, the one in which what is promised is permission, the
embedded subject is identical in reference to the matrix object. The modals used are

meg/mihte ot moton/moste'*uy'. This type is marginal in terms of numbers (4 out
of a total of 42 finite clauses after behatan). An example is (25):

(25) and Crist him sona behet pat he cuman moste 6es
and Christ himoar at-once promised that he come may that
ylcan dages mid him to 6am ecan wuldre. <,'EHom 20,246>
same day with him to the eternal glory
'and Christ; promised h*rj at once that he.; would be allowed that very day !o
enter into eternal glory with hinq'

It is the deontic modality inherent in the modal moste that immediately
disambiguates the reference of the various pronouns in (25). This type is not attested
in ro-infinitival form in OE, although it is occasionally in PE.4

oAs type II is rare anyway, and its non-finite version even rarer, instances of such lo-infinitives are

usually described as 'control shift', because they evince object control, and not the more usual, and

therefore expected, subject control. It may lead to occasional ambiguity (when a sentence is lifted out of
its context) as in (i):

(i) Grandma promised the children to stay up late (Farkas 1988; cited in Petter 1998:216)
a. Grandma, promised the children [PRO;to stay up late]
b. Grandma promised the childreni [PROi to stay up late]

The PRO subject of the to-infinitive has two interpretations: it is either controlled by Grandma or by the
children. The former interpretation is an instance of type I (what is promised is an intended act), the

latter of type II (what is promised is permission). The permission reading - and the Object Control
interpretation - is reinforced by the difference in authority we assume between the role of "grandma" and
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The third type is the one which promises a certain state of affairs (with the
presupposition that the "speaker", the matrix subject, controls this state of affairs).
The embedded subject refers neither to the matrix object nor the matrix subject, and
the modality of the clause appears to be neutral; the auxiliary used expresses

futurity, usually sceal (4 times), but also bid (a present indicative form of the OE
verb for 'to be' that is often used to express future tense) and a form of weordcn
'become'. There are six instances of this type of clause after behatan. An example is
(26):

(26) swa swa wies Abraham and his gebedda Sarra. Seo wES
as was Abraham and his wife Sara she was
untymende od 6at hundnigonteope gear, and God him pa

barren until the ninetieth year and God him then
behet, pat hi habban sceoldon sunu, Isaac gehaten.
promised that she have should son Isaac called
<ELet 4 (Sigewearfl) 330>
'...as were Abraham; and his wife Sara\. Shel had been barren until her
ninetieth year, and God promised him; then, that she, would have a son,

called Isaac.'

It is not surprising that this type is not attested with an infrnitival complement in OE,
as ro-infinitives are only possible in control stuctures, and the /o-infinitival
counterpart of type III would have to be an ECM-construction. Such ECMs
occasionally do turn up in ME, but no longer appear to be possible in PE.s The only
constrrction in OE that comes at all close to a non-finite version of type III is the
Small Clause, but this immediately affects the meaning in that it is no longer a

promise to do something, but an assurance that something will be the case;

Bosworth &. Toller (1882, l92l) accordingly gloss the instance of such a

complement with behatan in <LawSwer 7) as 'to give assurance, certifu'.6
Although the subjunctive mood is increasingly expressed by a combination of a

that of "the children", which becomes immediately apparent if we substitute proper names like "John" or
"Peter" for these NPs.

sAn example is (i):

(i) but I haue promyseid yow to be hyr knyght (Paston Lefters 356,21122)
but I have promised you [obl] to be her knight
'I have promised that you will be her knight'

6This is the instance in question (with preposed or inverted predicate):

(i) 6u me behete hal & clane pat, prt 6u me sealdest <LawSwer 7>
you me promise whole and intact that that you me sell
'you promise me that the thing you are selling to me is intact and without defect'
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modal + bare infinitive even in OE, the preference of willan/wolde for type I is

remarkable, as is the fact that Type III is often found with an indicative, not
subjunctive form (i.e. bid'will be' in <AH.PopeI.VII.l56>). There is an interesting
observation in Aijmer (1972:95) to the effect that the subjunctive (the "modern",
reinvented subjunctive particularly frequent in American English) is not possible

with promrse in PE, witness the ungrammaticality of a sentence like *I promise that
I do it.

The search in the Microconcord corpus (see note 3) shows that the szlme three

types can be distinguished in PE, but this is not mentioned in the literature.
Huddleston (1971:296) notes that the (finite) embedded complernent invariably
requires will in PE, which he calls "future tense", but he makes no further
distinctions into types. Aijmer distinguishes at least two types: she describes wil/ in
such clauses as ambiguous between expressing either "the subject's intention to
perform the activity" or something else (Aijmer 797298-99). This is the type in
which "Equi-NP deletion", i.e. a subject-controlled lo-infinitival complement, is
possible, and must be our Type I. The alternative, which Aijmer does not discuss in
any further detail, is presumably future tense, our type III.

The fact that finite clauses have survived so robustly as the complement of
commissives in PE, whereas they have been lost almost completely as the

complement of INTENTIoN verbs and verbs of commanding and permitting (they
almost invariably allow only /o-infinitives in PE, not finite clauses) supports the idea

that there is a basic difference between finite clauses that express the THEME of
INTENTION verbs and those that most commonly express the rHeuf after the

commissives.
The situation is parallel to that of the verbs of saying which we discussed in

section 5.5 above. The subjunctive clause which is robustly attested after these verbs

in OE doed not have a ro-infinitival counterpart, unlike the subjunctive clause after
INTENTIoN verbs and manipulative verbs (commanding and permitting, persuading

and urging). We suggested two reasons: the first one is that the subject of the

embedded clause is rarely identical in reference to the object or subject of the higher
clause, which is a prerequisite for the appearance of control consfrrrctions. The
second reason is that the subjunctive clause with which the to-infinitive starts to
compete in OE is particularly of the optative type, whereas the subjunctive found
after verbs of saying is not optative, but depends on truth-value and discourse

factors (see 5.5).
The finite clause found after the commissives in OE is of three gpes, of which

only the first two are in theory compatible with ta-infinitives as it is possible to
identify the embedded subject as identical in reference with either the subject or the
(nrcrteur) object of the matrix clause, the prerequisite for control (type I with
subject control, type II with object control). The subjunctive clause employs a

periphrasis with will/wolde'will, would' which expresses volifion or future, and

actual subjunctive forms are rare; this contrasts with the truly optative clause, which
when occurring with a periphrasis, most commonly selects sceolde'should' or m@g

'can, may'. It is possible, then, that the subjunctive clause itself is of a different
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type, as we argued for the verbs of saying.
The most probable reason for the survival of the finite clause in PE, however,

appears to be the fact that there is a third type of clause that does not allow a to-
infinitival complement at all, as the prerequisite for control is missing (embedded
subjects are not identical with either subject or object of the maffix clause) and in
any case, the verb is indicative rather than subjunctive. It is probably the existence
of this type that explains the robust survival of that-clauses after commissives in PE.

83.4 Conclusions

The position of the commissives differs from that of the other ditransitive verbs
discussed in Part III of this book in that they are ditransitive, i.e. they occur with a

RECIPIENT and a THEME, but they do not (in OE) or rarely (in PE) occur with object
control constructions. Io-infinitival complements after these verbs evince as a rule
subject control, because of the inherent meaning of commissives: one can make a

RECIPIENT a promise, but the felicity conditions obtaining with commissives rarely
allow for any actions promised on behalf of someone other than the speaker. The
RECIPIENT will only figure as the executor of the promise if what is promised is a
permission, and accordingly it is this type that occasionally shows up as an object-
controlled infinitive in PE.

The OE material further shows that there are three types of finite complements
after these verbs, of which the third type occurs with an indicative rather ttran a
subjunctive form, and with a subject that cannot be identified as referring to the
subject or object of the matrix clause; a to-infinitive is disallowed as an alternative
to this type of clause for these reasons. This may explain why finite clauses survive
robustly in PE after commissives.

8.4 Conclusions of this Chapter

We have discussed a few special cases of ditansitive verbs in this chapter.
The first special case was presented by verbs that are anomalous in that their

subcategorization frames do not conform to those of a particular class. We argued
that such verbs have dual membership, and conform to both the verbs of
commanding and permitting, ffid to the verbs of persuading and urging. The
correspondences are not only syntactic but also semantic, in that such verbs also
exhibit two meanings.

This finding is important because some of these verbs occur with a bare
infinitive, a complement which is otherwise not attested as the GoAL expression of
verbs of persuading and urging (see Chapter 6). It is not a sign that the distribution
of bare versus to-infinitive is confused and unsystematic after these verbs, however,
as is traditionally assumed (see Chapter 2). The bare infinitive found after biddan
arid leran is part of the ECM-constnrction which is typical of the verbs of
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commanding and permitting, and the finding that these verbs have in fact dual

membership and are attested with other frames typical of the verbs of commanding
and permitting explains why we find these bare infinitives, and demonstrates that the

system of infinitival verb complementation after these ditransitives is coherent.

The class of verbs with dual membership is too small to suggest that there is a
systematic relationship between the verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand,

and those of commanding and permitting on the other; the dual nature of verbs like
leran, wissian or hatan is accidental and not a systematic feature of the persuading-
and-urging class, unlike the relationship between verbs of commanding and

permitting and the causatives. The verbs of commanding and permitting can all be

argued to be potential causatives because their basic meaning allows them to be both
two-place and three-place (see chapter 7). There is nothing to suggest that the verbs

of persuading and urging are all potential verbs of commanding and permitting,
however.

The second anomalous dikansitives are the commissives, verbs with the basic

meaning 'promise'. These verbs are anomalous fust in that they are ditransitive, but
have subject controlled lo-infinitives, and second in that finite clauses are still very
prominent in PE and show little encroachment of the to-infinitive. These anomalies

are accounted for by the fact that a promise can be of three basic types:
(i) an intended action on the part of the speaker,

(ii) a permission,
(iii) a certain state of affairs.

When the promise itself is expressed by a finite clause, the identity of the embedded

subject, and the choice of auxiliary verb, depend on the type of promise. To-

infinitives are in theory compatible with type I (subject control; the only type

attested in OE, and the most frequent type of to-infinitival clause in PE) or type II
(object control; unattested in OE, rare but possible in PE). Type III is incompatible
with conffol, as the embedded subject has no referent in the matrix clause, and the

mood is indicative rather than subjunctive. The existence of type III is the most
probable reason why finite clauses still survive robustly in PE.





9 Excursusi The bare infinitive
purpose adjunct

AS

9.1 Introduction

The original function of the ro-infinitive is traditionally supposed to have been that

of purpose adjunct, and there is strong evidence to support this. The history of
infinitive formation suggests that the purpose adjunct was the favourite environment
in which such structures came into being (see section 11.2.1.3 below). Most of the

da-infinitives in Gothic are purpose adjuncts (Kohler 1867); and we will see in
Chapter 11 that the purpose adjunct is also the function in which the lo-infinitive
first starts to oust the subjunctive that-clause.

If the function in which the /o-infrnitive first appeared was that of purpose

adjunct, the question becomes relevant of what earlier sffuctures in that function it
may have replaced, or competed with. It has often been claimed that this was the

area in which the ro-infinitive first started to replace the bare infinitive, witness the
following quote:

The substitution of the supine for the infinitive began in Old English itself.
Thus the supine of purpose, as in hie comon pet land to sceawienne, 'they
came to spy out the land,' gradually supplanted the older infinitive with
many verbs of desiring, intending, attempting, etc., so that while such a verb
as willan,'will,' continued - as it still does in Modern English - to take the
infinitive only, other verbs of similar meaning, such as wilnian, 'desire,'
together with such verbs as onginnan, 'undertake,' 'begin,' began to take the

supine as well as the infinitive. (Sweet 1903: I 1 8)

The idea that a purpose adjunct can still be expressed by the bare infinitive in OE
appears to be generally accepted, mainly on the basis of the data in Callaway (1913).

We saw in Chapter 6 above, however, that the expressions for the GOAL argument
of the verbs of persuading and urging in OE cannot be expressed by a bare
infinitive. As we argued that the GOAL argument is expressed by the same three
constihrents as the OE purpose adjunct (i.e. the purposive to-PP, the to-infinitive and

the subjunctive clause), this automatically implies that the bare infinitive could not
express purpose adjuncts, a statement which is at odds with received wisdom on the
subject; hence this excursus.

Although I do not subscribe to Sweet's scenario of such direct replacement of
the bare infinitive as THEME after the INTENTIoN verbs and aspectualizers, the

evidence suggests that the two infinitives did compete as purpose adjuncts at a stage

prior to OE. As we will see, Callaway's data suggest a scenario in which the bare
infinitive as purpose adjunct started to develop an aspechral meaning resembling
that of the progressive in PE. Its purposive meaning was lost and renewed by the
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introduction of the to-infinitive; and it was only in this early arena that the two
infinitives can be said to be in competition.

9.2 Purpose adjuncts in OE

The three categories that express purpose in OE are the purposive /o-PP (which
typically contains a nominalisation of a verb, as in (l)), the ro-infinitive (as in (2))
and the subjunctive clause introduced by det, which is (occasionally) preceded by
the preposition to with an optional cataphoric pronoun, as in (3)). Relevant
structures appear in bold type:

(l) he sende hine to prowunge for manna alysednysse
he sent himaCC to tormentDAT for men's redemption
<,lECHom l, 16 232.2>
'he sent him into torment for the redemption of mankind'

(2) [he] is ure halend crist. se 6e com to gehrelenne ure wunda
he is our saviour christ he who came to heal our wounds
<,jECHom 19 142.30>
'He is our Saviour, Christ, he who came to heal our wounds'

(3) he com to marmum to dy. pmt he wolde. beon gehyrsum
he came to men to thatlNSTR that he wanted be obedient
his frcder od deaO <,tsCHom 1,14.7 214,32>
his father until death
'he came to men to that end, that he wanted to be obedient to his father until
death'

There are also instances in which the verb cuman is followed by a bare infinitive,
particularly in OE poetry:

(4) /Com pa wigena hleo
came then of-warriors defender

pegna preate/prybbold secan,
of-followers band mighty-dwelling seek
beadurof cyning/ burga neosan. <El 150-152>
battle-renowned king cities visit
'Then the defender of warriors, the king renowned in battle, with his band of
followers came to seek his mighty dwelling and to visit his cities.' (Transl.
Gordon 1977.214)

The bare infinitive in examples like (4) does not express purpose or coAL, however,
but simultaneity, much like the present participle or the progressive in PE. All bare
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infinitives either appear with meanings as in (4), or in texts that are heavily
influenced by Latin, i.e. glosses or over-literal ffanslations.

9.3 Callaway's data

9.3.1 Introduction

Callaway discusses the purposive infinitive under two headings: that of the "final
infinitive" (Callaway 1913:132-148) and that of the "other adverbial uses" (ibid.
161-168). His data appear to indicate that both bare and ro-infinitives are found in
these uses; it is, however, clear from the discussion in his chapter on the "origin"
(i.e. native versus foreign) of the various constructions that many of the verbs
appear in his lists of "only the uninflected final infrnitive" or "both uninflected and

inflected" (ibid. 133-135) on the basis of dubious examples; usually in an over-
literal Old English translation of a Latin text in which the choice of infinitive
reflects that in the source, and tells us lifile about its acceptability in synchronic OE.

Callaway lists the following groups of verbs as occurring with the final infinitive
in OE: l. Verbs of motion;2. Verbs of rest;3. Verbs of Commanding, Giving and

Requesting;4. Other Verbs (ibid. l913:134-135). We will discuss each of these in
turn, starting with groups 3 (section 9.3.2) and 4 (section 9.3.3). Groups 1 and 2 will
be discussed together in section9.3.4.

93.2 Bare infinitives as purpose adjunct after verbs of giving

The diagnosis "purpose adjunct" is extremely suspect in the case of this third group.

Thirly of Callaway's thirty-two examples of the final bare infinitive with this group
contain as their infinitive etan'eat', drincan or ondrincan 'drink', dicgan'consume'
and supan 'sip, swallow'; Callaway notes that the Leceboc contains 26 more
instances of etan and 169 more of drincan. Although these instances may well
represent an adverbial use of the bare infuritive that originally expressed purpose, it
should also be noted that this use is extremely specialized; in OE it only allows
infmitives from a specific semantic {ield.t The remaining two infinitives, cyssan

'kiss' andwundigean 'injure' appear in tanslations from Latin (ibid. l4\.2

INote that the same construction appears in Modern Dutch, which otherwise does not allow bare

infinitival adjuncts. The originally infinitival forms eten and drinken in expressions like Ik heb de hond
al eten gegeven'l gave the dog his dinner,' Lit. 'l have the dog already eat given' are analysed as

nouns, not infinitives.

2The latt"r, oddly enough, translates a Latin gerundive, wlnerantlos, not a Latin infinitive:
(i) to mergen ic hig sylle on 6isre ylcan tide ealle gewundigean on Israela gesihde

to morrow I themACC grant in this same time all injuretur in Israel's sight
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In sharp contrast with the proliferation of bare infinitives of eating and drinking
is the far greater variation that can be found among Callaway's final to-infinitives
after the verbs of giving. Callaway gives only 22 to-infinitives versus 227 barc
infinitives after these verbs. The infinitives of eating and drinking account for a third
of all lo-infinitives, but the remaining two thirds are too varied to show any
semantic pattern. As we would not expect semantic restrictions in the case 6f
genuine purpose adjuncts, this marked difference between the two infinitives is a

first indication that only /o-infinitives can be purpose adjuncts. It is funher worth
noting that a large proportion ("about two-thirds of the time", ibid. 215) of the bare
infinitives of eating and drinking in these positions appear in translations and simply
reflect the choice of non-finite form in the original (ibid.).

We conclude that such "eating and drinking" infinitives are a special case and do
not constitute evidence that the bare infinitive is still used as an adjunct of purpose
in OE.

9.3.3 Bare infinitives as purpose adjunct after verbs other than those of giving

The fourth group, "Other Verbs", contains single examples of gewyrcan 'make' and
scieppan'create', which are both labelled as dubious; Callaway suggests that the
gewyrcan-example might be an AcI, and marks the other example (<Max I, 125>)
with a question mark (ibid. 134-135); a third verb, aliesan'release' reflects a bare
infinitive in the Latin original (ibid. 143), a text from the West-Saxon Gospels
which, as a translation, is of uneven quality (cf. Callaway's comments, ibid. 147).

Once the examples that are labelled doubtful by Callaway are discarded, as well
as verbs that only appear with drincaz 'drink' as its bare infinitive or in an over-
literal hanslation (asendan, onsendan, sendan 'send') or with infinitives that are

better analysed as the THEME argument of an TNTENTION verb (fundian 'strive '), we
are left with the "Verbs of motion and rest".

There is, again, a sharp contrast with the 'frnal' use of the ra-infinitive. It is

significant that Callaway does not even attempt to classiff verbs that are followed
by a ro-infinitival purpose adjunct into semantic groups: "the inflected final
infinitive only is found with a very large number of verbs of such varied
significations that it seems unwise to attempt to classify them" (ibid. 143). Adjuncts
are by definition not subcategorized for by the verb, so that the fact that these lo-
infinitives appear after such a wide range of verbs confirms their adjunct status.

<Jos I 1.6>
Lat.: ctas enim hac eadem hora ego tradam omnes istos vulnerandos in conspectu Israel
'At this time tomorrow I shall deliver them to Israel's sight all injured'

It is an adjunct, but the sense is not purposive.
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9.3.4 The bare infinitive after verbs of motion and rest

The verbs of motion and rest comprise the set under (5):
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(s) arisan 'arise'; becuman'come'; cierran'turn, go'; cuman 'come'; efstan
ohasten' 

; faran 'go' ; feran 'go'; forletan 'leave' ; gangan, gen, gengan 'go'
gewitan 'depart'; licgan 'lie'; sittan 'sit'; standan stand'; wendan 'wend, go'.

Callaway, rather confusingly, classifies the bare infinitive after these verbs under
two separate headings, in two separate chapters of his book. This becomes apparent
when we compare the list of "final infinitives" (i.e. the verbs in (5)) with the verbs
listed under the heading "predicative infinitive with verbs of motion and rest" (ibid.
89-92): the verbs occurring with what he calls the "predicative infinitive" tum out to
be a subset of (5), with the exception of two single examples, one withfleon'fly,
flee' and one with delan'distribute, diffuse', which will be discussed in section
9.4.2 below (exx. (13)-(14)). Callaway himself notes that "at times it is difficult, if
not impossible, to decide whether we have the predicative or the final use of the
infinitive" (ibid. 90; see also the discussion in 194-199). The term "predicative" is
not defined any further, but we will see in section 9.4 below that it refers to a

complement expressing an event that is simultaneous to the action of the matrix
verb, unlike purposive infinitives which refer to events that are subsequent to the
action of the matrix verb.

Even if some examples still retain a purposive sense in OE, as Callaway claims,
they cannot be taken as evidence that bare infinitives could still be purpose adjuncts
in OE. The problem is that these infinitives occur after a restricted set of verbs, this
in marked contrast to the verbs that are followed by a fo-infu-ritival purpose adjunct,
which are of "such varied significations that it seems unwise to attempt to classiff
them" (ibid. 143). Adjuncts are by definition not subcategorized for by the verb, so
that the fact that these lo-infrnitives appear after such a wide range of verbs confirms
their adjunct status. The restricted range of verbs as in (5), on the other hand,
suggests either that the bare infinitive after these verbs is an argument, or that the
verbs of set (5) are auxiliaries, as Callaway's conclusions suggest.

93.5 Link with emergence of ta-infinitive as purpose phrase

The notion that the bare infinitives after verbs of set (5) once expressed purpose
(Callaway's "final" use) but lost this meaning (became "predicative") is important
for the development of the ro-infinitive, as it provides a motivation for the
introduction of the to-infinitive in the function of purpose phrase. This scenario is
alluded to by Callaway, who writes:

Personally I believe that the predicative infinitive after verbs of motion was
originally final in sense in Anglo-Saxon (...). Later the principal verbs of
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motion paled down to a mere auxiliary (...), and the infinitive after this verb
of motion came to complete the sense of this verb of incomplete sense when
used as an auxiliary... (ibid. 197-198)

Bock's account explicitly links this loss of lexical meaning with the rise of the to-
infinitive. He also goes further than Sweet (see the quote in 9.1 above) in that he

argues that the original function of the bare infinitive was that of adjunct, implying
that the ro-infinitive in Sweet's example above also represented an encroachment.

He goes on to say that if the matrix verb expresses a "complete idea" ("v6llig in sich

abgeschlossen", Bock 1931 : 122) then it will not need further elaboration by a (bare)

infinitive, but if the semantic content of the matrix verb weakens, the infinitive
becomes obligatory. This fits the story of the bare infinitive after the verbs of
motion and rest: originally purpose adjuncts, but the meaning change of the verb
made the infrnitive into a complement that no longer expressed purpose, but
simultaneity or imperfect/progres sive aspect.

Bock further argues that this process of semantic weakening means that the

(bare) infinitives, once exclusively adjuncts, now appear as argument in some
constructions, but as adjunct in others. At this point he envisages a kind of syntactic
split, with the bare infrnitive being reserved for the argument position and the /o-

infinitive stepping in, as it were, to replace the bare infinitive in adjunct position
(ibid. 122).3

The development of a "predicative" meaning of the bare infinitive after the verbs

of set (5) *ay well have provided the motivation for the /o-infinitive to appear as

purpose phrase, and in this sense it may have directly replaced the bare infinitive at

this early stage (although it is advisable to think in terms of competing structures

rather than in terms of lo-insertion). We will argue in Chapter 11 that the lo-
infinitive developed out of the purposive ro-PP in prehistoric OE or even PG. As a

purpose phrase, it appeared alongside the other expressions of such phrases: the

purposive ro-PP and the subjunctive (or better: optative) clause.

That this must have happened very early on is clear from the fact that the typical
purpose expressions in OE (the purposive to-PP, the ro-infinitive and the subjunctive
that-clause of (1)-(3) above) are already in place in Gothic. Kiihler notes thatthe du-
PP (purposive rather than spatial, as it contains a nominalisation of a verb) in (6)

could equally well have been expressed by a du-infinitive (which would have

looked like (7)) or an optative ei-clause (which would have looked like (8)

3Note that the distribution of the two infinitives that Bock assumes for this prehistoric period is

compatible with a number of modern accounts in which to is analysed as a "last resort" (in Minimalist
terms) to license infinitives in adjunct position (eg. Nunes 1993). Such accounts are no 'longer adequate

if it comes to describing the situation in historic OE; if to is called in to license the infinitive in adjunct
position, why doesn't the process of "ro-insertion" stop once the two roles of the infinitives are clearly
defined, with bare infinitives in argument position, and ra-infinitives in adjunct position? Why does to

also appear, redundantly, when the infinitive is already licensed by being subcategorized for by the

matrix verb? Such accounts are incomplete if they do not take the role of the finite cornplement (the

subjunctive rlrat-clause) into account.
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(examples from Kdhler 1867:451)):

gamunai (l Cor. ll:24-25)
remembrance
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du-PP

du-infinitive

(6)

(7)

(8)

this do to my
'do this as a memorial to me'

du gamunan meina

to remembertNr me
'to remember me'

ei meina gamunaip

that me remernbersuBJ-2sc

'so that you may remember me'

optative ei-clause

(Note that Kdhler does not mention the bare infinitive as an alternative for (6).) The
distributional data set out in Chapters 3, 6 and 7 of this book strongly suggest that
the to-infinitive came to be analysed as the non-finite alternative to the subjunctive
clause already in OE, and the evidence from the mss. of Gregory's Dialogues (see

sections 3.6.3 and 6.6) show that the two were in competition.
A comparison of quantitative data from OE and ME shows that the to-infinitive

ousts the subjunctive that-clause as purpose adjunct. The figures are set out in table

9.1:

Table 9.1: percentages of ta-infinitives and subjunctive that-clauses in OE and
eME as purpose adjunct

Function Expression total OE (BGAH) total eME (PPCME)

PuRposr
ADJUNCT

that

to

178

163

t2

193

The difference between the OE and eME totals is, again, highly signifrcant (p <
.001). The same picture emerges when we examine the two strrctures as

complement after monotransitive and ditransitive verbs; the difference is that the
figures of Table 9.1 show that the process of to-infinitives replacing that-clauses has

progressed further with adjuncts than with complements (see also Table 11.5 in
section I1.5-3).

The account presented by Callaway and Bock of the earliest beginnings of the

ro-infinitive as expression of purpose, after the semantic shift of the bare infinitive,
is valid, and points to early competition between the two infinitives in this particular
function, As soon as the ro-infinitive appears as purpose phrase, however, it starts to
compete with another expression of purpose: the subjunctive clause.
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9.3.6 Conclusions

The evidence, then, suggests that bare infinitives cannot be purpose adjuncts in OE.
The most intriguing set of verbs discussed by Callaway are the verbs of motion and
rest; the very fact that the bare infinitive appears after such a coherent group 0f
verbs makes a purpose analysis unlikely. Although a single analysis is preferable for
all instances of the bare infinitive after set (5), irrespective of whether Callaway
labels them "predicative" or "final", it still remains to be seen what this analysis
could be. The label "predicative" itself may be an important pointer, however, as it
may be the semantic/syntactic shift from "final" to "predicative" that triggered the
loss of the purpose function of this infinitive, and the rise of the ro-infinitive. The to-
infinitive may well have competed with the bare infinitive in this early function, but
once it was established as purpose phrase it started to compete with the subjunctive
clause.

We see in the next section that Callaway's label "predicative" can be defined in
terms of progressive or imperfect aspect.

9.4 The bare infinitive after verbs of motion and rest

9.4.1 Progressive/imperfect aspect

Callaway, and others before him, observed that the verbs of set (5) could also be
followed by a present participle. The phenomenon is well-illustrated by Callaway's
examples; two of them occur in the same text, in consecutive sentences (relevant
phrases in bold):

(9) Eft on sumne sal har Martinus si6ode mid his
afterwards on one occasion there Martin travelled with his
geferum, pa com brer farlice yrnan an pearle wod cu,
companions then came there suddenly runtNF one very mad cow
and pa pe hyre fyligdon clypodon to pam halgan were pret he

and those who her followed called to the holy man that he

hine warnian sceolde, forpanpe heo hnat yfele relcne pe
himacc guard should because she gored badly each whom
heo gemette. Heo com pa yrnende mid egeslicum eagum,
she met she came then runningPRESPART with fearsome eyes

ac se halga wer sona het hi etstandan, and heo
but the holy man at-once bade her at-stand and she
perrihte gehyrsumode his hrese and stod
immediately obeyed his command and stood.
<.IELS (Martin) 1038-1 043>
'On one particular occasion, when Martin was travelling with his
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companions, there came suddenly running a very mad cow, and those who
followed her called to the holy man to watch out, because she would gore

badly anyone whom she would meet. She came then running with fearsome

eyes, but the holy man straightaway bade her stand, and she immediately
obeyed his command and stood.'

Callaway provides quantitative evidence that the present participle is competing
with, and ultimately ousting, the bare infinitive after the verbs of motion and rest in
the course of the OE period (ibid. 222-224). The form of be plus present participle

does exist in Old English, but it is not the exact equivalent of the modern
progressive, although it appears to be its ancestor (Mitchell 1985:271-280).
Richardson notes that "the participle is often adjectival rather than verbal, although
it may imply continuing action" (Richardson 1994:316). Its influence may therefore

not have been very significant at this stage.

More promising is Callaway's remark: "Slight, if not inappreciable at first, this
influence [of the periphrastic constrrction with to be] would become the stronger as

the principal verb of motion paled more and more into an auxiliary" (Callaway

l9l3:221). Purposive meaning is not particularly compatible with the meanings of
the present participle constructions as presented by Callaway's examples; but if the

original purposive meaning of the bare infinitive after the verbs of set (5) was lost at

some stage, it could well be because the bare infinitive had developed a new
meaning that converged with the "predicative" meaning of the present participle.

Callaway devotes an entire section to the diffrculty of teasing apart the

"predicative" and "fmal" meanings of the various attestations of the bare infinitive
after these verbs, and illustrates it with a number of interesting quotes from the

literature (ibid. 193-199). Most commentators describe the difference between the

two meanings in terms of simultaneity versus consecutivity: the choice between the

two interpretations depends on whether the action expressed by the matrix verb is
perceived to be simultaneous to the one expressed by the infinitive (this is the

"predicative" meaning, which approaches that of the present participle), or
consecutive (the "frnal" meaning). Another recunent theme is the semantic

bleaching of the motion verbs themselves in such constructions; this loss of lexical
meaning is variously described as "pleonastic" Qtleonastisch) by Steig (1884),

Shearin (1903), Riggert (1909) and Wiilfing (1894), "phraseological"

Qthraseologisch) by Pratje (1886), "modal" by Smith (1898), "auxiliary"
(auxiliarisch) by Grimm ( 1 897- 1 898).

The use of terms like auxiliary, modal and pleonastic suggest a loss of lexical
meaning, and a corresponding gain in the functional domain. Richardson notes that
many of the instances of bare infinitives after the verbs in (5) are best translated by a
PE progressive; his examples are (10) and (11):

Gudbyrne scan

warmail shone

22t

(10)
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heard hondlocen, hringiren scir
hard handlocked ring-iron bright
song in searwum, pa hie to sele furdum
sang on arrnour when they to hall first
in hyra gryregeatwum gangan cwomon <Beo 321>
in their grim-gear goINF came
'The war-mail shone, hard with hand-forged links; the bright iron rings sang
on their aflnour, when they first arrived, striding up to the hall in their grim
gear' (transl, Swanton 1978:48)

(11) Gewat 6a byrnende gebogen scri6an,
departed then burning bent glidrur
to gescipe scyndan.<Beo 2569>
to fate hastenlNF

'Then burning, coiled, it went gliding out, hastened to its fate.' (Transl.
Swanton 1978:156)

He observes that "[i]t would be ungrammatical to translate these constnrctions with
modern English bare stem infinitives (*came walk, *went glide), and either odd or
ungrarnmatical to gloss them with modern ro-infinitives (?came to walk, ?departed
to glide (...))" (Richardson 1994:318). The present participle seems to be the best
choice, as has also been observed of the same constnrction in Chaucer (Burnley
1983:30-31, quoted by Richardson, ibid.). He concludes that Old English relied on
motion (and perception) verbs, followed by infinitives to indicate ongoing action,
whereas this function is taken over by the progressive form in PE (ibid.).4

The imperfect/progressive aspect conveyed by the combination motion verb *
infinitive is consciously exploited in Beowulf to organize the narrative into
segments: "these imperfective constructions seem to signal the beginning of new
and significant episodes, while the individual events within these episodes tend to be
narrated perfectively" (ibid. 319). One of Richardson's examples is (12) (relevant
ptuases in bold):

(12) Gewat 6a neosian, sypdan niht becom,
departed then visit after night came
hean huses, hu hit Hringdene
high houses how it Ring-Danes
rfter beorpege gebun hrfdon.
after beertaking settled had
Fand pa 6ar inne apelinga gedriht
found then there in of-nobles band

aRichardson's article links the infinitive/present participle variation after the motion verbs to a

similar variation after the perception verbs, i.e. between Acl and NP + present participle.
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swefan after symble; sorge ne cu6on,

sleeptNr after feast sorrow not knew3pt-

wonsceaft wera. Wiht unhrelo,
misery of-men creature evil
grim ond grredig, gearo sona w&s,
grim and fierce ready at-once was

reoc ond repe, ond on rreste genam
savage and cruel and in rest took

britig pegna. Fanon eft gewat
thirty thanes thence again departed
hu6e hremig to ham faran,
booty proud to horne gotNF

mid pare wrelfylle wica neosan.(Beo 115-120>
with the slaughter-fill dwelling visitlNr
'Then after night came, [Grendel] went inspecting the tall house - how the

Ring-Danes had settled in after the beer-drinking. Then he found therein a
band of nobles sleeping after the feast; they had no thought of sorrow, of the

misery in store for men. The creafure of evil, grim and fierce, was quickly
ready, savage and cruel, and seized thirty thanes from their rest. From there

he went tavelling back to his home, proud of his plunder, seeking his
dwelling with that fill of slaughter.' (Translation from Richardson 1994:319,

324 and Swanton 1978:38-40)

The description of Grendel's first approach is narrated with imperfective
consffnctions: a motion verb * infinitive, gewat neosian, in 1.115, and an AcI, fand
apelinga gedriht swefan, in 1.117. The attack itself, however, is narrated

perfectively with a simple past tense: genam in 1.119. Similar examples can be found
throughout the poem; another of Richardson's examples is <Beo 702-727> in which
the motion verb com + infinitive is repeated at intervals, describing Grendel's
second approach; the dramatic effect of com... scidan (11.702-702), com...gongan
(ll. 710-711) and com... sidian (1. 720) has been noted by many critics (Richardson
1994:323).

Remarkable in all these instances, and not commented on by Richardson, is the

fact that the construction has Verb-first order. Both constructions in (12) have com

and fand in clause-initial position, and two of the three instances of com + infinitive
in <Beo 702-727>. We argued in Chapter 4 that Vl is used in OE as a discontinuous
episode boundary marker that specifically announces or anticipates a dramatic turn
in the plot. The feeling of dramatic build-up observed in (12) and in <Beo 702-721>
is more likely to be due to the Vl device, but its co-occurrence with specifically
these imperfect constructions (i.e. motion verb + infinitive, and AcI) is not
accidental.

The Vl device only works with events that are non-punctual and temporally
segmentable, because these events need to be "ongoing" in order for the dramatic
happening to intemrpt them. The bare infinitive in such instances conveys
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9.4.2 The bare infinitive used adverbially

There are two instances of bare infinitives in OE poetry which Callaway classes as

"predicative" that are not accounted for so far. They occur after verbs that do not
conform semantically to the motion and rest verbs of set (5): tleon 'fly, flee'
(example (13)) and delan 'distribute, diffuse' (example 1 )) Relevant stnrctures
appear in bold type.

(13) and se earna flyhd uncraftiga slap sleac mid sluman slincan
and the unhappy flees powerless sleep slack with slumber slinkmr
on hinder. <Judge 24A>
on behind
'and the unhappy one flees, powerless with sleep, slothful with slumber,
slinking away'

(14) rodores tungel, pa nu rume heora wuldorfastrewlite
of-firmament star that now liberally her glorious splendour
wide dala6 ofer brad brymu beorhte scinan. <Gen 2l9l>
widely deals across broad ocean brightly shinelNr
'star of the frrmament, who now liberally dispenses her glorious splendour
across the broad ocean, shining brightly'

Although fleon could be regarded as a motion verb, the fact that it expresses such a

specific tlpe of motion makes me wary of including it in set (5); delan is more akin
to a verb of giving. I would be reluctant to analyse the finite verbs in (13) and (14)
as auxiliaries with the bare infinitive as complement. lf fleon and delan are fully
lexical verbs, there are still no argument positions available for the infinitives: fleon
is an unaccusative, and the internal argument position of delan is already occupied
by its object wuldodestne wlite 'glorious splendour'. The infrnitives must be

adjuncts, as is also shown by the translations, slinking in (13) and shining in (la).
They are not purpose adjuncts, however. The fact that Callaway classes both

examples as "predicative" and not "final" points to an adverbial use equivalent to
that of the present participle. The action expressed by the infinitive is simultaneous
to that of the matrix verb, whereas that of purpose adjuncts always follows. The best

5Cf. also Richardson's comment about the Aclfantt cepelinga gedriht swefon in (12): "We do not
suppose that Grendel saw the men sleep in the hall, but rathff that he perceived them in what our
military leaders might call an ongoing dormative situation" (Richardson 1994:317). Their sleeping is
interrupted by the drama of Grendel's attack. The very fact that these two constructions (motion verb +
infinitive and AcI) are compatible with Vl testifies to their imperfect, progressive aspect, as does the
subsequent cornpetition between the bare infinitive and the progressive -rng form in both these
functions.
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interpretation of (13) and (14) appears tobe that they are relics of bare infinitives as

adjuncts expressing simultaneity, or "progressive aspect".

9.4.3 Syntactic options

As verbs of motion and rest are generally one-place unaccusatives, there is no room
for an additional argument, and this makes an argument (instead of an adjunct)
analysis unlikely for the bare infinitive after these verbs, as the single argument
position is already filled by the surface subject. It is possible, however, that a loss in
lexical meaning resulted in a change in argument structure, as may have happened in
the case of the conatives, the verbs with meanings like 'try' that were discussed in
Chapter 3 above. The conatives may well have been one-place verbs in which a
following purpose adjunct came to be reanalysed as GOAL or THEME argument.

If the bare infinitive is analysed as adjunct, it calls for a clausal analysis (a CP if
one assumes the PRO-theorem according to which the PRO subject needs to be
shielded from outside government). The only reliable examples of bare-infinitival
adjuncts appear to be (13) and (14), but the very paucity of instances points to it
being a receding construction.

If, ou the other hand, the verbs in (5) are aspectual rather than fully lexical when
followed by a bare infinitive, they could require an analysis similar to that of the
bare infinitival complements of the modals in Old English. An aspectualizer analysis
is suggested by the Vl phenomena so reminiscent of the situation with the
aspectualizers onginnan/beginnan 'begin' of Chapter 4. Bare infinitives after
onginnan/beginnan represented "temporally unsegmentable" events, very like the

progressive "colouring" of the use of the constnrction after the verbs of set (5), and
Richardson's idea of "ongoing action".

We argued in Chapter 4 that the bare infinitive after onginnan/beginnan is
probably best analysed, at least for late OE, along the same lines as the modals.
Although the stattrs of the modals themselves is far from clear, the available
evidence argues against a CP analysis for their bare-infinitival complements. The
data appear to allow two alternative analyses: the modals could either be auxiliaries
base-generated in Io (in which case the following infinitive would be a VP), or they
could be one-place raising verbs (verbs with subjectless syntax) in which case the
syntactic status of the infinitive would be IP (for discussion see Denison 1990;
Warner 1990; van Kemenade 1992). Old English does not provide much evidence
that could be used to decide between these options, however - not for the modals,
nor for the motion verbs of set (5), nor for the ingressive aspectualizers (beginnan,
onginnan'begin'; see Chapter 4).

There was a further pointer to IPA/P status of the bare infinitive in the case of
onginnan/beginnan in that these verbs showed signs of being subjectless, a state that
becomes evident when the infinitive happens to be an impersonal verb with an
EXPERIENCER argument in the dative. Impersonal bare infinitives are not attested, as

far as I have been able to make out, with the verbs of motion and rest, so the
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question cannot be settled by such examples. It seems clear, however, that the verbs

of set (5) when followed by a bare infinitive have also acquired an aspectual

meaning, like onginnan/beginnan.

9.4.4 Conclusions

On the whole, the situation set out in 9.4.2 and 9.4.3 appears to suggest that the
verbs of motion and rest in (5) have become aspectualizers rather than full verbs,

which also entails some impoverishment of their argument stnrcture. If they are

auxiliaries or raising verbs, like the aspectualizerc onginnan/beginnan, their bare
infinitival complements could be argued to be either VP or IP. This means that bare

infinitives still appear as full clauses in a receding number of environments (tHenaes

after the INTENTION verbs, Chapter 3, and, more rarely, after two verbs of
commanding and permitting; see Chapter 7), but have probably become VPs or IPs
after aspectual verbs like the modals, onginnan/beginnan, and the verbs of motion
and rest. The trend towards the loss of all bare-infinitival clauses, which will
eventually lead to the split system of PE (auxiliaries base-generated in T, main verbs

in V, and no V-to-I movement) has already begun in OE.

9.5 Conclusions of this Chapter

We have seen in this section that there is no evidence that the bare infinitive still
occurs as a purpose adjunct in OE. The many attestations of bare infinitives in that
function are mainly due to slavish translation practices in which the choice of
infinitive depends on the choice of infinitive in the source text. Many others are only
possible with infinitives of eating and drinking; they may be due to Latin influence,
as Callaway holds, or they may represent an idiomatic expression, possibly a

fossilized relic from a pre-OE period in which bare infinitives could still function as

purpose adjuncts.
The remaining bare infinitives from Callaway's chapter on purpose adverbials

are restricted to a particular set of verbs: motion verbs, and, occasionally, verbs of
rest (:set (5) above). The bare infinitive after these verbs does not express purpose

but imperfect or progressive aspec! and should probably be analysed as a VP or IP
rather than a CP. This may mean that the only thematic role left for bare infinitives
is that of rueuE; there is no evidence that they can be GOAL.

The scenario outlined in this excursus of the development of the bare infinitive
from expression of purpose to expression of imperfect or progressive aspect is

important for the history of the to-infinitive, because it explains why there was a

need for a now purposive structure. When bare infinitives acquired an aspectual

meaning, and lost their earlier purposive meaning, their place may have been taken

by the to-infinitive. Once the ro-infinitive was established as purpose phrase, it
started to compete with the finite purpose expression, the subjunctive clause.
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We have seen in this chapter that the distribution of the ro-infinitive as complement
to ditransitive verbs shows the same pattern that was exhibited by the

monotransitive INTENTIoN verbs in Chapter 3: /o-infinitives follow the distribution
of the subjunctive that-clause. The evidence from the ditransitives is particularly
impressive because the case of the NP in the L NP+ro VP] frame corresponds

exactly to that found in the [_ NP+tftat-clause] frame after these verbs. In the case of
the verbs of persuading and urging, this case is accusative in both the finite and the

non-finite frame; in the case of the verbs of commanding and permitting, this case is

dative. Thematic roles and frames are set out in (l)-(2):

(l) THEME (Verbs of persuading)
V
V
V

V
V
v
v
V

NPu".

NPu".

NPu".

GOAL

I Iro-PP ]
I fthat-cl (subj) l
I I ro-VP ]

(2) PIENT

NPdu,

M*,
NP*,

THEME

I NP*.]
Ithat-cl (subj)l

I to-VP]

I NP"". VP]

I NP"". Pred]

(Verbs of commanding)

The two groups of verbs are further distinguished by the fact that the fust emergence

of the (object controlled) [_ NP+ro VP] frame after each group appears to be the

result of different developments. In the case of the verbs of persuading and urging,
the purposive ro-PP is the most likely candidate to have served as a model for the
appearance of the ro-infinitive. The structures that express the goal argument after
verbs of persuading and urging are the same structures that appear as purpose
adjuncts: the purposive (as opposed to spatial) ro-PP, the /o-infrnitive and the
subjunctive clause.

Somewhat surprisingly in view of their less extensive strrchrre, purposive /o-PPs
(which contain a nominalisation of a verb) are capable of expressing the same

information as the other two constihrents, as the AgrS and T nodes of the finite and

non-finite clause - positions which the to-PP lacks - are filled with anaphoric

material: the content of AgrS (overt in a finite clause, and PRO in a non-finite
clause) depends on the object of the higher clause and is always recoverable. The

content of Tense depends similarly on that of the matrix tense, as subjunctives
express Determined Time Reference (in the sense of Noonan 1985). The difference
between lo-PP on the one hand, and to-infinitive and subjunctive clause on the other
resides in the fact that the lo-PP contains a nominalisation of a verb. The creation of
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such a nominalisation is subject to the restrictions of derivational morphology: there
is a variety of affixes, eg. -ung, -dom or -e, not a single one of which may affach
indiscriminately to any V-stem. It follows that not every verb is capable of being
nominalised in this way. The purposive ro-PP, then, is restricted to those V-stems
that can be nominalised by such derivational affixes, whereas the other two
constituents may select any V as their head. Any purposive to-PP may be replaced
by a subjunctive clause or by a ro-infinitive, but not vice versa. This gave the to-
infinitive its competitive edge and made it side with the that-clatse. This matter will
be pursued in more detail in Chapter 1 l.

It is clear from various translations of bible passages, and from a comparison of
the H ms of Gregory's Dialogues with the older C ms, that the lo-infinitive as GoAL
had come to be regarded as the non-finite alternative of the subjunctive clause, and
that there was some replacement of the latter by the former already in OE.

The verbs of commanding and perrnitting, on the other hand, did not occur with
the purposive ro-PP that served as the original model for the to-infinitive, and the
(object controlled) [_ NP+to VP] frame after these verbs was the result of two other
processes. The first one was the spontaneous appearance of this frame by analogy
with the L NP+l/rar-clause] frame, which became possible once the ,o-infrnitive had
developed into a non-finite alternative for the subjunctive clause. A consequence of
the emergence of the [_ NP+ro VP] stmcture was that it caused some instances of
the existing f NP+NP] frame, i.e. the ones that were followed by a to-infinitival
adjunct, to become opaque; they could either be analysed as L NP+NPI (wittr the
ro-infinitive as an adjunct) or as (object controlled) [_ NP+ro VP]. An example is (8)
from section 7.3, here transliterated and simplified as (3), for the L NP+NPJ
interpretation, and (4) for the (object contolled) [_NP+lo VP] interpretation:

(3) he orders [Npyou] [Npthe fastdays] fcrOpi[pPRo r,to hold]ll
(4) he orders [Npyou] [cp [*PRO l*rthe fastdays [to hold]lll

This ambiguity - what is fastdays: an object of the matrix verb (as in (3)), or an
object of the ro-infinitive (as in (a))? - could only arise because objects could still
precede the verb in OE, and was probably forcibly resolved in ME in favour of the

[_ NP+to VP] frame when OV orders were [ost. A reanalysis of (3) as (4) probably
contributed materially to the spread of the ,o-infinitival frame after the verbs of
commanding and permitting.

The bare infinitive does not appear to have played a role of any importance in
the spread of the ro-infinitive after these ditransitive verbs in OE, contrary to
received opinion. Reliable examples of bare infrnitives do not occur as GoAL
argument of the verbs of persuading and permitting; a few apparent
counterexamples are due to a few verbs that exhibit the subcategorization frames of
both groups of ditransitive verbs, i.e. (l) and (2) above, and the bare infinitive in
such instances is part of the [NP".. VP] frame that occurs with those verbs of dual
membership in their commanding-and-permitting meaning.

The only ditransitive verbs after which bare infinitives could be said to co-occur
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with ro-infinitives are the verbs of commanding and permitting, but there they occur

as part of a bare-infinitival ECM (eg. the frame [NP"* VP] in (2) above) as an

expression of the THEME argument in a two-place consffuction. The ro-infinitive
after the same verbs, however, occurs as the THEME argument in a three-place

construction, so there is not really any overlap in function. Without that prerequisite

for competition, the two infinitives cannot be argued to be each other's rivals.
We have argued that the ability to occur as both two-place and three-place verbs

is characteristic of the verbs of commanding and permiuing as a class, even though
only a subset of this group is reliably attested with both three-place NP to VP-

constructions and two-place AcIs in OE. More verbs of this class will be attested

with two-place constnrctions in ME, as we will see in Chapter 12.lt is in the nature

of the meaning of these verbs to develop from three-place manipulatives to two-
place causatives, as one can cornmand/permit a RECIPIENT to perform a certain act
(three-place), but one can also command/permit a certain situation (trvo-place). In
the latter case, the n-eclptENT role is altogether absent, not simply left implicit. In
these circumstances, competition between the two infinitives is highly unlikely; and

we will see in Chapter 12 that those verbs of this set that survive into ME continue
to exhibit these distinctions until well into ME. We will argue that it is precisely the

dualistic nature of this class that prompted a reanalysis of object confrolled [_NP+to
VPI as ro-infinitival ECM in eME; and the ability to be both two-place and three-
place is still a feature of the verbs of commanding and permitting in PE.

Throughout this chapter we have presented that-clauses and ta-infinitival frames

as two different entities, each with their own notation: L NP+ro VP] and [_
NP+rftar-clause]. We have purposely avoided labels like IP or CP. If we follow the

usual analysis of Control ro-infuritives and that-clauses in PE as CPs, we might opt
to subsume the two frames under a single, economic notation L NP CP].

Analysing OE that-clauses as CPs is uncontroversial, but analysing OE to-
infinitives as such is a different matter. OE to-infinitives are taditionally regarded

as "more nominal" than their PE counterpart, as we saw in Chapter 2; and our own
scenario of the first emergence of the to-infinitive as suggested by the material in
Chapters 3, 4,6 and 7 assumes that they were modelled on the to-PP at some

prehistoric stage. Even so, it is clear from the distribution of the OE la-infinitive as

set out in the previous chapters that a PP-analysis is not really feasible in OE.
We will devote the next chapter to an account of the categorial status of the ro-

infinitive in OE. We will argue that they are fully verbal, and that the OE facts call
for a clausal analysis.
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11 hlo change in categorial status

11.1 lntroduction

The two chapters that constitute Part IV concern the changes involving infinitives
that have been observed in the literature, and an evaluation of the various accounts
that have been suggested there on the basis of the data discussed in Parts II and III.
Some changes are based on misinterpreted data, and turn out to be spurious; they
will be discussed in the present chapter. Other changes are real enough, although the
explanations that have been suggested for them need to be adjusted. We could say
that the present chapter discusses what did not happen in the transitional period from
OE to eME, whereas the next chapter discusses what did happen.

It has been suggested that the categorial stahrs of the ro-infinitive is still that of a
PP in OE. A number of subsequent developments (i.e. passive lo-infinitives (as in
(1)), ro-infinitives containing perfective have (as in (2)), ro-infinitives with
independent negation), and Exceptional Case-Marking constructions with
ro-infrnitives, as in (3)), which are first attested in ME, are usually explained as the
result of a change in categorial status of the /o-infinitive, from PP to CP:

Hwi ne hihi we forte beon ifulhet? (Kathe, 35.256)
'Why don't we hasten to be baptized?'

Efter pt he wende forte habben idon al pt he wilnede. (Julia, 98.42)
'After that he intended to have done all that he desired'

hi makep ham-zelue to by hyealde foles (Ayenbi, 1,259.477)
'they make themselves to be considered fools'

It has been claimed that these changes follow from a change in the categorial status
of the (lo-)infinitive from nominal to verbal (Jarad 1997, Kageyama 1992, Lightfoot
1979), i.e. in Old English the infinitive was basically a noun, ,o was still a

preposition and not simply a semantically-empty infinifival marker; it belonged to a
lexical, not to a functional category, ild the categorial status of the /o-infinitive was
that of a prepositional phrase. The claim is that the categorial change from noun to
verb meant that the ro-infinitive was reanalysed as a clause, with a subject position
(hence the development of the ECM-construction) and positions for tense and
negation (hence the appearance of perfective have and independent negation in the
lo -infinitival c omplement).

The OE data as set out in Parts II and III of this book do not support such an
account, however. Although the ro-infinitive may well have started out as a

specialized variant of the to-PP, with similar functions as purpose adjunct and coeL
argument, it has become clear in the previous chapters that the distribution of the to-
infinitive shows that it has gone beyond its original model in OE and has become a

(1)

(2)

(3)
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non-finite alternative to the subjunctive that-clause. This means that we should re-

examine the criteria traditionally adduced to support a PP-analysis for the OE to-
infinitive, and a nominal analysis of the bare infinitive. It will become clear that the
ro-infinitive is a clause already in OE, and that there is no change in this respect in
the transition to eME.

We will flrst examine the evidence traditionally adduced to argue for PP status

of the /o-infinitive. We will then go on to look at criteria for determining categorial
status on the basis of data from Modern Dutch, and apply these to the situation of
OE (section 11.3 and 11.4). We will argue in section 11.5 that a clausal analysis is
the only option for the ro'infinitive as verb complement, and in I 1.6 that ro is a T-
head.

This means that there have been no changes from OE to ME in these two
respects.

ll.2 The evidence for a categorial change reconsidered

Almost all writers on the subject of the diachrony of the English infrnitive assume

either a categorial change, or the progressive loss of nominal features. The
superficial plausibility of a categorial change from OE to ME is suggested by three
different pieces of information. The first piece concems the etymology of the two
infinitives, which we will discuss in the next section; the second piece concerns

evidence from OE (coordinated structures), which we will discuss in section 11.2.3;

and the last piece of information concerns evidence from ME (section I I .2.4).

ll.2.l The evidence from etymology

ll.2.l.l Introduction

The etymological origin of the inf,rnitival form is usually given as in (4):r

(4) PIE: *bher-o-no-m

bher- (verb root) * -o- (thematic vowel) -no- (nominalizing, derivational
affix) * -m (nom/acc neuter)

- OE form beran.

The homophony of infinitival to and the preposition ro sfiongly suggests that the /o'
infinitive once started out as a PP. This PP is usually analysed as consisting of the
preposition /a that takes as its complement a bare infinitive (to which a dative

ll am indebted to Dirk Boutkan of the Department of Comparative Linguistics of Leiden University
for these etymological data.
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inflection has been added, as for example in Campbell 1959: 299, g13l(/): "In West

Gmc. other cases (gen., dat., inst.) can be formed from the inf. according to the -r'a-
declension: of these OE has only the dat. in <nne, used after ,o". This analysis is

represented by (5):

(5) to berenne
/o (preposition) * beran (infinitive) + *-ja-

PG: *to beranjoi

This analysis derives the /o-infinitival form from the bare infinitive by the addition
of an inflectional suffix, leading to the inescapable conclusion that the categorial
status of the two forms is necessarily identical, at least as long as the suffix was still
analysed by the language users as inflectional.

There are problems with this account, however. The gemination of <tn-in the
infinitival ending points to an earlier *-j-, i.e. a proto-form belonging to the

nominalTa-stems. Jolly observes that it is precisely the presence of an earlier * nj-
that makes a sffaightforward derivation from the bare infinitive difficult, and this
has led many scholars to reject derivation (5) (Jolly 1873:150-4, quoting Grimm
(1870-1898[1819-1837], vol. IV:105) and others)'. A similar view is expressed by
Van Loey (1970), who also regards the lo-infinitive as unrelated to the bare
infinitive and the result of a separate development:

In 't wgm. staat naast de infin. het zgn. gerundium, dat zich voordoet als een

verbogen vonn van de infinitief; vgl. b.v. mnl. te vaerne, te lesen(e), te

singen(e) (dat.); in oorsprong is het echter een oude jd-stam, welks 7
geminatie van de voorafgaande n veroorzaakte; vandaar misschien dat in 't
mnl. nog meerrhalen nn geschreven wordt (te lesenne etc.). (..) ('I.,
Westgermanic we find beside the infinitive the so-called gerund, which at
fust sight appears to be an inllected form of the infrnitive; cf. Middle Dutch
te vaerne, te lesen(e), te singen(e) (dat.); in origin, however, it is an oldjd-
stem, the 7 of which caused gemination of the preceding z; which would
explain why we often find forms with zn in Middle Dutch (te lesenne etc.).')

This analysis of the fo-infinitive boils down to the one given in (6):

(6) to berenne
ro (preposition) * ber- (verb stem) + -*anja- (derivational suffix) + -*i
(dative sg inflection)
-PG: *to beranjoi

2Jolly's own hypothesis is that the bare infinitive is derived from the to-infinitive: 'Mit anderen

Worten, das ganze Verhiltnis, in welches die bisherige Annahme aus rein chronologische Griinden (...)
die beiden Hauptformationen des deutschen Infinitivs zu einander setzte, muss umgekehrt werden...'
(ibid. r54)
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In this view, the 7a-element is a derivational suffix, which creates a nominalisation
from a verbal stem; such a derivation is completely on a par with the older
development in (4) that resulted in the bare infinitive, and action nouns are in fact
the major source of infinitives in IE languages (Beekes 1995:251). The
nominalisation takes a dative inflection when in the complement of the preposition
to. T}lre nominalisation does not necessarily reflect the categorial status of the verb
stem from which it derives, since derivational, as opposed to inflectional, processes

often involve a change in category. The nominative form of this noun would
regularly have developed into beren (from *berann, with simplification of the final
geminate and fronting of the vowel (umlaut)) which is not attested as an infinitival
form.

Whatever the etymology, all the evidence suggests is that the ro-infinitive once
started out as a PP. It does not suggest that the /o-infinitive was still a PP in OE -
for this we need evidence from OE itself, not from its unattested prehistoric stage.

11.2.1.2 The purposive to-PP

If we accept the plausibility of a PP origin of the ro-infrnitive, the place to look for
any clues regarding the conditions under which the lo-infinitive first emerged must
be the environment in which we find both lo-PPs and ,o-infinitives in OE. We
identified two groups of verbs in parts II and III of this book which appear with both
phrases as complement: a subset of the verbs of persuading and urging, and a subset

of the INTENTION verbs; the latter all concern conatives with meanings like 'to ry'.
Both complements also occur as purpose adjuncts and as complement to nouns and
adjectives, a detailed discussion of which was beyond the scope of this book. The
environments are set out under (i)-(iii):

(i) purpose adjunct
(ii) complement to a limited number of nouns, eg. anweald 'power', tima 'time',
and adjectives, eg. gearu'ready'
(iii) conl argument of verbs of urging and persuadrng and conatives.

The three environments are closely related, in that (ii) and (iii) can be argued to be
special cases of the purpose phrase in (i).

The meaning of prepositional ro is primarily directional: 'towards a goal'. The
goal may be situated either in space or time.3 The interesting point about the
environments in (i)-(iii) is that the lo-infinitive is specifically paralleled by a to-PP
that expresses purpose, and not by just any to-PP. The only exception here are the
conatives, as they only appear with spatial to-PPs; but we saw that the meanings of
the matrix verb in those cases was always primarily that of motion (i.e. spatial)

3 Extensive cross-linguistic similarities noted in Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca (1994) suggest thar
expressions of purpose or future often develop out of directional expressions. The reason suggested by
cognitive linguistics is the universality of the TIME: sPAcE metaphor that pervades human language (eg.

Lakoff & .lohnson I 980): expressions of space are immediately available as expressions of time.
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rather than genuinely conative, eg. fundian always translates as 'hasten' with a to-

PP, but as 'try' with a ro-infinitive.
Purposive, non-spatial ro-PPs in Old English can only be constructed from nouns

that denote events, not just from any NP, whereas spatial to-PPs contain an NP that

denotes a place. Because the goal of a directional phrase in time is a projected event,

it requires a structure that somehow, and at some level, incorporates thematic roles.

The purposive ro-PPs as GoAL argument of a verb of persuading and urging contain

either a noun that denotes an event complete with thematic roles for participants,
l*e onwald 'power' in to Romana onwalde'to Roman power' <Or 6, 26.745.23>,

or more often a nominalisation of a verb, which automatically inherits its thematic

roles; an example is begonge in (7), from begangan'practise' (ro-PP in bold):

se dema ... hine tha nydde to deofolgyld[al begonge.

the ruler him[acc] then urged to devil-worship [gen] practice
<Mart 5 7 56>
'the ruler then urged him to the practice of devil-worship'

Other examples include gield 'payment' n to glde in <Exod 22.10>; to geligre 'to
fornication' <Or 3,9-72.2> from gelicgan 'lie together'; cwalu 'killing' rn to his

cweale'to his murder' <^lECHom I, 14.l 214.35> from cwellan'kill'; slege'killing'
in to pes halendes slege 'to the Saviour's murder' <,4ECHom I, 20 292.5> from
slean'kill', etc.

Such nominalisations of verbs are exactly what the term "action noun" in the

etymological accounts cited in the previous section refers to. Non-finite forms in
general start off as nominalisations from verbs; and the second point to note is that
they never seem to derive from nominative forms of such nouns, but always carry a
petrified inflection associated either with motion (accusative) or direction (dative,

allative), as we will see below.

11.2.f .3 The genesis of non-finite forms

The action noun is a favourite source for non-finite forms generally. These action
nouns are formed in many ways, i.e. there are various nominalizing suffixes which
can attach to a verb-stem, and infinitives typically develop from dative or accusative
forms. Typical of such forms is the fact that the original case-endings are "petrified"
(Beekes 1995:251). This means in essence that the action noun must originally have

been restricted to one particular context. The fact that the petrified case endings in
question are datives or accusatives appears to indicate that a favourite context was

the purpose phrase (for more examples, see eg. Disterheft 1980:9-10).
The "bare" infinitive, as an action noun, was derived from a verbal stem *

derivational affix (see (4) above). There was originally no direct relationship
between the present tense of a verb and the infinitive, wifiress the Latin infinitive
capere'take' without i and its present tense forms capio'I take' etc. with f, although
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infinitives became closer in form to the present tense through analogical change; in
Gothic the two forms in question show up as hafian and hafia (Van Loey 1970:
158), and the association between the present tense (plural) form and the infinitival
form is even closer in modern Dutch (Booij 1997b:44-45). Such developrnents
towards present tense forms suggest that the infinitive increasingly came to be
identified as a verb rather than a noun. It is in this respect quite striking that the
infinitive is often regarded by grammarians as the "umarked or base form" of the
verb (Crystal 1985: 157).4

Although it is tempting to regard such verbal features as somehow part of the
heritage of the verbal stem from which the action noun derives - an assumption
strengthened by the use of the term "verbal noun" for these action nouns - the
morphology of living languages shows that it is unlikely that action nouns, although
derived from verbs, remain verbal (in the sense that they are V-heads).s It is more
accurate to say, with Beekes, that:

[a] verbal noun, in contrast [with the infinitive that develops from it], is a

(declinable) substantive, derived from the root of a verb. Important is the
difference in the syntax: the verbal noun is constructed as a substantive, thus,
for example, with the "object" in the genitive: "the killing of a man," as

opposed to the accusative with an infinitive, "to kill a man". Example: OIr.
guin (verbal noun *g*honi) duini (gen) "the killing of a man." (Beekes
1995:251).

This inability of an N-head to be a structural governor is a basic difference between
nouns (N-heads) and verbs (V-heads), which we will discuss at greater length in
section I 1.3 below.

The scenario we are proposing in effect makes two claims with respect to the
history of the two infinitives in OE (or even PG). Our fust claim is that each
infinitive represents an independent development from an action noun in a

purposive context. There is nothing inherently unlikely about the fact that a second
infrnitival form emerged while there was already an older infinitive in existence, as

the early history of the IE languages shows it again and again (Beekes, ibid.). It
explains why there is no historical evidence of the bare infinitive ever behaving
nominally enough to appear in nominal positions, or with prepositions other than to;
and it accounts for the fact that the derivation as in (5) has been considered
problematic.

The second claim is that action nouns, i.e. nominalisations from verbs, are N-
heads, but that the infinitives that may develop from them are V-heads from the

aNote that the bare infinitive serves as the citation form of the verb in Modern Dutch, whereas the
citation form in PE is the to-infinitive.

5This ir the assumption found in Prokosch (1939:204): "The infinitive is a verbal noun which has

retained a closer association with the verb system proper than [ottler types of action nouns]".
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start. The category change is not a long, drawn out development, and the verbal

behaviour of the infuritive is not connected to its descent from an action noun. This
claim is inspired by morphological findings, particularly the differences between

derivational and inflectional affixes. This perhaps surprising proposal requires a
section to itself.

11.2.1.4 Derivational versus inflectional morphology

The purposive /o-PP, which is the most likely to have been the original model, or
source, from which the to-infuritive started its development, consists of a preposition
/o complemented by a nominalisation from a verb. These action nouns are formed
by attaching a nominalising affix to a verbal stem. The process is typical of
derivational morphology: the affix is category-changing as it derives N-heads from
V-heads; and there is a range of affixes available (-ung, -ing, < etc.), although
not a single one of them may attach to just any verb. Tlr,re -ung affix forms nouns

from verbal stems of the second weak class, whereas -ing is reserved for verbal
stems of the frst weak class, etc.

There is a longstanding debate in the morphological literature about which
affixes can be argued to be the domain of the syntax and which the domain of the

lexicon. Some affixes, although derived in the lexicon, are subject to syntactic

checking processes, as for instance personal endings on finite verbs or case endings

on nouns; these processes do not create new lexical entries, apply to an entire major
category (i.e. A-heads, V-heads or N-heads) without exception, and are not
category-changing. This is inflectional morphology. Other affixes have no syntactic

relevance; they only apply to a restricted set of items and not to an entire category,

they often exhibit competition, and the forms they create need to be analysed as

separate lexical entries. This is derivational morphology. Despite the fact that they

may have syntactic consequences (-ung nominalisations in OE are always

feminine, for instance, and will require feminine inflections on determiners and
premodifiers), these affixes are relevant to the lexicon rather than to the syntax.

Inflectional morphology may well need further classification, with some cases

tending more to the derivational end of the spectrum ("inherent" inflection), whereas

others tend to the inflectional end ("contextual" inflection; see Boolj 1997a, Plank
1994). Good examples of inherent inflection in Dutch are pluraUsingular markings
on nouns and comparative/superlative affixes. Although they are not category-

changing, like typical derivational affixes, the relation between base form and affix
is not necessarily as straightforward as case-endings or finite-verb morphology.
Some affixed forms lack a base form, for instance; or the affix cannot attach to all
members of the relevant major category N for pluraVsingular, A for
comparative/superlative). There is also competition between affixes, and the affix
may have semantic consequences; they rnay, for instance, acquire idiosyncratic
meanings that require separate lexical entries (Booij 1997a:15-16).

The fact that derivational affixes are tlpically lexically restricted, and that
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there is a range of them effecting the same category change (i.e. the various affixes
that attach to verb stems to create nouns: <n, <, -ilng, fl€s, etc. in OE; <n,
ge- 4ng, ---rtis, etc. in Modern Dutch) inevitably creates competition, an
instability amenable to change. It is not difficult to imagine that a situation could
arise in which a nominalising affix competes so successfully that its input is subject
to fewer and fewer restrictions, until it eventually attaches to any member of the
major category V. The question then is, inevitably, whether it would still be
analysed as derivational rather than inflectional, as the ability to apply to an entire
major category is the preserve of inflection.6 If it is analysed as inflectional, it would
no longer be category-changing, and the V-head to which it would attach would
remain a V-head rather than become N.

Although such a scenario has, to my knowledge, never been proposed before as

the genesis of the lo-infinitive, it has a definite advantage over earlier accounts.
Such accounts assume that there was an infinitival or gerundial form readily
available that was nominal enough to be inserted into the complement of the
preposition to. The problem with such a scenario is that there is no historical
evidence for either a gerundial form or an infinitive behaving as a noun, neither in
Gothic nor in OE; and there is no evidence that this form ever appeared as the
complement to any other preposition than to ot, for Gothic and Northern Germanic,
a/, which, significantly, has the same directional meaning in those languages and
can be argued to be synonymous with to.lf the to-infinitive is in origin an action
noun whose derivational affix was generalized to other verb-stems in the specific
context of the lo-purpose phrase, to the extent that the affix came to be analysed as

6Haspelmath (1996) claims that the present participial ending in Modern German (and presumably
in Modern Dutch and PE) argues against this idea of a "split morphology" (Perlmutter 1988). The
ending attaches to any verb stem, which suggests it belongs to inflectional morphology, but it is also
category-changing, as the participle is no longer a V-head but (also) an A-head; this is a characteristic of
derivational morphology. Haspelmath's findings do not constitute a counterargument to the idea put
forward in this section that an affix stops being derivational when it starts to accept an entire major
category as input, however.

Booij (1997a:16) argues that, at least in Modem Dutch, the participial affix belongs to the
derivational end of inflectional morphology (i.e. is inherent inflection), and Iists some typical
derivational characteristics: many of its members lack base forms, suggesting that there is no one-to-one
relationship between "input" and "output". This tendency is evident in any synchronic description of
Modern Dutch but is even more pronounced in diachronic descriptions; many adjectives are derived
from verbs that have been either been lost or have gone their separate ways to such an extent that the
relationship is no longer synchronically present, eg. Dutch/PE oudlold'oud' from the past participle of a
verb preserved in Gothic as alan'grow up'(Van Loey 1970:136); or vriend/friend'friend'and
vij and/fi end' enemy', ori ginal ly present participl es (ibid. I 970: I 34).

We will argue in the next chapter that there are two types of to-infinitive in OE. The first one is the
to-infinitive that is the subject of this chapter; it has the same distribution as a ,har-clause and does not
show the more nominal behaviour of Dutch infinitives which lead Booij (1997a) to label infinitival
affixes inherent inflection - the absence of those characteristics could argue for its inflection to be
analysed as contextual rather than inherent.

Then there is a second type of lo-infinitive which has the function of Small Clause predicate. Its
participial characteristics argue for its inflection to be analysed as inherent rather than contextual
inflection. See also section 12.2.6.2 in the next chapter.
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inflectional rather than derivational, we do not have to postulate the existence of a

nominal infinitive in prehistoric OE or PG, and the fact that there is no evidence for
such a stage other than the "evidence" of the to-infinitive itself is no longer
worrying.

Such an analysis of the genesis of the lo-infinitive includes positing a categorial
change, from N-head to V-head, but one which presents two crucial differences to
the naditional position outlined in the infroduction. Firstly, the change took place at

a very early stage, predating OE records, and not in ttre fiansition from OE to eME;
and secondly, it is possible to describe the mechanism through which this change

took place as basically morphological in nature: a derivational category-changing
suffix competed so successfully with other suffixes with the same function that it
was generalized to accept as input any member of a particular major category,
thereby becoming inflectional rather than derivational, and no longer category-
changing.T

11.2.1.5 Conclusions

We have argued in this section that the genesis of the ro-infinitive can be traced back
to the to-PP that was used as a purposive phrase - either as GOAL argument after the

verbs of persuading and urging, or as purpose adjunct. The fact that there is no trace

of an infinitive being used in nominal positions (i.e. in the complement of other Ps,

or bearing other cases) in prehistoric OE (or even Primitive Germanic) other than in
the complement of the preposition ,o is problematic, and may well point to a

scenario in which the N-head that was inserted in the complement position of ,o was

not the infinitive that was already in existence (the "bare" infinitive that ultimately
derives from an IE action noun in the accusative) but a new formation, also derived
from an action noun. We are in effect arguing that there was indeed a categorial
change (from N to V), but that this change took place at a much earlier date than

taditionally supposed - too early, for instance, to account for the changes that have

been alleged to have taken place in eME (see introduction, section 11.1).

The locus of the change itself can, in this scenario, be pinpointed to a

nominalising affix competing so successfully with other nominalising affrxes that it

TBeekes observes that "it is often difficult to recover the origin of these forms" (1995:251), and this

is not surprising either in the absence of sufficient data from the earliest stages. But there is a more
recent example of a non-finite form developing in a specific context (also, incidentally, a PP): the
genesis of the PE present participle in -tng, which is generally assumed to derive from the action noun
in -ung/-ing. A phrase ltke he was on huntunge'he was on the hunt', in which huntung is still an N-
head and on a preposition, is assumed to have developed inlo he was a-hunttng. Once the derivational
suffix had generalised to accept the verb stems of all verbs as input, it became analysed as inflectional,
with the resulting form in -ng analysed as V rather than N, and, presumably, entered into competition
wi th the present participle in <ntl(e)/and(e) (CH EL ll: 1 M-l 47, 752-253).

241
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became inflectional rather than derivational, and no longer changed the category of
the verbal stem to which it was attached.

It is important to realize, however, that the etymology of the lo-infinitive, or the
scenario we presented here, does not say anything about its categorial status in OE.
Diachronic changes may affect any feature of a language at any linguistic level,
whether phonological, semantic, morphological or syntactic, including categorial
status. The etymological evidence may say something about the status of the bare or
the ro-infinitive at an earlier stage; but this does not mean that this original status is
synchronically relevant in OE, as the categorial status may have changed.
Etymological information may be used to give additional support to an analysis, but
the analysis itself should be based primarily on historical data. Such data will be
provided by the later sections of this chapter.

11.2.2 Evidence from conjoined lo-PPs and ,a-infinitives in OE

The second piece of evidence naditionally adduced by those who favour a PP
analysis for the to-infinitive is that ro-infinitives are occasionally found conjoined
with a PP, as in (8) (the relevant phrases in bold):

(8) pet he ... mihte ... undon his mud to wisdomes spr&cum,
that he might undo his mouth to wisdom's speech

and to wurdianne God <.lEHom 16, 184>
and to praise God
'... so that he could ... open his mouth to wisdom's speech, and to praise God'

Although we would expect, to quote Kageyama (1992: 97), "any reasonable theory
of coordination" to require some sort of parallel stmcture condition as part of UG,
we often find NPs conjoined to CPs in Old English, as in (9) and (10) below (CPs in
bold).

(9) pa heafodleahtras sind. mansliht. cyrcbrrce. and pat man
the cardinal-sins are manslaughter sacrilege and that one
odres mannes wif hrbbe. and leas gewitnys. Stala.

other man's wife has [subj] and false witness accessory-in-theft
reaflac. Gitsung. ydel gylp. Modiguys. anda. and
plunder covetousness idle boast pride envy and
singal oferdrenc. haOengyld. drycraft... <,ECHom II45, 344.279>
perpetual drunkeruress idolatry witchcraft
'the cardinal sins are manslaughter, sacrilege, and that one has another man's
wife, and false witness; accessory in theft, plunder, covetousness, idle boast;
pride, envy. and perpetual drunkenness, idolatry, witchcraft...'
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(10) Symle pu trehtest mil6eortnysse
always you teach mercy
<ECHom I4,68.23>
'You always advise mercy, and that one should show mercy to others'

Such examples, and others like it, are often cited as evidence that that-clauses wefe
more nominal in OE than in later periods; but we know that positionally they do not
paftern like DPs: they always appear clause-finally, unlike NP objects. Functionally,
too, they do not match the range of NPs: they do not occur in initial subject position,

or in the complement of a preposition, functions typically reserved for NPs. Indeed,

these supposedly nominal properties do not develop until ME. Assuming an NP
analysis for CPs on the basis of (9) or (10) is clearly undesirable, given the very
different behaviours of NPs and CPs in synchronic OE. The solution to such

coordinated structures should be found in the fact that NPs and CPs are each

acceptable complements of the matrix verbs in (9) and (10),

Consider again example (9). It involves a list, all members of which are NPs,

with one exception: pet man odres mannes wif hebbe 'that anyone has another

man's wife', which is a description of the mortal sn ewbryce 'adultery', an NP
which the writer could easily have used in its stead. In this instance, both the rlrat-
clause in and the DP mansliht'manslaughter' are acceptable complements to the

phrase se heafodleahter li 'the cardinal sin is'. That-clauses can indeed appear as

subject complement in conshrctions that explain the meaning of a term, as in
Temperantia, pet is, pet... (<./ELS (Memory of Saints) 314>) 'temperance, that is
that...' etc. [n other words, the fact that the relevant part of example (9) can be

broken down into (11a-b) is apparently sufficient to make the coordination of CP

and NP in (9) well-formed.

(l l) a. se heafodleahter is pat man o6res mannes wif hebbe.
the cardinal sin is that one another man's wife has [subj]
'the cardinal sin is that one has another man's wife'

b. se heafodleahter is mansliht.
the cardinal sin is manslaughter
'the cardinal sin is manslaughter'

The same is true of examples in which ro-infinitives are found coordinated with CPs

(eg. in <GD I (H) 4.37.8> and <Or 3 5.59.14>): they always occur after verbs that
are independently attested with these two structures as their complement. On the

basis of such examples, and the one in (8) above, one might perhaps like to argue

that the status of the ro-infinitive obviously wavers between PP and CP, but such a

conclusion inevitably begs more questions than it answers, as the to-infinitive does

not behave as a PP in any other respect. A far more reasonable solution is that what
is coordinated in such exarnples, and in (8), (9) and (l l), is two CPs, with ellipsis of
subject and verb of the second CP under identity. This would mean that the sort of
"parallel structure condition" envisaged by Kageyama can be maintained while at

and pret man odrum miltsode;
and that one to-others shows-mercy
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the same time rejecting instances like (8) or (9) as evidence for the categorial
structure of CPs or ro-infinitives.

Support for such an analysis of coordinated structures can be found in PE. The
"loose" coordination of "naive" PE writers, who often produce sentences like (12)-
(15) below is suspiciously like OE coordination:

(12) Shirley likes to play tennis and watching basketball.
(13) Our personalities are shaped both by heredity and what type of environment

we have.
(14) He told me the tnp would be delayed but to be ready to start on Friday.
(15) He was quiet and in a serious mood after the talk.

Sentences (12)-(15) have been taken from various writing handbooks in which they
are presented as based on genuine student errors in need of corection. If such

"loose" coordination apparently has to be educated out of us, (12)-(15) can hardly be
described as violations against UG; at most, they violate stylistic conventions, or
prescriptive language nonns. These instances can be accounted for by an analysis as

in (16), in which the two conjoins are CPs:

(16) [",Shirley likes to play tennis] and [.,ShiCe54ikes watching basketball]

Support for this view is provided by the fact that there is a signifrcant difference as

regards the various judgements of sentences like (12)-(15) in prescriptive versus
descriptive granrmars. The former urge the buddrng writer to make sure both
conjoins are identical in form - i.e. category - and function ('parallelisrrl' cf.
Aaron 1993:48-49; Dupr6 1995:346; Barnet & Stubbs 1995:129), whereas the latter
uote that they may be different in form, as long as they are similar in function (eg.

Greenbaum & Qufuk D9A:278).8 As long as both conjuncts are each well-formed
complements with respect to the matrix verb (eg. likes n example (I2)), that seems

to be enough to make such a coordination work, both in OE and "naive" PE. I would
therefore like to suggest a similar analysis for example (8) above, i.e. (17):

(17) [.rbat he mihte undon his mu6 to wisdomes spracum] and [..pat*e+ih*e
undoa:Jtismu6 to wurdianne God]

sGreenbaum & Quirk give the following examples:

(i) The enemy attacked quickly and with great force
(ii) You can wash them manually or by using a machine
(iii) They can call this week or whenever you wish
(iv) Dennis was carefree and in good health (Greenbaum and Quirk 1990:278)

Exarnples (i) and (ii) coordinate an adverb and a PP; (iii) an NP and a CP; and (iv) an adjective and a

PP. The t'unction of the coordinated conjuncts is the same, however (adverbial in (i)-(iii); predicate in
(iv).
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What is coordinated in (10) and (17), then, is not a PP and a ro-infinitive, but a pair
of clauses, with part of the second conjunct deleted under identity.e When to-
infinitives are found conjoined with PPs, or that-clauses, or NPs, or bare infinitives
in OE, there is, as far as I have been able to make out, almost invariably independent
evidence available that the governing verb subcategorizes both for ro-infinitives and
PPs, or for /o-infinitives and tharclauses, or for to-infinitives and NPs, etc. The fact
that /o-infinitives are found coordinated with PPs cannot be taken as serious
evidence that the categorial status of ro-infinitives is that of a PP.

11.2.3 Evidence from nominal behaviour of ME infinitives

The last piece of information that adds to the superficial plausibility of the idea of a
categorial change is the fact that the ro-infinitive is seen to behave more like a noun
in Middle English than in later periods, when the gerund comes to be used

exclusively for many of the functions that were earlier performed by fo-infinitives.
In (18), for instance, we find the ,o-infinitive used as predicate:

(18) pe zeuend stape is to loki mesure ine mete and ine drinke
the seventh step is to maintain moderation in meat and in drink
(Ayenbi I260.486)
'the seventh step is to maintain moderation in food and in drink'

This use has often been taken as evidence of nominal behaviour (although predicates
can be expressed by other categories than NP). Other examples of nominal
behaviour in ME ro-infinitives can be found in Lightfoot(1979:191-3).

We saw in the introduction (section 1.2 above) that most authors assume a direct
link between the nominal behaviour in Middle English and the etymological origins
of both the inflected and the uninflected infinitive, as if there is a straightforward
progression from fully nominal in prehistoric times to fully verbal in Present-day
English.

Although the idea of a categorial change in ME has obvious attractions, the facts
do not support such an account in any obvious way. The OE bare infinitive can only
be argued to be nominal as regards its position with respect to its governing verb, as

it is similar to the position of a governed object NP, as we will see below (section
11.7.2); but the bare infinitive does not appear in typically nominal functions as

subject or as object of a preposition (not even to, if we accept that bare and ,o-
infinitive are unrelated). The OE ,o-infinitive is fully verbal, and has developed into

ecf. ,lso Boorl (1985) who reports similar instances of coordinated morphemes, as in Dutch wis- en

natuurkunde'mathematics and physics', lit. 'certain and nature-knowledge'. The conjuncts do not have
the same syntactic status: wls can only be an adjective, whereas notuur is a noun. Such instances should
not be analysed as the coordination of parallel structure, but as "gapping", a process similar to my
analysis of (17) for the OE sentence in (10): wislwnde en natuurkunde.
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a non-finite subjunctive clause, as we will argue below (section ll.5) - with the

exception of the ro-infinitive in the complement of wesan 'to be' which will be

discussed in Chapter 12.

11.2.4 Conclusions

In this section we have investigated the evidence traditionally adduced to support
the view that the infinitive in OE is a noun, or at least exhibits more nominal
behaviour than in later periods: evidence from its etymology, from coordination
facts and its behaviour in ME. All three types of evidence were shown to be invalid
as indicators of categorial status in OE. Categorial status can only be decided on the

basis of the evidence from synchronic OE itself. This is the business of the next
section.

lf J Criteria for determining categorial status

11.3.1 Introduction

The kind of criteria which are useful in determining categorial status of infuritives
have been outlined in the literature on Dutch, German or English nominal infinitives
(or gerunds), as these structures also involve nominalisations derived from verbs and

can be argued to be verbal in some respects, but nominal in others.

These criteria are established on the basis of three different sources of evidence :

the position of the nominalization in the clause, its distribution (including the

grammatical functions in which it may appear) and the internal structure of the

nominalized phrase itself. Although the evidence for Modem Dutch is at times

conflicting - with the infinitive assigning structural case to its object (a V-feature)
while at the same time being premofidied by a determiner (an N-feature), this does

not warrant an analysis in which phrases are headed by hybrid NA/ heads.

The OE evidence, on the other hand, shows no such conflicts: OE infinitives -
both bare andto - are V-heads.

11.3.2 Nominal infinitives in Modern Dutch

The extent to which Dutch nominal infinitives are tuly nominal is usually
determined by identifying those features that are typical of the behaviour of N-heads

and applying them to the infinitives. This kind of evidence provides some clues as to
the internal structure of the infinitival phrase.

Only N-heads can be premodified by articles, demonstrative pronouns,

possessives or adjectives, so if these can precede the phrasal head, that head must

have at least some nominal characteristics. Action nouns in  ng, which are also
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nominalisations from verbs, clearly satisfy these criteria and

which makes them a useful control group when compared to
noun in (19) can be premodified by an adjective (clearly
ending):

( 19) De onmiddelijke
The immediate

verwoesting van de stad
destruction of the city

verwoesten van de stad
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are unequivocal NPs;
infinitives. The action

identified by its -<

{rg, action-noun

---ez, nominal infinitive
of the city

uitlaten
out let [inf]

"Nominal infinitives" irL <n also appear with such premodifiers:

(20) Hetonmiddelldke/onmiddellijk

The immediate/immediately destroying

There are of course significant differences between action nouns and nominal
infinitives: unlike action nouns in 4ng, nominal infinitives are possible with any
verb, so apparently not subject to any kind of blocking; the same cannot be said of
lhe lng action noun suffix, which can only denve nouns from a limited set of
verbs; it cannot be attached to just any verb.ro This difference is typical of
inflectional suffixes (<r) versus derivational sufFrxes (-zg) (see above, section
11.2.1.4). The lng suffix attached to a verb stem results in the creation of anN-
head; and it looks as if the -en suffix may do the same, wimess (20).

The two suffixes are clearly not on a par, however. The -r'ng suffix results in a
head that is truly nominal in that it has plural and singular forms; and
incorporations as in (21), which usually possible with nominal infinitives, il€
wholly impossible with nouns in 4ng:

(21) Het drie keer per dag de hond moeten

the three times a duy the dog must [infl
'having to walk the dog three times a day'rl

Note that (21) preserves some internal verbal syntax in that the object does not
appear in an oy'phrase after the head, but is assigned structural case and appears in
the usual object position, which for Modern Dutch is to the left of the head - a

roln OE, <tngis used to form feminine abstractnouns especially from the second class of weak

verbs (Wrighl l9?5: $615). Modern Dutch -ing may be said to have an inherently perfective meaning
and therefore forms nouns from verbs that denote achievements and processes; the resulting-ing
nominalizations then either denote the event itself or the result of the event (Hoekstra & van der Putten
I 988: I 75).

llThere is crosslinguistic variation here, even among closely related languages. The evidence from
Gaeta (1997) indicates that a structure like (21) or even the adverb version of (20) is not possible in
German, which only allows incorporations in the strictest sense: Das Gewald Anwenden 'using
violence'. For German, see also Abraham (1987).
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"verbal" nominal infinitive. An N-head is not a "structural governor" (in Kayne's
terms; Kayne 1981) and cannot assign structural (accusative) case; this explains why
arguments of N appear either in the genitive or in an oy'phrase (as in (19)- (20), van
de stad'of the city'). Instances like (21) are not easy to analyse - we are dealing
with a V-head, but at what level of the analysis? If the internal syntax could be
argued to survive by means of some sort of incorporation mechanism, such
incorporations could either have taken place at the level of the verb stem, or at a

later stage of the derivation. The fust hypothesis is unlikely because such
incorporations are not possible with other suffixes apart from <n. The second
hypothesis, i.e. that the +n ending, as an inflectional suffix, first builds an
infinitive that is still a V-head (it may attach to any verb stem and is therefore
unlikely to be category-changing), and as such is able to build a clause; then
incorporation takes place, after which the entire complex slots into the complement
of a determiner (a D-head; term due to Abney 1987), as if it has acquired a N-shell.
The exact mechanism is obscure,r2 but note that English lng also shows a verbal
(ex. (22)) and a nominal type (ex. (23)) (Wasow and Roeper 7972:45):

(22) The killing of his dog upset John
(23) Killing his dog upset John

For Dutch, the situation is further confused by the fact that there are also hybrids in
which the inherited object may appear in an oy'phrase, but which leaves the rest of
the verbal slmtax intact:

(24) a. (hlj zag dat) ik de aardappelen met een mesje
(he saw that) I the potatoes with a knife

b. het de aardappels met een mesje schillen
the the potatoes with a knife peeling

schilde
peeled

verb

nominalization

c. het met een mesje schillen van de aardappels
the with a knife peeling of the potatoes
(example from Hoekstra t997)

hybrid

Such constuctions have been analysed as derived from hybrid heads, i.e. [+V,+]rl]-
heads (see eg. Zubaarelta & van Haaften 1988); but if we assume that Dutch allows
its V-heads an unusually wide range of (noun) incorporations, such hybrids could be
analysed as instances in which only one verbal argument is incorporated (i.e. met
een mesje 'with a knife'), with the other argument appearing as an "inherited"
object. An analysis of such nominal, verbal or hybrid nominalisations is beyond the
scope of this book (for a summary of the various views, see Looyenga (1990)).

In contrast to the bare infinitive, the ro-infinitive in Dutch does not present such
a complicated pichrre. The accusative object precedes the infinitive, only adverbial

l2cf. Hoekstra's (1996, I 997) review of various attempts to account for these phenomena.
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modification is possible, and articles are impossible. It can only be called a

nominalization on the basis of its grammatical functions, as it may occur in subject

position (see eg. van Haaften et al. 1985); its internal syntax, however, clearly points

to a V-head.

(25) De stad (onmiddellijk) te verwoesten

the city (immediately) to destoy

Incorporations like (21) are generally impossible, although judgements on the

grammaticality of a sentence like (26) vary (eg. Dik 1985; see also Schuurman 1987

for the acceptability of a wide mnge of incorporations in the Dutch dialect of
Groningen).

(26) ??Het drie keer per dag de hond te moeten uitlaten
the three times a day the dog to must [inf] out let [infl
'to have to walk the dog three times a day'

The behaviour of the Dutch le-infinitive appears to indicate that the evidence
provided by its internal structure may conflict with that provided by its grammatical
functions; and the various phenomena surrounding Dutch bare infinitives suggests

that the evidence from internal structure itself may not be clearcut. Even though the

situation could be analysed without having to resort to the rather desperate measure

of seriously complicating the grammar by assuming the existence of hybrid heads,

the variety in types and constuctions offers support for the inherent plausibility of
categorial change as a possible diachronic development. Some phrases may show

the internal structure of an V-head, but appear in grammatical functions typically
associated with N-heads (like the /e-infinitive and the finite clause), whereas

interference from other phenomena (eg. incorporation) may even confuse the

evidence provided by internal structure and compromise learnability.
It is often assumed that the nominal behaviour of Dutch bare infinitives

compared to eg. PE bare infinitives means that Dutch infinitives have retained these

nominal features whereas English lost them (as implicit in Jarad's use of examples

of Dutch nominal infinitives (Jarad 1997:53), in a section devoted to providing
evidence for the PP status of the to-infinitive). It is just as likely that they acquired
them at a later stage - just like the clause and the to-infinitive acquired a more

"nominal" range of grammatical functions in the course of Middle English. This
means that the behaviour of Dutch nominal infinitives can certainly not be adduced

as evidence of the nominal status of "the" infinitive in OE without the support of
reliable diachronic data.

In the next section we will examine OE data in the light of the criteria developed
here.
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11.3.3 OE infinitives: internal structure

The nominal features exhibited by Dutch infinitives are completely lacking in Old
English. Although OE action nouns (in -ung or <), like the action nouns in lng
in Modern Dutch, robustly exhibit the characteristics fypical of the internal struchrre
of phrases with N-heads, and behave in all respects like ordinary feminine nouns,
the same cannot be said of OE infinitives. Example (27) contains three action nouns
rn-ung (in bold), all clearly nouns: the first one is premodified by a definite article
seo and an adjective cyrclice, the second one appears as the complement of a

preposition, and the third has an "inherited" object in the genitive case.

(27) seo cyrclice penung us mana6 to heofunge and to ure
and to ourthe ecclesiastical service us admonishes to lamentation

synna bereowsunge <ECHom II 5, 50.255>
sins [gen] repentance
'as the ecclesiastical service admonishes us to lamentation and to repentance
of our sins'

With bare or ro-infinitives, on the other hand, none of these characteristics are
attested, or ever discussed in the literature, apart from the assertion that the infinitive
appears in the complement of the preposition to - a debatable assumption, as we
saw in section ll.2.l above. We will see in the next section that infinitival ro does
not behave like a genuine preposition anyway. The objects of both bare and ,o-
infinitives never appear as "inherited" objects in the genitive, but invanably as

structural objects in the accusative - a V-head characteristic; the difference between
the nominal complement of the preposition /o and the infinitival complement of the
/o element is illustrated in (28)-(29); (28) is an example of a genuine purposive /o-
PP complementing an adjective in the C ms of Gregory's Dialogues, whereas (29) is
the revised version of (28) in the later H ms (for more details on these mss. see

Chapter 3 above). The PP contains a nominalisation of the verb gereordan'nourish,
rear' with an inherited object pes lichaman 'of the body' in the genitive presumably
in the specifier of gereordunge. T\e same object appears as structural object of the
/o-infinitive with accusative case in (29): pone lichamaa 'the body [acc]'. The
relevant struchrres appear in bold.

(28) eall swa hwrt swa mihton beon gesewene lustfullice
all whatever might be seen desirable
to pres lichaman gereordunge <GD 13.129.5, C>
to the [gen] body nourishment
'everything which might appear desirable for the body's nourishment'

(29) eall swa hwret swa
all whatever

mihton beon gesewene lustfullice
might be seen desirable
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pone lichaman mid to gereordianne <GD 13.129.5, H>
the [acc] body with to nourish
'everything which might appear desirable to nourish the body with'
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Note that the requirement of sffict adjacency of to and the following infinitive is
very evident in (29): in the finite counterpart of the relative clause, ttre stranded
prepositionmid'with' would be required to be immediately adjacent to the verb ('pe
man pone lichaman mid gereorde'), and the same is true for the verb in non-finite
relative clauses; but Io is such an integral part of the verb that mid cawrot intervene,
and the strict adjacency of mid and verb means in this case that mid appears to the
left of to (the same goes for Dutch; see Bennis 1986:280).

In a corpus of some 2 million words, containing many thousands of infinitives,
we surely should have encountered inherited objects with genitive case, had they
been possible.

In all, the evidence of the internal structure of both bare and to-infinitives does
not point to them being anything other than V-heads.r'

ll.4 Evidence against a PP-analysis

11.4.1 Introduction

Jarad's (1997) dissertation offers the most explicit account of a categorial change.

He claims that the to-infinitive was a PP in OE, but became a TP in ME due to the
loss of its case ending. Jarad's arguments for a PP analysis are generally of the same

t1rye we discussed in section ll.2: evidence from etymology and from coordinated
stnrcfures, which need no further comment at this stage. Jarad further attempts to
make a PP-analysis work in a generative framework, but such an account requires so

many stipulations that its generalization of the structure of the ,o-PP to the /o-
infinitive carurot be said to offer any advantages. It demonskates once more that
there are major structural differences between la-infinitives and genuine PPs that
warrant a separate analysis.

11.4.2 The infinitive as part of a DP-shell: Jarad 1997

The most detailed account of a PP analysis of the to-infinitive is presented in Jarad

(1997). The infinitive itself is a V-head in this analysis, but it is embedded in an NP
(or DP) shell, as in (30), from Jarad 199756:

l3lntik" Demske-Neumann reached the same conclusion in her 1994 dissertation. (l am grateful to
Reimar Mtiller for bringing this dissertation to my attention).
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(30) PP

/A\
PDP
t -A-to D lnfP

- -

The V-head moves overtly to Inf to check its Inf-feature, after which operation the
newly created 1,,y+Inf1 complex moves to D to check its D-feature; this in turn
creates a complex head [DV+Inf] that adjoins to /a at LF in order to check the
DAT(dative Case)-feature. Quite apart from the undesirability of assuming an

additional Inf-feature totally unconnected to AgrS or I, which represents a deparhrre
from the intuitive notion that the crucial difference between finiteness and
nonfiniteness is best described in turns of ability or inability to assign (or check)
nominative case, the problem is that the dative ending attached to the to-infinitive
does not behave as the dative ending attached to nouns in the complement of a

genuine preposition (whether to or some other preposition), as we will see below.

11.4.3 Infinitival la inseparable from the infinitive

Although it seems reasonable to suppose that infinitival lo has its origins in the
preposition with which it is homophonous, it differs from a genuine preposition in
two respects. The frst one is that genuine prepositions are not required to be
immediately adjacent to the Heads of their complements, witness the to-PP rn (31)
in which P is separated from the Head of its complement by the "inherited" object
pes helendes 'of the Saviour', which is presumably situated in the specifier of
either NP or DP. fo-infinitival objects, in contrast, either precede to or follow the
infinitive; they cannot intervene between /o and the infinitive, and neither can any
other material, although this situation will change in ME.

VP

-A-
V'

-n-
V

lnf

(31) Ac se deofol forwyrhte hine sylfne pa 6a he tihte
but the devil ruined him self when he urged

bat
the

folc
people
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to pas hrlendes slege <.ECHom 1,20 292.5>
murder
when he urged the people to the Saviour's

to the [ger,] saviour's [gen]
'But the devil ruined himself
murder'

If such genitive objects reside in SpecDP, some sort of stipulation would be required
to ensure that SpecDP is either absent or unavailable if the DP happens to be
complemented by an InfP instead of an NP; such a stipulation is only acceptable if it
is offset by an advantage in another area, eg. by being able to capture the generation
of ro-infinitival and dative endings in a single analysis; we will see below, however,
that the infinitival ending exhibits a structural difference from the ending on the N-
head in the complement of a genuine preposition that such an analysis only requires
further stipulations.

If such genitive objects reside in SpecNP, the impossibility of material
intervening between to and the infinitive could be argued to be due to the fact that
there is no SpecNP available in the case of the /o-infinitive, but the problem of the
absent or unavailable SpecDP remains.

11.4.4 The behaviour of the infinitival inflection

There is a further point that makes it difficult to justify the assumption of a DP-shell
for to-infinitives. The advantage of such an approach should lie in the fact that it
makes a generalization possible with respect to datival endings, as the ro-infinitival
ending would then be generated by the same mechanism that generates dative
endings on regular N-heads in the complements of genuine prepositions. This
generalization also obviates the necessrty of accorrmodating two different categories
for the preposition to and infinitival /o respectively, as it is able to subsume the latter
under the same analysis as the former. The problem is that such an approach leads to
further complications, as the datival ending on the infrnitive appears to be so
fossilized that it behaves markedly differently from the productive inflection on
genuine N-heads.ra

Here we come to the second difference between the dative endings on regular N-
heads and the dative ending on to-infinitives. Genuine prepositions may or may not
drop the preposition in the second conjunct; of all 222 rnstances of conjoined PPs
with eg. mid'with' in the works of ,iElfric, for instance, 117 show pattern (32a), and

l4There 
are further problems with the dative ending in that there are some indications that it does not

represent a relic from an earlier stage but a later analogical formation, possibly through influence of
Latin (Demske-Neumann 1994:55; Delbrijck 1907). See also section 12.3.2 in the next chapter.
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105 pattern (32b).rs Genuine prepositions can assign case to two conjoined Ns (as in
the schema of (32a), whereas two conjoined ro-infinitives always need to repeat the

/o-element (as in the schema of (32b)):

(32) a. ,o N+e and (lo) N+e
b. toY+e and toY+e

PP

to-inf

The two exceptions offered by Jarad in which the lo-infinitive appears to behave as

in (32a), i.e. like a regular to-PP, appear to be taken straight from Visser. One of
them can be dismissed out of hand as it turns out to be a regular instance of (32b) in
Miller <Bede I 15.62.5>. The second one is (33), with relevant structure in bold:

(33) pa pat pa da brodor gesawon, pa wrcron hie swi6e
when that then the brothers saw then were they very
forhte gewordne, & 6a efestton 6rem biscope to
afraid become and then hastened to-the bishop to
cydenne & secgenne 6a 6ing 6e hie 6ar gemetton.
make-known and tell those things which they there found
<Bede 4 3l-376.5>
Iaf.: Quod ubi videre fratres, nimio mox timore perculsi, festinarunt referre
antistiti quae inuenerant. (Colgrave & Mynors 1969:a42)
'when the brothers saw that, they became very afraid, and then hastened to
the bishop to make known and tell those things which they found there'

Note that to cydenne & secgenne translates a single Latin verb, referre'report'; this
practice of glossing a single word twice is typical of OE glosses, but even glosses

rarely drop /o in the second conjunct while leaving the -ne ending intact; 5 out of a
total of 3l conjoins in glosses in the Toronto Corpus drop the second ,o.

The schema in (32), then, represents a robust difference between regular PPs and

to-infinitives that constitutes a serious objection to the DP-shell approach. It is

diffrcult to see what clues were actually available to the OE language learner to
acquire the DP-shell in his grammar in the first place, given the fact that the rest of
the paradigm (i.e. nominative, genitive, accusative case endings) is missing. There is
an additional complication in that a grarnmar that treats the OE ro-infinitive as a DP
also needs to specify that it is only the preposition to that can take an infinitival VP
inside a DP'shell as complement, as no other prepositions appear with an infinitival
VP.

In all we conclude that the evidence for a DP-shell in the internal structure of OE
,o-infinitives is problematical, to say the least. In the next section we will show that
a PP-analysis of the ro-infinitive is also at odds with the position of the ro-infinitive

lSlnstances of conjoined rnlrl-PPs are far more frequent than instances of conjoined /o-PPs, which is
why I am giving figures for mid rather than ,o. With conjoined lo-PPs the figures are much lower, but
the proportions are the same (50/50).
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in the clause.

11.4.5 Positional evidence against a PP-analysis

The position of the /o-infinitive in the clause is not comparable to that of an ordinary
PP. Argument-PPs, like argument-NPs, may either precede or follow the matrix verb
in OE. Table ll.l below shows the position of ro-infinitives and ro-PPs as the

complement of the verbs of persuading and urging, the environment in which the lo-
infinitive shows the greatest distributional overlap with the PP with to, as we saw in
the previous chapter. We see that the ,o-PP occurs freely to the left (as in (34)) and

to the right of the matrix verb (as in (35)). The to-infinitive, however, invariably
occurs to the right (as rn (36)). The governing verb is the same in all three examples:

niedan'urge, force', and the relevant structures are given in bold type):

(34) (,iEt arestan we lera6, pat mest 6earf is, 6ret rghwelc mon his aO & his wed
warlice healde.)
Gif hwa to hwre0rum pissa genied sie on woh... <LawAf 1, 1-l.l>
if anyone to either of these forced be unjustly
'(Before all we enjoin, that it is most needful, that each man should hold his
oath or promise carefully.) If anyone is forced to either of these unjustly...'

(35) On prm dagum Ualentinianus geniedde

on those days Valentinianus forced
agnum lande <Or 6 33.152.1>

lands
'In those days Valentinian
country'

forced the Saxons back again to their own

(36) 6a ea6modan ... weorden geuiedde hiera undeawas to herianne
the humble ... be [subjJ forced their faults to praise
<cP 41.302.18>
'the humble ... would be forced to praise their faults'

eft pa

again the
Seaxan to hiera
Saxons to their
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Table 11.1: the position of to-PPs (spatial and purposive) and to-infinitives as

GoAL arguments in the Toronto Corpus

complement Vnn- /oX /oX-Von

To-PP

?no-infinitive

373 (se%)

50 (e8%)

zse (4r%)

I (2o/o)

Moreover, the single case of a pre-verbal to-infinitive in Table 11.1 occurs in <LS
23 (Mary of Egypt)>, a badly Eanslated text in which the order of finite verb and ro-
infinitive reflects that of the Latin original; if we take this fact into account, the
results are even more striking: ro-infinitives are obligatorily clause-final.

These results are not at all what we would expect if the categorial status of the
ro-infinitive is that of a PP. The difference in position between the two infinitives
cannot be accounted for either by adopting the position that the ro-infinitive can

remain in situ because it is already Case-marked by the "preposition" to. The
hypothesis that the distribution of ,o can be explained on the basis of Case crops up
again and again in the literature (eg. Nunes 1993) but is untenable because ,o-
infinitives, as we have seen throughout parts II and III of this book, occur as object
c.q. THEME argument. If ,o-infinitives remain in situ because they are already Case-

marked by to, we would also expect genuine ro-PP arguments to remain in situ.
Table I l.l shows that they do noL

Jarad's suggestion that "[t]he OE to-infinitive has more internal structure than
typical PPs (and NPs which also appear in either pre-verbal or post-verbal position
(cf. Pintzuk 1996). The heavier the complement i.e. the more internal stmcture it
has, the more likely it is to appear post-verbally" (Jarad 1997:51) is rather lame.
Work done on heavy constituent shift in OE so far does not suggest that it is
motivated by more extensive internal structure, but by syllable length, or possibly
by extra-syntactic discourse factors (eg. Pintzuk & Kroch 1989 and Pintark 1996),
and it is also extremely important to realize that the figures of Table ll.l are not
compatible with a motivation that is captured by varying degrees of probability, as

appears to be the case with heavy constihrent shift; the to-infinitive categorically
appears in clause-final position, not only after the verbs of persuading and urging,
but as we will see in Table ll.2 below (section 17.5.2), also after the mrgxttoN
verbs. This clearly suggests a syntactic frigger, not a motivation depending on
surface factors or discourse factors.
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11.4.6 Conclusions

We have seen in this section that a larad-type analysis of the OE ro-infinitive as a V-
head inside a DP-shell that is the complement of to, a full preposition, cannot be
correct. Evidence from coordinated lo-infinitives show that the infinitival ending
does not, or only in a very restricted environment (i.e. glosses), appear on the

second conjunct without /o being repeated. This presents a stark contrast with
genuine PPs, which, when coordinated, are free to drop the preposition in front of
the second conjunct while retaining their case-ending, and do so in about half of all
cases. It seems that infinitival to, then, is more integrated with the infinitival verb
than a genuine preposition with its NP-complement.

This is further supported by the finding that "split infinitives" are not possible:
no material may intervene between infinitival to and the infinitive. In contrast, strict
adjacency is not required between a genuine P and the Head of its complement. We
will see that this is an important finding, as this strict adjacency is lost in early
Middle English.

The final argument against a PP analysis (independent of whether the analysis
incorporates a DP-shell or not) is the clause-final position of the ro-infinitive.
Argument PPs freely precede and follow their governing verb, whereas to-infinitives
categorically follow.

We will argue in the next section that this position matches that of finite CPs,
and would be accounted for if OE ro-infinitives are CPs, too. The possibility that lo-
infinitives are CPs is further supported by the fact that the distribution of lo-
infinitives follows that of finite, subjunctive, clauses.

11.5 Evidence for a CP-analysis

11.5.1 Introduction

What is the OE ,o-infinitive if it is not a PP? We will argue in this section that to-
infinitives conform to finite clauses with respect to their position in the clause (both
invariably occur in clause-final position), their similar distribution, and the fact that
they are in competition in OE and ME. The CP status of finite clauses is not in
doubt, as there is an overt complementizer (that) which needs to be accommodated
in the C-position. Io-infinitives do not start to occur with an overt complementizer
(/or) until eME (see section 12.3.4\, which means that a CP analysis is less easy to
argue for OE. The available evidence rests on their obligatory clause-final position,
the existence of "gapped" ,o-infrnitival adjuncts (if we assume the analysis in section
3.5.2 above) and the existence of ro-infinitival relatives (below, section 11.5.5).
Such "gapped" adjuncts and to-infinitival relatives require the presence of SpecCP

to accommodate both overt and non-overt wft-moved constituents.
Finally, we will argue that the fact that NPs may scramble out of to-infinitival

complements does not constitute a counterargument against a CP-analysis.
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11.5.2 Positional evidence for a CP-analysis

The positional contrast between genuine PPs and ro-infinitives that emerged in I 1.1

above is confirmed by the position of to-infinitives in the complement of verbs other

than those of persuading and urging. We saw in Chapter 3 that both infinitives may

appear as THEME argument after a subset of the INTENTION verbs. There is, however,
a significant contrast between the bare and the lo-infinitive after these verbs in that

the bare infinitive frequently precedes its governing verb, as in (36), whereas this is
extremely rare in the case of ro-infinitives, where the canonical word order is, again,

clause-final (eg. (37)). The infinitives are given in bold:

(37) he hi nefre forlretan ne penced <Boeth 35.103.17>
he them never leave not thinks
'he intends never to leave them'

(38) Esau 6in brodor pe 6enc6 to ofsleane <Gen 21.42>
Esau thy brother thee intends to kill
'Your brother Esau intends to kill you'

The figures are as follows:

Table ll.2: the order V^, - Vn, with INTENTIoN-verbs in the Toronto Corpus

complement Von - V,n. V,*r - Von

Bare infinitive

Io-infinitive

144 (630/0)

297 (ee.7%)

8s (37%)

l (0.3%)

Table 1 1 .1 and 1 1.2 clearly show that the to-infrnitive almost invariably appears in
clause-final position. It is not only as argument, but also as adjunct that we find the

ro-infinitive in this position; the few exceptions reflect, in most cases, the word
order in a Latin source.r6 The only example of a preposed (adjunct) ,o-infinitive in
the works of ,rElfric is <ECHom II, 35 264.149>.

There is one function in which preposed ro-infinitives are more frequent, and

that is as predicate (i.e . as complement of wesan'to be'). As this /o-infinitive differs
from the lo-infinitive after all other verbs in a number of significant respects, and

I6ftris is particularly evident in the OE Bede. Bede's own Latin is quite strictly verb-final, so that

(adjunct) a6l+gerund constructions invariably precede the matrix verb in the Latin text. I found that the

OE translation changes ca.75Vo of these cases into clause-final to-infinitives, which must surely mean

that the order to-infinitive - finite verb is marked even in the case of adjuncts. The remaining25a/o are

left in the original order.
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probably requires a different analysis, we will devote a separate section to it (see

next chapter).
The proportion of preposed versus postposed bare infinitives are reminiscent of

that of NP objects in OE which may follow or precede the verb. The same contrast
as in Table 11.2 was noted for Modern Dutch by eg.Koster (1984: 443). In that
language, bare-infinitival complements were also found patterning like NP-objects.
In contrast, Dutch om te-infrnitives (lit. for lo-infinitives) are always extraposed; as

they are generally analysed as CPs in Modern Dutch (for the same reasons as PE ro-
infinitives in controlled complements), this clause-final position is only to be

expected. According to which framework is adopted, CPs are either analysed as

being subject to obligatory extraposition (GB) or are not Case-marked, therefore do

not require Checking and may remain in situ (in a antisymmetric/minimalist
approach in which all languages are analysed as underlyingly VO).

The same findings are reported for Modern Dutch in Van Haaften et al. (1985),
who investigated the position of NPs and CPs as subjects of finite clauses and Small
Clauses: Dutch nominal bare infinitives can only occur in Case-positions and cannot

be exffaposed, whereas CPs with om te are obligatorily exhaposed. CPs, whether
finite or non-finite, cannot occur as subjects in OE, so that Van Haaften et al.'s
investigation cannot be repeated for OE.

Koster (1984: 445) relates the ability of Dutch infinitival verb complements to
receive Case despite being V-heads to their morphological shape, and perhaps this is
also the most plausible analysis for OE bare infinitives. Bare infinitives would then
be V-heads but with some nominal morphological characteristics; this means that
their behaviour is more "nominal" than that of to-infinitives, even though they do

not exhibit the typical characteristics of a full-blown N-head, i.e. premodifrcation by
articles and adjectives; "inherited" objects in the genitive or in an ofphrase;
appearing in subject position or as the complement of a preposition. As V-heads,

they are clausal. In the case of bare infinitival complements to the aspectualizers
(Chapter 4), the verbs of commanding and permitting (Chapter 7) and the motion
verbs (Chapter 9) there are clear differences that warant an analysis on a par with
the OE modals, although there, too, it is difficult to choose between the various
levels: we could be dealing with lexical verbs with subjectless syntax (i.e. raising
verbs) or with auxiliaries (base-generated in T0), depending on how one assesses the

situation of the modals in OE and later developments (for discussion, see Denison
1990b; Warner 1990; van Kemenade I992). Bare infinitives with rurr,NTIoN verbs

are more problematic: if we assume them to have a fullblown argument stucture,
with a subject position, we have to assume a PRO subject for the infinitive. If we
accept the PRO theorem, these infinitives would have to be analysed as CPs for
theory-internal reasons; but then we would expect them to be obligatorily clause-

final - which they are not (Table I 1.2). This problem is bound up with the PRO

issue, which is beyond the scope of this book (see also section I 1.5.5 below).
Positionally, then, OE ro-infinitives pattern like CPs, whereas OE bare infinitives

pattern like NPs. This suggests that it is impossible to talk about "the" OE infinitive,
as there are at least two infinitives that each warrant a separate analysis.
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11.5.3 Distributional evidence for a CP-analysis

The domain of the bare infinitive is relatively circumscribed in OE, as in later
periods. Bare infinitives occur almost exclusively as complement to verbs. The
domain of the to-infinitive is larger.

\\e form of the lo-infinitive is indisputably that of a PP with ro, and we have
argued above that its origin must be sought in the purposive ro-PP in which to is a
preposition which specifically takes an action noun (a nominalisation of a verb) as

its complement (see section ll.2.l above). The distribution of the to-PP has
accordingly received a prominent place in the previous two parts of this book (II and
III). On the basis of evidence from OE and Gothic that was discussed there, it seems
likely that such non-spatial, purposive to-PPs occurred in the following contexts:

(i) as purpose phrase,
(ii) as the complement of a limited number of nouns (eg. anweald 'powef , tima
'time') and adjectives (eg. gearu'ready'),r7 and
(iii) as GoAL argument of verbs of urging and persuading.

It is in these positions that we also find the to-infinitive in OE; its distribution,
however, no longer follows that of the PP with /o, but has spread to contexts that
never occured with a /o-PP, i.e. to the INTENTIoN verbs, the ingressive
aspectualrzers onginnan and beginnan 'begin', and to the verbs of commanding and
permitting, as we saw in the previous chapters.

If we look at the overall figures for all verbs that are attested with a /o-infinitive,
we find that 109 verbs (both subject and object control) are attested with a to-
infinitive, but only 28 of them (260/o) also occur with a ,o-PP.r8 The figures are set

out in Table 11.3.

lTWe sa* many examples of (i) and (iii) in the previous chapters; examples of (ii) are (ia-c) below:

(i) a. he was anred ellenweorces, ... gearo ... to Godes campe. <And 230>
he was resolute brave{eed[gen] ready to God's battle
'he was resolute of the brave deed, ready to God's battle'

b. ic eom sona gearo pat ic gange to minum discipulum <LS I .l (Andrew Bright) 306>
I am at once ready that I go [subj] to my disciples
'l am now ready to go to my disciples'

c. ic beo sona gearu to adreoganne prt 6u ..- deman wille <And 70>
I am at once ready to bear what you ... decide will
'l am now ready to bear what you will decide'

lsThis figure is on the charitable side, as it includes verbs that are only attested with spatial /o-PPs,

like the conatives, a subset of the INTENTIoN verbs, rather than purposive lo-PPs. Purposive ro-PPs
exclusively occur in the complement of the verbs of persuading and urging, and they are the ones that
have ,a-infinitival alternatives. More about this below (section I 1.6.2).
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Table 11.3: numbers of verbs attested with the relevant complements in the

Toronto Corpus (OE)

261

semantic groups to-inf
(:N)

that ro+NP

'intend' or 'try' (Ch. 3)

'begin' (Ch.4)

'persuade' (Ch. 6)

'order' or'permit' (Ch. 7)

l5

0

l3

0

55

I

l8

T2

66

aJ

25

l5

Totals 109

NB: numbers can be > N because many verbs take both complements.

Various attempts have been made in the past to account for the distribution of the

two infinitives in OE after individual verbs, with the overall verdict that the two
infinitives are in free variation and that the distribution defies analysis (Mitchell

S3723f0. As soon as the subjunctive that-clause is included in the equation,

however, the distribution of the to-infinitive after individual verbs can be seen to
match the distribution of the that-clause, The fact that the match is not perfect is not
a serious objection, since we saw that those verbs of the "intention" and "persuade"
groups that do not occur with a that-clause are quite rare (five or less attestations in
the Toronto Corpus; see above, section 3.6.2 and 6.6) and arguably do not show the

full range of their possible complementation patterns; the same is true of those verbs

that occur with a subjunctive that-clause but not with a to-infinitive.
Some /o-infinitival (rueue-)arguments may have been the result of a reanalysis

from adjunct to argument, as advocated by Bock (1931). We argued in parts II and

III that the structural ambiguity that prompted such a reanalysis could not have

arisen if the to-infinitive solely occurred in adjunct position. There must have been a

precedent for analysing ra-inf,rnitives as arguments, or they would have not become

arnbiguous. We argued that this precedent was set by the fact that GOAL arguments

developed out of purpose adjuncts after the verbs of persuading and urging, and that
the ro-infinitive came to be analysed at some stage as the non-finite alternative to the

subjunctiv e t h at - clause .

When the lo-infinitive became the non-finite alternant, as it were, of the

subjunctive that-clause, it started to spread to other groups of verbs which are not
attested with a to-PP at all, although they do appear with a subjunctive that-clause.
This clause expresses, in most cases, the verb's THEME argument, which could also

be expressed by an NP-object or, in a limited number of cases, by a bare infinitive.
This is why the only single construction that matches the distribution of the to-
infinitive as verb complement in OE is the subjunctive that-clause.

2886
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If we look at the distribution of the to-infinitive in the domain of grammatical
functions, we find a match there, too. OE that-clauses (whether subjunctive or
otherwise) do not occur in typical NP-positions such as subject position, or as the

complement of a preposition; and neither do ro-infinitives. When that-clauses start
to occur in such positions in Middle English, lo-infinitives do so, too - hence the

more "nominal" behaviour of ro-infinitives in Middle English mentioned in section
11.2.3 above. Example (18) above, in which the ro-infinitival phrase occurs as

subject complement (here repeated as (39)), is matched almost word by word by
(40), an example from the same text, with a subjunctive clause in the same position
(relevant structures in bold):

(39) pe zeuend stape is to loki mesure ine mete and ine drinke
the seventh step is to maintain moderation in meat and in drink
(Ayenbi I260.486)
'the seventh step is maintaining moderation in food and in drink'

(40) pe zixte stape of temperance and of sobrete is pet ech loki
the sixth step of temperance and of sobriety is that each maintain [subj
guode mesur ine his contenance (Ayenbi I 260.486)
good moderation in his countenance
'the sixth step of temperarce and of sobriety is that each one should maintain
good moderation in his countenance'

ME lo-infrnitives were indeed more "nominal" than PE to-infinitives, but the point is

that they were also more nominal than OE to-infinitives. In this respect their
behaviour simply followed that of the subjunctive that-clause, which started to
realize grammatical functions which earlier were the exclusive domain of NPs.

What bearing does this account have on the category of the OE lo-infinitive?
Selectional properties of the makix verb are often argued to be syntactically
represented in the C-head of the selected clause (eg. Stowell 1981); if the same

maffix verb may select either a finite complement (the subjunctive that-clause) or a
non-finite complement (the lo-infrnitive) and these two complements can be seen to
be semantically equivalent (witness their competition) but only differ in finiteness, it
would make sense for reasons of economy if they both contained a C-head with the
same selectional features.

If to-infinitives are CPs, and the non-finite counterpart of subjunctive that-
clauses, one would expect the rates at which objects follow or precede their
goveming verbs to be roughly the same for both. In order to check this, I compared
the rates of NP objects preceding or following (argumenQ ro-infinitives with a

sample of subjunctive (argument) clauses (with genuine subjunctives, not
combinations of modal+bare infinitives). This sample comprised subjunctive
complements to three INTENTI0N verbs, i.e. wilnian 'want', giernan'desire', hogian
'intend', two verbs of persuading and urging, i.e. manian 'admonish' and niedan
'urge ', and one verb of commanding, i.e. bebeodan'command'. I did not include
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cases in which the object was a clitic preceding the subject.

The to-infinitival figures exclude cases in which the infinitival object appears to
the left of the maffix verb (scrambling) or in any other derived position
(Topicalisation, Wh-movement). It does include a number of instances in which the

status of the NP is ambiguous (either an object of the matrix verb or an object of the

infinitive, i.e. the structural ambiguity observed by Bock and discussed in section

3.5); for this reason, the frequency of the OV-order with lo-infinitives was expected

to come out slightly higher than that of the finite clauses. However, the proportions
came out exactly the same:

Table 11.4: rates of objects preceding their V in finite and non-finite (fo-
inlinitival) clauses

Obj to V to V Obj

subjunctive argument clauses, N:2I I

,o-infinitival arguments, N : 262

144 (68%)

177 (68%)

67 (32%)

8s (32%)

It would appear, then, that object position in ,o-infinitival and finite subjunctive
clauses is determined by the same processes, ffid that object positions in to-
infinitival clauses do not require special mechanisms to derive them.

The most compelling argument in favour of a clausal analysis, however, is the

fact that there is extensive evidence of compefition between the ro-infinitive and the

subjunctive clause in Old English, with the ,o-infinitive ousting the subjunctive that-
clause in Middle English. This strongly suggests that the two structures are

functionally equivalent.

11.5.4 Evidence from competing structuresr8

We saw in the previous chapters that there is evidence of competition between

subjunctive clause aud to-infrnitive: instances of the former strrcture in the earlier C
rns are systematically replaced by the latter in the later H ms of Gregory's Dialogues
(sections 3.6.3 and 6.6). There are as many as fifty instances of such replacement,

even though only the first two books of the text in the H ms have survived.re This
means that the to-infinitive apparently comes to be regarded as the non-finite

l8I 
"* 

grateful to Mirjam Ernestus (Department of General Linguistics), Cor Koster (Departmant of
English), Evert Wattel (Department of Mathematics), all of the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam, and

Anthony Warner (Department of Language and Linguistic Science, University of York) for their help
with the statistical information in this section. The logistic curve in diagram I 1.2 was provided by Evert
Wattel.

leThe details of these fifty instances are set out in Appendix A below.
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alternative to a subjunctive that-clause at some stage in OE.
The notion that there is a systematic relationship between the two sEuctures is

further supported by the fact that they can be seen to be in competition from the end
of the OE period onwards- Relative counts from historical corpora suggest that the
massive increase in the frequency of the lo-infinitive in eME occurred at the
expense of the subjunctive that-clause, witness Table 1 1.5.

Table ll.5: frequencies of to-infinitives and compatible2o subjunctive thot-
clauses in OE and eME

Function oEl oE2 0E3
BG BG BG
AH AH AH

OE4 total Ml
BG OE PPC
AH ME

M2 total
PPC eME
ME

Purpose that 60 91 26
s2% 5t% 59%

r8
4t%

I
20o/o

4s586
80% 48% 49%

178 6

8%

163 121 72 193

95% 92%

6

5%
t2

Intention 2 t@ 145 69
t00% 84% 82% 84%

383 48 35 82

38% 40%

80 s3
62% 60%

r3303131
0% t6% t8%

13

t6%
75

Manipul
atives

that I 1 17s 183

92% 86% 87%

28 27 ll
l4oA 13% l0o/o

443377
34% 38o/o

84 53 t57
66% 62%

95
90%

464

I
8%

69

When the Fischer Exact test is applied to these figures, the variation evident in the
four OE periods is not significant, and neither is the variation between the two eME
periods. The difference between the OE and eME totals, however, is highly
significant, with p < .0001. This means the rise in the number of ra-infinitives in

2o"Compatible" 
,lrar-clauses refer to clauses in which the subject is identical to the subject of the

matrix clause in the case of the intention-group, or to the object of the matrix clause in the
manipulatives, i.e- the "persuade" and "order, permit" groups, which means that they are in principle
cornpatible with the subject or object control constructions in which we find the ra-infinitival
constructions after these same verbs. The cornplements after verbs of persuading and urging are almost
invariably "controlled", whether finite or non-finite (more about this below, section I 1.6.2), but the
same is not true of the verbs of ordering and permitting.
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these three environments is in all probability related to the decline in the number of
subjunctive /ft a/-clauses.

Corresponding figures for bare infinitival complements after INTENTIoN verbs

are set out in Table 1 1.6. The figures for bare infinitival complements are very low
in both co{pora; this is probably due to the fact that they consist of prose texts (at

least at the time these counts were recorded (1997); the BGAH corpus has since
been extended), whereas bare infinitives are more frequent in poetry than prose (see

section 3.5.5 above).

Table 11.6: frequencies of to-infinitives and bare infinitives in OE and eME for
INTENTION verbs

oE (BGAH) eME (PPCME)

ro-infinitives

bare infinitives

Table 11.6 contrasts the figures for the bare infinitive with those for the /o-infinitive,
and we find that p < .05 for the INTENTIoN verbs (significan$. If we look at the
figures of bare and to in isolation of the finite complement, then, the share of the
bare infinitive in the total of non-finite complements appears to have decreased;
however, when the figures of the finite complement are also taken into account -
i..e when the figures for to-infinitive and subjunctive clause are taken together and
set off against those of the bare infrnitive - the result is not significant (p > .092, *: 2.83, df : l). The overall share of the bare infrnitive as expression of the THEME

argument after these verbs turns out to remain steady: 6% n OE versus 5% in ME
(see Table I l.l0 below). We conclude that the increase of the ro-infinitive in eME is
far more likely to have occurred at the expense of the subjunctive clause than at the
expense of the bare infrnitive, although the vast numbers of to-infinitives after these

verbs in ME are bound to have affected the rest of the verb system, inclusing the
position of the bare infrnitive.

The position of the bare infinitive as complement to manipulative verbs is more
difficult to gauge. For these stnrctures to be in competition, there needs to be a
certain amount of overlap in distribution and function, and we saw in Chapter 6 that
bare and to-infinitival complements show syntactic and semantic differences which
argue against functional equivalence; moreover, the proportion of verbs in this
group that occur with both complements is very small (see Table 6.4 and 6.5). With
these points in mind, I made two tables: one which includes bare infinitives after the
causatives hatan'command'and letan'let' (Table 11.8) and one which excludes
them (Table 1 1.7). The reason is that these verbs do not appear with ro-infinitives in
OE, and, in the case of letan, not in ME either (the same is not tnre of hatan), which
means that any competition that could be there might not show up in these frgures if

133

l0

75

22
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hatan and letan are included.

Cueprrn l1

Table ll.7: frequencies of fa-infinitives and bare infinitives in OE and eME for
manipulative verbs, not counting hatan tcommand' and letan olet'

oE (BGAH) eME (PPCME)

ro-infinitives

bare infinitives

A chi-square analysis showed that there was no relation between time period and

infinitival complements (12 :2.64, df : l, p: .104, not significanQ. If we take the

finite complements into account, the share of the bare infinitives remains steady:

from 2% n OE to 5% in ME.

Table 11.8: frequencies of ro-infinitives and bare infinitives in OE and eME for
manipulative verbs, including hatan'command' and le,tan'let'

oE (BGAH) eME (PPCME)

t37

11

66

ll

/o-infinitives

bare infinitives

66

266

157

172

Such figures show why the idea of bare infinitives being replaced by to-infinitives
may suggest itself; if the figures of the finite complement do not appear in the

equation, figures like those of Table 11.8 appear to indicate competition between

bare and ,o-infinitival complements (f,' : 53.19, df : 1, p .0001, highly significant).
If the frgures for the finite complements are taken into account, however, the picture
changes: the overall share of the finite complement is down, that of the /o-infinitive
is up and ttre share of the bare infinitive is also slightly up; see Table 11.9.
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Table 11.9: overall share of that-clauses, ra-infinitives and bare infinitives in OE
and eME for manipulative verbs in percentages, including hatan'command'
tnd letan'let'

oE (BGAH),
N:726

eME (PPCME),
N: 406

that-clauses

ra-infinitives

bare infinitives

394 (54o/o)

66 (e%)

266 (37o/o)

77 (re%)

ls7 (38%)

172 (42%\

Table I 1.9 shows that the decline in bare-infinitival complements after these verbs is

only apparent: the figure for these complements in eME is only lower than the figure
for OE because the eME corpus is smaller, with a corresponding decrease in
instances of manipulative verbs. The decrease is not apparent in 11.8 because the

finite complements have been removed from the picture. The figures show, then,
that the rise of the lo-infinitive in the transitional period from OE to eME probably
occurred at the expense of the subjunctive that-clause, rather than at the expense of
the bare infinitive.

Diagram 11.1 is based onthe figures of Table 11.5, butexcludes the figures of
the first OE period, as they are too small to be significant.

Diagram 11.1: Ratios of ra-infinitives to that-clauses in OE and eME

100

80

60

40

20

0

-{- purpose + intention + nanipulation

oE2 oE3 oE4 MEl ME2
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The graph in Diagram 11.1 shows slight dips and rises in the OE and ME periods

respectively, but they are not significant; what is significant is the steep cline
between the fourth OE period and the first ME period. There is a caveal: there is a
chance that the change between the last OE period and the first ME period was not
as drastic as the corpus figures suggest, because the ME corpus does not represent
the same dialect as the OE corpus. The OE texts are mainly West-Saxon (Southern),
and this dialect is badly represented in the selection of the first part of the ME
corpus because of few eME texts from the South have survived. When I checked the
Vices and Virtues fragments in the Ml subcorpus (a Southern text from ca. 1200)
the figures compare to those of the overall counts of the PPCME (Ml and M2) as

follows:

Table 11.10: Yices ond Vinues fragments compared to OE and eME for
INTENTIOX verbs

oE (BGAH) Vices and
Virtues
(Ml)

eME
(PPCME)
M1+M2

/o-infinitives

compatible /&a/-clauses

bare infinitives

7s (2t%)

263 (73o/o)

22 (6%)

20 (74%)

s (te%)

2 (7o/o)

133 (5e%)

82 (360/0)

10 (s%)

Although the figures are small, ,o-infinitives outnumber both bare infinitves and
that-clatses, and are, if anyttring even more progressive than the overall counts for
ME. The figures for manipulative complements are given in Table 11.11:

Table 11.11: Vices and Virtues fragments compared to OE and eME for
manipulative verbs, including hatan'command' and lrltan'let'

oE (BGAH) Vices and
Virtues
(Ml)

eME (PPCME)

ro-infinitives

compatible #laf-clauses

bare infinitives

66 (e%)

394 (s4%\

266 (37%)

14 (32%)

r6 (36%)

14 (32%)

tsl (37%)

77 (17%)

t72 (42%)

The share of the ro-infinitive is again up compared to OE, and that of the that-clatse
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down; the share of the bare infinitive is again steady. The figures of Tables 11.10

and 11.11 may well suggest that the steep cline of Diagram 11.1 is not due to
dialectal variation, as the same tendencies are found in this Southern text, although a

definitive answer will require further research.
The progression of a linguistic innovation often shows up as a characteristic S-

curve (Chen 197?).It is possible to construct a logistic curve for each of these throe

environments on the basis of these five datapoints, as shown in Diagram I 1.2.

However, we do not really have any evidence of the reality of such a curve because

of the paucity of texts in the crucial period, and the curve in Diagram ll.2 gives a

picture for the OE and ME periods which is at odds with our finding that the

changes in OE2-OE4 or in MEI-MEZ are not significant. These points should be

kept in mind with respect to Diagram I1.2.

Diagram lt,Zt Curves of best fit of the competition between /a-infinitives and
compatible that-clauses in OE and eME in three environments: P (purpose
adjuncts), I (Inrnnrtox verbs) and M (manipulatives, i.e. Verbs of
Commanding and Permitting, and Persuading and Urging)

Both diagrams show that the ro-infinitive has made the greatest inroads on the
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domain of the subjunctive clause in the function of the purpose adjunct, which is
generally thought to be the earliest environment in which the ro-infinitive emerged
(Chapter 9). The change lags behind in the other two environments; the logistrc
curve in Diagram I 1.2 gives the turiring point of the change - the point at which
there are more ro-infinitives than that-clauses - as 986 eD for purpose adjuncts, t
84 years; 1209 eo for manipulatives, + 43 years, and l2l I ao for INTrNTIoN verbr,
t 44 years. The turning point for purpose adjuncts is much more difficult to pinpoint
than those of the other environments because the purpose curve is much shallower,
as if the change in this early environment does not progress as fast.2r

All in all, these figures confirm that there is a systematic relationship between
subjunctive that-clause and to-infinitive: they are in competition in OE, with the to-
infinitive beginning to oust the subjunctive that-clause in ME. There is evidence that
the PE situation was not reached until 1800 (cf. Rohdenburg 1992).

The fact that the /o-infinitive follows the distribution of the that-clatse in OE
and is in competition with it in eME does not of course in itself constitute sufficient
evidence to analyse ro-infinitives as CPs. What it does show is that analysing the OE
ro-infinitive as a PP does nothing to elucidate the situation, given that this
competition only involves ro-infinitives, whereas ordinary PPs (with to or with
another preposition) do not enter into this kind of competition in eME. If one still
opts for a PP analysis, one would have to specifu that the ro-infinitive is a very
special kind of PP, as the ro-infinitives as a group are singled out from genuine PPs

by their special behaviour as alternatives for a finite clause.

f 1.5.5 Evidence from ro-infinitival relatives

A further argument to support a CP-analysis for ro-infinitives involves ro-infinitival
relatives with preposition stranding. P-stranding in OE only involves movement of a
prepositional object to an A'-position, i.e. there are no prepositional passives (Van
Kemenade 1987:160; see also Denison 1985). The facts of P-sftanding is
summarized by Van Kemenade (1987:152-153) as follows: when there is an overt
relative pronoun in SpecCP, we always find pied-piping, unless that overt element is
a personal pronoun or an R-pronoun. ln the latter case the preposition can be
standed. When there is no overt element in SpecCP, - BS in infinitival relatives, pe
relatives and tough movement constnrctions -, preposition stranding is obligatory.
Examples of P-sftanding in ro-infinitival consbuctions are (4I)-(42):

2lThis does not mean that the data in diagram I constitute counter-evidence for the "the constant
rate hypothesis", also known as "the rate identity effect" (eg. Kroch l989a,b). According to this
hlpothesis, the competition between two structures often progresses at a constant rate in all
environments, even if the change is more advanced in one environment and less so in others. In our
case, the datapoints are too far apart, and too imprecisely dated, to determine the tuming point with
enough precision to confirm or reject this hypothesis.
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(41) & he ... wepn gegrap mid to campienne

and he weapon seized with to fight
<LS l2(NatJnBapt) 103>
'and he grabbed a weapon to fight with'

(42) pone seofo6an heofon he geworhte him sylfum on to sittenne

the seventh heaven he made him self in to sit
<HomS 27 ,35>
'the seventh heaven he made to sit in himself

The fact that there is no overt wh-element in SpecCP in the case of this second

group of constructions has led some scholars to posit two different relativization
strategies, with non-finite and finite relatives being assigned separate analyses: finite
relatives as instances of wft-movement, and non-finite relatives as instances of
deletion under identity; in this analysis, then, movement out of a PP is impossible in
oE.

Van Kemenade proposes an analysis that unifies the two constnrctions (pied-
piping and P-stranding) and argues that the facts of the disfribution of the two types
falls out naturally if the empty SpecCP position of infinitival relatives and tough
movement constructions is assumed to be occupied by a null clitic-pronoun. As only
clitic-elements can move out of PPs, this accounts for the fact that we find P-

stranding in the ro-infinitival cases; this movement is in fact obligatory because the

phi-features of the null clitic need to be identified (Van Kemenade 1987:164-171).
Whether to-infinitival relatives are the result of wft-deletion or w&-movement,

and whether the non-overt element is a null clitic-pronoun or an empty Operator (as

in the analysis in Haegeman 1984:468-470, in nun based on Epstein 1984), the fact
remains that all of those analyses require a SpecCP position to host the (null) relative
pronoun or empty wh-operutor. This means (as was also observed in Van Kemenade
1992:148) that these ro-infinitives must be analysed as CPs.

Analysing such clauses on a par with frnite relatives accounts for the fact that
stranded Ps occupy a fixed position in both, namely strictly adjacent to the verb. The

only exceptions are infinitival to and the negative ne, brtt they are clitics on the

verb.22

22Ct. (+t) - here repeated as (i) - wittr its (reconstructed) finite counterpart, (ii), and ttreir Dutch

translations:

(i) wepn mid to carnpienne

weapon with to fight
Du.: een wapen om mee te vechten

a weapon for with to fight
'a weapon to fight wittr'

(iD Oat wrpn 0e he mid campode

the weapon which he with fought
Du.: ha wapen waar hij mee vocht
'the weapon that he fought with'

211
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The structural similarities of finite and non-finite relatives, then, lend further
support to a CP-analysis for at least some ro-infinitives.

f 1.5.6 Scrambling: evidence against CP status?

Against a CP analysis for the ro-infinitive argue occasional OE examples like the

following:

(43) and pat gefremede man gewilnode to bedigliarlne. <ApT l.14>
and that committed crime wanted to conceal
'and wanted to conceal the crime he had committed'

The infinitival object pet gefremede man appears to have been scrambled out of the
infinitival phrase. If the infinitival phrase is indeed a CP one would not expect to be
able to scramble any material out of them, and example (a3) could therefore
constitute a serious objection to a CP analysis.

The same phenomenon is exhibited by Dutch ,e-infinitival phrases, however, as

observed by Koster (1984). Significantly, the complementizer oz which is usually
optionally available for such Control complements is impossible once material has

scrambled out:

(44) a. Hij zei dat hij probeerde (om) de tafel te herstellen
he said that he tried for the table to repair
'he said that he tried to repair the table'

b. Hij zei dat hij (*om) de tafel probeerde te herstellen
c. Hij zei dat hij de tafel (*om) probeerde te herstellen
d. Hij zei dat hij de tafel probeerde (*om) te herstellen

The "intact" to-infinitival phrase in clause-final position in (  a) is a CP, and
therefore has a position for om in C. Koster opts for an analysis of cases like (44b-c)
as reduced CPs (i.e. IPs), which do not have a C position; this, then, accounts for the
ungftrmmaticality of om. A similar analysis for the OE to-infinitive would entail that

"intact" to-infinitives, i.e. ro-infinitives without scrambling, are analysed along the
lines of (44a), whereas the ro-infinitive in (43) may well be ffi F, as Koster's
analysis of (44b-c). It is tnre that even "intact" /o-infinitives never appear with an
overt complementizer in OE; but they do very soon after, in eME (this instance ca.

1200):

(45) ic 6e scal undememen mid 6 ilche wordes 6e 6u ofte
I you shall receive with the same words that you often
hafst 3eherd for 6e te warnien (VICESl,l2.85)
have heard for you to warn
'I shall receive you with the same words that you have often heard, in order
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to warn you.'

For'for' is the exact counterpart of Dutch om here, and occupies C.

An IP analysis for instances like (43) has consequences for the analysis of PRO

and the PRO theorem (Chomsky 1981) according to which the conflicting binding
requirements of the feature configuration of PRO as [+pronominal, *anaphoric]

bars PRO from occurring in governed positions. As an IP is not a barrier for
government in the sense of Chomsky (1986), PRO would not be licensed in such a

position. Other analyses have been proposed for PRO (eg. PRO as a wholly

[+anaphoric] element (Bennis & Hoekstra 1989b), or the "anaphoric AGR" analysis
of Borer 1989), or as one that is f+pronominal] in some contexts but [+anaphoric] in
others (Koster l98a); or wholly [+pronominal] (Petter 1998)); but a discussion is
beyond the scope of this book. Suffice it to say ttrat (43) does not constitute a

serious objection to the analysis of the OE to-infinitive as a CP in the light of the
Dutch facts.

11.5.7 Conclusions

Analysing the to-infinitive as a CP accounts for its obligatory clause-final position,
its distribution (it appears in all environments where we find the subjunctive that-
clause, with the exception of the subjunctive that-clause after verbs of saying, i.e. as

the expression of reported speech) and the fact that we find it competing with the
subjunctive that-clause. It has become a non-finite alternative to the subjunctive
that-clatse already in OE.

11.6 The position of ra

11.6,1 Introduction

PE infinitival to is generally analysed as an I-head in standard works on GB theory
(eg. Haegeman 1994), heading an I(nflection) projection. The I-head assigns

nominative Case in finite clauses, but is not able to do so in non-finite ones. As fo-
infinitives exclusively appear in Control structures in OE, there is never an overt
subject requiring Case anyway, only a nou-overt pronominal element PRO. In
standard GB theory, PRO must remain un-Casemarked and ungoverned because of
the conflicting requirements of its [+anaphoric, tpronominal] features, and this
means it has to be "shielded" in some way from being governed by the higher verb.
For this reason, control structures are assumed to be CPs.

Since Pollock's (1989) proposal that cross-linguistic differences in adverb
placement warrant the assumption that Tense and Nominative Agreement, always
subsumed under I(nflection), should be assigned separate functional heads, T and
Agr (the "split IP" hypothesis), the number of possible positions for infinitival ro has
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increased from trvo (C or I) to three (C, T or Agr), and the arrival of the Minimalist
Program has led to the creation of many more functional projections and positions,
thus increasing both the possibilities for infinitival to and for the infinitival verb
itself (eg. "InfP" in Jarad 7997, or "Agrvp" in LattewiE 1993).The choice cannot
solely depend on a definition of what constitutes frniteness, because non-finite
clauses differ from finite ones both with respect to subject-verb agreement (AgrS)
and tense/aspect (T); we need to know what exactly it is that is expressed by
infinitival ro-

11.6.2 Purposive ro-PPs versus to-infinitives and subjunctive that-clauses

Let us recapitulate the environments in which purposive lo-PPs, ro-infrnitives and
subjunctive that-clauses occur together, and which, as we have argued, probably
represent the environments in which the to-infinitive fust emerged. These three
environments are listed below:

(i) purpose adjunct
(ii) complement to a limited number of nouns, eg. anweald 'power', tima'time',
and adjectives, eg. gearu'ready'
(iii) conl argument of verbs of urging and persuading.

What are the differences between the purposive ro-PP, the original model of the ro-

infinitive, and the subjunctive that-clatse, its "new" model? The finite clause has a

more extensive strucfure, and has positions for Tense and nominative Agreement
that the purposive to-PP lacks. This could be expected to make it the most versatile
of the three stnrctures, but in practice this is not the case. The purposive to-PP is

able to convey the same informational content as the subjunctive clause, in spite of
its lack of structure. This is confirmed by the examples in (46)-(50) below.
Examples (46)-(47\ are near-parallels of one another, the matrix verb in both cases

being niedan'urge, force', a verb of persuading and urging. The GOAL argument of
this verb is expressed by a lo-PP in (46), but by a subjunctive clause in (47) (cou
arguments in bold):23

(46) Gyf hwa befeste his nyxtan anig nyten &. hit bid dead
if anyone entrusts his neighbour any animal and it is dead
obFe gelewed obbe ctbroden, & hit nan man ne gesyh6,

or injured or carried-off and it no man not sees

Sylle him ap & ne
give him oath and not

nyde hine to gylde. <Exod 22.10>
force him to repayment

Lat.: ...et ille reddere non cogetur (Vulgate)
'If anyone entrusts to his neighbour any animal and it dies or is injured or is

23The choice of Coel constituent does not depend on the Latin source, which, in both (46) and (47),

is a bare infinitive, a structure which we have argued not to occur as GOAL argument in OE (see above,
Chapter 6).
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carried off, and no one saw it, let him swear an oath and do not force him to
repayment.'

(47) Se pe et his nextan hwrt to lene abit, gif hit bi6
he who from his neighbour something as loan asks if it is

gelewed o66e dead baftan pam hlaforde, nyde man hine
injured or dead after the lord force one him

Fret he hit gylde. <Exod 22.14>
that he it repay

Lat.:... reddere compellenrr (Vulgate)
'He who borrows something from his neighbour, if it is injured or dead in the

absence of its lord, he should be forced to repay it'

Gylde 'to (re)payment' is a deverbal nominalisation, formed by the derivational
suffix -e from the verb gieldan 'pay, repay'. Gylde "inherits" the three thematic
roles associated with the verb, and instantly implies the existence of an AGENT (the

payer), a RECIpIENT (the payee) and a THEME (the payment). RTcIrIENTS may always

remain implicit, independent of their governing category. As an N-head, gtlde does

not require its other arguments to be spelled out; they may remain implicit. The

implicit AcENr is identical in reference to the rusue of the matrix verb (obligatory
Object Control).

The subjunctive clause in (46) contains a form of gieldan, which, as a V-head,
requires at least the expression of its AGENT and tHgue, which are realized as he

'he' - controlled by the matrix object hine'him' - and hit'it' respectively. Note
that hit is a pronoun and conveys old information whose content has to be inferred
from the preceding discourse; in this particular case, the fact that the object has little
informational weight probably accounts for its non-expression in (45). This is

confirmed by the fact that in those cases in which an argument of the embedded
verb is actually expressed as an "intrerited" object of the deverbal nominalisation, it
is informationally contentful and impossible to infer from the context; pronouns as

"inherited objects" are rare (an example is ro his cweale'to his murder' in <ECHom
I, 14.1 214.35>).

Another set of close parallels, this time also incorporating an example with a /o-
infinitival GoAL argument, is given as (a8)-(50) below. The verb is, again, niedan
'urge, force' (coal arguments of niedan in bold):

(48) se dema ... hine tha nydde to deofolgyld[a] begonge.

the ruler him [acc] then urged to devil-worship [gen] practice
<Mart 5 756>
'the ruler then urged him to the practice of devil-worship'

(49) Done nydde Decius se kasere deofolgeld to begangtnne.
him [acc] urged Decius the Emperor devil-worship to practise
<Mart 5 1972>
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'The Emperor Decius urged him to practise devil-worship

(50) bre. hy mon nydde
there them [acc] one urged
<Mart 5 2207>
'there someoneone urged them that they should worship idols'

The situation described is the same in all three cases - someone is urged to worship
idols - and again, the to-PP in (48), the to-infinitive in (49) and the subjunctive
clause in (50) can all again be said to convey the same amount of information. Both
weordian and begangan reqrire as their thematic roles an AGENT (the worshipper)
and a THEME (that which he worships). The latter role is expressed straighfforwardly
by an accusative object in (47) and (48); in (46), the nominalisation begonge is, as

an N-head, unable to assign structural Case to an object, but instead employs a

genitive: deofolgld[al 'of devil-worship'. The underlying AGENr is automatically
inferred to be identical in reference to the accusative THEME of the matrix verb.

The fact the verbs of persuading and urging appear almost invariably with
controlled complements means that the content of embedded Tense and AgrS is
predetermined by material in the matrix clause.2a The subject of the embedded
sffucture is controlled by the matrix object and in that sense anaphoric; the content
of Tense is similarly controlled by the matrix Tense. Crosslinguistic studies indicate
that tense-markings on the subjunctive are tlpically the result of tense-copying and
are not independently meaningful (Noonan 1985:53; more about this below). Picallo
actually expresses this dependence on the Tense of the main clause as "anaphoric"
(Picallo 1984, 1985, quoted in Quer 1998).

2obJot" that in those cases in which there is no matrix object (because it is understood to apply
generically to all people), the embedded subject of the subjunctive clause surfaces as ,rlafl 'one'.

(i) Godes a byt eac pet man arwurpige# symble hys fader & modor
God's law commands also that one honours [subj] always his father and mother
mid mycelre underbeodnysse <,,EAbusMor 133>
with great obedience
'God's law commands also that people always honour always their father and mother with great
obedience'

(ii) swa swa Crist lrrde, paet man don sceolde, ba ba he on his godspelle
as Christ taught that one do should when he in his gospel
swutolice Fus cwc6... <WPol 2.1.1 53>
clearly thus spoke
'as Christ taught that people should do, when he in his gospel clearly spoke as follows'

Man as embedded subject is rarely found after verbs of persuading and urging because the accusative
THEME argument of such verbs cannot remain implicit, i.e- there is always a matrix object. The object
after verbs of commanding and persuading is a dative RECIPIENT and as such can remain implicit, which
explains why generic man is found in finite complements after this group of verbs in great numbers.

Note that OE man (and German man, Dutch men) has all the hallmarks of an overt manifestation of
generic PRO, including the ban on appearing in object position (of verb or preposition); man/men only
has a nominative form.

paet hy deofulgyld weor0edon.
that they idols worshipped [subj]
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This redundancy of the information in T and AgrS suggests that the absence or
presence of these structures does not materially affect or limit the range of
expression of either the /o-PP or the predecessor of the /a-infinitive, compared to the

subjunctive clause: the information-carriers are the finite verb and the object of the

subjunctive clause, neatly paralleled by the non-finite verb and structural accusative

object contained in the ro-infinitival phrase or the nominalisation and its inherited
genitive object contained in the to-PP. This means that the subjunctive clause does

not have an edge over the purposive /o-PP, in spite of its more extensive sfucfure.
The single crucial difference that sets the OE to-PP apart from the subjunctive

clause, and makes it more limited in scope of expression, is in fact the limitation of
its derivational morphology. Purposive, non-spatial to-PPs in Old English are

generally constructed from nominalisations of verbs, not just from any NP, as we
saw in section 11.2.1.2 above. These nominalisations are formed by attaching a

derivational affix to the verb stem; but such derivational affixes are typically
restricted to the type of verb they may attach to, and it is also typical that there is a
range of affixes available. There are some verbs that cannot be nominalised because

there is no affix that fits them; there is no single affix that may attach to all verbs. It
is this that limits the purposive /o-PP in the range of what it can express.

The ro-infinitive and the subjunctive verb are created from V-heads by means of
inflectional morphology, which means that there are no restrictions on which verbs

rnay appear in that position, unlike the verb ernbedded in the nominalisation in the

complement of the preposition lo of a purposive ,o-PP. This means that ro-

infinitives are as versatile in their expression of the GOAL argument as subjunctive
clauses; unlike the ro-PP, they are not dependent on the random workings of
derivational processes, and may select any verb. It is this crucial difference that set

the ,o-infinitive apart from its original model and made it side with the subjunctive
clause, to the point of becoming its competitor, and eventually ousting it; many PE

INTENTIoN verbs no longer take a that-clause at all, and the same goes for some of
the PE manipulatives.

The purposive to-PP continued to be restricted to the three purposive contexts set

out in (i)-(iii) above; but the ro-infinitive spread to all subjunctive contexts apart

from that of reported speech.

f 1.6.3 Determined Time Reference

Subjunctive clauses encode complements with Determined Time Reference in the

sense of Noonan (1985), who notes in his cross-linguistic study of complementation
patterns that the distinction between Determined Time Reference (DTR) and

Indetermined Time Reference (ITR) appears to be a very basic one in human
language; not all languages encode all possible contrastive "modalities", but if a

language contains a minimum of only two complement Eryes, the primary break is
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typically this distinction (Noonan 1985: 133).25

A complement having DTR typically refers to a future world-state relative to the
time reference of the higher predicate (ibid. 92), but may also simply represent
potential events or states: "The range of DTP complements includes those whose
time reference is the same as the CTP, such as complements to phasal (or aspectual)
predicates hke begin, those that are timeless in the sense that they represent general
conditions or states, such as certain complements of like, and those that have no time
reference because they represent non-events (as distinct from those that are simply
potential) such as certain complements of W." Achievement and negative
achievement predicates (with meanings like manage, fail, or avoid) also tend to be
expressed by DTR complements (ibid. 94). This list covers all the groups of verbs
discussed in parts II and III of this book as occurring with the ro-infinitive in OE,
and also includes the group we do not discuss in this study although they, too, occur
with subjunctive that-clauses and /o-infinitives: the impersonal verbs (psychological
predicates) and impersonal constructions of the type it is good /o... (evaluative
predicates).

We saw in Chapter 4 that there is a distinct difference between bare and to-
infinitival complements after onginnan/beginnan'begin', in that it is only the latter
that are temporally segmentable; and we found a similar difference between bare
infinitival ECM-constmctions in OE (AcIs) and the ditransitive Object Control
constuctions (both finite subjunctive and non-finite ta-infinitive) after the verbs of
commanding and permitting (Chapters 6 and 7): the former is implicative, but not
the latter; the former expresses causatives or peremptory commands, but the laffer
expresses polite commands or requests, with both to-infinitive and subjunctive
signalling a potential rather than actual state of affairs. Infinitival lo, then, expresses
the same Determined Time Reference as the subjunctive, and whichever position is

assumed to be relevant to the checking of subjunctive features must also host
infinitival to. The best candidate for the position of to, then, seerns to be T.

11.6.4 Infinitival ra in T

Three studies have argued against OE to being in T: Van Gelderen (1993), Jarad
(1997) and Kageyama (1992). Jarad and Kageyama both fail to spot the aspectual
differences between bare and ro-infinitive that do exist (Jarad 1997:47ff; Kageyama
1992:l0l), and consequently fail to see that the two infrnitives are not
interchangeable. Jarad supports this view with data of hatan'command' without
noticing that his example of a /o-infinitive after this verb is taken from a gloss in
which the to-infinitive standardly transliterates gerunds or gerundives in the Latin

2sTh" following remark confirms the central thesis of this book: "With the effective loss of the
subjunctive, most English dialects today have: in ITR contexts * IND, DTR contexts - INF" (Noonan
1985:134). The subjunctive has effectively been replaced by the to-infinitive as the prototypical
expression of the DTR cornplement in PE.
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text:

(51) Da fiondas geheht to lufianne <Mt Head Gl (Li) l6>
the enemies commanded to love
Lat. ; inimicos praecepit diligendos
'[he] commanded to love one's enemies'

We saw in parts II and III, however, that the trvo infinitives are not in free variation;
hatan is strictly bare-infinitival and rarely appears with a subjunctive clause at all,
because it expresses a peremptory command and as such appears with the bare-
infinitival ECM-construction that is used with causatives. Jarad comments that "if ,o
headed an infinitival TP, it would make an infinitive (in contol sffucture)
temporally different from a gerund" (i.e. a bare infinitive) (1997:a7), while failing to
see that there is in fact such a difference. (Jarad's own position that infinitival /o is a
P-head in OE is untenable, as we saw in section I 1.4 above.)

Jarad and Kageyama do not distinguish between the /o-infinitive after wesan'to
be' and the one after other verbs, although they behave very differently both
distributionally (the ro-infinitive as a predicate of wesan does not have a subjunctive
analogue), structurally (the wesan infinitive must be transitive) and positionally (the

wesan infinifive both precedes and follows wesan)- An example of a /o-infinitive in
a wesan-construction is (52) :

(52) witodlice gylp istoforbugenne <,lECHomII, 13, 133.182>

truly arogance is to avoid
'tnrly, arrogance must be avoided'

These characteristics of infinitival to in a wesan-cotrstruction may well be taken to
mean that ro in such constructions heads AgrP, as in Kageyama's proposal, in which
the morphology of the to-infinitive, Iike that of the passive participle in standard
GB, is assumed to absorb the external theta-role of the verb; but Kageyama extends
this analysis to the to-infinitive after all other verbs. The fact that OE to-infinitives
do not have overt subjects, only PRO, is the main motivation for such an analysis,26

but the different properties of the ro-infinitive after wesan compared to the /o-
infinitive in other positions make it untenable. It is interesting to uote that all
arguments against the AgrP-analysis put forward by Beukema & Van der Wurff
(1993), Jarad (1997:41-44) and Fischer (1996:124-130) against the absorption-
analysis are based on attestations of the /o-infinitive after verbs other thart wesan.
The different behaviour of the wesan-to-infinitive and the ro-infinitive in other
positions may well mean that a unified analysis of "the" OE ta-infinitive is

impossible. The wesan-to-infinitive will be discussed in more detail in the next

26An analysis along similar lines was posited for the Dutch re-infinitive by Vanden Wyngaerd
(1989), prompted by similar facts. The situation of the OE to-infinitive greatly resembles that of the

Dutch te-infinitive in many crucial respects.
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chapter; for the moment it is sufficient to note that an analysis as an AgrP head is

untenable for the lo-infinitive in DTR-complements, although not for the wesan-
construction.2T

Van Gelderen, Jarad and Kageyama all make much of the fact that perfective
have, passives, and negation are not attested in OE ro-infinitival complements,
although they do occur in ME (cf. (l)-(2) above). The fact that these structures are

not attested in OE cannot be argued to entail that they are structurally impossible in
Old English, and that the appearance of sentences like (1)-(2) in Middle English is
evidence of a genuine change. We have seen in parts II and III that OE ro-infinitives
appear exclusively in control structures: all the typical DTR environments listed by
Noonan (above).

Complements to INTENTION verbs, verbs of persuading and urging and verbs of
commanding and permitting are controllable in a pragmatic sense: they involve an

act that the subject needs to have control over (cf. Dik 1985:31) and this entails
automatically that one would not expect to find passive or negated complements in
such an environment anyway, at least not in a corpus of performance data. It may be
possible for a native speaker to constuct acceptable controlled complements
incorporating negation or passives, but that is a different matter (Mittwoch (1990)
came to the same conclusion with respect to negation in bare-infinitival ECMs in
PE: it is possible to construct acceptable sentences, but they will not show up in PE
corpora).

This prediction is further borne out by a look at the subjunctive that-claase after
these same verbs, the finite counterpart of the ro-infinitive. Even though the
subjunctive that-clatse is far more frequent than /o-infinitives in the OE period (see

Table 11.4 or Diagram 11.1 above), they rarely contain passives or negation. The

use of perfective have similarly does not become consistent or frequent until
Middle English. The fact that stmctures as (l)-(2) are only attested in ME has more
to do with the rise of ro-infinitival ECM-constructions and the greater frequency of
the la-infinitive itself than with a change in underlying structure.

Other accounts of the position of toltelzu in PE, Dutch or German usually
represent attempts to account for cross-linguistic differences with respect to subject-
to-subject or subject-to-object raising out of to-infinitival complements, and usually
do not succeed without making (well-argued but extensive) modifications to
standard assumptions in the theory. Examples are Wilder's account of zu in C,
which hinges on the acceptability of subject-to-subject raising out of CP-
complements (Wilder 1988); Ruys'proposal that the Minimality Condition does not
hold in German and Dutch (Ruys 1987); Beukema & Den Dikken's assumption that
T is generated in C in OV-languages (Beukema & Den Dikken 1989); Abraham's
treatnent of Dutch telGerman zu as situated in the subject position of a light verb
construction (which, interestingly, also hosts participial ge- in these languages; see

27 Kageya^agoes further: he argues that infinitival to itself represents the extemal theta-role and is

the subject of the infinitive. The acceptability of such an analysis depends on one's analysis of the
passive participle and the mechanism by which the external argument is absorbed.
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also the next footnote) which manages without PRO altogether (Abraham
forthcoming). Comparing them means comparing the merits or demerits of these

modifications - a complex matter, the more so because the position of to is also

inextricably linked with PRO, the empty infinitival subject; and the issues

surrounding PRO are complex (see section I 1.5.5 above).
It is also still a matter of debate which functional projections are licensed in

which language; Beukema & Den Dikken (1989) and Van Gelderen (1993) argue
that Dutch and OE - as opposed to PE - have an impoverished structure which
lacks the TP projection, whereas Thr6insson (1996) argues the case of a "split-IP
parameter" and assigns the more elaborate strucfure, including TP, to Icelandic,
German, Dutch - and presumably to OE; van Kemenade shows good evidence for a

split IP for that language on independent grounds (van Kemenade forthcoming) -
whereas a language like PE is assigned fewer functional projections in this
approach. This is an issue that is beyond the scope of this book.

For the moment we will assume that /o in OE contol constructions, as a non-
finite subjunctive element, has DTR features to check against an appropriate
functional head - which we will assume to be T.

11.6.5 To and covert feature checking

The strict adjacency of infinitival to to the infrnitive in OE that we discussed in
section 7.4.3 indicates that infinitival ro has reached either the cliticization stage or
the bound morpheme stage, as it is comparable only with the strict adjacency of the
negative Head ne to the finite verb. Ne is generally analysed as a clitic (Koopman
1990:70, footnote 10; van Kemenade forthcoming). The bondedness of both
infinitival to and negative clitic ze manifests itself most clearly in relative clauses
with stranded prepositions. Nothing is allowed to intervene between the stranded
preposition and the verb with the single exception of trvo elements: negaive ne
(inseparable from the finite verb) and infinitival ro (inseparable from the lo-
infinitive). OE to pafferns exactly like Dutch re in this respect (Bennis 1986:280, and
above, section 11.3.3 and section 11.5.5).

It is not easy to decide in the case of infrnitival to whether it is also a clitic, or
whether it is a bound morpheme. A case for the latter can be made for Dutch te,28

28The analysis of bound morpheme appears to be the correct one in the case of Modem Dutch le (the
counterpart of OE infinitival to) as it resembles the ge- prefix on past participles in many important
respects, eg. in its strict adjacency to the verbal form, witness its behaviour in the case of incorporations
(houthakken'cutting wood', lit. 'wood cut') in (i), or verb-particle combinations (aankijken'watch, look
at', lit. 'on look') in (ii) which can only be separated by V2, orby ge-or te:
(i) hij hakt hout - hij heeft hout gehakt _. hrj zat hout te hakken

he cuts wood he has wood cut he sat wood to cut
'he cuts wood', 'he has been cutting wood', 'he sat cutting wood'
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and the similarities between OE to and Dutch /e suggest a similar analysis for to.

The problem is, however, that the inseparability of infinitival /o changes in eME, as

we will see in section 12.3 of the next chapter. The general assumption of is that this
could not have happened if ro had been a bound morpheme to start with; the

morphological integrity of a form cannot be disrupted in this way, and once

elements become bound morphemes the general consensus appears to be that they
cannot revert to being free words. This is why we have to assume that the status of
OE to is that of a clitic rather than bound morpheme.

As a clitic, its features cannot be checked by overt movement, but only by
movement at LF, which means that it is licensed in the same way as the subjunctive
endings on the finite verb. The presence of OV orders reinforces an analysis of
covert checking during the language acquisition process, assuming the internal
structure of TP to be as in (53):

(s3)

OV orders in OE can be derived (at least) by overt movement of the object to

(ii) hij keek mij aan - hij heeft mij aangekeken - hij zat mij aan te kijken
he looked me on he has me onlooked he sat me on to look
'he looked at me', 'he has looked at me', 'he was looking at me'

The convention that re is always written as a separate word in Dutch, whereas ge is always written as

integral part of the participial form, is probably misleading as a guide to the status of infinitival te, as te

might well be a bound morpheme in this case. The reason might be that there is also a preposition te,

whereas there is no "free" counterpart of participial ge-. It is worth noting that infinitival zu is not
written as a separate word in Modern German in cases like (iic): eg. anzuschauen fu Dutch aan te

kijken. This observation is due to Hans Bennis (1986). See also Haspelmath (1989:296) for German, and

Abraham (forthcoming) for both languages.

TP

A
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-.A-T AgrOP
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SpecAgrO, or by scrambling. The precise nature of scrambling (A-movement or A'-
movement?) is still a matter of debate, but scrambled objects in finite clauses never

end up any higher than TP in OE, which means that objects in OV orders tn to-
infinitival clauses, whether ttre result of movement to SpecAgrO or to a higher
scrambling position, will always intervene between infinitival to and its checking
position, T.

To, then,like the subjunctive affix, is licensed by covert feature-checking in T.
We will see in the next chapter that the requirement of strict adjacency will be

dropped in ME, as if to starts to move to T overtly. This is a real diachronic change,
unlike the alleged changes i" (l) and (2), and we will discuss it in the next chapter.

11.7 Conclusions

We conclude that the facts warrant a CP-analysis for the /o-infinitive. Tbe to-
infinitive has progressed well beyond its original distribution as a purposive lo-PP,
and has sided with the subjunctive clause, appearing in all subjunctive (DTR)
contexts apart from that of reported speech. Io has the same features to check as the
subjunctive, and like the subjunctive it checks them covertly in T.

The bare infinitive, despite its nominal traits, is a V-head, and there has been no
categorial change in this respect in the transition from OE to ME. Accordingly, the
changes exemplified by (l)-(2) above (passives, negation and perfective have in a
controlled to-infinitival complement) cannot be explained by a categorial change,
and we have argued that such changes in controlled complements do not constitute a

genuine change - unlike the development of the passive ro-infinitive that develops
out of the wesan-to-infinitive, as we urill see in Chapter 12. The emergence of to-
infinitival ECM-constmctions as in (3) does indeed constitute a genuine change, bpt
it is one for which there are more plausible explanations than a change in category.
A second change is that infinitival /o ceases to be a clitic in ME. These changes will
be discussed in the next chapter.





12 The /a-infinitive in early Middle English

l2.l Introduction

There are a number of genuine changes in ME. Io-infinitival complements appear

with overt subjects (Exceptional Case-Marking); the to-infinitive in the

wesan-construction is lost; and infinitival ro is no longer an inseparable clitic on the

infinitive. These changes can be related to changes in word order: the loss of OV
orders, and the loss of V2.

17.2 The rise of ro-infinitival ECMs

12.2.1 Introduction

Sentences like (l) exempliff a to-infinitival clause in which the infinitival subject is

not PRO but an overt NP:

(1) Susan expected Antonia to go to the parfy

Such sentences have been analysed in GB theory as 'Exceptional Case-marking'
(ECM) with a stucture as in (2):
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(2)

Cunpren 12

CP

C'

-n*CIP

-A-Spec l'l^ltvPI -a-lv'I - -
V IP

., -Spec l'

, -A*
VP

expected A. go to the party

The verb expect is associated with two thematic roles, AGENT and rupur. The latter
is represented by the ,o-infinitival clause Antonia to go to the party. The infinitival
subject Antonia cannot be assigned Case by infinitival I, nor can it move up to the
subject position of the higher clause (as in subject-to-subject raising with verbs like
seem) as this position is already filled by the subject Susan. Substituting a pronoun
from a paradigm which has kept separate forms for the oblique case in PE (eg.

he/his/him, they/their/them ot she/her) for the subject NP of the lower clause shows
that Antonio has accusative rather than nominative Case, and as the only possible
Case-assigner available is the higher verb, expect, there are two basic analyses
available: one in which the lower subject Antonia is directly Case-marked by expect
(as Exceptional Case-Marking in GB), on the assumption that IP is not a banier for
govenrment; or one in which it is first raised to the object position of the higher
verb, after which Case-marking or Case-checking proceeds in the usual way (this is

S.
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the Subject-to-Object scenario current both in earlier transformational work and in
more recent Minimalist theory in which the lower subject raises to the SpecAgrO
position of the higher clause to have its Case-features checked).

We will not choose between the various scenarios here, and our decision to

refer to the construction as 'ECM' should not be taken to indicate that we prefer one

analysis over another 

- 
it just provides a convenient label for the construction.

Whatever scenario is preferred, both operations presuppose a weaker clausal

barrier than CP, i.e. IP, to allow the subject of the lower clause to be governed (GB)
or moved (Minimalism). The /o-infinitive in an ECM-construction, then, is usually
held to be an IP (or TP if we assume a split IP as in Pollock 1989), as also in
(subject-to-subject) Raising. What both Raising and ECM have in common is that
there is a mismatch between Case-assignment and Theta-role assignment: the lower
verb assigns the thematic role, but the higher verb assigns structural Qass 

-nominative Case (Raising) or accusative Case (ECM).
Although neither the operation of ECM (with bare infinitives, "AcI') or

Raising (eg. with wesan 'to be', or possibly the modal verbs, including
onginnan/beginnan; see section 4.4.1) are unknown in OE, the fact that these

operations involve ro-infinitives from ME onwards represents an irurovation.
The rise of the to-infinitival ECM-construction has been discussed extensively

in the literature, eg. in Bock (1931), Fischer (1989, 1990, 1992), Jespersen (1940),
Lightfoot (1991), Warner (1982), Zeitlin (1908). The lo-infinitival
ECM-construction after the verbs of thinking and declaring in particular (verbs like
prove, suppose, believe) has received a great deal of attention, as these verbs do not
appear with ECM until later in the ME period (roughly speaking in texts with strong
Latin influence in the l4th century, and in original English texts in the 15th
century), and it has been established that these verbs do not constitute a reflex of OE
verbs l*e gefrignan'frnd, meet' or witan'know' that appear with a bare-infinitival
ECM-construction (or AcI) 

- 
such verbs, when followed by AcIs, involve direct

perception and should be regarded as perception verbs rather than verbs of thinking
(see Fischer 1989).

The verbs of thinking and declaring are, however, not the first verbs to appear

with a ro-infuritival ECM-construction. There is solid evidence of r-infinitival
ECMs at an earlier period after the ditransitive verbs, which points to a reanalysis of
the ro-infinitival object control construction with which these verbs occurred in OE.
The idea of a reanalysis of the object control construction has also been suggested
by eg. Fischer (1991, 1992), but we will show in this chapter that this phenomenon

is resticted to the verbs of commanding and permitting, ffid does not occur with the
verbs of persuading and urging; and although there is a relationship between the fact
that the former occur with a bare-infinitival ECM in OE and a ro-infinitival ECM in
ME (both constnrctions are evidence of the structural dualistic nature of this group
of verbs as being both two-place and three-place), the reanalysis apparently did not
involve ro-infinitives being substituted for bare infinitives in a bare-infinitival ECM
(or AcI) construction, as we will see in section 12.2.3.5.

A reanalysis of the object control construction must have been ftiggered or
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promoted by other factors, as it involves such a fundamental change in underlying
struchrre: ro-infinitives appear with overt subjects, and no longer exclusively with a
PRO subject. Other factors have played an important role, eg. the loss of OV orders
(Fischer 1989) and the loss of the to-infinitive in the wesan-construction (this
chapter, section 12.2.7). The latter /o-rnfinitive is crucially different from the ro-
infinitive after other verbs in that it does not have a that-clause analogue, is not
obligatorily clause-final, does not have a PRO subject and is not a CP. Its syntactic
status resembles that of a passive participle, and its function is similar to that of
predicate in a Small Clause constnrction. The fact that many PE verbs only allow an

ECM if the /o-infrnitive is to be is a reflection of the earlier subject/predicate
relationship between the ECM-subject and its complement.

It has also been noted that ECMs after the verbs of thinking and declaring
almost invariably occur in a passive construction at their frst appearance, or in
another construction in which surface NP to VP is avoided (Warner 1982). It has

been argued that saliency played a role here: the new constnrction was too
conspicuous and was only acceptable in an ambiguous, transformed state that
allowed of other interpretations. The implication of this view is that one might
expect this to change in later times, when the constrrction became fully acceptable,
but studies of the constrrction in later periods show that it still occurs
ovenvhelmingly with its matrix verb passivized, or its NP moved by other syntactic
operations; see eg. Fanego (1990) for the construction in Shakespeare.

Postal (1974) shows that the vast majority of thinking and declaring verbs in
PE still exhibit all manner of restrictions in PE, with many verbs not allowing ECM
at all in their active form (eg. allege; see also the lists in Postal 1974); and figwes
for the construction in a PE corpus show proportions of active versus passive
consffuctions in ECMs of l:3 (with great variations in individual verbs), whereas the
overall ratio of active versus passive in a PE text is 9:l (Mair 1990:159), and about

half of all ECM-constructions in Mair's corpus show wh-movement of the ECM-
subject (ibid. l9l). It seems, then, that surface NP to VP is still avoided and
probably stnrctural, and not simply a feature of its first emergence.

Recent studies indicate that the passive ECM is strongly associated with
considerations involving information structure (Mair 1990; Haruray & Keizer
(1993); NoEl (1998), with the matrix subject almost invariably expressing given
information. This suggests that the raising of subjects or objects out of embedded
clauses may have been a way to compensate for the loss of V2, and that such
strategies filled the need for more constructions to create subjects. This idea will be

discussed at the end of this section.

12.2.2 PE restrictions on fo-infinitival ECM

We will begin our exploration of the construction by setting out its position in PE.

Our description is based on that of Postal (1974), who offers the fullest account of
its behaviour in PE.
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There are two discrete groups: the 'W'-verbs, with the verb want as their most
prototypical proponent, and the believe-verbs, with believe as their most prototypical

example (ibid.). The wont-verbs, though clearly monotransitive, are variable
between subject control and ECM. The believe-verbs, on the other hand, are also

monotransitive, but when the complement is infinitival, it is always an ECM
complement. The third group is "dualistic" in that its verbs vary between a
ditransitive and a monotransitive variant: these both occur as an V-NP-ro-infinitive
construction, but this surface word order is ambiguous between a ditransitive
NP+clause structure with object control, and a monotransitive ECM infinitival
clause structure. These are verbs like allow, permit, order, i.e. the verbs of
commanding and permitting.

We will discuss these groups of verbs in the historical order in which they
were first attested with to-infinitival ECM: first the verbs of commanding and
permitting; second the believe-verbs, also called "the verbs of thinking and
declaring" or "the verbs of saying and thinking" (Zeitlin 1908, Bock 1931, Jespersen
1940, Visser 1963-1973, Warner 1982 and Fischer 1989); and third the wanr-verbs.

Postal (1974:318) notes that difansitive verbs llke allow, permit and order
allow both the Object Control construction and the ro-infinitival ECM, hence the
ambiguity (earlier noticed by Huddleston 1971:158, and Zeitlin 1908:108) of a

sentence like (3); interpretation (3a) is the Object Control structure, while (3b) is the
ECM:

(3) I allowed Bob to leave
a. I allowed Bob; [cp[1pPRO, [,to [*leave]lll (:I gave Bob permission to leave)
b. I allowed [,*Bob [,to [urleave]]] (=I gave permission for Bob to leave)

This ambiguity arises only when the NP (Bob in (3)) is animate, or, in Postal's
terms, "mind-possessing". When it is not, as in (4) and (5), an ECM analysis is much
more likely, especially if the ro-infinitive is a passive, as in (5). Postal judges an

object control interpretation to be just about possible in (4), but not in (5):

(4) I allowed the bomb to blow up the building
(5) I allowed the building to be blown up by the bomb.

Most striking is the behaviour of order (ibid. 318-319). The judgements given are

Postal's, and it should be noted that grammaticality judgements on the acceptability
of 'to be' in (6b-c) varies dramatically.

(6) a I ordered that Bob be removed from the room
b I ordered Bob (*to be) removed from the room
c I ordered the chair (to be) removed from the room
d I ordered Bob to leave the room.

Postal notes that in the case of order, the situation is further obscured by interaction
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with some constraint that a to-infinitival ECM is only allowed when it does not lead

to ambiguity befween an object control reading and an ECM-reading; this is why lo
be in (6b) is ungrammatical .

We will see in the next section that /o-infinitival ECM is first encountered

with this group of verbs. On the face of it, the obvious conclusion is that the to-
infinitival ECM-construction after these verbs is the reflex of the older bare-

infinitival ECM-construction which we found with the two-place variant of the

verbs of commanding and permitting in OE; the ro-infinitive would then simply
have replaced the bare infinitive, and this idea is at the hean of the debate about the

nativeness or foreignness of the to-infinitival ECM-construction after the verbs of
thinking and declaring in Zeitlin, Callaway, Bock, Jespersen, Nagucka and Visser
(Los 1986; Fischer 1989). We will see below in section 12.2.3.5 that the sihration is

actually more complex.
Tltebelieve-verbs present a different picture, Postal notes that this class is

usually taken to be very small, with as its only members the verbs believe, prove,

find and show. Postal's decision to exclude the verb consider on the grounds that it
does not occur with a that-clause is debatable; other authors find this complement
perfectly acceptable as long as the finite clause expresses an opinion: I consider that
John is afirst-rate salesman (Bolinger 1977:129).1

Postal argues that the class of believe-verbs is much larger than previously
thought, but that its members are subject to various restrictions that make it difficult
to apply the relevant tests for ECM ("passivizable on the cycle of the main clause,

(..) subject to reflexive marking"). With estimate for instance, existential there and

non-anaphoric (expletive) it are possible, but no other pronouns in the active

construction; only NPs containing as their head "a measuring phrase specifying a

value along some parameter", i.e.(7a-b) (Postal's 23):2

(7) a. *I estimate that beam to weigh 47 tons.

b. I estimate the weight of that beam to be 47 tons (ibid., ?99).

In the passive constrrction, this restriction does not apply:

(8) That beam was estimated to weigh 47 tons (ibid.)

Postal surmises that the restriction should be formulated in terms of a constraint on
which NPs end up in (derived) object position, because other operations that remove

it from that position also rescue these sentences, cf. (9a-c):

lThis verb is abundantly attested with finite clauses in earlier stages of the language, for instance in

the Paston Letters (l5th century; Los 1986).

2Cf. Bolinger's comment that the most favourable ECM subjecls for believe are nouns referring to
information, eg. claim, report, opinion, theory, accusation, in combination with predicates such as ,rue,
genui ne, s elf- evident, fl c c ur a t e (Bol in ger | 97 7 :l 27 ).
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(9) a. That beam, I estimate to weigh 47 tons

b. Which beam did they estimate to weigh 47 tons?

c. the beam which they estimated to weigh 47 tons (ibid. 301-302)

He further surmises that the more appropriate formulation is the one which refers to
the object postion of the NP, not to its position relative to the verb estimale, because

Complex NP Shift also rescues stuctures that would otherwise yield violations with
this verb, cf. (l0a-b):

(10) a. *I estimated all of the dinosaurs which we caught yesterday in Central Park

to be over 175 feet long;
b. I estimated to be over 175 feet long 

- 
all of the dinosaurs which we

caught yesterday in Central Park. (ibid. 302)

The verb allege behaves in exactly the same way, but has the further restriction that
no full NPs can occur in the active form at all, only expletives (ibid. 304-305).

Postal proposes the Derived Object Consfraint (DOC). If this constraint is
taken into account the class af believe-verbs is larger, as it also comprises the verbs

in (l l):

(l l) acknowledge, admit, affurn, allege, assume, certiS, concede, decree, deduce,

demonstrate, determine, discern, disclose, establish, feel, gather, grant,

guarantee, guess, intuit, know, note, posit, reveal, state, surmise, think,
understand, verify (ibid. 305)

More verbs can be added that are not subject to DOC but to a variety of other

constraints (usually concerning the animacy of the NP), eg:

(12) declare, figure, hold, imagine, judge, presume, proclaim, reckon, recognize,
remember, report, rumour, say, specify, stipulate, suppose, take (ibid., 310)3

Some of the restrictions reported by Postal have been described in other terms by
Bolinger (1977:127): the proposition expressed by the ECM-consbnrction must
express an opinion, not a fact. This explains the common restriction that the

infinitive must be to De (ibid. 127-129).
It is difficult to say which of these restrictions are motivated by slmtactic, and

which by extra-syntactic considerations. The restrictions on the surface position of
the NP (i.e. the passivization of the matrix clause), or on the ro-infinitival
complement itself (restricting it to passive complements so that only to be is allowed
as the to-infrnitival verb) appear to be syntactically motivated, and are remarkable

3This verb insists on passivization even when followed by a thal-clause: *Harry rumoured that Bob
was a perverl (ibid. 3l I ).

291
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for their longevity: they were in place at the first emergence of the to-infinitival
ECM, and have not changed since.

The first restriction is that the object NP in question almost invariably raises

to the subject position of the higher clause. It is likely that this is motivated by the
loss of V2, because the loss of V2 resulted in a situation where the unmarked theme
was a nominative subject NP. This idea will be explored further below (section
12.2.7). The second restriction 

- 
i.e. that the lo-infinitive is almost invariably ro

be 
- 

indicates that the relation between the ECM subject and its complement is

only allowed to be one of subject and predicate. In example (7b), for instance, there
is an underlying Small Clause: the weight of that beam is 47 tons). We will argue in
section 12.2.6 below that the ancestor of the ECM ro-infinitive is the lo-infinitive in
the wesan-consffuction, which occurs in OE as a Small Clause predicate.

None of these restrictions apply to the want-verbs. Passivization, which is
such a prominent feanrre of the believe-verbs, is very limited with the want-verbs,
and often impossible, not just with infinitival complements but also with finite
complements (Postal 1974:177-180). Another difference is that complements to
want-verbs designate states of affairs rather than propositions and tend to have a

future orientation 
- 

a sign that we may be dealing here with a reanalysis of the
'confolled' ro-infinitive rather than the wesan-to-infinitive. This is further
supported by the fact that these verbs allow (subject) control constmcti
unlike the believe-verbs 

- 
and the fact that many can occur with a subjunctive

that-clause. Finally, unlike the believe-verbs, the want-verbs generally allow for-PP
infinitivals, at least in American English. Postal liss the following verbs as want-
verbs (ibid.):

(13) want, expect, hate, intend, like, mean, need, prefer, wisha

Some of these ECM-verbs (i.e. want, expect, intend, mean, wish) are comparable in
meaning to the OE class of monotransitive INTENTIoN verbs discussed in Chapter 3
above, which only occurred with a ro-infinitival complement in a subject control
construction; this means that the to-infinitive was only in competition with the
subjunctive clause in those cases in which the embedded subject was identical in
reference to the matrix subject. The appearance of the to-infinitival ECM-
construction after these verbs has in that respect widened the arena in which the
competition between the two structures is taking place, as the ro-infinitival
constrrction with ECM offers a non-finite alternative to subjunctive that-clauses
also in those cases which are not compatible with subject control.

We will see below (section 12.2.5) that the want-vetbs appear to be both
mono- and ditransitive at an earlier stage. The "volitional" verbs of set (13), i.e.

alf *e take passivization to be more typical of the betieve-verbs, a case could be made for including
expect and mean in lhe believe-verbs rather than the 'W'- verbs; Mair's corpus figures for active/passive
ratios for these verbs are 43:29 and 1 : l0 respectively, whereas the ratio of want is 88:0 (Mair 1990:238).
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want, intend, mean, although solidly monoffansitive today, may well have come to
accept ECM in the same way as the verbs of commanding and permitting; we will
see in the next section that the emergence of the ECM-construction after these verbs

was due to the dualistic nature of these verbs; syntactically, they could be trvo-place

or three-place.
The remaining want-verbs (hate, like, need, prefer) represent psychological

predicates which used to be expressed by impersonal constructions in OE, usually
with a dative EXPERIENCER. The THEME argument could be a clause

subjunctive that-clause or a /o-infinitive. The EXPERIENCER role gradually came to
be expressed by a nominative rather than a dative NP in a complex process

involving the loss of V2 and the loss of inherent Case (van Kemenade 1997, 1998).

We will not discuss these particular verbs further.
We will argue that the ECM after believe-verbs and the want-verbs derive

from two separate sources, although the two ECM-constructions may well have
reinforced each other ata later stage. One source is a reanalysis of the earlier object
control construction with the verbs of commanding and permitting (next two
sections), which may also have given rise to the ECM after the want-vetbs (section

12.2.5); and the other is the loss of the ,o-infrnitive that could occur as a Small
Clause predicate in the wesan-canstruction; this fo-infinitive was reanalysed as a to

De-infinitive in eME (section 12.2.6).

12.2.3 To-infinitival ECM with verbs of commanding and permitting

12.23-l Introduction

Reanalysis of object control constnrctions after the persuade-type verbs can be one

source of ro-infinitival ECM, as has been suggested in the work of Fischer (eg.

Fischer 1992).In the present section we will show that there is plenty of evidence in
eME that this is indeed the case, although the hypothesis can be refined further. We
saw in Part III that the verbs with Object Control in OE fall into two main classes:

the verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand, and the verbs of commanding
and permitting on the other. It is not the persuade-type verbs that allow the
reanalysis, but specifrcally the verbs of commanding and permitting.

12.23.2 Two- and three-place variants

We saw in Part III that the ditansitive verbs comprise two main groups in OE: the

verbs of commanding and permiuing on the one hand, and the verbs of persuading

and urging on the other. Each group occurs with its own set of thematic roles and

corresponding subcategorization frames.They are given in (la) and (15):
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(14)
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THEME

I NP.." ]
IPRO to-VP ]
Ithat-cl (subj) l
IPRO VP]s

[NP... VP]

[NP Pred]

GOAL

I ro-PP ]
Ithat-cl (subj) l
IPRO lo-VP l

V
V
V
V
V
V

RECIPIENT

NPoo,

NPru,

NPou,

NP*,

(verbs of commanding)

(verbs of persuading)(15) THEME

Mu""
NP"."
NP"""

V
V
V

The theta-roles are mapped onto cases as follows: any NP with the theta-role THEME

has accusative case. When the NP is a RgclptENT, the case is dative.
The verbs of persuading and urging in (15) are always three-place; the verbs

of commanding and permitting (in (14)) can be both nvo-place and three-place. It is
not just that the RECIPIENT role can remain implicit; when ttre rHnur is expressed by
a bare infinitival ECM-construction ([NP,.. VP] in (14)), or by a Small Clause (II.IP
Pred] in (14)), an overt RECIPIENT is not possible, which suggests that it is
structurally absent in such configurations, and that the verb is two-place when
followed by these two complements.

The crucial difference between these two groups, then, is that the verbs of
commanding and permitting may be syntactically two-place, unlike the verbs of
persuading and urging; and only the former appear with bare-infinitival ECMs. A
second important point is that the verbs of persuading and urging only appear with a

bare infinitive under Latin influence, and bare infinitives should not be considered
part of the subcategorization of these verbs.

We suggested in the same chapter that the fact that verbs of commanding and
permitting appear to have two "variarts", a three-place and a two-place one, is not
an accidental, idiosyncratic lexical property of these verbs. The dividing line really
seems to be the question whether the NP (which is the matrix object in a ditansitive
construction, and subject of the embedded infinitive in the monotransitive
constnrction) is animate or not.

If it is animate, this allows for ambiguity between two readings. The first
reading is ditansitive, with a RECIrIENT and a THEME, i.e. the pattern [NPd"r] [PRO
ro-VPl in (la): "command INP animate] fto-infinitive]". The second reading is
monofransitive, with just a theme, i.e. the pattem [NP""" VP] in (1a): "to command a

5-.-This ts a rare and probably receding pattem in OE. It is only attested with two verbs, i.e. beodan
'order' and daJian'allow', and the dative RECIPIENT suggests that we are dealing with a ditransitive
structure here, with the bare infinitive as a THEME (a CP). The frequency of bare-infinitival CPs in OE is
much reduced compared to Gothic, and mainly restricted to monotransitive INTENtton verbs (Chapter
3).
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situation such that [bare infinitive with overt subject]". The animate NP in the latter

reading is not a RECIPIENT; it does not receive its thematic role from the matrix verb,

but from the infinitive. We argued in Chapter 7 that the former frame, which
includes a RECIPIENT, expresses a sitdation in which that TTECIPIENT has some control
over the action of the infinitival complement, and hence is used to express "polite"
rather than peremptory commands; the latter frame, on the other hand, expresses

commands or permissions that are on a par with causatives.

If the NP is inanimate, however, the latter reading 
- 

V[NP.". VP] in (14) is
compelling, &s inanimate NPs are incompatible with ttre RgctpteNt role in the

ditransitive construction. RrcprcNts need to be animate in order to act as

controllers of the action in the infinitival complement. Without a RECIeIENT, the

meaning of the verb, whether originally 'command' or 'permit', approaches a

causative (for details, see the discussion in Chapter 7).

This difference between two-place and three-place is borne out by a set of
systematic differences between constructions with bare and with to-infinitives after
the verbs of commanding and permitting. The frst difference is a case difference:
inanimate NPs are always accusative and co-occur exclusively with a bare infinitive,
which makes sense if they are not RECIPIENTS of the matix verb (which typically
have dative case), but receive their thematic role from the infinitive. The animate NP
with ro-infinitives, on the other hand, is almost invariably dative, which supports the

analysis that they are RECIPIENTS of the matrix verb .

The second is a difference in the rate at which these infinitival subjects remain
implicit; the accusative subject-NP of the bare-infinitival ECM-constnrction remains

implicit far more often than the dative RECIPIENT of the /o-infinitival construction.
The rate at which such accusative subjects were unexpressed resembled that of the

bare-infinitival ECM-construction after the causatives and perception verbs that are

exclusively two-place.
The third difference is that there are selection restrictions on the dative NP in

an NP + fo-infinitive constuction in that such NPs are required to be 'mind-
possessing', in contrast with the accusative subject of a bare-infinitival ECM which
does not show such restrictions 

- 
precisely because it is a subject, whereas the

dative NP in the other constmction has the thematic role of RsctpteNr which is
generally required to be mind-possessing.

The fust question, then, is whether the pattems we found in Chapter 6, in
which the /o-infinitive is only used in a three-place construction, and not in a two-
place ECM-constnrction, is still intact in ME. A search in the first two periods of the

PPCME yields a number of interesting results in this respect. Once the figures are

adjusted with respect to occrurences of to V and V,6 the picture presented by the

6The sequerce of ,o V anrl Y, i.e. what looks like bare infinitives in second or subsequent conjuncts

of a string of coordinated infinitives of which the first one has lo, increases dramatically in eME and is

the consequence of an important development in the status of ,o, which is no longer inseparable from
the infinitive in ME. The phenomenon of the separability of lo, and its motivation, will be discussed at

length in section 12.3 below.
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manipulative verbs (including causation) in the PPCME is as follows:

Table l?,lt Status of NP in bare-infinitive constructions with verbs of causing,
commanding and permitting in the PPCME corpus (periods Ml and M2)

Verb Implicit lnanimate Animate

bidden as&

co[lmaunden command

don do (causative)

haten order

leten let

maken make

dolien suffer

suffren suffer

l0

3

22

13

3

I

2

t2

t4

8

23

4

I

Table 12.2t Status of NP in lo-infinitive constructions with verbs of causing,
commanding and permitting in the PPCME corpus (periods Ml and M2)

Verb Implicit Inanimate Animate

bidden asft

corrrmannden command

don do (causative)

haten order

leten let

maken make

dolien suffer

suffren suffer

I

I

4

I

34

3

3
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As case-forns no longer distinguish between dative and accusative, the case of the

NPs could not be compared. With respect to the restriction on the NP in an NP + to-
infinitive construction that it should be "mind-possessing" there is a striking
difference: the column "inanimate" in Table 12.2 is no longer empty, as it was in OE
(cf. Tables 7.4 abd7.5 in Chapter 7 above; the only exception was the odd, ECM-
like attestation with aliefan 'allow' given in (i) in Chapter 7, foobrote 6). It appears

that the NP in such a construction is no longer the RsctptENT of the higher verb (NP
in bold); although still Case-marked by that verb, it receives its thematic role from
the to-infinitive:

(16) and makep to comen al out of smak. al pet me wes ywoned
and makes to come all out of taste all that one was accustomed

byuore to louie (AYENBI,I,106. 146; ca. 1340)

before to love
'and he makes everything that one used to love completely insipid'

(17) pou comaunded FV
you courmanded thy
(EARLPS , 145.2145)
'you commanded your commandment to be carried out to the letter'

These instances appear to be la-infuritival ECM-constructions, and as such represent

an innovation. There is a slight difference between the two periods (M1 and M2)
with respect to overall proportions of object confrol versus ECM-like consffuctions
(table 12.3) but it is not statistically significant.

Table 123: Obiect Control NP to VP complements versus ro-infinitival ECM
after verbs of causing, commanding and permitting

M2

comaundement to ben greteliche kept
commandment to be strictly kept

MI

NP to VP (control)

NP to VP (ECM)

75 (93o/o)

6 (7%)

38 (84%)

7 (t6%)

12.233 The contrast between Object Control and bare-infinitivat ECM

Does this mean that the OE distinctions (syntactic and semantic) between bare and

to-infinitival complements has been lost completely in ME? The answer is yes and

no; yes, because it is tue that verbs that are not attested with infinitival
complements in OE (maken 'make' and dolien'suffer') or are not attested at all in
OE (because they represent French loans, i.e- commaanden'command' and suffren
'suffer') do not show evidence of the OE system; they are the ones where we find
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the innovation. But the answer is no if we look at the lexical survivors from OE: it is
there that the old system is still in place; they still show the conffast between
"causative", two-place, bare-infinitival ECM and "polite", three-place, Object
Control NP + to-infinitive. They are:

- biddan, bebeodan and beodan which have coalesced into ME bidden/beden,
and survives as PE br4 which still allows the two constructions, and apparently still
shows the same semantic contrast (Duffley 1992);

- don'do', which is no longer found in these two periods of the PPCME with
a subjunctive clause but only with non-finite complements and appears to have
become a causative; this was a possible, although still marginal use in OE (see

Chapter 7, section 7.6). Here, too, the OE system appears to be intact.
- haten'command'. This verb is mostly used as a causative in OE, and as such

it is most frequently attested with a bare-infinitival (ECM)-complement. We saw in
Chapter 7 that hatan also appears as a three-place verb in OE, eg. with dative
RECIPIENT (although accusatives are also occasionally attested) and clausal rHrur.
Note that the occurrences of the ro-infinitive in ME after this verb are unequivocal
complements of haten (and not ambiguous between adjunct and complement, like
the only example of a ro-infinitive after hatan in OE, which we discussed in
Chapter 7 (footnote 8)):

(18) Ah pu queden ha keiser ahest to cu6en for hwet icud bing
but you said they caesar ought to know for what noteworthy thing

hu hete us hider to cumene. (KATHE 27,137)
you commanded us hither to come
'but you, they said, caesar, ought to know for what noteworthy thing you
commanded us to come hither'

(19) pis word hat ous
this word commands us
(AYENBT I,102.56)
'this word commands us to give thanks with all our hearts'

There is nothing mysterious about finding this verb complemented by an (object
controlled) ro-infinitive in ME, as the construction must have come about either as

the result of a reanalysis (resolution of a stnrctural ambiguity) or as the non-finite
alternative of the subjunctive clause. It is unlikely that we are dealing with a direct
replacement of a bare-infinitive by a ro-infinitive here, as the ro-infinitival
attestations in the PPCME appear to be three-place, not two-place like the bare-
infinitival ECM; none of the to-infuritives show any of the typical "causative"
characteristics that typify the bare-infinitival ECM-construction after this verb in OE
(Royster (1918), or above, Chapter 6).

- leten'let' also preserves its old bare-infinitival ECM. One other verb occurs
as a causative, i.e. gar 'make' (an Old Norse loan, only found in a northem text
(Richard Rolle of Hampole)) and there is one attestation of unnen'grant' (this one

to yelde ponkes myd al oure herten
to give thanks with all our hearts
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occurrence has a bare infinitive, which is consistent with its being a verb of
commanding and permitting 

- 
See Chapter 7. Geunnan 'grant' is affested with a

bare-infinitival ECM in OE (eg. Callaway 1913:l l l).

12.2.3.4 The contrast between persuading and commanding

The verbs of persuading and urging which take the lo-infinitive as goal argument in
OE, and are not found with bare infinitives apart from a number of occurrences
which are heavily influenced by Latin, are not found with bare infinitives in the

PPCME, either. There is no difference in this respect between OE survivals of this
group (eg. drivefl 'drive,' neden'urge, force,' spurren'spur,' steren 'stir, move,'
warnen'warn') or French loans Qtrokien'incite'). In spite of the major upheavals in
ME, like the extensive relexification and the loss of formal case distinctions, the

structural differences between the verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand

and those of commanding and permitting on the other persist through history. This
suggests that it is the argument structure and theta-grid of these verbs that keep the

two groups distinct.
The emergence of ,o-infinitival ECM destroys one of the typical differences

between verbs of persuading and urging and verbs of commanding and permitting.
In theory, ro-infinitival ECM cannot be distinguished from a ditransitive NP + to VP

construction with inanimate NP that may in theory appear after a verb of persuading

and urging, because the object after the verbs of persuading and urging in OE is an

accusative THEME, and not a dative RECIPIENT, which means ttrat it is not required to

be 'mind-possessing', unlike the R-ecptrNr object of the verbs of commanding and

permitting 
- 

although these THEMES often are "mind-possessing" in practice,
especially when the conl argument is expressed by a clause (finite subjunctive or
non-finite ro-infinitive) rather than by a purposive to-PP (see Chapters 5 and 6); cf.
(20) with inanimate NP coorl'court':

(20) He had warnyd a coort at Saxthorp to haue be k"p vpon Holy
he had warned a court at Saxthorpe to have been kept upon Holy
Rood day last past (Paston Letters, ed. Davis 1971:340, ll.4/5)
Rood day last past

'He had summoned a court at Saxthorpe to be held on Holy Rood day'

The low agentivity associated with passives is awkward in a Control structure. Mair
discusses such examples in PE.7 His view is that the fact that "the relevant
monotransitive and difansitive patterns of infinitival complementation share a

7Cf. this exarnple from Mair's PE corpus:
(i) I never, never have encouraged anybody to be blooded (them refers to children undergoing a hunt

initiation rite; Mair 1990:162; spoken language).
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common structure" (i.e. the surface pattern NP to VP) makes such occasional
reanalyses possible, but they do not mean that such verbs (llke encourage in his
example, i.e. our verbs of persuading and urging) should not be analysed on a par
with allow, order, permit and rbquire (i.e. our verbs of commanding and
permitting), witness the ungrammaticality of */ encouraged there to be a discussion
and *Such help shouldn't be encouraged to be given to people who do not need it
(Mair 1990:163). As there are no other signs of the verbs threaten and warn
developing two-place variants in ME, examples like (20)-(21) are more likely to
have the same status as Mair's encourage example, and cannot be taken as evidence
that verbs of persuading and urging develop two-place variants in ME; but such
examples also show that the distinction between the two groups of ditransitive verbs
is not as clear-cut in ME and PE as it is in OE.

The second distinction which is lost is that the levelling of cases in ME makes
the formal identification of theme or recipient more difficult; the only formal
distinction left is whether the verb in question is found with a double object
consEuction or not (i.e. the L NP+NPI frame discussed in Chapter 7).

Thirdly, the emergence of passivized RECIPIENTS desfroys the distinction that
only the NP in an NP + to VP construction after the verbs of persuading and urging
can be passivized, unlike the (dative) NP in the NP + to YP construction after the
verbs of commanding and permitting. There are occasional examples in ME in
which a passive lo-infinitive after verbs of persuading and urging creates stnrctures
strongly reminiscent of ECM:

(21) thei be thret to be slayn or presoned
they are threatened to be slain or imprisoned
(Paston Letters; ed. Davis 197l:194,11.718)
'they bre threatened with death or imprisonment'

In OE, only structural (i.e. accusative) objects can undergo NP-movement
(passivization), but with the loss of inherent Case, ME datives also start to passivize
(Allen 1995). There is not much evidence of "RECIPIENT passives" in the fust two
periods of the PPCME, however, which tallies with Allen's findings that the first
unambiguous examples of such passives appear around 1375 (Allen 1995). It seems
that this distinction is still in place, at least for the frst half of the ME period, as the
only passivized objects urre those of persuading-and-urging verbs, which are
accusative 'fully affected' THEMES in OE and available for passivization throughout
their history (see eg. example (6) in Chapter 6).

An example from the PPCME is the verb distracten'distact' which occurs
with passivized object n (22). Although a French loan, it has the typical motion-
based persuading-and-urging meaning, literally 'pull off, cf. OE onwendan'hlrn,
incite'. It has apparently been assigned the subcategorization frames of the verbs of
persuading and urging on the basis of its thematic stnrcture, and the fact ttrat it
appears with its object passivized is therefore unremarkable (nominative subject in
bold):
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(22) ne Fey schulde not be distract to ministre to pe pouere men

nor they should not be distracted to minister to the poor people

'nor should they be discouraged from ministering to the poor'
(AELR3, 37.124)

Similarly, the verb neden in (23), reflex of the OE verb of persuading and urging

niedan'urge, force', allows its accusative THEME-argument to be passivized, as it
did in OE (passivized therne in bold):

(23) asswa se 3e ma$en iseon. water hwenne me Punt hit &
just as you may see water when one dams it and

stopped hit bifore wel pt hit ne maSe dunewart penne

stops it in-front well that it not may downward then

is hit ined a3ein forto climben upwart. (ANCRIW,II.59.592)
is it forced again for-to climb upward

Just as you may see water when it is dammed and stopped in front, so that it
cannot flow downwards, then it is forced to climb up again'

Objects of passivized verbs of commanding and permitting still appear with dative

case, cf. haten'command' in (24):

(24) 8L se stealewurde ht ha ueng to cleopien up-o pe

and so stalwart that she began to call on the

cwelleres & hihede ham to donne bt ham wes ihaten.
jailers and urged them to do what them was commanded

(KATHE,48 Fol. l5'. 14-16)
'and [she was] so stalwart that she began to call to the jailers to urge them to
carry out what they had been commanded'

The new "RECIrIENI passives" abound in later ME, however; an example is (25),

from the 15th centuqr:

(25) fore sche xal not be souerd ther to pleye pe brethele
for she shall not be suffered there to play the whore
(Paston Letters, ed. Davis l97l:203,62)
'for she shall not be suffered to play the whore in that place'

We saw in section 12.2.2 above that they are still very frequent in PE, with many
verbs only allowing an ECM-consfuction if the object-NP is passivized, eg. allege
or repute. The existence of passivized verbs of persuading and urging, as in (23),

may well have been a contributing factor in the rise of the "passive" ECM with
verbs of commanding and permitting.

It is remarkable, in the face of the loss of so many formal distinctions, that
the basic distinction between the two groups still survives. Even though a verb like

301
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persuade is a French loan, it still takes the same three constituents as GoAL
argument as its OE counterpart tyhtan: subjunctive clauses (26a), /o-infinitives (26b)
and purposive (26c) as opposed to not spatial tolinto-PPs (26d), and do not appear

with ECM-conskuctions (27):

(26) He persuaded John:
a. that he should see a doctor
b. to see a doctor
c. into going to the doctor
d. *to a doctor

(27) *He persuaded the Town Hall to be demolished

Other loans, llke incite, do not allow finite clauses, although the other facts are the
same:

(28) He incited the citizens
a. *that they should rebel
b. to rebel
c. to rebellion
d. *to/*into the countryside

Order and allow, on the other hand, take a ro-infinitival complement in both object
control constmctions (29b) and ECM-constructions (29c); they also appear with
Small Clauses, judging by the range of predicates allowed (adverbs and spatial, as

opposed to purposive, PPs for both order and allow; participles are also possible, but
only with order, not with allow):

(29) He ordered/allowed the citizens:
a. *ttrat they should disperse unmolesteds
b. to disperse unmolested
c. to be dispersed unmolested
d. ouUinto the countryside
e. He ordered them pardoned (see also Chapter 7, section 7.5).

These are typical commanding-and-permitting complements, even though order and

sThe unacceptability of the finite clause in (28)-(29) is part of a general trend to subsitute to-
infinitival cornplements for subjunctive clauses. This is the same trend that we spotted in the previous
chapter. Although our investigation there stopped at the first nvo periods of the PPCME, the competition
between these stnrctures can be traced well into the Modem Period. The following verbs still occur with
NP + that-clauses in the Paston Letters, although no longer in PE: advise, ask, charge, commoruI,
counsel, desire, entreal, require and warn ('summon'). This is about half of all verbs that are found with
this cornplement in this 15th century corpus (Los 1986:57) and this tendency is also evident in
Rohdenburg's (1992) study on the competition between the two structures in eModE.
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allow are also French loans. Their thematic structure, the basic meaning of the verb,
must be the reason why these distinctions are so tenacious.

12.2.3.5 Ta-infinitival ECM not due to competition between bare and ,o-
infinitives

In the previous section we saw that the OE system of selection of bare and to-
infinitives is still basically intact in ME. This is an interesting illustration of the

interaction between thematic structure, animacy and pragmatic factors. Thematic
structure itself is of course closely related to the struchre of the event denoted by
any particular verb or group of verbs; it may change along with changes in meaning
(as we saw with the conatives in chapter 3), and may be promoted by pragmatic
factors.

The bare and ro-infinitival ECM constructions could be said to be in
competition in ME in the sense that they both express the "causation" end of the
manipulatives. The situation differs crucially from the competition between
subjunctive clause and ro-infinitive in that the structures do not compete after the
same set of verbs. It is clear from Table 12.1 that the distinction between bare-
infinitival for the causatives on the one hand and object control NP to VP for
manipulatives on the other, is still in place for those verbs that displayed this
distinction in OE (see Tables 7.4 and 7.5 in Chapter 7). This means that fo-infinitival
ECM is not the result of bare infinitives being replaced by ro-infinitives, which most
writers seem to assume (Bock 1931, Jespersen 1940), but that it is due to the fact
that a three-place object conffol construction comes to be reanalysed as a two-place
constnrction, as the result of the pragmatics of the constrrction (the tendency to use

euphemistic expressions for commands for reasons of politeness that we discussed
in chapter 7).

Changes in felicity conditions and underlying assumptions affect single verbs
rather than groups. This is why the distinction between bare-infuritival complements
for causative uses and object controlled NP to VP for "polite" manipulation was
retained by the OE verbs that survived the extensive relexification in ME, and why
to-infinitival ECM emerges with "new" verbs. "New" verbs are verbs that did not
join the commanding-and-permitting class until early Middle English, either because

they underwent a change in meaning or because they were borrowed into the
language from French. Examples of meaning changes are polien which originally
meant 'bear, endure' and came to mean 'suffer, permit' in ME (see (30)), ffid
maken, which originally meant 'make, see to it' (see Chapter 7) and came to mean
'cause' (see (31)). Examples of French loans are commaunden'command' in (17) or
suffren'suffer' in (25).

(30) nule nawt bi leofmon polie na leas ping to lihe pe

not-will not your beloved bear no false thing to deceive you
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longe (Iuliene , 108, fol. 43', l-2)
long
'your beloved will not allow any false thing to deceive you long'

(31) Zome per byeb zlro
some there are so

childhedi/ and of zuo nice manere/
childish and of such silly manner

bet hi makep ham-zelue to by hyealde foles
that they make themselves to be held fools
(Ayenbite of Inwyt; Morris 1882[1866]:259)
'Some there are so childish and of such a silly manner that they make
themselves to be considered fools'

Such "new" verbs came in at the manipulative end of the scale and appeared with
the Object Confrol NP to VP tyical of "polite manipulation"; but as they
"deteriorated" towards the causative end rn the usual wdy, the NP to VP constrrction
"deteriorated" with them.

Although the intrinsic properfy of this group of verbs to have both two-place
and three-place variants may well have helped to further the rise of ro-infinitival
ECM after these verbs, and offers a reasonable explanation for the fact that the verbs

or persuading and wging are not found with the construction, the reanalysis of
constituent structure involved is so unusual (to-infrnitival ECM has no parallel in the

other Germanic languages) and so fundamental (there is no precedent for the subject

position of a fo-infinitive to be frlled with overt material in OE) that there must have

been a further cause to promote it.
Fischer (eg. 1989, 1992) has suggested that the loss of OV orders is a possible

cause; in an OV language like Dutch an NP in the position of eg. hamzelue h (31)

can only be interpreted as the object of the ro-infinitive, because it occupies the
prototypical subclause object position, i.e. the position preceding the verb. If OV
orders are lost, the preverbal position will be interpreted as a subject position, which
may certainly have helped to promote the new construction. Note that there is still
no sign of the believe-verbs or want-verbs appearing with ECMs in this particular
period, with one exception with healden 'consider' which will be discussed below;
nor do we find the typical restrictions noted by Postal {1974\ which we discussed in
section 12.2.2 above, i.e. frequency of the second passive and the predilection for lo
be as the infrnitive. As the second passive is connected to the loss of V2, which had

not really got underway in the Ml-M2 periods of the PPCME (i.e. the period 1150-

1350), this is only to be expected.
The important finding of this section is that the /o-infinitival ECM-

conshrction itself was already established in early Middle English after the verbs of
commanding and permitting before it came to be used with the believe-verbs and

want-verbs. We will discuss these groups in the next two sections.
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12.2.4 The believe-verbs in ME in the Wyclifite Sermons

The situation of the believe-verbs in the late fourteenth century has been

investigated by Warner (1982). His study is based on the llryclifite Sermons which
date from ca. 1390. This means they are slightly later than the period in which we

fust find the lo-infinitival ECM with verbs of commanding and permitting (previous

section). The material in the Sermo,ns suggests that the believe-verbs came to allow
the ro-infinitival ECM-constnrction under Latin influence. Examples are (32) and

(33):

(32) thou, that art not beleeued to ben in vertue ful endid;...
you who are not believed to be in virnre fully perfect
(Sap 12.17 EV; Wamer 1982:142)
Lat.: tv, qui non crederis esse in virtute consummatus

'you who are not believed to be fully perfect in virtue'

(33) whom to be prince of the paleis and of myche power thei knewen;...
whom to be prince of the palace and of much power they knew
(Esth 9.4 EV; ibid.)
Zal.: Quem principem esse palatii... cognoverant
'whom they knew to be prince of the palace and very powerful'

With Latin as its external model, it seems that the "target" (the to-infinitival ECM-
construction) had to be approached obliquely by a series of changes taking place

where "least noticeable" or by "minimal alteration", os surface NP to VP was
apparently unacceptable with the believe-verbs. Examples of such "minimal
alterations" are a Small Clause expanded by to De (as in (33)) or the selection of "an
infinitive with future reference, particularly to come" as its predicatee.

Configurations in which surface NP to VP is avoided by "second passives"

(passivization of the matrix verb) as in (32) are, however, not straightforwardly easy

to interpret as a "minimal alteration": "It is however most unlikely to be merely
dependent on Latin because it is one of the most frequently and readily adopted
structures" (Warner 1 982 : 149).

The problem is that surface NP to VP never really became acceptable with the

believe-verbs, with the exception of a handful of verbs, and it seeflls that the same

constraints have obtained for the last 500 years. Warner concludes that "it is difficult
to see how such long term stability in variation can have been maintained with
parameters which are merely a consequence of the 'least noticeable' changes which
happened to be available in IME syntax" (ibid. 155). The wider availability and

eWe will see in section 12.2.6.3 below that the infinitive to come is pivotal in the reanalysis of the

wesan-to-inftnitive as an overtly passivized ro-infinitive, which suggests strongly that the to be-

infinitive in the to-infinitival ECM after the believe-verbs should be analysed, at least at its first
appearance, as a Small Clause predicate rather than a VP dominated by IP.
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greater frequency of to-infinitival ECM in configurations in which the NP is moved,
or the ro-infinitive is to be, points to these as the unmarked structures, despite the
apparent complexity introduced by movement, and this phenomenon still requires
further explanation. The "second pasiive" remains particularly problematic and must
have been more deeply motivated as a change, as Warner notes will suggest
that its structural motivation was the loss of Y2 (section 12.2.7 below).

Tlte want-verbs still resist an ECM in this corpus, and Warner corrments that
it is a puzzhng question why infinitive clauses should generalize to the believe-verbs
first, and only subsequently to the verbs of wishing, even though the fact that
infinitives denote some "potentially real, non-propositional entity" (Warner
1982:152) appears to make them eminently suited to the verbs of wishing (the want-
verbs). Warner suggests that the reason may be that want-verbs do not occur with
NP Pred (i.e. a Small Clause) in his corpus, so that opporhrnities for "minimal
alteration" are lower and the ECM more noticeable (salient) (ibid.).

These want-verbs turn up in the fifteenth century Paston Letters, the subject of
the next section.

12.2.5 The want-verbs in the Paston Lettersto

Want-verbs are robustly attested a few decades later in the Paston Letters, a body of
corespondence written by members of three generations of the same family
between 1421 and 1503. With its 150,000 words or more, this corpus is large
enough for most syntactic structures to be represented.

Unlike the Wyclifite Sermons, it is not a franslation but a collection of letters,
some of which taken from dictation (and may reflect spoken rather than written
language); this means that the ECM-consffuctions found in this corpus cannot be
ascribed to Latin influence.

The picture presented by these data is at once familiar and alien. Io-infinitival
ECM-constuctions are found after the same three basic groups (commanding and
permitting, believe-verbs, and want-verbs), although there may be some differences
in individual items due to semantic shifts (admit means 'permit' and as such it is a
verb of commanding and permitting; advertise means 'admonish' and 

- 
probably

- 
belongs to ttre verbs of persuading and urging, etc.). It is difficult to distinguish

between verbs of persuading and urging on the one hand, and verbs of commanding
and permitting on the other, as the case of the object no longer affords us any clues,
and dative objects 

- 
as we must suppose the objects of the commanding and

permitting verbs to be 

- 
passivae fteely by this stage; the only clue is whether the

verbs occur with a double object pattern ("NP+NP"). The old situation of bare
infinitival ECMs and ro-infinitival object control constructions appears to be intact
in the Paston Letters at least in the case of the lexical survivors bid and beseech. ln

loThis section is primarily based on Los (1986), with additional material fiom Fischer (1995).
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the case of a third lexical survivor, do, we find inanimate ECM-subjects (ECM rn
bold; see also note l1):

(34) if the said Sir John Paston pay or doo to be paid to the foresaid Edmund (...)
I li. sterlinges (PL 250, ll. 1l-13)
'if the said Sir John Paston pay or causes to be paid to the above mentioned
Edmund (...) t pound sterling'

The following verbs of commanding and permitting appear with a clear ro-infinitival
ECM-construction (clear in the sense that it occurs with an inanimate NP or with a
passive ro-infinitive) :

(35) ask, charge, co[lmand, dorr, grant, license, require, suffer

An example is (36) with asfr (ECM in bold):

(36) Item, in eny wise, and (:if) ye can, axe the probate of my fadyrs wyll to be
geuyn yow (PL 338 11. 4l-42)
'Item, in any way, if you can, ask for the probate of my father's will to be
given to you'

Although asft is a lexical survivor from OE ascian'ask' it is not attested with an

infinitival complement, probably because it was not used for requests but for
questions, and may have come to be used for requests when OE biddan 'pray, ask'
rnerged withbeodan/bebeodan 'order' in ME (Goossens 1990).

The following verbs of thinking and declaring (the believe-verbs) are attested
with NP to VP constnrctions. These verbs are not attested with three-place
complements, and all such constructions must therefore be analysed as ECM,
regardless of the animacy of the NP. Most instances have /o be as their ro-infinitive,
but the findings of Warner (1982) for the V/yclifite Sermons, and of Postal (1974)
and Mair (1990) for PE, that the object in such constructions is often moved by
passivization and relativization, is only tnre for conceive (in PL 41,18):

(37) affirrU agree, conceive, confess, declare

'Ihe believe-verbs in (38) do not occur with a /o-infinitival ECM, although they do

occur with a Small Clause, all in active constructions:

(38) hold ('consider'), (ac)knowledge, show, think, understand

llstill with the occasional ditransitive cornplement in the Paston Letters:

(i) or ellys by my trowth ye do your-sylf a shame (PL 336, 11.22-23)
'or else, upon my word, you do yourself an injury'
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An example is (39):

(39) Thei shall hold them so besy wyth ther gret pepill (PL204,1.17)
'They will consider themselves so occupied with their grand folks'

Finally, the group of want-verbs appear to be represented by the following verbs:

(40) desire, loverz, wilVwould

The verb like stlll has the impersonal meaning of 'be pleasing to' and does not occur
with the construction. Examples of clear ECM-constructions with the 'W-verbs of
(40) are (41), with desire, and (42), withwill/would:

(41) I wol tell yow the cawses why pat I desyre thys to be doon (PL 264,1.36)
'I will tell you the causes why that I desire this to be done'

(42) If ye wyll eny othyr thyng to be don in thys contre (PL 353, 1.66)

'If you want any other thing to be done in this country'

It is more surprising to find that the wanr-verbs in (40), though rigorously
monotransitive in PE (I am taking will/would to be representative of PE want), are

also attested as three-place verbs in the Paston Letters, i.e. with an NP + that-clause
constnrctiot Desire is robustly attested with the NP * that-clause complement (21

out of a total of 139 occurrences), and it is unlikely that these examples are

monotransitive CLAN ("Clause and Nominal") constructions in the sense of Warner
(1982:91-99)".One of them is (43):

(43) desyryng hym pat he shuld a-wayt vpon hys welle belouyd broder pe Duk of
Suffolk (PL 284, 11.23 124)
'desiring him that he should wait upon his well-beloved brother the Dike of
Suffolk'

Example (aa) is consequently more likely to be an object control constuction than
ECM:

"Ona, not very clear, exarnple:

(i) I will loue hym bettere to be a good seculare man pan to be a lewit prest (PL 220, ll. 29-30)

l3NP + l&ar-clause complements are occasionally found with verbs that are unlikely to be

ditransitive (eg. perception verbs). Warner calls this instances CLAN ('Clause and Nominal'). The
clause is a kind of apposition, not an argument. The NP + rftar{lause instances after desire are unlikely
to be CLAN 

- 
they are attested too robustly and the meaning of the verb itself could well be one of

commanding rather than monotransitive volition.
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(44) And the said Sir John Fastolf wolde, graunted, and desired faithfully alle the

resedewe of his executours and feffees to shewe the said John Paston fauoure
(PL 54, ll. 63-65)
'And the said Sir John Fastolf would, granted, and desired faithfully all the
residue of his executors and feoffees to show the said John Paston favour'

The causative cause also appears as a three-place verb (with NP + that-clause):

(45) and that causyd me that I wrot not to yow non answer (PL l67,l.l l)
'and that caused me that I did not write an answer to you'

but also as a two-place verb, witress the ECM-construction in (46) and the Small
Clause in (a7):

(46) pat hath causyd pe godys to be spent so pat we be not abyl to perform hys
wyll (PL 2l l, ll. 10/l l)
'that has caused the goods to be spent so that we are not able to perform his
will'

(47) Ye hafe had so manye officers and reulers there whych hafe caused dyuers
parties kept yn your toune (PL 53, ll. 4-6)
'You have had so many officers and rulers there which have caused diverse
parties to be accorrmodated in your town'

The three-place variants of (43) and (a$ are important clues for the development of
ro-infinitival ECM after these verbs. If these verbs developed directive meanings,
and became'verbs of commanding and permitting, they may have fallen in with the
other verbs of this group and subsequently have developed ro-infinitival ECM-
conskuctions in the same way (see section 12.2.3).

The picture of the ro-infinitival ECM-construction in this corpus is different
from that of PE in that the construction appears to be even more popular, in the
sense that it occurs with a wider range of verb Rpes. Apart from the three groups
familiar from Postal's study, there are also the "negative" verbs, i.e. verbs with
meanings of hindering or neglecti:ng: disturb, discourage, let ('hinder'), spare
'neglect'ra; there are some monotransitive verbs that appear with subject control
constructions in PE, but with an ECM in which the NP is reflexive in the Paston

laThe releuant exarnple is (i):

(i) Spare not this to be don in hast (PL704,11. 37-38)
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Letters;r5 there are some interesting examples of unexpected ECMs, like the one in
(48) with the verb promise. Promise is a control verb in PE, and so in the Paston
Letters; but occasionally there are examples like (48), which, in their context, must
be interpreted as ECM, as yow'you' is not the addressee:

(48) but I haue promyseid yow to be hyr knight (Paston Letters, ed. Davis
l97l.,356,11.21-22)
'but I have promised [her] that you would be her knight'

Occasionally the to-infinitive is not passivized when it would have been in PE. It is
possibly significant that all such infinitives are to do (as a reflex of the wesan-to-

infinitive in this is to do, i.e. 'this is to be done'. More about this in the next
section).

(49) they schuld not go owt of thys lond as it ha*re be suffryd to do be-fore (PL
ts4It.26-27)
'they should not go out of this county as it has been suffered to be done
before'

This is also a feature of the eME colpus, cf. (50):

(50) Hie is icleped sarinesse, tristicia mortem operante, 'sarinesse dead

she is called sorrow sorrow death

wurchende', for 6an hire ofbingb of alle gode 6e

working because heroer displeases ofall good which
a3unnen bied for godes luue te donne
begun is for God's love to do

It is called sorrow, tristicia mortem operante, 'sorrow working death,'
because all good that is begun to be done for God's love displeases her
(VICESl,3.7)

The sitnation in the Paston Letters, then, suggests that the want-verbs may be

ditransitive and could well have developed ECM in the same way as we proposed

lsThis is the case with (i), 'fear'; (ii) 'agree', and (iii) 'speed' 
- 

the last one probably Object
Control, but still an instance of the same general phenomenon:

(i) The pepyll feryth hem myche the more to be hurt (PL 168,1.28)
'The people fear themselves much the more to be hurt'

(ii) And the seyd Rogere after the seid gaderyng aggreyd hym-self to be take and examyned be

persones of his owyn covyne (PL 41, 11. l0-l l)
'And the said Roger after the said gathering agreed himself to be taken and examined by people

of his own faction'
(iii) I wyll spede me to send you a awnswere as hastely as I may (PL 182, ll. 4748)

'l will speed me to send you an answer as hastily as I may'
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earlier for the verbs of commanding and permitting in eME.
The stability of the predominance of to De-infinitives and second passives,

noted by Warner, requires further investigation. The persistence of the restrictions
surrounding ro-infinitival ECM cannbt be explained by saliency in the same way as

the first emerging ECMs after the believe-verbs in Warner (1982). The loss of OV
orders may well have made the fust emergence of ECM constructions possible, as

has been argued by Fischer (1989, 1991, 1994) but cannot account for the
predominance of second passives and relativized NPs that the construction still
shows in PE (i.e. Postal's Derived Object Constraint, see section 12.2.2.2): if
preverbal NPs were reinterpreted as the subjects rather than the objects of these
verbs, as seems likely, why is surface NP to VP after the believe-verbs still so rare?
Descriptions of the emergence of ro-infinitival ECM all assume the active,

"fullblown" NP to VP version to be prototypical (eg. Fanego 1990, Zeithn 1908,

etc.), and express surprise at how rarely surface NP to VP is actually attested.
Warner notices the stability of the restrictions, and comments that the

passivized structure is apparently the unmarked constnrction, in spite of the

complexity introduced by movement (Warner 1982:155). Postal's data also clearly
show that "fullblown" NP to I/P with the believe-verbs is still marginal in the sense

that it is only allowed after a limited number of verbs, with many other verbs only
allowing the construction when the matrix verb is passive (see section 12.2.2

above). Mair's (1990) corpus findings coufirm that (second) passives still
outnumber active constructions with ECMs to the order of 3 to 1, as compared to
passive :active ratios in general of I:9 (Mair 1990:159).

The stability of the restrictions in fact suggest that the /o-infinitival ECM after
the believe-verbs is still barely acceptable in PE, and we will argue in the next two
subsections that tlere are two important factors at work here. The first one will be

discussed in section 12.2.6 where we will argue that the predominance of to be as

the /o-infinitive in ECMs in PE represents a "minimal alteration" in the sense of
Warner 1982 (see section 12.2.4) in that the ECM after the believe-verbs still has the
stahrs of a Small Clause rather than a TP containing a "proper" VP, and are for this
reason acceptable (Small Clauses are robustly attested after the believe-verbs). This
ra-De-infuritive represents a reanalysis of the OE /o-infinitive in the wesan-
construction, which differs from the ro-infinitive after other verbs in that it is not a
CP, but a PRO-less Small Clause predicate in OE.

The second factor that promoted the acceptability of ro-infinitival ECM after
the believe-verbs is the loss of V2, as we will argue in section 12.2.7.

12.2.6 The loss of the wesan-to-infinitive and the rise of ECM

12.2.6.1 ECM and the Small Clause

The relationship between the ro-infinitival ECM and the Small Clause in PE is most
sEongly suggested by their distribution. If a verb allows to-infinitival ECM it

3l I
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generally allows the Small Clause as well, though not vice versa, as there are a

number of verbs that only appear with SCs (with as), eg. accept, depict, establish,
and picture; and many verbs that do not allow the "fullblown" NP to /P sequence,

but insist on passivization, still occur with an SC (Postal notes that this is the case

with eg. deem; in his analysis, the SCs after these verbs are the result of a process of
"to be-deletion"; Postal 1.97a3l5).

There are many competing analyses for the Small Clause (for a discussion see

eg. Aarts 7992), but for the moment we will assume it to be an Agreement-Phrase
(eg. Den Dikken 1987); such an analysis reflects both its clausal nature and its lack
of Tense. The /o-infinitival ECM-construction is usually assigned an IP analysis (or
TP in a "split IP"-analysis):

(51) a. They considered [ooo,Samantha [a6p[*ra fool]]]
b. They considered [,rSamantha [,to lrrbe [*ra fool]]]]

Small Clause
ECM

The link between SC and ECM is also evident from the fact that SCs are subject to
the sarne restrictions as lo-infinitival ECMs, cf. (52) with (7)-(9) above:

(52) They estimated the plane's weight as (being) 600 tons in excess of
specifications (Postal I 974:303).

These stnrctural similarities are expressed in GB theory in terms of the properties of
the boundaries or the Heads of these two constnrctions. Neither the boundary of the
to-infinitival ECM-constmction (IP or TP) or that of the Small Clause (AgrP)
constitute a barrier for govenrment, and the non-finite head, whether I, T or Agr,
cannot assign nominative Case to a subject in its specifier.

A further important point is that ttre infinitival verb in a /o-infinitival ECM-
construction with the majority of the believe-verbs is usually to be (either the copula
or the passive auxiliary). [n many cases, to be can be omitted without any ill effects
(cf. (5la-b) above). This has prompted some scholars to assume "to be-deletion" or
"to be-insertion" to relate sentences like (5la-b) to each other.r6 There are problems
with this approach, however, most importantly the fact that the presence or absence

of to be may have semantic consequences (eg. Spears 1979). Apart from the ECM,
the problem also pervades other areas of the grammar. Sentences (53)-(54) below
are (corpus) instances of NPs complemented by what looks like ro-infinitival
adjuncts, but could well be Small Clauses, as the Small Clause test 

- 
whether

subject and predicate can be connected by a form of the verb to be 
- 

is positive:
old scores are to be settled; a building is to be seen are both OK:

I6Andersson (1985:2l6fl1 proposes ro De-insertion to derive one type from the other; Stockwell,
Schachter and Partee (1973:578) and Borkin (1973) argue for the opposite,i.e. to bedeletion. GB theory
does not readily allow such rules because to be does not form a constituent. The lo be{eletion rule is

also construction-specific, which again is not readily compatible with a GB framework. For more
discussion, see Aarts ( I 992:69-70).
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(53) with old scores to be settled and fresh ones to be started
(54) with not a building to be seen nor an engine heard

The coordination rules are mysterious, perhaps involving different modalities. Note
that (53), in which to be expresses obligation, does not permit to be to be dropped,
whereas (54), in which to be expresses ability, does. Note also that we find that the
entire phrase to be has to be deleted 

- 
4[1fusugh not a constituent. Although the

ECM in (5lb) does not score very well on the Small Clause test, witress'tsamantha
is to be a fool as there is no obligation reading, there is a "must" reading in the sense

of "logical deduction"; they arrived at the conclusion that Samantha was a frol,
which goes some way towards making the result of the Small Clause test more
acceptable. The similarities between to be-dropping in Small Clauses like (53)-(5a)
and the ECM-problem of to be-insertion cq. deletion, however, suggests that the
relationship between the ECM subject and its complement resembles that of the SC

subject and its complement 
- 

almost as if 'to be' is an overt expression of the
Agr-head, like as (more about this below), rather than a lexical primitive, V.r7

Such an analysis would unify the analysis of the Small Clause and that of the
to-infinitival ECM after ttre majority of the believe-verbs; the TP-analysis for to-
infinitival ECMs will still be necessary to accommodate the construction after the
want-verbs, however. There is some support for the idea that the ECM after believe-
verbs requires a different analysis from that of the want-verbs in Lasnik & Saito
(1993). They noted a difference between these verbs with respect to raising (in an

subject-to-object raising analysis), or at least with respect to the "height" of the
infinitival subject (in at, ECM analysis) in the sense that the differences in the
behaviour of the ECM-subjects of believe-verbs or want-ve,rbs could be due to their
being positioned in the specifiers of different Functional Projections, lower or higher
in the structure of the embedded clause. These different behaviours are presented in
(55) and (s6) (their (62) and (63)):

(55) ?Joan wants hirrq to be successful even more fervently than Bob's; mother
does

(56) ?*Joan believes hirq to be a genius even more fervently than Bob's; mother
does

Inserting want into other configurations (reciprocal expressions, negative polarity
items, "binominal each") also leads to a consistent if small distinction between the
two verbs (their sentences 64-69), involving judgements ranging from marginally
acceptable to marginally unacceptable (? to ??*). It appears that the subjects of NP
to VP constrrctions after believe-verbs are more deeply embedded than those after
the want-verbs; the presence of for-PPs with want-verbs rather thar believe-verbs,
and the fact that the believe-verbs are usually found in a passive construction

313

ITNote in this respect also the optionality of being in the Small Clause predicate of (52) above.
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whereas these are on the whole impossible with the want-verbs also argue for a

different analysis, and a different diachrony.
Although the relationship between lo-infinitival ECM and the Small Clause

after the believe-verbs is not completely sraightforward in PE, the fact that the /o-
infinitive is restricted to to be for the majority of these verbs suggests that to be in
these cases is a lexical instantiation of the Small Clause head rather than part of a
VP. The downside of such an analysis is that it complicates the grarnmar by arguing
for two different analyses for fo-infinitival ECMs: one for the believe-verbs and one

for the want-verbs. The different behaviours of the two groups as observed by
Lasnik & Saito (1993) offers independent support that two separate analyses are

required anyway, quite apart from the issue of the to be-restriction.
The analysis of to be in the lo-infrnitival ECM with believe-verbs is further

supported by the fact that the loss of the wesan-to-infinitive, which was also a Small
Clause predicate, was reanalysed in ME as a passive (to be) ro-infrritive.

12.2.6.2 The ta-infinitive as predicate after nesfrn

We now turn to one environment in which the OE to-infinitive does not have a
subjunctive that-clause analogue: the fa-infinitive after weson'to be'.18 An example
is (57):

(57) witodlice gylp istoforbugerme <,iECHomII, 13, 133.182>

tnrly iurogance is to avoid
'truly, arrogance must be avoided'

The history of the wesan-constnrction is obscure. Mitchell (1985:$944) notes that it
is rare in poetry, suggesting perhaps a recent origin, say Latin influence (its use

resembles that of the Latin gerundive; see also Callaway l0l3:200-202,239-240).
The constnrction appears robustly in original OE texts, and even Bede uses it
without being prompted by a corresponding construction (gerundive + esse) in the
Latin source text (eg. <Bede l, 16.78.23>, (Bede 3, 17.234.12>, <Bede 4,
23.326.3>, see section 2.3.3 in Chapter 2 above), which suggests that, whatever its
origin, it had become completely acceptable.

Although this infinitive must also be assumed to be a V-head (its deep

stnrcture object must be assigned accusative case, or it would not be able to appear
in a wesan*/o-constnrction at all), it exhibits a number of characteristics that set it
apart from the ro-infinitive in other positions:
- Distributionally it patterns like a passive paficiple, and it occurs in a typical

18 Th" lo-infinitive in the eflsy to please construction is generally analysed as an instance of NP
movement (Van der Wurff 1990), but its origin as a purposive to-infinitive (with the gapped adjunct we
discussed in Chapter 3) is still clear. This type is also more amenable to taking the reinforcing purposive
element om'for'in Dutch, while om is impossible with the Dutch counterpart of thewesan-ro-infinitive.
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(58) with tellanparticiple function as the predicate in a Small Clause, as in
'consider':

(58) ic 6iss an lif to lufienne tealde. <,lEHom 24,62>
consideredI this one lifencc to love

I [5sthis one life [to love]l considered
'and I considered this one life worthy of love'

- Positionally the lo-infinitive in such wesar-constructions appears with some

frequency to the left of the matrix verb, as we saw in (58), and also in (59) below,
which is disallowed when the ro-infinitive is the complement of contol verbs, as we
saw in the previous chapter:

(59) Nu ge habad gehyred anradlice hwrt eow to donne is
now you have heard constantly what youDAT to do is
and hwat eow to forgane is. <ELet I (WulfsigeC) 159>
and what you to forgo is
'Now you have heard constantly what you should do and what you should not
do'

A count of wesan-infinitives in late OE prose comprising the works of ,tElfric and

Wulfstan and a number of anonymous homilies results in the following figures: 120

instances of the wesan*to-infinitive order (as in (57)) as opposed to 14 instances of
/a-infinitive*wesan order (as in (59)). The latter figure (ca. 8%) is admittedly higher
than the percentages we found for extraposed to-infinitives after verbs other than
wesan, as these do not exceed 17o, but does not compare so well with the figures for
the infinitive+finite verb order with eg. bare infinitives, which we found to be 3'7o/o

in Table 10.2 in section 10.5.2 above, in the same range as the orders of nominal
objects preceding the finite verb.

The 120 instances of the order as in (57) occur overwhelmingly (98%) in root
clauses, however, whereas the 14 instances of the order as in (59) all occur in
embedded clauses. The counts of infinitive+finite verb order with bare infinitives
are similarly higher in embedded clauses, as is clear from a count of the bare-
infinitival complements after the eleven most frequent INTENTIoN verbs: 2l out of
the 82 bare infinitival complements in root clauses preceded the finite verb (:260/o)
whereas 60 out of 117 bare infinitival complements in embedded clauses did so

(:51%). The fact that the wesan*to-infinitive constuction is a typical root-clause
phenomenon may therefore be responsible for the relatively low count of "wesan to-
infinitives" preceding the finite verb.

By and large, then, the figures for the lo-infinitive as predicate are sufficiently
different from those of the fo-infinitive as argument to point to a structural
difference between the two, with the to-infinitive after wesan conforming to
adjective or participle orders (i.e. predicates), whereas the to-infinitive after other
verbs conforms to clausal orders.
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- Semantically the ro-infinitive as predicate of wesan differs in that its interpretation
carries strong modal overtones of obligation or necessity/ability, which is absent

from the to-infinitive in other positions; cf. the translation must in (57); cf. the

sentences (53)-(54) above, in which to be + past participle expresses obligation and

ability. The Dutch counterpart of the wesan-to-infinitive may express

necessity/obligation or ability, and can often be replaced by an adjective in -baar;
cf. PE -able.The -baar affix similarly requires the verb stem to be transitive.
- Structurally it differs from the /a-infinitive as verb complement in that it requires

the infinitive to be transitive. It patterns as a participle in this respect, too; participles
can be said to be neutral in voice, but they can only occur in predicate position (i.e.

in the complement of wesan 'to be') if they are transitive, and they always have to
be intelpreted in that position as passives.

In Modern Dutch, the two infinitives with re similarly defy a unified analysis;
the to-infinitive in controlled complements, i.e. the ro-infinitive that has a that-
clause analogue in OE (which has been ousted completely by the to-infinitive in PE,

and, presumably, in Dutch, too) is the only one that allows om, whereas the wesan-

infinitive can occur as predicate in a Small Clause, and cannot be extaposed:

(60) Hij zei dat hij probeerde (om) de tafel te herstellen
he said that he tried (for) the table to repair
'He said that he was trying to repair the table'

(61) Ik vind [sczrjn houding [te prijzen]l (cf. (58) above)

I think his attitude to praise
'I consider his attinrde praiseworthy'

(62) a. Ik zei dat ik zijn houding te prijzen vind
I said that I his attitude to praise think
'I said that I consider his attitude praiseworthy'

b. *Ik zei dat ik vind zUn houding (om) te prijzen
I said that I think his attitude (for) to praise

'I said that I consider his attihrde praiseworthy'

Such differences warant separate analyses for the two qpes of to(/te)-infinitive,
with a clausal analysis for the /o-infinitive in controlled complements (see section

11.5 above), and a participial analysis for the wesan-to-infinitive.
The resemblance between passive participle and re-infinitive in Modem Dutch

can be taken even further in that Dutch te-infinitives can premodifo N-heads, just
like participles (and adjectives); the interpretation is still passive, and verbs other
than those that assign structural case are out. Like participles, but unlike adjectives,
predicate ro-infinitives can take along arguments and adjuncts as incorporations (if
that is what they are; see section I 1.3 above), as here with the ffansitive verb
verdienen 'eanr':



the in the holidays to earn money
'The money to be earned in the holidays'

As in OE, the re-infinitive as predicate can only be derived from a transitive verb,
although there is one exception, eg. verschijnen 'appear', specifically 'be published'
(the editors of INS comment: 'not all speakers judge [this use] to be acceptable', p.
704)!e

(63) a.

b.

c.

(64) a.

b.

c.
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Het geld was in de vakantie verdiend
the money was in the holidays earned
'The money had been earned in the holidays'
Het in de vakantie verdiende geld
the in the holidays earned money
'The money that had been earned in the holidays'
Het in de vakantie te verdienen geld

Het boek was in de vakantie verschenen

the book was in the holidays appeared
'The book had been published in the holidays'
Het in de vakantie verschenen boek
the in the holidays published book
'The book that had been published in the holidays'
Het in de vakautie te verschijnen boek
the in the holidays to publish book
'The book to be published in the holidays'
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te-infinitive
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Another typically participial characteristic, which sets this infinitive off from the

clausal lo-infinitive, is the fact that they easily acquire idiomatic meanings that
either cannot be recovered on the basis of the stem form, or represent a special use.

We saw in section 11.2.1.4 above that this is a characteristic of inherent inflection,
i.e. the type of inflectional morphology that shows some derivational characteristics.
Dutch examples are the phrase te weten (cf. PE to wit), te pal*en in the set phrase /e

teTte emergence of the occasional unaccusative in this construction (like verschijnen) may well be

due to the fact that unaccusatives build their perfect tense with the auxiliary be rather lhan have, which
results in a structure in which the past participle can be interpreted as the predicate in a Small Clause
construction, with De as a raising verb (more about SC structures below):

(i) Het boek, is leonp ti [oo*[*verschenen]]]

The appearance of the adjectival te verschijnen in the predicate position could then be assumed to be

due to the analogy with r's vercliendlis te verdienen in (ii):

(ii) Het boek, is [oanp t [^c*[npte verschijnen]ll

Note that the demise of the wesan-ro-infinitive in OE was also spearheaded by an accusative verb, see

next section.
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pakken hebben/krijgen 'have got/will get'; in this context we also cite the PE

survivals of the wesan construction, to let and to blame, which may well owe their
tenacity as idiomatic survivals to the fact that they contain inherent rather than
contextual inflection; note that past participles frequently survive as adjectives (cf.
PE old) independent of the survival of their base form (see section I 1 .2.1.4, footnote
s).

It is also quite likely that the to cumenne-construction which spearheaded the
loss of the wesan-constnrction (see next subsection) could not have been confused
with the present participle form tocumendne if its inherent inflection would not have
had the potential of developing idiosyncratic meanings.

We discussed the structure of the wesan-to-infinitive very briefly in the
previous chapter, and we argued that a TP-analysis of the /o-infinitive after other
verbs than wesan could not be faulted on the basis of the wesan data, as the wesan-
ta-infinitive differs from it sufficiently to warrant a separate analysis. We suggested
that an AgrP analysis as proposed by Kageyama for the OE lo-infrnitive, or for
Vanden Wyngaerd for the Dutch ,e-infinitive, might well yield the best results. I do
not embrace Kageyama's analysis that to is itself the external argument of the
infinitive, but analyse the wesan-to-infinitive as an AP in the predicate of a Small
Clause. A similar analysis of the wesan-construction is proposed in Demske-
Neumann (1994:61ff).

There have been many competing analyses for the Small Clause, and the term
itself is also in dispute. In an endocentric, X-bar compatible, analysis, the SC is
Headed by either Agro (cf. Den Dikken 1987) or I0 (Hornstein & Lightfoot 1987,
Aarts 1992:182). The resulting stmcture is an Agreement-Phrase as in (65):

(65)

Such a stnrcture allows both the clausal nature of SCs and the lack of tense to be
properly represented. The Specifier hosts the subject of the SC, and the NP in this
position will be assigned stmctural Case by the higher verb, whereas its thematic
role is assigned by the lower predicate (ECM). This predicate is an XP in
complement position and may belong to any major category 

- 
with the possible

exception of VP (Aarts, ibid.; see also below).2o The Head of the phrase can, but

20leech and Li ( I 995) noted in a corpus study of PE that many NP predicates appear to consist of a

relatively contentless N-head, with the semantic load being conveyed by the adjective that modifies it,
cf. (i) and (ii):
(i) They considered it an interesting case

(ii) They considered it interesting
APs, then, could be argued to be the most prototypical fillers of the predicate slot.

AgrP

Spec Agr'

/ \
Agro )(P
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need not, be overt; languages rich in markings for case or phi-features show
agreement between the subject and its predicate. Languages without such rich
morphology often have a preposition-like element welding subject and predicate

together, which has been argued to be in Agr0: as in PE, tot in Dutch and to in OE.
Examples of each appear in (66a-c)

(66) a. Th*y chose [oo*rthe blessed Cuthbert lncnaS [pptheir bishop]ll
b. Zljkozen loo*rde gezegende Cuthbert [oo*tot [*rbischop]]]
c. Hi gecuron [aqepone eadigan cuOberhtum [AcRto[Npbiscope]]] (see

<.iECHom II, 10, 88.242>)

Copula-structures can also be analysed as a SC, with subject-to-subject Raising:

(67) [rrhe, ir [oo*, t[ecn[*pa burden on the community]]]1

Dutch (68a) and OE (68b) show a construction much like this, but with the
RECIPIENT of the burden as a preposed NP; the OE sentence marks it as a dative, and
it is presumably an argument of the burden-NP:

(68) a. hij werd zijn mensen tot last
he became his people to burden

b. heuorra his leodumu,tr wear63sc to aldorceare (Beo 904>
he his people became to burden
'he became a burden to his people'

To tn (66) and (68) can be argued to be in Agr, although it is prepositional ,o, not
infinitival /o, and appears to be a discrete word and not a clitic. Infinitival to in the
wesan-constmction, if in Agr, must have raised to that position covertly.

The suppressed agent-role of ro-infinitive in the wesan-corstruction
sometimes appears as a dative NP, as in (69):

(69) hes an geleafa is eallum to healdenne <,iEHom 9, 104>
this one faith is alloer to hold
'everyone should hold this one faith'

The dative NP has a parallel in the by-phrase in which the demoted agent of the past
participle may optionally appear in a passive construction, but we will not explore
the exact nature of this dative further.2r The to-infinitive 

- 
and, perhaps, the

2l A possible direction for such an exploration could be the parallels with the "possessive dative" in

which to b*dative NP express a possessive relationship; cf. Latin mihi est lit. 'to me is'- 'l have', or
the 'with me is' construction in the Celtic languages, and some work has been done by Hoekstra (eg.

1994) and Den Dikken (eg. 1995) in which such constructions fall out automatically as the result of a

particular structural configuration. Such accounts provide a structural basis for the semantic similarities
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passive participle, too 
- 

appear in the SC complement, presumably as APs; as

such it can appear in principle in any SC, not just the one in the complement of
wesan, and we saw above (example (58)) that they are attested as predicates in SCs
after tellan'consider'.

The ro-infinitive as alternative to the subjunctive clause is a fully verbal affair
in OE, as we saw in the previous chapter. The ro-infinitive in the wesan-construction
can be argued to have some nominal characteristics on the basis of its adjectival
nature; the feature system proposed by Chomsky (1970) in which each of the four
major categories is assigned a unique combination of the features [*V, *N]
designates the category A as [+V,+N].

This analysis accounts for many of the differences between the two types of
lo-infinitive: the positional difference (the wesan-to-rnfrnitive is not a clause but
Small Clause predicate); the structural difference (only transitive verb stems are
allowed as the base of a ro-infinitive in the wesan-construction); and the
distributional difference (the wesan-to-infinitive patterns like an adjective in a

predicate position, whereas the other /o-infinitive patterns as a subjunctive that-
clause). Note that the SC analysis for the former also means that this ro-infinitive
does not have a PRO subject, unlike the clausal to-infinitive.

12.2.63 Kliipzig: unaccusatives in the nesan construction

The constuction with wesan and a ro-infinitive was lost in the course of the ME
period, and has been charted by Kl<ipzig (1922) and Fischer (1991). The loss of the
construction appears to be spearheaded by the emergence of unaccusative infinitives
in the construction, particularly the infinitive to cumenne'to come'. Kl<ipzig argues
convincingly that the emergence of this particular infinitive was the result of a

confusion with the inflected form of the present participle of a verb tocuman 'come,
arrive': tocumendne, in which the prefix ,o was misanalysed as infinitival to. T\e
future participle of the Latin conjugatio periphrastica, i.e. the -urus sum
construction, is usually translated with a periphrasic OE construction with wile or
sceal:

(70) cui benedicturus sum: pone ic wile bletsian;
(71) lecturus sum cras: ic sceal radan to merigen.

The frequent biblical phrase venturus est 'he is coming, he will come' (cf. Luke
7:20; Mat. ll:3, 16.27; John l:15), however, was often translated or transliterated
by means of the present participle tocumend; ane is the ending for the masculine
accusative singular (the phrase refers to Jesus). The use of a periphrastic
construction with a form of wesan'to be' and a present participle to translate similar

between the OE sentence (32) and its PE equivalent Everyone has to hold one foitlr. In this analysis, the
verbs wesan and have are not lexical primitives but overt realisations of functional heads.
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constnrctions in Latin was not unusual (see eg. Callaway 1913:200-203 for some

statistics of the translation of various Latin periphrastic constructions). There must

have been two choices for venturus originally: the adjective toweard 'future' or the

present participle tocumend; but the latter came to be confused with the /o-infinitive
tocumenne akeady in OE. Klopzig accordingly found four constructions for the

phrase venturus est in gospel translations and glosses: he is toweard; he rs

tocumendne; he is tocumenne, and the OE future periphrasis with wile ar sceal
(relevant stuctures in bold; data from Klopzig 383-384):

(72) Mat l7:1 1 : helias quidem venturus est

Helias uuetetlice to[clymende is North.
Witodlice helias is toweard WS

'Truly Helias will be coming'
(73) Mat l1:3: tu est qui venturus es

ar6 6u sede tocymende wes 7 is North.
eart pu pe to cumenne eafi WS

ar pu sepe cwome scalt Merc.
'are you the one who is to come'

(74) i0dat 16:27: Filius enim hominis venturus est in gloria patris sui
sunu fordan moilres tocymenda is in wuldor faderis hts North.
marrnes sunu ys to cumenne on his fader wuldre S

'the son of man is to come in his father's glory'
(75) Luke 7:20: tu es qui venturus es

6u ard sede tocymende was 7 ard North.
eart pu de to cumenne eart S
'are you the one who is to come'

This use of the to cumenne infinitive becomes very frequent in eME (Klopzig
1922:382 cites many examples from La3amon's Brut, the Ormulum, Ayenbite etc.);

there are only a few examples with other unaccusatives, but they increase in
frequency. The last attestations of the wesan-lo-infinitive are at the end of the l4th
Century (Van der Gaaf 1928). From then on, we find passive lo-infinitives like (76)
from John Wycliffe's Bible tanslations:

(76) Manes sone is to be bitraied in to the hondis of men (Mat. 27:21; Kltipzig
1922,,385\.
lar.: Filius hominis tradendus est in manus hominum
'Man's son is to be befrayed into the hands of men'

lr{ote that the same modalities are present in this passive construction as in the earlier
wesan-to-infinitive, i.e. obligation and necessity/ability, and that this is still tme in
PE, witness (53) and (54) above, or the apposition tn (77), which cannot be

tanslated by a passive ro-infinitive in Dutch, only by a, active one 

- 
in spite of

the fact that there is no general ban on passive /e-infinitives in that language:

321
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(77) An exception is [Nettn], not to be confused with a similarly named
establishment next door... (adapted from real life example)
cf. Dutch: niet te verwarren met/+niet te worden verward met

not to confuse with/ not to be confused with

The fact that the to be ro-infinitive is extremely frequent in the ECM-constnrction
with the believe-verbs in PE suggests that it replaces the wesan-to-infinitive in the
predicate position of a Small Clause; the wesan-lo-infinitive in the OE sentence (78)
would then have a ME to be /o counterpart, as in (79).

(78) ic 6iss an lif to lufienne tealde. <,'EHom 24,62>
I this one lifeecc to love considered
I [ooo,this one life [oc*[orto love]] considered
'I considered this one life worthy of love'

(79) or elles pat sche holde here-self wondurliche holy and to be commendep pat

sche hap forsake grete and ryche mariages off worpy mennes sones pat sche
my3te han be maried to (AELR3 ,33.7)
'or else that she considers herself wonderfully holy and to be praised that she

has forgone grand and rich marriages with the sons of worttry men whom she

might have been married to'
sche holde [^oo,here-self Lcn[npwondurliche holy] and sche holde [,*here-self
[, to [rrbe commendep...]

The question is whether to be commended in (79) was regarded (analysed) as a

Small Clause predicate at its first appearance (with to be as an overt expression of
the AGR-head) or as part of an ECM-construction. Note that both to-infinitives -thp
old wesan-to-infinitive and the new to be /o-construction 

- 
have overt subjects,

and nothing has changed in this respect; the major difference is that the the /o-
infinitive is now passivized overtly.

Although the "loose " rules of coordination that were discussed in the previous
chapter still hold in ME, it is unlikely that they alone can account for (79), where we
find AP-predicates of Small Clauses conjoined to the to be ro-infinitive in an ECM-
construction; as usual, subject and matrix verb are ellipted under identity, but herself
is elliped as well, even though its function, and analysis, differs in the two
conjuncts: in the first one it is a Small Clause subject, but in the second it is the
subject of the ECM-constnrction. This does not conform to the usual picture
presented by instances of even "loose" coordination which we discussed in the
previous chapter (section 11.2.2). The question arises whether both conjuncts are not
in fact Small Clauses in (79), with to De a lexicalisation of the Agr-head.

For discussion of the reasons why such a reanalysis might have taken place,

see Bock (1931) and Fischer (1991). The most plausible explanation appears to be
the OVA/O change: preverbal constituents are increasingly interpreted as subjects
rather than objects.
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12.2.6.4 Conclusions

The loss of the wesan-to-infinitive and the rise of its replacement, the to be-

infinitive, facilitated the rise of the lo-infinitival ECM-consbuction with the believe-

verbs. The fact that the to-infinitive in the constuction with this group (but not with
the want-verbs) is usually restricted to to be suggests that the construction after the

believe-group is perhaps better analysed as a Small Clause without a VP, and such

an analysis could perhaps account for the structural differences found between the

two groups by Lasnik & Saito (1993), discussed in section 12.2.6.1 above. The

construction after each group has a different source, too: after the believe-verbs it is
a reflex of the Small Clause, wittr its predicate changed from ro-infinitive to to be-

infinitive; after the want-verbs it represents a reanalysis of the object confrol
construction, although Small Clauses may have been a factor, here, too, as these

verbs also allowed this complement.
We saw that there is a further difference between the two groups: the believe-

verbs often occurs with an ECM when the maEix verb is also passivized, and there

are a number of verbs that may only appear with an ECM if that is the case (allege,
repute, say). Such passives have been a feature of the ECM-construction from the

frrst (eg. Warner 1982). We will argue in the next section that the emergence of
Raising in general (passives, subject-to-subject raising) is a consequence of the loss

of V2 in ME.

12.2.7 V2 and unmarked themes

If to-infinitival ECMs after believe-verbs are only acceptable as a "minimal
alteration" of the Small Clause, with the Small Clause head lexicalized by to be,

there must have been a sfiong motivation within the grammar for its rise and

continued existence, especially in view of the fact that the restrictions on the

construction with these verbs still remain in force in PE.

Mair's corpus findings show that the PE situation is basically the same as the

findings of Warner (1982) for ME: the NP in a to-infinitival ECM, specifically the

one after the believe-verbs, usually undergoes movement, either by passivization or
relativization. An example of the latter from Mair's PE corpus is (80):

(80) I've seldom heard a string of sentences that I really do believe to contain quite
so many faulty analyses of the present situation (Mair 1990:191, spoken

language)

A that-clause is not even an option (violation of ECP, that-tace filter, etc.); omitting
the second that does not appear to ameliorate the situation:

(81) *I've seldom heard a string of sentences that I really do believe that contain
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quite so many faulty analyses of the present situation

Mair is probably right in ascribing the preference for a lo-infinitive here to
processing considerations.

The passives present a slightly different picture. Mair connects their
predominance to the conflicting demands of textual coherence and the rigid word
order of PE. An example from his corpus is (82):

(82) Thanks to the ubiquitous television set, the best known Canadians in Britain
are, quite possibly, Bernard Braden, Hughie Green and Robert McKenzie.
Others more talented 

- 
Jon Vickers, Lyirn Seymour, Mordecai Richler, Sir

William Butlin, John Hemming, Oscar Petersen, Garfield Weston, Paul Anka,
Glenn Ford, Yvonne de Carlo, Raymond Burr, Donald Sutherland and
Christopher Plumme are probably seldom identified as Canadians. Many
of them are generally assumed to be Americans, which raises the whole
struggle to maintain a separate identrty from her giant neighbour. (Mair
1990: I 80)

The first position of a clause provides the starting point of the entire message, and
usually contains given information (the "theme"); the most favourable position for
new information ("rheme") is towards the end of the clause ("end focus"). In a V2
language like Dutch and OE, the constituent before the finite verb constitutes the
"unmarked" theme, and as there are no syntactic or categorial restrictions on the first
position it follows that Dutch or OE unmarked themes do not have to be subjects,
but can be adverbials, or objects.

The unmarked theme in PE, on the other han{ is resEicted to the subject;
other material may precede the subject, but such items constitute marked themes
which usually imply a contrast of some sort, and have a specific discourse function
(for a discussion of marked versus unmarked themes, see Downing & Locke
1995:222-237). No such contrast is implied in (82). Textual coherence demands that
the given information of that final sentence ('many of them', referring to the list of
names) appears as subject, and Mair notes that none of the available alternatives to a
passive ECM (finite and non-finite, see (83 a-c)) will meet this requirement:

(83) a. People generally assume many of them to be Americans.
b. People generally assume that many of them are Americans.
c. It is generally assumed that many of them are Americans.

Cf. the Dutch translation of this phrase (with impersonal men'one' in (84a), with a

passive in (84b)), in which the unmarked theme is a PP:

(84) a. Van deze mensen neemt
of these people takes

men meestal aan dat ze Amerikanen zijn
one generally on that they Americans are
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b. Van deze mensen wordt meestal aangenomen dat ze Amerikanen zijn.
of these people is generally taken-on that they Americans are

Such contrasts between V2 and SVO languages have been studied in the literature
on the translation of Dutch texts (Lemmens & Parr 1995, Hannay & Keizer 1993),

as particular care has to be taken when tanslating from Dutch to English to make

sure that unmarked themes in Dutch remain unmarked themes in English.22

V2 was lost at the end of the Middle English period, and the evideuce

suggests that it should be tanslated in syntactic terms as a failure of the finite verb

to move to a higher stmctural position in the clause. In a (simplified) syntactic

representation like (85), this means that the verb (base-generated in V) no longer
moves as high as C or F (the "second position"; the first position is SpecCP) but
only as high as T. Subject and topic are both in SpecCP in OE; but when V2 is lost,

the subject remains in SpecTP (based on Van Kemenade forthcoming):

(85)

There is evidence of OE having a high functional projection for subject and object

clitics ("FP" in (85)), so it is only attestations of inversion of the finite verb and a

22Specifically to be avoided are translations of a Dutch V2 clause like (97) of the type: Of these

people, it is generally assumed thot they are Americans, which is the ffanslation that preserves the

syntactic structure of the source, but not its "communicative' structure", as Of these people, as a marked
therne in English, receives undue ernphasis (see also Hannay &Keizer 1993:-71-72\.

CP

A
Spec C'

-A-CFP

- -
F'

-',A--FTP
-at'\

Spec T'

-n-TVP

v'
A

\T
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nominal (as opposed to pronominal) subject that constitute solid evidence that V2 is
still in place. The decline of such attestations indicates that the loss of V2 sets in at

the end of the l4th century and gains momentum during the 15th century (Van
Kemenade 1981.219-223). As a result of the loss of V2, the topic position in
SpecCP (the "first" position) is reserved for marked themes, and the unmarked
theme comes to be identified with the nominative subject position, which can only
be filled by an NP. The loss of V2 coincides with the rise of both subject-to-subject
and subject-to-object raising (ECM) with lo-infinitival complemetrB,23 and the loss

of the OE/IVIE impersonal pronoun man lme(n).2a

The emergence of such raising phenomena can be related to the loss of V2
because the loss of V2 results in a situation in which topics and subjects no longer

23The rise of preposition stranding in passive constructions probably represents yet another
mechanism by means of which NPs can be fronted to become unmarked themes, eg.: he was well
thought of; The doctor wos sent fon The earliest exarnple of this type (i.e. with the prepositional passive
resulting in the repositioning of an NP into the unrnarked theme position; Denison's earlier exarnples do
not appear to be motivated by information structure considerations) in Denison (1985:190) is dated
c1400: no prophele is so mychel leten of in his owene cunlre as.,-, 'no prophet is so well regarded in his
own country as...' (Pep. Gosp.44.9, Denison 1985:l9l).

2oOE.nr'one' is primarily found in positions of little informational content, for obvious reasons. It
occurs, for instance, in embedded clauses as the overt counterpart of generic PRO, as in (i):

(i) Nis na god bat man nime his bearna hlaf. and wurpe hundum
not-is not good that one takessugJ his children's bread and throwsuer todogsoer
<,'ECHom II,8 69.88>
'It is not right to take one's children's bread and throw it to the dogs'

I argued in section 10.6.2 that both the AgrS and the Tense positions of such subjunctive clauses are

filled with overt material for structural reasons, but that there is little informational content; this is

exactly why the ro-infinitive manages to compete with, and finally oust, the subjunctive clause. With the
disappearance of such subjunctive clauses (and notes that (i) requires a lo-infinitive in PE) this use of
rzaz disappears with it.

In main clauses, man,like men in Dutch, appears in the majority of cases as an inverted subject, as

in (ii):

(ii) pa seede him man pat hi of engla lande weron. and pet 6are
then said him one that they from Angles' land were and that that
6eode mennisc swa wlitig wrrre; <,rECHom 11,9,74.60>
people so beautiful were
'then he was told that they came from England and that the people of that nation were so beautiful'

This is a position of little textual prominence. The first position is reserved for topics/themes, and the
requirements of textual coherence generally demand that these topics contain some sort of link with
previous material (given information';. Monlmen in first position is rare, as it is only allowed if no
textual link is required.

The connection with the loss of V2 is now obvious: when V2 is lost, and the subject position is
fixed, its prominent initial position is unlikely to be filled by man. Man cannot provide a link with
previous material and is unfit to be an unmarked theme; nor can it be a marked theme, as it has too little
informational content. When V2 is lost, the only meaningless elernents allowed in subject position are

expletives, but they do not carry a thematic role, as man does.
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have the same syntactic status in ME. They may both occupy SpecCP in OE, but
that position comes to be associated exclusively with topics when V2 is lost.

Henceforth, only subjects, i.e. nominative NPs, could be unmarked themes. This
represented a restriction on the ways information could be organized in a text, which
in tum created a need for more strategies to move NPs into subject position. The

emergence of ro-infinitival ECM after the believe-verbs in late ME, then, represents

one such strategy, as it allowed the embedded subject to be fronted, making it an

unruuked theme.

12.2.8 Conclusions

There are three groups of verbs that occur with /o-infinitival ECM-constructions in
PE: the verbs of commanding and permitting, the want-type verbs (or want-verbs)
and the believe-type verbs (the believe-verbs). We have argued in this section that
their diachrony, and analysis, is different: the to-infinitival ECM-constnrction after
the first two groups appears to be the result of a reanalysis of the ditansitive object
conffol construction. This means that to-infinitival ECM was already available as a

construction when it started to emerge as complement of the verbs of the believe-

type at the end of the l4th cenhrry. The traditional analysis of the ECM-
construction, given i" (2) above, particularly applies to the verbs of commanding
and permitting and to the want-verbs, not to the believe-verbs.

The fo-infinitival ECM after the latter group exhibits a number of restictions.
Many verbs only allow the conshuction if the verb is to be; some only allow it if the

embedded subject of the ECM is fronted, usually by passivization. We have argued

that the first restriction is due to the fact that this type of ECM is a Small Clause,

with ro be functioning as a lexicalization of the Small Clause (Agr) head, rather than

a full VP. The construction was accepted because it represents a "minimal
alteration" of existing patterns (in the sense of Warner 1982), with the to be-
infrnitive being analysed as a Small Clause predicate. The /o-infinitive after wesan

in OE should also be analysed as such a predicate, and the fact that the to be-

infrnitive has been argued to be a reflex (with reanalysis) of this second type of OE
la-infinitive (Kl6pzig 1922; Bock l93I; Fischer 1991) offers further support for the

idea that the analysis of ttre lo-infinitival ECM after the believe-verbs as a Small
Clause. This analysis also accounts for the fact that the restriction that ilre infinitive
must be to be has not changed since its first emergence.

The rather puzzling stability of the second restriction, i.e. the high rates of
"second passives" with to-infinitival ECM-constructions after the believe-verbs, is
accounted for once we realize what it is that made this very marked constuction
acceptable in the fust place. We have argued that a change in the syntax, namely the

loss of V2, meant that the unmarked theme of a clause, once expressed by
adverbials, objects, or subjects, could henceforth only be expressed by subjects
(nominative NPs)- This created a need for more strategies to move NPs into main
clause subject position; one such sfiategy is represented by the emergence of ,o-
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infinitival ECM after the believe-verbs in late ME, as it allowed the embedded
subject to be fronted, making it an unmarked theme.

12.3 Changes affecting infinitival lo

12.3.1 Introduction

We saw in the previous chapter that infrnitival to is required to be stnctly adjacent to
its infinitive. Our analysis that to is a clitic rather than a prefix is forced by the
principle of morphological integrity: once an element has reached the status of
bound morpheme, it should no longer be able to revert to the status of independent
element. As this is exactly what happens in eME, we conclude that infinitival to
must have been a clitic rather than a prefix.

The clearest evidence of the growing separability of infinitival to is provided
by "split infinitives", i.e. cases in which other material intervenes between /o and the
infinitive. Such examples are still rare in eME. Other evidence is provided by the
rise of the sequence to V and V, i.e. a string of coordinated ro-infinitives of which
only the frst one is required to have to; it can be ellipted with the second or
subsequent conjuncts, and in ME it appears to do so arbitrarily.

We will argue in this section that the separability of infinitival ,o is evidence
that to starts to move to T overtly and in fact constitutes the lexicalization of a

functional head. Although the phenomenon is made possible by the loss of OV
orders, the loss of these orders cannot be argued to be the trigger for this change. We
will argue that the overt movement of to was triggered by formal changes to its
finite counterpart, the subjunctive verb form. The subjunctive inflection is checked
by covert movement to T 

- 
covert, because of its affix status. This synthetic form

is gradually being replaced by an analytic form, a periphrasis with the modal verbs

should and would, which move to T overtly in ME (the modals will be base-
generated in that position at a later date). If this view is correct, the change can be
argued to be grarnmar-driven, which is an unusual result.

123.2 The emergence of to V and V

Coordinated ffinitives of the form to-infinitive + infinitive are rare in Old English;
the second conjunct almost invariably repeats to, and we noted in the previous
chapter that this phenomenon represents a marked difference between fo-infinitives
and PPs. There is a general loosening of the bond between to and its infinitive in the
early Middle English period. The clearest evidence is of course the emergence split
infinitives as in (86) (ca.1225):

(86) Her amidde wes this meiden iset forte al to-renden reowliche
Here among was this maiden set for to all asunder-rend cruelly
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<Kathe, 44.408>
'Amongst this the maiden was placed to tear all asunder cruelly'
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Somewhat later (ca. 1303) we find an instance which has been claimed to represent
a case of infinitival ro being stranded by VP-ellipsis (van Gelderen 1993):

(87) hey wlde nat do/ For
they would not do for
<Handl Sin 6401-2;>
'They did not want to do for him what they were appointed to'

A more probable interpretation of (87), however, is that this is not infinitival fo but
prepositional to stranded from a to-PP; ordain is attested with ro-PP complements
(eg. 1387 Trevisa Higden (Rolls) VIII.lg; OED2'). Thr instance in (86) similarly
allows another interpretation, eg. interference from the particle to- in to-renden.
There are, however, other, far more frequent signs that to and the infinitive are no
longer inseparable from eME onwards. In eME, sequences of to V and 4 i.e. two
coordinate lo-infinitives in which to only appears on the fust conjunct, become
exkemely frequent, as a comparison of an OE and an eME corpus shows (Table
12.4 below). A eME example of to V and V is (88):

(88) al for nawt pu prokest me to for-gulten & forgan
all for nothing you incite me to sin and forgo
pe blisse up-o blisse. pe crune up-o crune; ofmeidenes mede
the bliss upon bliss the crown upon crown of maiden's reward
<HALI,164.520>
'all for nothing you incite me to sin and forgo the bliss upon bliss, the crown
upon crown, of maiden's reward'

Table 12.42 rates of to V and (to\ V in OE and eME

Corpus toVandtoV toVandV

hy*
him

bat pey were ordeyned to
that they were ordained to

OE Helsinki Corpus (Fischer
1996:113); N:62

eME (Sanders 19l ); N=131

6l (e8%)

72 (55o/o)

t (2w

59 (45o/o')

It is important to note that we are probably not dealing with a ro-infinitive conjoined
to a bare infinitive in many such instances because the matrix verb is not otherwise
attested with a bare infinitive. We saw in section 11.2.2 that the mles of

2sI 
urn grateful to David Denison for pointing this out to me.
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coordination in OE, as well as those of "naive" PE, are considerably more relaxed,
in that what is coordinated in such sentences is two CPs, with ellipsis of the higher
verb and subject of the second conjunct under identity. As long as both conjuncts
are each well-formed complements with respect to the matrix verb, that seems to be
enough, both for OE and "naive" PE. The structure underlying (88), then, is (89):

(89) pu prokest me to for-gulten & pu='getrcs+me+o forgan pe blisse
you incite me to sin and youineitan#o forgo the bliss

When lo-infinitives are found conjoined with PPs, or that-clauses, or NPs, or bare
infinitives in OE, there is usually independent evidence that the governing verb
subcategorizes both for ,o-infinitives and PPs, or ro-infinitives and that-clauses, or
to-infinitives and NPs, etc. In example (88), however, both conjuncts are purpose
adjuncts, and we saw in Chapter 9 that bare infinitives ceased to appear in this
function already in OE. This means thatforgan in (88), although identical in form to
a bare infinitive, should nevertheless not be analysed as such, but as a to-infinitive
without /o. West-Germanic to-infrnitives are not necessarily derived from bare
infinitives by some process of "ro-insertion" but may represent a separate

nominalisation, a gerund (see above, section 1 1.2.1).
7"o-infrnitives and bare infinitives are found occasionally conjoined in OE, but

the vast majority of such coordinations obey the "looser" conventions of OE. Fischer
notes that the majority of the OE examples of to V and Zprovided by Visser (1963-
73: $967) and Mitchell (1985:$$929, 935, 956) depend on matrix predicates that are

attested independently with both bare and ro-infinitives, and it seenm likely that the

second conjunct in these instances is not a ro-infinitive without to but a bare
infinitive (Fischer 1996:115). There are a few exceptions, but they are different
from the to V and I/ sequences we find in such profusion in ME; for a discussion,
see again Fischer (1996). The evidence, ttlen, points to a change in infinitival ro: it is
no longer an inseparable element.

The question is what could have been the motivation for such a development.
It is tempting to regard the absence of the <nne ending on the second conjuncts of
such ro V and I/ sequences as licensing the omission of the second ro in some way,
but there are a number of snags.

The fust one is the observation that the phonological reality of the <nne
ending itself may be problematic; Delbriick (1907) points out that there may be a

connection between the fact that the drz-infinitive is not inflected in Gothic but
simply ends in <n andthe fact that <n endings of lo-infinitives are quite frequent
in OE poety. He suggests that the <nne spelling (and perhaps pronunciation) was

a convention adopted at a later stage by analogy with the dative ending on nouns in
ift, eg. to westenne'to [the] waste'. The ending certainly does not behave like a

genuine nominal ending, as we saw in section 11.4.4. above.
Secondly, there are no obvious links between the pattern of the demise of the

inflectional ending and the syntactic behaviour of the infinitive in individual texts;

and the patchy spellings in the Katherine Group, for instance, suggests that the
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presence or absence of the ending is largely determined by spelling conventions and

probably not a reliable guide to whether these endings were phonologically present.

Certain frequent verbs keep it (to donne, to ganne, to cumenne) and others either

appear with <n or even < without'any set pattern. It could even be argued that the

consistency of the ending in OE is due to spelling conventions, and that its demise in
eME is due to the fact that there was no longer a written standard. For all of these

reasons I would not like to attach too much importance to the presence or absence of
<nne, <n or <.

Another point is that the loss of the ending means that there is nothing to
formally distinguish a bare from a to-infrnitive in OE apart from the presence of
infinitival /o, which makes it less likely that to would be allowed to be dropped, too.
In spite of the fact that there are no formal differences between the two infinitives in
PE, the two infinitives have each their own domain, and there is never any
ambiguity about any form: we can always tell whether we are dealing with a bare
infinitive or with a ro-infinitive because of the presence of infinitival Io, which can
only be dropped in a to V and tr/ sequence, i.e. when its syntactic stucture allows a

ro-infinitival second conjunct to be recognized as such.
A furttrer point is that Modern Dutch and German te/zu-rnfinitives lost their

endings many centuries ago but have nevertheless retained the strict adjacency
between te/zu and infinitive until the present time; In Dutch, te V en I/ is only
allowed in a few highly idiomatic phrases (see Fischer 1996:113 for examples). The

ending is probably best regarded as a necessary, but not sufficient condition for the
loosening of the bond between to andits infinitive.

12.33 Ia moves overtly to T

PE to, as a T-head in a VO structure, is often the first overt element of the clause
and therefore a surface signal of its left edge. In OV-stnrctures, on the other hand,
internal arguments of the infinitive precede the infinitival element (te/zu), which, as

a clitic on the verb, does not raise overtly to T, and does not signal the left edge.

We would expect the objects of to-infrnitives to be directly affected by the
Middle English OVA/O change, as it affects the position of object NPs, and /o-
infinitives assign Case in the same way as finite verbs. This is exactly what we find.
The Katherine Group, eME (c1225) texts from the West Midlands, represents a

dialect which exhibits consistent VO patterns in finite clauses. Io-infinitival objects,
too, both full NPs and pronouns, occur almost exclusively to the right of the
infinitive, with very few exceptions. In OE, by contrast, full NP objects precede and
follow finite and non-finite verbs at about the same rate, but pronouns almost
invariably precede.

In an OV dialect in which infinitival /o is a clitic, it will have to raise to T
covertly in order to check its Tense feafirres. Objects when scrambled 

-never rise to positions higher than T; there are no objects in the Vorfeld in OE, and

this forces the analysis during the language acquisition process that to can only

33r
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check its features covertly. But if objects no longer precede infinitival to, the
language acquisition input gives few if any clues that to is supposed to raise to T at
LF, or, indeed, that the entire /o+V complex raises to T at LF. Let us assume a basic
TP structure as in (90).

(e0)

OBJ

It seems reasonable to assume that a morpheme like OE infinitival /o has Tense
features to check; these are features that make the same semantic contribution as the
finite subjunctive, of which the /o-infinitive is the non-finite alternative, as we have
seen in the previous chapter. The presence of OV orders in infrnitival clauses force
the analysis during the language acquisition process that infuritival /o moves to T
covertly. Alternatively, it is the entire to+V complex that moves covertly to T.

ln a sfiucture such as (90) the assumption is that the loss of OV orders
translates as the inability of the object to move overtly. If we assume infinitival to to
be a clitic, there is nothing to prevent an analysis in which to ot the to+V complex
move overtly. We end up with four possible analyses, set out in Table 12.5. Covertly
moved elements appear in bold type; arrows indicate traces of moved elements.

TP

-.A- T'

-+-T A$OP

/ \
AgrO'

-,A-AgrO VP

-a-
V'

,A-
V
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Table 12.5: V0 grammars and their outputs
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CommentT SpAgr V OBJ
o

Options

VO, tov o

VO,

toY o

toY o

Object covertly to
SpecAgrO; to+Y
complex covertly to T

Object covertly to
SpecAgro;
/a covertly to T

Object covertly to
SpecAgrO; to+Y
complex overtly to T

Object covertly to
SpecAgrO;
fo overtly to T

o

Output l+2

VO,

Output 3

VOo

toY

t*rl

o [-r] v

toY

toY

to

o

o

o

o

oV

o

Output 4

Note that the movement of to, or alternatively, of the to+Y complex, to T has

become, to all intents and purposes, vacuous, and it could be at this point that some

leamers decide that the to, or the to+V complex, may move overtly, as both analyses

yield the same output; overt movement could be a more econornical option. Option
VOo innovates by analysrng to as a word rather than a clitic, and moving it to T
separately.

It is possible that ttrese orders, and the gftrrnmars that generate them, co-
existed for some time. The facts and analyses surrounding the phenomenon of the
loss of OV in Middle English are open to a number of interpretations; some studies
argue for a rapid decline in OV orders (eg. Kohonen 1978; Hilhrnen 1983), whereas
others argue that the loss of OV orders was more gradual and did not proceed at the

same pace in ttre various ME dialects (Allen 1998; Kroch & Taylor 1998; Van der
Wurff 1997). I am going to assume in this section that OV orders were not lost
overnight, and that subsequent generations still encountered relic OV orders in their
input. If the VO grammars of Table 12.6 still occasionally allow objects to move
overtfy, we would expect to find the following orders:
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Table 12.6t "relic" OV with VO grammars

VO grammars Ouput with object mvt to SpecAgro

Vo'

VO,

VO,

VOo

O toY

O toY

toY O

to OY

All orders are attested, including the remarkable order generated by VOn, although it
is infrequent. Examples of this order are given in (91)-(92) from the PPCME; the
text is Southeastem, mid fourteenth century:

(91) he ne hep mfite to hit endi <AYENBl,l,ll3.252>
he not has power to it end
'He does not have the power to end it'

(92) huanne he him yelt to him ouercome <AYENBI,I,253.383>
when he them yields to him overcome
'when he yields to them, to overcome him'

For more examples see Jarad (1997:154-158).
The phenomenon involves both pronouns and full NP objects. An example of

the latter is (93) (Northern):

(93) he sal bath regn in pes and rest to temple makie he sal be best
he shall both reign in peace and rest to temple make he shall be best
(Cursor Mundi 8318; Visser L963-1970:$978; Jarad 157)
'he shall reign both in peace and rest, and be the best to build a temple'

This appears to rule out all the usual mechanisms that may move objects in front of
verbs (noun-incorporation, clitic object pronouns, scrambling), with the exception of
movement to SpecAgro.

It seems likely, then, that these infrequent to 
- 

Obj 
- 

V orders combine
the inference that /a moves overtly and independently, the result of one of the new
VO grammars, with the old option of moving objects overtly. This order does not
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appear in OE (no VO grarnmars, as VO surface structures are derived26) or PE (no

OV orders). It is at the same time compatible with the fact that /o has remained a

free element in PE.

This scenario explains how to could be reanalysed as a free word once VO
grarnmars were adopted. The primary trigger for this development remains obscure,

however; the increasing adoption of a VO grammar is again, like the loss of
infinitival inflection, a necessary, but not a sufficient condition. The loss of clitic
status for infinitival to must have been prompted by something else. We will suggest

in the next section that moving /o overtly to T was prompted by developments in the

finite subjunctive clause. Synthetic subjunctive forms were gradually replaced by
analytic subjunctives (i.e. combinations of rnodals * bare infrnitive). These modals
were also starting to move overtly to T, and it was this that prompted infinitival to,
which could be regarded as a non-finite form of a modal verb, to move overtly to T
as well.

12.3.4 Lexicalization of T

It has often been observed that there is a close relationship between infinitival to and
modal verbs, so much so that Io has been described as a non-finite modal (eg.

Pullum 1982). They are in a way complementary: modals have no non-finite forms,
/o has no finite forms, but both express DTR complements.

We saw in the previous chapter that the identification of the ro-infinitival
clause with the finite subjunctive clause is of long standing. The two are so similar
(positionally, distributionally and semantically) that the conclusion that the ro-

infinitive had become the non-finite counterpart of the subjunctive clause already in
OE is inescapable.

There are two other developments in the Middle English period that are

relevant: the ro-infinitive ousts the subjunctive clause (see previous chapter, Table

11.5) and the phonological erosion of the verbal endings obscure the formal
distinctions between indicative and subjunctive forms, which leads to an increase in
the periphrastic subjunctive of modal verb (sftould or would) * bare infinitive. This
periphrasis was available in OE and was used indiscriminately as an alternative way
of expressing the subjunctive, and with the same distribution. Examples are (9a) and
(95). Subjuuctive form in (94) and modal + bare infinitive periphrasis in (95) appear

in bold:

26In a GB framework, in which the assurnption of underlying OV in combination with the adoption

of operations like V2 and heavy constituent shift is able to account for the great majority of attested

orders (see Pintzuk 1996:246\, although this system will also generate orders that are not attested. A
minimalist framework may either adopt the position that AgrO-features can be both strong and weak in
OE (eg. Van der Wurff 1997), or adopt an OV base (as suggested in Barbiers 1998 for Dutch).

335
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(94) [Antiochus] bed eac

asked also
pret he huru ana
that he at least alone
'[Antiochus] also asked the
only one, would submit'

Cunprpn l2

6a modor pret heo hire bearn tihte,
the mother that she her child urged
abuge <,IELS (Maccabees) 166>
submitsusr
mother to urge her child that he at least, as the

(95) pa coman pa Cristenan and 6one cempan tihton pret he faran
then came the Christians and the warrior urged that he go
sceolde feor fram 6rere byrig. <,ELS (Sebastian) 435>
should far from that town
'Then the Christians came and urged the warrior to go far away from that
town'

Yerkes (1982) notes in his study of the two mss of the OE translation of Gregory's
Dialogues the equivalence of the two constructions; cf. (96) and (97) (from Yerkes
1982:36):

(96) hwylc refter bam beon sceolde <GD 147.26, G
what after that be should
'what would be after that'

(97) hwylc w&re after o6rum <ibid., H>
what wereSUBJ after others
'what would be after others'

There is a general restmcturing of the verb system in Middle English that eventually
results in the establishment of auxiliaries as a separate class base-generated in T. For
details of the changes in the English auxiliary system that start taking place in this
period, see Warner (1993).

The loosening of the bond between infinitival to and its infinitive, ttlen, has a
parallel in the expression of the finite subjunctive, which is increasingly becoming
analytic rather than synthetic, with the subjunctive no longer exclusively signalled
by a morpheme bound to the verb, and raising to T covertly, but more and more
often by a free morpheme, a modal, raising to T overtly. A necessary condition for
ttre reanalysis of fo, from clitic to a free subjunctive morpheme is the loss of OV
orders; but the reanalysis itself may well have been triggered by the behaviour of its
finite counterpart, the new modal verb.

12.3.5 The emergence and subsequent loss of infinitivalfor to

In eME, the preposition for starts to be used to reinforce to. The most
straightforward explanation for its emergence is that infinitival ta had lost some of
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its purposive force. According to Visser, "[it] may have arisen from either the fact
that the directive force of ,o was too much toned down, or to a trend to reinforce the

directive force of the preposition lo. The early introduction of for to makes the

second conjecture more probable" (Visser 1963-73:$949), but it is difficult to see

how these two motivations can be separated: why would the directive (or better:
purposive) force of ro need to reinforced, if there had not been a loss of purposive
meaning? As the non-finite alternant of the subjunctive clause, the lo-infinitival
clause had spread beyond its original borders as purpose phrase and was appearing
in all subjunctive (DTR) contexts apart from that of reported speech, and the
restoration of purposive force is the most likely trigger.2i The phenomenon is
paralleled by the emergence of the purposive reinforcing element om'for' in Dutch.

A second motivation for the emergence of for may have been the need for an

overt complementizer to mark the left edge of the infinitival clause, and so bring
such clauses into line with their finite counterpart, the subjunctive clause, whose left
edge is marked by that. The idea that for was initially positioned in the
complementizer position C, which is also the most likely position for its counterpart
om in Dutch, is supported by attestations of the order for Object 1s V 

- 
with the

object being the object of the infinitive rather than the object of for. This order
appears, moreover, exclusively in southera dialects, which are conservative in
retaining OV; example (98) with pronominal object, and (99) with full NP-object,
come from the same Southeastern text (C.1200):

(98) Ac 6u scalt stonden tefore me a domesdai3e, and teforen all mankenne, 6ar ic
6e scal undernemen mid 6a ilche wordes 6e 6u ofte hafst geherd for 6e te
warnien
But you shall stand before me on doomsday, ffid before all mankind, where I
you shall receive with the same words that you often have heard, for you to
warn (VICESI, I 2.85; PPCME)
'But you shall stand before me on the day of judgement, and before all
mankind, where I shall receive you with the same words that you have often
heard, in order to warn you.

(99) hie nederi6 hem for eadmodnesse te habben and for to helpen
they humble them for humility to have and for to help
godes pe(a)ruen (Vices and Virtues l1; Holthausen l92l:45)
God's poor
'They humble themselves in order to have humility and to help God's poor'

2TJarad 
suggests that it was the spread of the to-infinitive in ME to constructions it had earlier been

barred from (Jarad 1997:81). lf this refers to its original function of purpose phrase versus its later
function of expressing DTR cornplements, this would mean there is a lag between this spread (well
attested from early OE times) and the adoption of for (not attested until ME). It could also refer to the
new nominal functions in which the lo-infinitive is appearing in ME, following the lead of the

subjunctive clause (i.e. subject, subject cornplement, object of preposition; see section 11.2.4). If the
latter, then the timing fits.
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See also the data in Kroch & Taylor (1998: Table I l). The similarity of this pattern
to the Dutch om NP te V suggests strongly thatfor is in C.

There are a number of similarities between Dutch om and ME for. Om, Llke

lfor, spreads to all DTR contexts and is generally optional, but is obligatory in
purpose adjuncts (for its history see Gerritsen 1988). It does not spread to Raising
constructions, which is compatible with the usual IP analysis for Raising
complements, and neither does it spread to reported speech complements (Petter

1998:60), which is reminiscent of the fact that this is the only subjunctive (DTR)
context which resisted the OE to-infinitive.

For may well have started out as a preposition before developing into an overt
complementizer in C, but the exact pattem of its development is obscured by the

speed of the various other developments affecting la and its infinitive, i.e. the loss of
OV orders and the new status of ,o as an overt expression of T. The data also point
to a (presumably final) stage in which/or attaches to to, with the resulting complex

forto functioning as a compound infinitival marker; see eg. Jarad (1997:90); Jack
(1991:316); Roberts (1993119921:260). An interesting example is (100):

(100) For qui it was nog(h)te Pet<ir>i^s ag(h)te
for why it was naught Peter's own
THat oth<ir> men hauid him bitag(h)te
that other men had him entnrsted
For to kepe unto thair nede,

for to keep until their need

And for to tha pou<er> men to fede (Cursor Mundi 76-80)
and for to the poor men to feed
'For it was not Peter's own
that other men had entmsted to him
to keep until they needed it,
and to feed the poor'z8

For+to appear to have merged into a single infinitival marker here; the preverbal
object suggests thatforto is in C, as if for in C has taken to with it. An additional to

has been added in the position of the trace of the fust lo. Instances like (100) show
that the position of to is in a state of flux in this period, due to the problem of
accorlmodating such relic OV stnrcfures into a VO grailunar.

For appears in four configurations in ME (Obj denotes the object of the
infuritive, which means that the construction as in (101a) should not be confused
with the PE constnrction in sentences like it is important for this analysis to be

investigated (Postal I 974: I 50; Fischer I 988):

281 am grateful to Frank Beths for providing this exarnple.
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(l0l) a. for Obj to V
b. for to V Obj
c. Obj for to V
d. for to Obj V

For Object to V, the order as in (lOla), is limited to early Southern dialects and

clearly connected with OV orders. For is in C, the Object has moved to SpecAgro
and to is a clitic that moves covertly to T.

The other orders show no particular chronology or geography, as far as I have

been able to make out; and this is not surprising as they may be generated by various
grarnmars, which becomes readily apparent when comparing these orders with the

information in Tables 3 and 4. We will go ttuough them one by one.

For to V Object (101b) is by far the most corlmon order, which is only to be

expected if the grarnmar has become predominantly VO. It can be generated in
many ways: /or could be in C, but there is nothing to force this analysis during the

language acquisition process if objects are no longer found to the left of the

infinitive (as in (101a)). For to could also be analysed as a compound infinitival
marker 

- 
moving either covertly to T, as in the older analysis, or overtly, as we

argued that /o does at a later stage.

Object for to I/ (101c) represents a stage in which for to has become a

compound infinitival marker, on a par with the "simplex" form /o. As for to comes

to be glued together particularly in a VO grammar which mainly exhibits orders

such as (101b), we expect this order in texts of later date, and/or from areas which
are progressively VO. Example (102) is a case in point:

(102) & ne drede ich na ded
and not dread I no death
(Margarete; D'Ardenne 1977 :61)
'and I do not fear to suffer death for his sake'

Although this instance is early (c1225), it has been taken from a progressive VO
dialect. The OVorder as in (102) is marked in this text, as in this dialect even
pronouns are predominantly found to the right of the verb.

For to Object I/ (lOld) represents a stage in which to is no longer a clitic, but
relic OV orders are still possible (i.e. grammar OVo discussed above). It is possible
thatfor is still in C in such instances and has taken to along, or for /o has become a
compound marker which moves overtly to T. An example is (103):

(103) swo hi nomen conseil betuene hem bet hi wolden
so they took counsel between them that they would
go fort hyne anuri (Kentish Sermons 9; from Jarad 1997:154)
go for-to him greet

'in this way they agreed that they would go to greet him'

for to drehen for him
for to suffer for him
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More examples in Jarad 1997:154-158.
The speedy "deterioration" of for ro into a compound infinitival marker with

little of its original purposive force,.then, was at least partly caused by the loss of
OV orders in this period. .For subsequently became meaningless as a marker of the
left edge of the clause (*ith the loss of OV orders, the clause was sufficiently
marked by to i" T) and was phased out.

12-3.6 The degrammaticalization of ra

The early development of infrnitival to, from preposition in prehistoric OE to clitic
in OE, is a prime example of the phenomenon of grammaticalization, which was
discussed briefly in section 4.5 in the context of the aspectualizers
onginnan/beginnan. The term itself is due to Meillet who describes it as "Ie passage

de mots autonomes au r6le d'agents grammaticaux ('the passage of autonomous
words into the role of grammatical elements')"; Meillet 1948 [1912]: 133). In other
words, lexical words become functional elements, which may in time lose their free
word stafus and become bound moqphemes-

The question of whether grammaticalization has any independent status of its
own as a mechanism of syntactic change, on a level with the concepts of reanalysis,
extension and borrowing, or whether "it merely involves other kinds of linguistic
chanles which are well understood and not inherently connsslsd with
grammaticalization: sound change, semantic change and reanalysis" (Campbell
1998:241; see also Harris and Campbell 1995) depends very much on the son of
perspective one is working from. Whatever its status, however, the various
phenomena that attend it are well-studied (see Traugott & Heine l99l; Heine,
Claudi & Htinnemeyer l99l). Grammaticalization typically involves a loss in the
lexical domain ("semantic bleaching") and a corresponding gain in the functional
domain. It is accordi"gly relevant to the history of infinitival to, as that history
involves a lexical Head ("P" in prehistoric OE or perhaps PG) ultimately becoming a

functional Head ("T" in PE).
The process of a lexical element becoming a firnctional element can be

charted in a number of different ways. One of the models to differentiate between
varying degrees of grammaticalization was proposed by Lehmann (1995 U9821),
and used by Haspelmath to gauge the extent to which the German counterpart of the
ro-infinitive (the zn-infinitive) has been grammaticalized (Haspelmath 1989).
Haspelmath argues that grammaticalization is a unidirectional process, and that the
German construction proceeds inexorably towards full grarnmaticalizion on all six
of Lehmann' s parameters.

It is interesting to note that the same cannot be said of infinitival to, as Fischer
shows in her critique of Haspelmath's article (Fischer 1997b): when measured
against Lehmann's parameters, the /o-infinitive exhibits grammaticalization to a far
lesser extent. The single most important point is the loosening of the bond between
infinitival to and infinitive, as the process of grammaticalization 

- 
which should
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be an inexorable, unidirectional process according to Haspelm4lfi 
- 

is seen to halt
and even revert.

The case against Haspelmath has been presented by Fischer and needs liule
further comment, apart from the observation that there is even more evidence of the

advanced state of grammaticalization of infinitival ro in OE than presented by
Fischer (1997b). It has been claimed that lo was less grammaticalized in OE than in
ME, because it is only in ME that we find it occasionally written as ,e or even /-
when the infinitive starts with a vowel. This is also Haspelmath's position: "erosion
of the infinitive preposition can be observed in English, where Old English ro
changed to [te]" (Haspelmath 1989:297).

It is tnre that there are no such forms in the OE part of the Helsinki Corpus,
and that they abound in the ME part (Fischer 1997b). As phonological reduction is

often associated with grammaticalization, such reduced forms might serve as

evidence that to underwent further grammaticalization in ME. There are, however,
two problems with this interpretation.

The first one is that there was no longer a written standard in ME, as there was
in OE. West-Saxon, the language of 98%o of all extant OE texts, was a

Schriftsprache with very consistent spellings, and it cannot be ruled out that fo
retained its spelling even if it was phonologically reduced. There are indications that
this was the case, as te spellings do occur 

- 
in glosses over which perhaps less

cilre was taken than over other texts (eg. <PsGlC 65.9>), but, more significantly, in
early OE prose:

(104) Hwat we eac wiernad umm cildum urra peninga mid to
lo we also prevent our children our money with to
plegianne, 6am ilcum 6e we eft tiochiad urne eard
play the same that we afterwards intend our land
& urne edel & ure ierf-e eall atsomne
and our property and our inheritance all together
to te forlatanne... <CP 50.391.27>
toPREP to INF-ELEMENT leave
'For the same reason we do not allow our children to play with our money,
even though they are the same ones that we afterwards intend to leave all our
land and our property and our inheritance 1o......'

Infinitival to may well have appear as te in (104) to avoid confusion with the
preposition to that immediately precedes it. Cura Pastoralis, the source of this
example, contains two other examples of te spellings. The fact that it is an early text
could indicate that the /o spelling had not been consolidated as yet.2e

2elt is worth mentioning in this context that there is evidence that the <nne ending did not
consolidate until later either, as there are a number of to-infinitives ending in <tn in OE poetry. It is
possible that the <nne ending is a spelling convention by analogy with to-PPs like to westenne 'to the

desert', as has been proposed by Delbriick (1907 :357), and lhat -an was the original infinitival ending,
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The second problem is that prepositions are themselves the most functional of
the major lexical categories. Unlike adjectives, verbs or nouns, prepositions form a
relatively closed set. As functional rather than lexical elements, they often appear in
unsEessed positions, and accordingly exhibit phonologically reduced forms.3o Many
prepositions in PE have unstressed forms, a fact not evident from the spelling (eg.

Gussenhoven & Broeders 1990[987]); and it is worth noting that one of the three /e

spellings in Cura Pastoralis concerns the preposition ro rather than infinitival to (eg.
te ferwyrde 'to (their) ruin' <CP 65.463.5>). Te spellings, then, have probably little
significance beyond indicating that the spelling system has either not reached the
consistency of a proper standard (as may have been the case with Cura Pastoralis) or
has suffered a general breakdown (as is the case in ME, when French takes over as

the official language and there is no longer a English standard) and cannot be used
as evidence that the to-infinitive in OE scored less high on this particular parameter
than in ME.

There is, then, certainly a case to be made for infinitival to to be highly
grammaticalized already in OE, as there is evidence that it was a clitic, and probably
phonologically reduced. Its subsequent development in ME is extraordinary from
the viewpoint of grammaticalization as a strictly irreversable process.

Degrammaticalization is rare enough to have been argued to be non-existent;
Lehmann, for instance, cannot find a single case of alleged degrammaticalization
that bears closer scrutiny, and states that "[w]hat we need (...) are not hypothetical,
but historical examples" (1995[1982]:18). The behaviour of to, from clitic back to
word status, with perhaps even resemanticization in eModE (as has been argued by
Rohdenburg 1992:203, quoted in Fischer 1997b:277) may provide just such an
example.

12.3.7 Conclusions

We have described the changes in infinitival to rn this section that took place in
eME. Its most striking feature is the [ssssning of the bond between ro and its
infinitive, which was so close in OE as to suggest that ,o was a clitic: nothing could
intenrene, ard to could not be dropped from second (or subsequent) conjuncts in a

sequence of coordinated to-infmitives; we saw in the previous chapter that it is this
behaviour that speaks out most clearly against infinitival /o being a preposition in
OE, and the infrnitival ending on a par with genuine dative endings.

In ME, the status of to changes: second coqjuncts appear freely without to tn

as in Gothic-

3oCarnpbell (1998:24?) argues that forrns that lose their independent lexical meanings and become

more functional, automatically appear in relatively unsffessed positions; hence the phonological
reduction. "For this reason, many find grammaticalization derivative, perhaps an interesting intersection
of these various sorts of change, but with no special status of its own" (ibid.).
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situations in which they can only be interpreted as ro-infinitives (and not as bare

infinitives), and split infinitives (at first with objects rather than adverbs) become

possible. We have argued that this change demonsffates that infinitival ,o was no

longer covertly moving to T to check its Tense features, but overtly, and that this
change, although facilitated by the gradual loss of OV orders that took place in ME,
was triggered by the behaviour of the finite counterpart of infinitival /o: the finie
subjunctive, which was increasingly becoming analytic rather than synthetic, with
the subjunctive no longer exclusively signalled by a morpheme bound to the verb

and raising to T covertly, but more and more often by a free morpheme, a modal,
raising to T overtly.

12.4 Conclusions of this chapter

We have discussed two very real changes in this chapter: first, the rise of
to-infinitival ECMs after the verbs of commanding and permitting, the believe-type
verbs and the want-type verbs; and second, the development of infinitival /a from
clitic on the verb to the overt expression of a functional head, T.

The first change was initiated by a reanalysis of the object control
constrrction after the verbs of commanding and permitting. This reanalysis was

made possible by the meanings of these verbs and their thematic structure, which
could be either two- or three-place. The change was facilitated by the loss of OV
orders, which made it easier to identifu a preverbal constituent of the infinitive as

its subject.
The development of the ECM after 'B' -verbs may have been initiated by

Latin examples, and is still mainly the domain of a formal, scholarly register in PE.

Its adoption into the language was facilitated by the fact that it was stmchrrally
similar to the Small Clause in OE with the "participial" type of to-infinitive as its
predicate. When this type of ro-infinitive declined, and its place was taken by the /o
De-infinitive, the result was a structure very like the ECM. The fact that to be in the

case of many believe-verbs in PE remains the only infinitive possible in the
construction suggests that many such ECMs are still AgrPs rather than fullblown
IPs.

The most crucial factor to promote the ECM after the believe-verbs, however,
is the loss of V2 which began at the end of the 14th century. When V2 was lost, only
nominative NPs could be unmarked themes. Passive ECM-constructions ("second
passives") allowed the subject of the embedded infinitival clause to raise to the

higher subject position, and so become an unmarked theme. This suggests that the

ECM-construction provided a new strategy to move NPs into the position of
unmarked themes. This account provides an explanation for the high rates of both
"second passives" and to be-infinitives after the believe-verbs that aro such

characteristic feafures of the constuction with these verbs in PE.
The verbs of the want-fyy,e often did not express straightforward

monotransitive "volition" but ditransitive manipulation, i.e. they belonged to the
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class of commanding and permitting. This makes it likely that the development of
the ECM-construction after these verbs was a process parallel to the development of
ECM-constnrctions after verbs of commanding and permitting.

The second important change in ME was the status of infinitival to itself.
From being a clitic in OE, and inseparable from the verb, it degrammaticalized to
word status. The analysis most consistent with the data appears to be that ,o no
longer moved covertly to T, but overtly. It is difficult to see how such a process
could be motivated by grammaticalization, as it is not a matter of a lexical head
being reanalysed as a functional head 

- 
that process had taken place a long time

prior to the developments in ME (see Chapter I l)-
Although the change is likely to have been facilitated by the gradual loss of

OV orders that took place in ME, and a case could perhaps be made for learners
analysing ,o as moving to T overtly for reasons of greater economy of derivation (as

the covert movement of to, or of the ro+V complex, had become vacuous in a VO
grammar), this again appears to be a necessary but not sufficient cause for the
change.

We argued that the actual trigger may have been the behaviour of the finite
counterpart of infinitival to, i.e. the finite subjunctive form. This form, probably as a

result of the general syncretism of forms in eME, and the levelling of verbal
endings, was increasingly becoming analytic rather than synthetic, with the
subjunctive no longer exclusively signalled by a morpheme bound to the verb and
raising to T covertly, but more and more often by a free morpheme, a modal, raising
to T overtly. The overt movement of to, then, would briog it in line with the rest of
its paradigm: the modal verbs. If this was indeed the trigger, the change would be an

example of a rare phenomenon: a grarnmar-driven change.
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Chapter 13 Summary and Conclusions

13.1 Recapitulation of initial aims

This book presents an investigation into infinitival complements in Old and Middie
English. The investigation was prompted by the apparent chaos of the situation of
the two infinitives, the bare infinitive and the ro-infinitive, in Old English and the

changes in infinitival constructions in Middle English. Two major claims in the

literature on infinitives in Old and Middle English are, firstly, that the fo-infinitive
replaced the bare infinitive in many positions, and secondly, that the changes in
infinitival constructions are the result of a categorial change. This dissertation
concentrates on these issues. The first research question was (i):

(i) What is the categorial status of the two infinitives in OE? Is there a

category change in later English? What is the categorial status of to in
the various historical stages?

As the categorial status of the infuritives, and of to, can only be determined on the
basis of the distribution of the two infinitives, their internal structure and their
position in the clause, this question led to (ii):

(ii) What is the distribution of the two infinitives in OE?

Question (ii) required a reappraisal of Callaway (1913), data searches in OE text
corpora, and an evaluation of earlier accounts of the distribution. The correlation
based on case that is proposed by Callaway (1913) was not found to be valid. We
showed on the basis of a detailed account in terms of argument stnrchrre and

thematic roles that the distribution of the trvo infinitives was formd to be fairly
systematic, with the /o-infinitive following the distribution of the subjunctive that-
clause.

(iii) Are the two infinitives in competition, and to what extent?

It turns out that the ro-infinitive overlaps with the distribution of the bare infinitive
after three groups of verbs: ttre rureNTIoN verbs, the aspectualizers and the verbs of
commanding and permitting. There are, however, clear syntactic and sernantic
differences between the two infinitives after at least the last two groups of verbs,

which argues against the two infinitives being in direct competition.
Distributionally, positionally and stucturally, ttre ta-infinitive after all verbs except
wesan'to be' matches the subjunctive that-clatse. Quantitative evidence shows that
the OE ro-infinitive competes wi*r this finite clause; if there was any competition
with the bare infinitive, it was not in OE itself, but at the pre-OE stage (when both
infinitives appear as purpose adjunct), or at a later stage of Middle English, since the
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massive increase in lo-infinitives in this period that was the result of its ousting the
finite clause is bound to have affected the position of the bare infinitive.

13.2 Origin of the fa-infinitive

As work progressed, the investigation came to be focused specifically on the to-
infinitive. The traditional assumption that the ro-infuritive represents a relative
innovation - the bare infinifive had already been around for some time - which
eventually became extemely successful was borne out; the notion that the bare
infinitive was the main victim of this success was not confirmed, however; that role
was filled by the subjunctive clause.

The most likely origin of the ro-infrnitive is what I have called the
purposive ro-PP, to be distinguished from the spatial ,o-PP. Purposive fo-PPs do not
express a goal in space, but in time, i.e. a future, or at least non-actuated, event. The
noun that expresses an event is usually a nominalisation of a verb. The categorial
status of this entity is that of a noun, but it inherits the thematic stnrchre of the verb
from which it is derived. By virtue of its being an N-head, the external AGENT

argument remains unexpressed; an "inherited" internal argument may be expressed
by an object in the genitive.

Purposive /o-PPs are attested in two functions in OE: as purpose
adjunct, and as GOAL argument after the verbs of persuading and urging and after a

limited number of nouns (tima 'time', anweald 'power' etc.) and adjectives (of the
type gearu'ready'). Somewhat surprisingly in view of their less extensive stnrcture,
purposive ro-PPs are capable of expressing the same information as the other
constituent that is found in the same functions, i.e. the subjunctive that-clause. This
is because the AgrS and T nodes of the finite clause - positions which the to-PP
lacks - are filled with anaphoric material (anaphoric in the general, not generative,
sense): the content of AgrS (overt in a finite clause, and PRO in a non-finite clause)
depends on the object of the higher clause and is always recoverable.

The content of Tense depends similarly on that of the matrix tense, as

subjunctives express Determined Time Reference (in the sense of Noonan 1985).
This is not to say that there is no difference between to-PP and subjunctive clause;
the former depends on the availability of a nominalising suffix for a particular verb.
Such suffixes are subject to the restrictions typical of derivational morphology:
although there is a variety of nominalising affixes, €9. -ung, -dom or -e, not a
single one of these may attach to just any V-stem. It follows that not every verb is
capable of being nominalised in this way. The subjunctive clause is not subject to
such restrictions, as it may select any V; subjunctive affixes are inflectional and take
any V as input.

Although the lo-infinitive is generally supposed to derive from the bare
infinitive, this position is not universally accepted, as the presence of the
z-geminate points to an older *ia suffix. On these grounds, the infrnitive in the
complement of /o has been argued to be a separate formation, a gerund; and we have
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argued that this gerund may have come into existence as the result of a nominalising
affix competing so successfully with the other affixes - such competition is again

more typical of derivational affixes. than of inflectional ones - that it eventually
attached to any V and came to be interpreted as inflectional rather than derivational.
Inflectional affixes are not category-changing; and it may be that this was the point
at which the categorial change, of N to V, took place

The advantage of this scenario is that it explains why we do not find
the bare infinitive in any other nominal positions apart from the complement of to:

the answer is that the entity in the complement of to is not a bare infinitive, which
means we do not have to assume that the bare infinitive was ever nominal enough to
occur in this position.

The second advantage is that the function in which the lo-infinitive
developed (an expression of purpose) is typical of the emergence of infinitival forms
in general; the emergence of the ,o-infinitive is in this respect completely
uncontroversial, as is the fact that it derives from a nominalisation of a verb - this
is, again, typical of non-finite forms in general. That there are two infinitives in a
language that represent independent developments is similarly well-attested in other
languages.

As soon as the affix generalized to accept all Vs as input it acquired

the same competitive edge over the purposive to-PP as the subjunctive clause. A
further consequence was that it became a competitor of the finite complement. The

fact that its structural positions AgrS and T could not be frlled with overt material
did not matter, as ttrese positions were only frlled by anaphoric material in its
competitor. The story of the further rise of the to-infuritive is one of competition
with the subjunctive clause.

133 Competition between subj unctive clause and ra-infinitive

The distribution of the to-infrnitive as verb complement in Chapter 3

(monoffansitive INTENTIoN verbs) and chapters 6, 7 and 8 (ditransitive verbs of
persuading and urging, commanding and permitting, and promising) demonstrated
that it followed the distribution of the subjunctive clause. There was only one group
of verbs where the finite complement was found, but not its non-finite counterpart:
the verbs of saying (6.6). One of the probable reasons for this finding is that the

subject of the subjunctive clause after these verbs does not usually refer to the object
or subject of the higher clause; and as the to-infinitive in OE occurs exclusively in
confrol structures, this explains why these verbs are not found with such a

complement.
The functional equivalence, and therefore the plausibility of

competition, was confrrmed by a study of two versions of the OE tanslation of a
Latin text, Gregory's Dialogues. Subjunct'we that-clauses in the earlier version are

systematically replaced by ra-infinitives in the later version, although only one bare

infinitive is replaced by a to-infinitive. The majority of the verbs of which the finite
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complement is changed belong to the monotransitive intention group, with the verbs
of persuading and urging a good second. Verbs of commanding and permitting, and
of promising (which have a number of subcategorization frames in common with
each other and not with the verbs of persuading and urging, and consequently
constitute a separate group) do not show this rate of replacement.

A quantitative study of six subcorpora, each representing an interval of
a century - four OE subcorpora and two early ME corpora - yielded 5 usable data
points, on the basis of which it was possible to construct logistic curves: one for
purpose adjuncts, presumably the earliest function of the ro-infinitive, one for
monotransitive intention verbs, and one for ditransitive verbs (all the manipulatives,
i.e. the two groups of urging and persuading, and commanding and permitting,
together). The conclusion is warranted, then, that the ro-infinitive expanded at the
expense of the subjunctive clause.

This investigation stops at 1350; but a related study (Rohdenburg
1992) shows that the competition continued at least after the manipulatives, and that
the present situation was not reached until 1800.

13.4 Competition between bare and ro-infinitive

There was also competition between the bare infinitive and the to-infinitive, but
only at the beginning of the competition between to-infinitive and subjunctive
clause, and at the end. The beginning was marked by the emergence of the to-
infinitive as purpose adjunct, and as the bare infinitive could occur in this function
too in prehistoric OE - there are still vestiges of this use in OE itself - there may
well have been competition. The reason the ra-infinitive encroached upon the bare
infinitive in that particular domain appears to have been the fact that the latter
started to develop an aspechral meaning, especially after verbs of motion (and to a
lesser extent, ofrest) and this created a need for a new expression ofpurpose (see

Chapter 9).
The bare infinitive also developed a very similar aspectual meaning

(imperfective) after the aspectualizers onginnan and beginnan 'begin'. We argued in
chapter 4 that there are semantic and syntactic differences between the two
infinitives after these verbs that point to such a development. The to-infinitive may
well have emerged initially as a possible complement of this verb because it could
occur with a subjunctive clause, like an intention verb; such clauses are (very
occasionally) still attested in OE. But after this initial appearance, the ro-infinitive
and bare infinitive came to be potential rivals after these verbs, although for a time
each had its own domain.

There was renewed competition between the two infinitives when that
of the to-infinitive and the subjunctive that-clause had nearly run its course in early
Middle English. The massive increase of to-infinitives, the end result of its
competition with the subjunctive clause, began to have its effect on the verb system,

and the development of the rnodals as a separate category, a long drawn-out process
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over many centuries, came to a head in that period. It was then that bare infinitives
could no longer be clauses, and they were phased out after the mreNTIoN verbs and

after the lexical variant of the aspectualizers.

13.5 Categorial status

The mass of accumulated distributional, structural and positional evidence led us to
posit three different infinitives, and it was consequently impossible to talk in terms
of "the" infinitive when discussing categorial status. The three structures are the
following:

(i) the bare infinitive
(ii) the to-infinitive as complement of the verb wesan'be'
and (iii) the ra-infinitive as purpose adjunct, and as complement of verbs other than
wesan.

Ad (i): The bare infinitive, though it has some nominal traits in that its position in
the clause is that of a case-marked noun, is a V-head, and there has been no
categorial change in this respect in the transition from OE to ME.

Ad (ii): Tlte wesan-ro-infinitive behaves positionally, distributionally
and stnrcturally like a passive participle and occurs as a predicate in a Small Clause.
We argue that it should be accorded the same analysis as a passive participle. This
infinitive is re-analysed in Middle English as an overtly passivized to be-infrnitive,
and facilitated the adoption of the ro-infinitival ECM-constnrction after ttre believe-
type verbs.

Ad (iii): This to-infinitive appears exclusively in control constructions
(with an empty category, PRO, as external argument), ffid functions as the non-
finite counterpart of the subjunctive clause. Its distribution, internal strrcture and
position in the clause is that of a clause, probably CP.

We conclude, then, that the changes in infinitival complement in ME
(the emergence of passives, negation and perfective have in the ro-infinitival
complement; the emergence of split infrnitive and ro-infinitival ECM and raising
stuctures) cannot be explained by a categorial change. Some of these changes we
argued not to constitute a genuine ghange at all, but to be the result of the fact that
OE ,o-infinitives of type (iii) occur exclusively in control sttctures where passives,

negation and perfects are rare anyway; this fact, together with the low frequency of
ro-infinitives compared to ME, and the low frequencies of perfective have itself (its
use did not become general until ME) make it unlikely that their non-occurrence can

be taken as evidence of their being stucturally impossible.
The emergence of ro-infinitival ECM constitutes a genuine change. Its

occrurence with the verbs of commanding and permitting was the result of a

reanalysis of the object control construction after these verbs; the same can be
argued for its occurrence with the verbs of the want-type, as they, too, show

351
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ditransitive behaviour. The loss of OV orders greatly facilitated its rise.
Its occurrence after the believe-verbs was the result of other

developments. It may have been initiated by Latin examples, and is still mainly the
preserve of a formal, scholarly register in PE. Its adoption into the language was
facilitated by the fact that it was struchrrally similar to the Small Clause in OE with
the "participial" type of ,o-infinitive as its predicate. When this type of lo-infinitiv'e
declined, and its place was taken by the to be-infrnitive, the result was a structure
very like the ECM. The fact that to be in the case of many believe-verbs in PE
remains the only infinitive possible in the constnrction suggests that many such
ECMs are still AgrPs rather than fullblown IPs.

The most crucial factor to promote the ECM after the believe-verbs,
however, is the loss of V2 which began at the end of the l4th century. When V2 was
lost, only nominative NPs could be unmarked themes. Passive ECM-constructions
("second passives") allowed the subject of the embedded infrnitival clause to rise to
the higher subject position, and so become an unmarked theme. This suggests that
the ECM-constuction provided a new strategy to move NPs into the position of
unmarked themes. This account provides an explanation for the high rates of both
"second passives" and to be-infinitives after the believe-verbs that are such
characteristic features of the constnrction with these verbs in PE.

I3.6 The position of to

7o has the same features to check as the subjunctive, and like the subjunctive it
checks them in T. In OE, it is a clitic on the infinitive, and checks its features

covertly; in ME, it starts to move to T overtly and is no longer a clitic, but a free
word.

Although the change is likely to have been facilitated by the gradual
loss of OV orders that took place in ME, and a case could perhaps be made for
leanrers analysing to as moving to T overtly for reasons of greater economy of
derivation (as the covert movement of to, or of the ro+V complex, had become
vacuous in a VO grammar), this again appears to be a necessary but not sufficient
cause for the change.

We argued that the achral trigger may have been the behaviour of the
finite counterpart of iufinitival to, i.e. the finite subjunctive form. This form,
probably as a result of the general syrcretism of forms in eME, and the levelling of
verbal endings, was increasingly becoming analytic rather than synthetic, with the
subjunctive no longer exclusively signalled by a morpheme cliticising to the verb
and raising to T covertly, but more and more often by a free morpheme, a modal,
raising to T overtly. The overt movement of to, then, would bring it in line with the
rest of its paradigm: the modal verbs. If this was indeed the trigger, the change
would be an example of a rare phenomenon: a grammar-driven change.
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Tables of complementation patterns

Tables I and II below are based on data from Callaway t9I3: 37,44, 16lff,
Bosworth and Toller 1882/1921, Wiilfing 1894, and Mitchell 1985:$1092,
supplemented by corpus searches. Minor differences are due to the fact that I have
followed the spelling of the lemmata in J.R. Clark Hall's A concise Anglo-Saxon
Dictionary, which sometimes differs from Callaway's.

N.B.: Clark Hall treats forletan as a verb with many different meanings. As
at least two of these meanings clearly correlate with different complementation
pattenrs, I distinguish turo forletans: forletan, 'leave' occurs with AcI and Small
Clause complements; forlatan,'abstain from doing, not attempt' occurs with ro-

infinitive and that-clause complements (see the entry for forletan in Bosworth and

Toller 1882, l92l). It is the secondforletanthat we find in Table I.

Table I: Monotransitive verbs taking a to-infinitival complement only

Verb Acc Dat/
Gen

7o NP det

Adradan, fear

Aforhtian,fear

Anbidian, expect

Andracian, fear, lament

A6encan, intend

Beotian, threaten

Besorgian, regret

Ceosan, choose

Cunnian, attempt

Deman, condemn

Dyrstlecan, undertake

Fleon, shun
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Table I cont'd Acc dat/Gen ino-NP det

Forgieman, neglect

Forgiemeleasian, neglect

Fothtian,fear

Forlretan, abstain from

Forsacan, refuse

Forsceamian, be as hamed

Forseon, despise

Fundian, strive

Higian, strive

Hyhtan, hope

Ieldau, delay

Liefan, believe

Murnan, care

M5mnan, lead, intend

Oferhogian, despise

Ongietan, understand

Onscunian, shun

Reccan, care

Sirwan, p/o/

Slawian, be slow

Smeagan, intend

Swerian, swear

Tacan, undertake

Teohhian, intend

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table I cont'd Acc Dat/Gen 7o-NP det

Eeahtian, intend

Deowan, threaten

Dwrerian, agree

Underfon, attempt

Understan dan, un d er s tand

Unlustian, loathe

Wandian, hesitate

Wamian, shun

Weddian, agree

Witan, know

Widcwe6an, refuse

Widsacan, refuse

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Totals:48 verbs 38 22

Table II: Monotransitive verbs taking both infinitival complements (includes
INTENTIoN verbs, see Chapter 3, and aspectualizers, see Chapter 4)

Verb Acc Dat/ Gen Io NP det

3811

Ablinnan, cease

Aginnan, begin

Beginnan, begin

Earnian, earn, strive

Fon, attempt

Forhogian, neglect

Gieman, care

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
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Table Il cont'd Acc DaUGen Io NP det

Giernan, desire

Hogian, intend

Leornian, learn

Myntan, intend

Ondrredan,f"o,

Onginnan, begin

Secan, seefr

Swican, stop, cease

Tilian, strive

Dencan, intend

Dristlrecan, presume

Wenan, hope, expect

Wilnian, desire

Wunian, be /wont

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Totals:21 verbs

Tables III, IV and V: A breakdown of the functions of the ra-infinitives in the C
and H mss. of Gregory's Dialogues.

These tables are based on Yerkes (1982), supplemented by a corpus search.

Table III: to-infinitives that occur in both C and H

Function: Total:

t7t2t7

Adjunct of purpose

Complement of adjective

Complement of wesan,'be'

Verb complement

7

6

8

4
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Table IV: to-infinitives in C, no to-infinitive in H

357

Function of to-infinitive in C Corresponding structure in H Total:

Complement of noun

Complement of adjective

Complement of wes an,' be'

Noun has no complement

No corresponding structure
PP wittr to

No corresponding structure

I

I
I

I

Table V: to-infinitives in H, no to-infinitive in C

Function ofto-infinitive in H Corresponding structure in C Total:

Complement of verb

Adjunct ofpurpose

Complement of noun

Complement of adjective

Complement of wesan

Verb has no complement
simplex verb
coordinate clause

bare infinitive
that-clause

PP

coordinate clause

that-clause

NP (genitive)
PP with to

PP with to
that-clause

No conesponding stnrcture

2

4
2

I
26

I
4
4

2

I

I
I

2
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Samenvatting

Infinitiefcomplementatie in het Oud- en Middelengels

De onbepaalde wijs van het werkwoord, de infinitief, kan in de Westgermaanse
talen vooraf gegaan worden door het woordje te (n het Nederlands) of to (in het
Engels); deze woordjes zijn verwant en gaan terug op hetzelfde voorzetsel of
partikel waaruit ook bijvoorbeeld het Nederlandse toe en tot njn ontstaan. Dit type
infinitief is een betrekkelijk recent fenomeen in de Westgermaanse talen, jonger dan
de "kale" infinitief, d.w.z. de infinitief zonder telto. Het hier gerapporteerde

onderuoek test een aantal aannames over de infinitief met /o door de situatie in het
Oud- en Middelengels te onderuoeken (deze perioden lopen respectievelijk van 700-
ll00 en 1100-1500). Van deze beide taalstadia zijn een zeer grote hoeveelheid
teksten overgeleverd, wat voor syntaktisch onderzoek een eerste vereiste is.

Infinitieven spelen een belangnjke rol in werkwoordscomplementatie. Zowel in
het Nederlands als in het Engels verschijnt de kale infinitief na modale
hulpwerkwoorden (als in (l)) en in Acl-constmcties met perceptie- en
causatiewerkwoorden (als i" (2)). Repareren is een kale infinitief.

(l) Ik zal morgen mijn fretslicht repareren.
(2) Ik zag Jan daarnet zijn fietslicht repareren.

De infinitief met te of to wordt in beide talen gebruikt als complementatie van

hoofdwerkwoorden. Zo'n werkwoord kan dan monoffansitief zijn, zoals in (3), en

heeft dan twee thematische rollen te vergeven; of ditransitief, zoals in (4), met drie
thematische rollen. Zowel in (3) als in (a) is de infrnitief te repareren:

(3)

(4)

Ik probeerde
AGENS

Ik vroeg hem
AcTNs RECIPIENS

gisteren mijn fietslicht te repareren
THEMA

gisteren mijn fietslicht te repareren
THEMA

Als het onderliggende subject van de infinitief te repareren moeten we in (3)
dezelfde referent aannemen als het subject van het matrixwerkwoord (ik); dit wordt
in de literatuur aangeduid met "subjectscontrole". In (4), daarentegen, is het
onderliggende subject van te repareren dezelftle referent als het object van het
matrixwerkwoord(hem); dit wordt in de literatuur aangeduid met "objectscontrole".

In het Engels is er bovendien nog een derde constructie mogelijk met een te-
infrnitief, de "ECM"-constructie. In deze constructie is het werkwoord
monotransitief en heeft twee rollen te vergeven: AGENS (he n (5)) en THEMA (John

to be afool). Het thema is verder te ontleden in een ro-infinitief en een overt subject,
John;
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(s)
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He considers John to be a fool

Constructies als in (l)-(5), en speciaal de ontwikkeling van de /o-infinitief, vormen
het onderwerp van dit boek.

In hoofdstuk I passeren een aantal aannames over de infinitief in het Oudengels

de revue. De eerste aarurame is dat to daar niet een betekenisloze
infinitiefmarkeerder zou zijn, zoals in het Modern Engels, rmar een echt voorzetsel.
Dat zouerop kunnen duiden dat de op ro volgende infinitief niet een werkwoord is in
het Oudengels maar een zelfstandig naamwoord, of in ieder geval een entiteit met
nominale trekken. Een tweede aanname is dat de distributie van de twee infinitieven
in het Oudengels zich niet laat verklaren omdat het Oudengels zich in een

overgangsituatie zou bevinden waarin de twee infinitieven - de "oude" kale
infinitief en de "nieuwe" ro-infuritief - in competitie met elkaar zijn. De derde

aanname is dat uitbreiding van de to-infinitief in het Middelengels ten koste van de

kale infinitief is gegaan: de to-infinitief zou de kale infinitief verdrongen hebben.
Het doel van mijn onderuoek was deze aannames te onderzoeken.

De infrnitief in het Oudengels is al eens uitgebreid beschreven, namelijk in het in
1913 verschenen The infinitive in Anglo-Saxon ('De infunitief in het Oudengels')
door Morgan Callaway. Dit boek is sindsdien het standaardwerk op dit gebied

gebleven. In hoofdstuk 2 laat ik zien dat manier waarop Callaway zijn gegevens

presenteert een vertekend beeld oplevert van de werkelijke situatie van de infinitief
als werkwoordscomplement in het Oudengels. De classificatie die Callaway toepast

gaat ten eerste voorbij aan de onderliggende stnrctuur van de zin (it het
hoofdwerkwoord monotansitief of ditransitief; is er sprake van subject of object
control; of hebben we te maken met een Acl-consEuctie); en ten tweede neemt
Callaway ook data op die gebaseerd zrjn op transliteraties uit het Latijn. In glossen

en letterlijke vertalingen wordt een Latijnse infinitief standaard vertaald met een

Oudengelse kale infinitief, terwijl Latijnse gerundia en gerundiva standaard vertaald
worden met een ro-infinitief. Deze data zeggen niets over de werkelijke situatie van
de twee infrnitieven in het Oudengels. Het gevolg van Callaway's classificatie is dat

het net lijkt alsof de kale infinitief een veel uitgebreider gebruik kende in het

Oudengels dan in latere stadia, wat geleid heeft tot het idee dat de to-infinitief de

kale infinitief verdrongen heeft.
In deel II en deel III van dit boek pluis ik de werkelijke situatie van de twee

infinitieven in het Oudengels uit. Data afkomstig van transliteraties uit het Latijn
worden ver-worpen. In deel II concludeer ik dat beide infinitieveu mogelijk zijn in
een monotransitieve constructie met subjectscoutrole, d.w.z. de Oudengelse

tegenhanger yan (3). Wat de groep werkwoorden die "intentie" uitdrukken betreft,
zien we in hooftlstuk 3 de kale infinitief slechts na een beperkt aantal werkwoorden
verschdnen. Data uit het Gotisch (een oudere Germaanse taal) laten echter zien dat

deze groep altijd beperkt geweest is. Men kan dus niet concluderen dat de ro-

infinitief de kale infrnitief achter deze groep werkwoorden veryangen heeft. Een

speciale subgroep van de monotransitieve werkwoorden met subjectscontrole wordt
gevormd door twee werkwoorden die allebei 'beginnen' betekenen. Hier zien we
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eveneens beide infinitieven verschijnen, maar er zijn wel degelijk syntactische en
semantische verschillen tussen de twee, die erop duiden dat deze werkwoorden een
semantisch "gebleekte" variant hadden waarbij de oorspronkelijke betekenis 'ergens
mee beginnen' nauwelijks meer aanwezig is, maar is vervangen door een
perfectische betekenis. Deze variant vertoond allerlei syntactische kenmerken die
met hulpwerkwoorden worden geassocieerd, en wordt dan ook gevolgd door de kale
infinitief. De andere variant van deze werkwoorden, die wel 'beginnen' betekent,
wordt door de lo-infinitief gevolgd.

In deel 2 worden de ditransitieve werkwoorden beschreven. De to-infinitief
verschijnt als complement brj t'wee aparte groepen. De eerste groep wordt gevormd
door werkwoorden die 'overhalen, dwingen' betekenen, en wordt besproken in
hoofdstuk 6. Deze werkwoorden hebben drie rollen te vergeven: AGENS (degene die
dwingt), THEMA (degene die gedwongen wordt) en DoEL (hetgeen waartoe het
THEMA gedwongen wordt). Het THEMA staat altijd in de vierde naamval, en het doel
kan door drie verschillende constituenten worden uitgedrukt: een
voorzetselvoorwerp met to (tot in het Nederlandse voorbeeld, (6a)), een /o-infinitief
en een datzin met aanvoegende wijs. De Nederlandse tegenhangers van deze
constructie zijn (6a-c):

(6) a. Zij dwong hem tot kalmte
(7) b. Zij dwong hem kalm te blijven
(8) c. Zij dwong hem (ertoe) dat hij kalm bleef

Hoewel (6c) in het hedendaags Nederlands weemd aandoet, is dit complement
favoriet in het Oudengels, en komt zes keer zo vaak voor als de to-infinitief
(waarvan de Nederlandse tegenhanger in (6b) gegeven is). De kale infinitief is in het
Oudengels niet mogeldk om het DoEL na deze werkwoorden uit te drukken.

De tweede groep ditransitieven wordt gevormd door werkwoorden met
betekenissen als 'bevelen' en 'toestaan' . Deze werkwoorden worden beschreven in
hoofclstuk 7. Hun argumentstrucfuur verschilt van die van de eerder beschreven
groep ditransitieven. De drie rollen zijn AcENS (degene die toestaat), RECIrIENS
(degene die iets wordt toegestaan) en rurMe (dat wat toegestaan wordt). De
recipiens staat altijd in de derde naamval, en het thema - als het een zelfstandig
naamwoord is - in de vierde. Behalve als zelfstandig naamwoord kan het thema
ook worden uitgedrukt door een to-infinitief of een datzin met aanvoegende wijs.
Bij een beperkt aantal werkwoorden is een kale infinitief ook mogelijk, maar in dat
geval hebben we te doen met een monotransitieve Acl-constnrctie, en de betekenis
van het betreffende werkwoord is dan ook veel causatiever. Door de syntactische en

semantische verschillen tussen kale infinitief en lo-infinitief is het onaannemelijk dat
de to-infinitief als complement van deze werlovoorden de kale infinitief vervangen
heeft.

In hoofdstuk 8 worden een aantal speciale gevallen beschreven, waaronder ook
werkwoorden die 'beloven' betekenen. Deze werkwoorden zijn, evenals in het
Nederlands en het hedendaags Engels, ditransitief, maar hebben subjectsconuole.
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In hoofdstuk 9 komen de beide infinitieven als doeladjunct aan bod. Na enig

puinruimen blijkt dat doeladjuncten drie verschijningsvornen hebben: een

voorzetselvoorwerp met to, een ro-infinitief, en een datzin met aanvoegende wijs
(precies dezelfde constituenten die het noEl-argument van de werkwoorden van

hoofdstuk 6 uitdrukken, dus). De kale infinitief komt niet meer als doelinfinitief
voor, omdat werkwoorden van beweging een "gebleekte" variant hebbeh

ontwikkeld. Deze variant vertoont hulpwerkwoordachtige trekken, en de kale
infinitief na deze werkwoorden drukt niet meer iets uit dat nog bereikt moet worden
(en dus in de toekomst ligt), maar iets dat gehjktijdig plaatsvindt. De kale infinitief
is in deze betekenis later verdrongen door het tegenwoordig deelwoord op -ing.
Mrjn hypothese is dat door deze verbleking de oude functie van de kale infinitief is
komen te vervallen. Deze functie is toen overgenomen door de ro-infrnitief, die
immers ooit eens als voorzetselvoor-werp met to begonnen is.

In deel IV beschrijf ik een aantal veranderingen die de to-infinitief volgens de

literatuur heeft ondergaan in de overgang van het Oud- naar het Middelengels. In
Hoofdstuk I I laat ik zien dat er in sommige gevallen niet echt van een verandering
kan worden gesproken. Zo is de categoriale status van de /o-infinitief niet
veranderd; mocht de constructie uit een voorzetselvoorwerp zijn ontstaan - wat ik
wel aanneem - dan heeft de omslag van een naamwoordeldke infrnitief naar een

werkwoordelijke infinitief plaatsgehad voor de Oudengelse periode. De enige

sporen die die situatie in het Oudengels heeft achtergelaten is de uiterlijke
verschijning van de to-infinitief, die inderdaad de vortn heeft van een

voorzetselvoorwerp, compleet met datiefuitgang. De ,o-infu:itief gedraagt zich
echter niet als een voorzetselvoorwerp, maar als een niet-finiete tegenhanger van de

datzin met aanvoegende wijs.
Vanuit dat gezichtspunt is de distributie van de ,o-infinitief geheel en al

verklaarbaar; deze komt geheel overeen met die van de datzin met aanvoegende
wijs. Voordat de to-infinitief ten tonele verscheen, konden doelbepalingen worden
uitgedrukt door een voorzetselgroep gevormd door ,o * een nominalisatie van een

werkwoord (omdat een doel een toekomstige gebeurtenis beschrijft, waar immers in
de meeste gevallen een werkwoord voor nodig is) en een datzin met aanvoegende

wijs (een "optatief'). De ro-infinitief is ontstaan doordat een van de derivationele
suffixen waarmee van werkwoorden zelfstandig naamwoorden konden worden
gevormd, naar alle werkwoorden generaliseerde en niet langer meer derivationeel,
maar inflectioneel was. Van ieder werkwoord kon een /o-infinitief worden gemaakt.

Dat betekende dat de ,o-infinitief een veel groter toepassingsbereik had dan de

voorzetselgroep waar hij uit voortkwam, en dat van de finiete zin evenaarde. Finiete
zinnen hebben weliswaar posities voor onderwerpen en zinstijden, en /o-infinitieven
niet; maar in de praktijk liggen onderwerp en tijd van een aanvoegende zin al
automatisch vast (zie bv. (9)), zodat er met een fo-infinitief precies hetzelfde kon
worden uitgedrukt als met een finiete zin.

Door deze relatie tussen datzin met aanvoegende wijs en to-infinitief wordt het
nu ook duidelijk hoe het aantal ,o-infuritieven zo kon toenemen in het Middelengels.
In hoofrlstuk 3 had een vergelijking van twee Oudengelse vertalingen van dezelfde
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Latijnse tekst, 6dn uit t875 en 66n van anderhalve eeuw later, al laten zien dat waar

de oudste vertaling een dat-zin met aanvoegende wijs gebruikt, zoals in (9), de
jongere systematisch voor een /o-infinitief kiest (zoals in (10)):

(9) he gewilnode, pat he hrfde lof & herenesse pes chnan lifes
hij wenste dat hij hadnqNvw lof en waardering des zuivere levens
'hij wenste dat hU lof en waardering zou oogsten voor zUn zuivere
Ievenswandel'

(10) he gewilnode to habberure pet lof & herunge his maran drohtnunge
hij wenste te hebben de lof en waardering zijns uitstekende gedrag
'hij wenste lof en waardering te oogsten voor zijn uitstekende gedrag'

De to-infinitief en de dat-zin met aanvoegende w|s blijken niet alleen qua
betekenis, maar ook wat betreft positie in de zin, functie en distributie, grote
overeenkomsten te vertonen. Het vermoeden dat de to-infinitief vooral de dat-zin in
de aanvoegende wijs verdrongen heeft, en niet de kale infinitief, wordt bevestigd
door een kwantitatief onderzoek. Hierbij werd de frequentie gemeten van dat-zin en
/o-infinitief als werkwoordscomplement in een elektronisch corpus van Oud- en
Middelengelse teksten dat in zes verschillende perioden was onderverdeeld. Een
vergelijking van deze zes perioden liet zien dat er inderdaad een correlatie bestaat
ttrssen de toename van de to-infinitief en de afname van de dat-zrn met aanvoegende
wUs.

In hoofdstuk 12 bespreek ik een aantal veranderingen die wel hebben
plaatsgehad: de opkomst van de ECM-constmctie met ro-infinitief (als in (6),
hierboven), het verval van de lo-infinitief als predicaat, en de opkomst van de 'split
infinitive'. Brj EcM-constructies dienen we een onderscheid te maken tussen de

want-groep en de believe-groep. De ECMs na de want-groep hebben zich het eerst

ontwikkeld en zijn ontstaan uit de objectsconfrole-constructie na de groep
werkwoorden die besproken werden in hoofdstuk 7. Het is een kenmerkend
onderdeel van de betekenis van deze werkwoorden dat ze kunnen afglijden van
"beleefd verzoek" tot "causatief', en dan ook niet langer meer diEansitief zljn, maar
monotransitief. De ontwikkeling van de ECM als complement van de believe-groep
hangt nauw samen met het verval van de ro-infinitief als predikaat.

Er heeft in het Vroegmiddelengels een omslag in de woordvolgordepatronen, de

volgorde van O(bject) en V(erb), plaatsgehad. Het Oudengels vertoont een gemengd
patroon (OVA/O), maar in het Middelengels wordt de canonieke volgorde VO.
Deze omslag heeft bij alle veranderingen die in hoofdstuk 12 worden beschreven
een grote rol gespeeld, maar vooral ook bd het ontstaan van de "split infinitive".

In het Oudengels vorrnen to en infinitief e6n geheel dat door geen enkel ander
woord gescheiden kan worden. In het Middelengels zien we dat ro losraakt van de

infinitief. We laten zien dat de omslag naar VO hier wel een noodzakelijke, maar
geen voldoende voorwaarde voor moet zijn geweest. De verklaring moet
waarschijnlijk gezocht worden in het verval van de synthetische aanvoegende wljs,
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die vervangen werd door een periphrastische constructie met een modaal
hulpwerkwoord. De aanvoegende wijs werd dus niet meer door een morfeem
weergegeven maar door een woord.. Het is niet ondenkbaar dat het fa element, als

een expressie van de niet-finiete aanvoegende wijs, met deze ontwikkeling is
meegegaan.


